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ABSTRACT

The aim of this thesis was to investigate organisational factors that can affect employee

acceptance of organisational change involving new information technology. Five studies

were undertaken using organisations that had implemented new information technology

systems.

The first study involved an analysis of ten consultant reports to explore organisational

factors associated with successful and unsuccessful implementations of new technology.

Study Two used a semi-structured interview to further investigate these factors in

employees of an organisation that had implemented new technology change. In Study

Three a questionnaire based on the results of Studies One and Two was given to

employees of an organisation involved in a new technology change implementation. The

results, while based on a small sample, suggested that factors such as communication,

leadership, organisational culture and work and family relationships affect user

acceptance of new technology.

Study Four explored some of the factors identified in Study Three on a larger sample. In

addition to supporting the importance of these factors, the results suggested that there

were differences between different levels of staff in the way these factors affected their

acceptance of technology change programs.

Study Five further explored differences between different levels of staff in the way

organisational factors affected their acceptance of a technology change program. The

results, which were based on a larger sample of employees from the same organisation

but in a different capital city, confirmed the influence of the organisational factors in

Study Four and again suggested that there were differences in their effects on different

levels of employees in the organisation.

The results of the five studìes suggest that organisations can assist employees to better

accept new information technology change by paying careful attention to the



organisational factors investigated. For example, the results suggest that communication

should describe the rationale and benefits of the change and that it should also be regular

and use several different mediums to ensure that it is received. Training should be in the
context of employees' work and trainers should be knowledgeable and consistent.

Managers need to have had sufficient coaching to facilitate the change and respond to
employees in ways that enhance their acceptance and build their confidence. Working
relationships need to be monitored and supported since some groups might find
themselves in new roles that require new skills and working relationships. The
organisational culture also needs to be carefully monitored and steps like those above
taken to prevent it from being altered in negative ways that affect employees' acceptance

of the change process. Finally, the results suggest that a successful implementation of
new technology will require monitoring of the change process at different levels of
employees in the organisation.
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Introduction

Since the end of the eighteenth century the process of industrialisation has been

associated with technological change. However, nìany major technological

transformations were also determined by a combination of socio-political and economic

factors (Hobsbawn, 1969). Boyle, Wheale & Surgess (19s4) suggest that there is a
complex interplay between the desigr¡ development and application of technology and

the socio-economic environment under which these changes occur. In turn the socio-

economic environment is influenced by political considerations arising at the individual,

group, local, national and global level. As cha¡les Boyle and colleagues note:

Technologt even more than science is intimatety shnped by socio-economic

pressure and is permeated by the culture in which it is created and used. By

technologt we mean the lcnowledge, skilt and equipment used for various

purposes, including indusftial production: it thus covers both ,software' and
'hardware ' (Boyle, Wheale & Surgess, lgg4,3-4).

The purpose of this chapter is to briefly outline the history of technology and the

relationship between technology and work. In order to do this, a description is

provided of the consequences of technological and industrial change for the

organisation and control of work. The influence of political and contextual conditions

in shaping the consequences of change for the emergence of new forms of work
organisation is also discused.

Changes in industrial production

In examining changes in industrial production" Gill (1935) provides a description of
three different firnctional activities that, he suggests, are central to all production

processes. First, rarv materials are transformed into products through physical labour or
by machinery driven by some form of power. Second, materials a¡e t¡ansferred between

machines and./or manual workstations. Third, the transformation and transfer of
production operations are coordinated and controlled by the use of human labour or
through the use of rnformation technologies.
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In discussing the evolution of automation in the manufactu¡ing environment, researchers

have used the above descriptions to identify three broad phases of mechanisation,

Pnmary mechanisatior¡ Secondary mechanisation and Tertiary mechanisation.

(Clutterbuck & Crainer, 1990; Gill 1985; Hennques, 1979; Mcloughlin & Cla¡k,

ree4).

Primary mechnnisation: The transformation of raw materials into products occu¡s

through the use of steam poìÀ/er to drive machinery (Henriques, 1979\.

Secondary mechanisation: The transfer of tasks and the running of continuous-flow

assembly lines occur through the use of rnachines that are powered by electricity

(Clutterbuck & Crainer, 1990).

Tertiary meclwnisation: The control, co-ordination and transformation of materials and

job tasks occur through the use of modem communication and information technologies

(Mclouglrlin & Clark, 1994).

Primary mechanisation and the Industrial Revolution

Primary npchanisation started with the rrpchanisation of the textile industry in the late

eighteenth century and formed part of the British Industrial Revolution. With the use of

the steam engine, society was transformed from a mainly agricultural societv into an

industrial economy. The abundance of coal and i¡on ore provided materials for the

construction of bridges, canals and ships and the development of railways. In the early

stages of the industrial revolution the new industrial owners achieved great wealth;

however, the working familles came under much ha¡dship as they often had to work

long hours in poor working conditions for low pay. During these times, child labour

was also common and many children suffered the consequences of industrial accidents

and associated diseases. Many accidents were caused from fatigue and there \ryere many

complaints of children being mis-treafed (Henriques, 1979). Henriques describes how

children were treated dunng this time:
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"There were accidents and industrial diseases. Machines were too close

together and children, drowsy from fatigue, caught their hands, or lost their

.fingers while cleaning moving machinery during meal times. There were many

complaints of ill-treatment. sometimes over-lookers were blamed. whlte the

master was a remote.figure, who nefther knew nor cared. "

(Henriques, 1979, 7 6-7)

Littler (1982) suggests that in the nineteenth century, workshop relations were

dominated by three drfferent types of intemal contract. These were:

L The familial system This is where skilled spinners (in the cotton industry) would

be put in charge of machines and would recruit their own child¡en to do the

u'ork.

2. The master craftsman based system This is where a skilled craftsman would

recruit workers and would then be in charge of production, determining hours

worked, rates of pay and discipline the workers.

3' Third the gang boss system. This was mainly associated with the docks and

coalmines. The 'ganger' would have similar control responsibilities to the

master craftsman, although his position was fa¡ more perilous and was based on

the employer-ganger personal relationship instead of craft and skills as those

above.

Typically the intemal contractor would take on a certain project at a given price, and

would often make a profit on the job (Hobsbawn, 1969). The leading hand or master

craftsman would usually be responsible for the pace of work and the behaviou¡ of the

employees (Melling, 1981). These leading hands had the power to hire and fire, set

wages for their employees and plan the employee's work (child, 1975).

With the gfowth of factories, there was a need to introduce middle men in order to use

more di¡ect forms of supervision in an attempt to reduce overall costs and improve

output and efficiency by disciplining workers and improving their work performance

(Melling 1e81).
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During this time, management used technology to redefine labour's potential to increase

output, and supervision was used as ameans of realising that potential.By the 1870's

the sub.contractor was replaced by directly employed workers (Littler, 1982). In most

workplaces these supervisors held an "undisputed" position of power over the other

workers. These supervisors did not employ their own labour but rather their main

sogrce of income was in the form of wages. Essentially, contractors either became

direct employees, semi-supervisors (eg leading hand) answerable to the organisation's

supervisors, or they became 'submerged work group leaders' (Littler, 1982).

Although technology was a major component in the transition from an agricultural

centred society to an industrial economy, it was one of many signlficant changes. The

organisation of work in factories achieved gteater productivity through the introduction

of discipline and controlled work regimes. Govemmental and trade union intervention

also had a great influence on the way the work regimes changed, especially in regard to

the introduction of the ten-hour work day and concem over how child workers were

being treated (Mcloughlin & Clark, 1994)

Secondary mechnnisation and the arrival of mass production

Secondary mechanisation arrived in the earlV part of the twentieth century. The

continuous-flow assembly line emerged as companies engaged in the mass production of

cheap goods that were previously unavailable or too costly for the average family.

During this time, wages increased and markets multiplied with the mass production of

sta¡rdardised affordable goods (Clutterbuck & Crainer, 1990).

In the 1890s, secondary mechanisation started to take hold, finally reaching maturity

under the new fixed-speed moving assembly lines of Henry Ford in the twentieth

century (Hosbawn, 1969). At this time, there was also a detailed division of labour and

short-task cycle times were introduced (Gill, l9S5). Mass-production and the breaking

down of work tasks were associated with the rise in scientific Íranagement (Braverman,

1974). Taylor (1911) was one of the main advocates of this new form of work

organisation and supported the application of scientific methods ur order to solve
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organisational problems. Taylor believed that through the systematic study of work it
would bc possible to idcnti$ thc bcst way of performing a task. As Taylor stated:

"under scientific management absolutely every erement in the work of
every mqn in your establishment, sooner or later, becomes the subject of
exncL precise, scientific investigation and lmowledge to replace the old ,I

believe so' and 'I guess so'. Every motion, every smail fact becomes the

subject of careful, scientific investigation. "

(Taylor reprinted in Pugh 1990,210).

Taylor envisaged using this informarion to ensure that employees worked to their fi¡ll
capacity þ redesigning organisational structures. Taylor believed that inefñciencies

could be reduced and that increased production could be used to benefit both the

employer (through increased profits) and employee (through increased wages). While

there is considerable debate conceming the extent and uptake of scientific rnanagenpnt,

Taylorist forms of work organisation can be found throughout the industrialised world
(Littler 1982; 1983).

The automobile industry was a leading example of technological advancement under

secondarv mechanisation. Resea¡chers have explored employees' experience of
working under automotive assembly line production (e.g. walker & Guest, 1952;

Tou¡aine, 1955) Blauner (1964) found that job fragmentation and the simplification of
tasks due to technological progress could be linked to worker isolation. Blauner (1964)
also conducted research into four industries, which represented different levels of
technological sophistication (eg printing, cotton-spinning, motor cars and

petrochemicals) and found that under traditional craft-style industries, work retained

social meaning. In contrast, work under nuss production became meaningless and

employees felt increasingly isolated, selÊestranged and alienated from the work thev

were doing.

The time of Blauner's study pre.dates the m4ior uptake of computer and information

technologies. As such, it was not able to detail the consequence of introducing the more
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recent electronics-based communication and information technologies rnvolved in

tertiary mechanisation.

Te r t i ary m e chani s at i on : c ompute r and i nfor mat i on t e chno I o gi e s

Tertiary mechanisation, which was taken up by industry in the late 1970's following

further developments in microelectronic technolory, is the third broad phase of control

and has been ongoing since the 1950s. The 'computer-on-a-chip' radically transformed

the capabilities of computers and has led to an increase in applications that can schedule

and coordinate production operations (Mcloughlin & Clark, 1994).

The developments in information and communicalion technologies have brought

changes to the nature of work acfoss all industrial sectors. The emergence of new

telecommunication infrastructu¡es such as satellites and modern optical fibre cables

provides new configurations for worldwide information distribution and processing

systems.

Some of the major capabilities of these new communication and informatton

technologies can be summa¡ised as follows:

Information capture: Information capture involves the gathering, collecting,

monitoring, detection and measurement of information that oeeurs through the use of

automatic electronic sensors either via human input, or by a combination of manual

input and active sensoring (Mcloughlin & Cla¡k, 1994).

Information storage: Information storage refers to the abiltty of systems to store

information fur retention in an electronic memory from which information can be

retrieved at a later date (Mcloughlin & Cla¡k, 1994).

Information mnnipulation: Information manipulation refers to the range of processing

tasks that can be carried out automatically to format or analyse numerical, textual and

graphical material (Mcloughlin & Cla¡k, 1,994).
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Information distibution: Information distribution refers to the ability to transmit

arnounts of information across local, national and worldwide networks, where the

information can then be displayed, printed and or processed (Mcloughlin & Cla¡k,

tee4).

Mcloughlin & Cla¡k (1994) suggested that computer and information technologies are

an important phase in process innovations and due to their widespread application, will
be of central importance to organisations. Mcloughlin & Clark stated that:

For îhe uK it has been estimated that, by the end of the l9\0's, 52,500

systems hnd been installed at a cost of around 2 biltion.....By the year 2,000

the world IT industry is expected to be worth 8600 bittion, and to overtake oil

as the largest industry.

(Mcloughlin & Cla¡k, 1994,25-7)

Holvever, since the year 2001 the worldwide ICT spent $2.4 Trillion (Executive

Sumrnary, Digital Planet 2OO2: The Global Information Economy).

Emerging UnceÍainties

Whilst an intense interest developed in regard to information technology, much

uncertainty also emerged at this time (Barron & cumow, 1979; Bjom-Andersor¡ l9g3;
Blackler, 1988; Blumberg & Gerwin, l9g4; Davis & Taylor, 1975;Leavitt & whisler,

1959; Nora & Minc, 1978; wemecke, 1985; wynne & otway, lgg2). people were

mainly concemed about potential job losses, increased centralisation, job simplification

and resistance to new technology. These issues are described in more detail below.

Extensive Job Loss

One prediction in Britain was that between four and five million people would lose their
jobs due to the implenrentation of new technologies before 1990 (Barron & Cumow,
1979)' These predictions extended to France, where Nora & Minc (1978) predicted
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simila¡ loss of office jobs by the end of the century. As will be discussed shortly, these

predictions did not eventuate

I ncre as e d centr ali s ati on of or gani s ati ons

There were also fea¡s that computing technologies within organisations would lead to

an increased centralisation of decision-making, leaving the power with senior

management. For example, Bjorn-Anderson (1983) suggested that microelectronic

technologies had the capacity to implement substantial shifts in power within

organisations and this could support the centralisation of decision-making ¿rmong senior

management.

Trends towards job simplification

Resea¡chers reported that there could be a deskilling of shopfloor jobs (Blumberg &

Gerwur, 1984). There were also predictions that deskilling would occu¡ for other

groups such as female workers (Wemecke, 1985). It was also suggested that office

work could be the victim of mechanisation (Bums, 1980) and that managerial work was

also open to deskilhng with the new technologies (Wynne & Otway, 1982).

Reststance to technologies

It seemed likely that there would be widespread resistance to the introduction of new

technology. For example, Barron & Cumow (1979) suggested that democratic

societies made it possible for resist¿rnt groups to control or stop the rate of

technological change. The fear of resistance included managers fearing trade urion

resistance (MORI, 197 9).

Outcomes of these predictions

Not all the predictions about the impact of information technologies were negative.

Some resea¡chers at the time were arguing that the effects of new technologies were not

predetermlred (Davis & Taylor, 1975). However the general public listened to the

'ssare' predictions mainly for the following reasons (Blackler, 1988):
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Firstly, economic imperatives were seen to be an important factor in determining the

direction of developments. As the price of the technologies began to fall, it was

believed that outstanding short-term benefits to organisations were possible.

Secondly, there were expectations that computing technologies would be used to

increase central control within orgamsations. These early predictions were supported

by Leavitt & rilhisler (1959), who predicted that centralised information systens would

suppo rt s enio r management within o rganisations.

Thirdly, the rigid job designs within organisations supported the deskilling hypothesis.

These predictions of employees being deskilled were derived from Braverman's (1974)

predictions of widespread deskilling of shopfloor workers. Braverman's (1974) model

of change will be discussed in detail in the next chapter.

Fourthly, there was a perception that employees had to adapt to new technologies. For

example, in the late 1970s the key task for management was tnderstood to be:

"How can people be encouraged to adapt to the new technologies?, rather

than'How can the technologies be adapted to the needs of their users?,,

(Blackler, 1988, ll6)

Slogans used þ politicians in the UK provide an example ofhow people were feeling at

the time:

'Automate or liquidate ' ; 'modernise or þssilize ' (Blackler. r 9gg, l l6)

Fortunately, rany of the pessimistic predictions have not occurred. For example,

Northcott, Fogarty & Trevor (1985) conducted research that found that job losses did

not occur on the scale that was predicted, although they suggested that future job losses

could occur. Buchanan & Boddy (19s3) found ditrering organisational effects

associated with information technologies. For example, technology had been associated

with inc¡eased centralisation in some cases and decentralisation in others. It was also
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found that in regard to job design, deskilling had occurred in some instances while rn

others, employees increased their skill level (Bjom-Andersor¡ 1983).

Research suggests that there a¡e a number of reasons why the pessimistic predictions

did not come to fruition. The first reason is the extent of usage of new technology.

Northcott, Fogarty & Trevor (1935) found that the job losses due to new technologies

were not yet apparent, expected savings were often unrealistic and the numbers of

indirect job gains were underestimated. In fact, Daniel (1987) found that jobs in

information technology became very popular.

Secondly, because the technologies were r¡nfamilia¡ to many nìÍmagers, they used them

as little as possible (Buchanan & Boddy, 1983).

Finally, research also indicated that when technology was introduced it was done in a

way to oause mininnl disruption (Daniel, 1987).

Summary

This chapter has briefly outlined the history of technology, the relationship between

technology and work, and how political and social influences have altered the concept

of work and technology.

The fust changes in industrial production were in the manufacturing environment. Gill

(1985) suggests that the changes comprised pnmary mechanisation, rvhich involved the

use of steam power to drive machinery to accomplish the transformation of raw

materials into products, secondary mechanisatior¡ which involved the use of machines

powered by electricity to acconplish the transfer of tasks to run eontinuous-flow

assembly lines and thirdly, tertiary mechanisation, which involved the use of modem

communication and information technologies to control and co-ordrnate the

transformation and transfer of materials, work pieces and job tasks. Gill (1985)

suggests that some of the principle capabilities of these new communication and
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information technologies can be summarised as information capture, information

storage, information manipulæion and information distribution.

During the early 1980's an intense interest developed in information technology but this

was accompanied by much uncertainty (Blackler. 1988). Some of the concems were in

regard to extensive job losses (Barron & Curnow l9z9; Nora & Minc, l97g), fears that

organisations would become centralised (Blumberg & Gerwin 1984), fea¡s of trends

towards job simplification and concems about resistance to the technologies (Barron &
Cumow, 1979) However, many of these concems did not eventuate.
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CHAPTER 2: BROAD OVERVIEW OF ORGAN¡-ISATIONAL
CHANGE
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Introduction

Many organisations are experiencing radical transformative change in response to the

need to realign organisational structures, improve organisational cultures, strategies

and technology in response to demands from their competitors (Dunph¡, & stace.

1990; Gilmore, shea & useen¡ 1997;'îerry & callar¡ 1997;). Along with the

abovementioned changes organisations a¡e continually updating and transforming their

technology in order to support new organisational structures (Agarwal & Karahann4

2000; Dawson, 1996). Many researchers have proposed models of organisational

change in an attempt to provide a better understanding of the change process and to

assist managers in their facilitation of change (Braverman, 1974; Dawson, 1994;

Dunphy & stace, 1990; Lewirì, l95l;woodwa¡d, l9g0). The purpose of this chapter

is to explore these models starting from early models and moving forward to more

recent models of change that have emerged from the business world.

Models of Change

Kurt Lewin's Three Stage Process Model

Kurt Lewin's three-stage process is one of the best known stage models to describe

the change process (Lewin, l95r). Lewin, a German-born psychologist, has had a
major influence on resea¡ch within the behavioural sciences and in the development of
tools for the management of change. Lewin's theory suggests that change occurs

when supporting forces outweigh restraining forces. when this is applied to
organisational change, his three stage model of unfreezing, change and refreezing has

been used to focus on how organisations can generate supporting forces and eliminate

restraining forces in order to successfully implement change. Lewin's (1951) threc

stages are shown in Diagram I and are discussed below:
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Analysc cunmt sitration
* Rmove resistance

* Motivrte chsnge
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* Manage control
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tramition

oiagram 1: A model of Lewin's Field Theow

(lvancevich. Olekalns & Matteson. 1997. 626)

Stage One: Unfreezing

The first stage of Lewin's Field Theory is the "Unfreezing" stage. In this stage, the

organisation needs to generate the motivation to change in an attempt to overcome

resistance. One way of achieving this is to demonstrate that the curent business

processes are inefficienl. This may be done through feedback provided by individuals

or statistical data related to organisational perfommnce; for example, low

productivity. high stafftumover or high absenteeism These types of data can provide

the organisation with evidence that change is required. Lewin (1951) suggested that it

is important at this stage that employees understand the reason for change. The aim

of this first stage is to generate dissatisfaction with the current state and then to

increase the forces supporting change (Lewin, 1951).

Stage Two: Chnnging

The second stage of Lewin's Theory is the "Changing" stage. Lewin suggests that if
the unfreezing stage has been successfill, the employees and nmnagement within the

organisation should be ready for change It is in the "Changing" stage that the change

is actually implemented. During this stage the employees may have to leam new skills

and/or acquire new values, attitudes and behaviours. The implementation stage is

often the most difficult and needs to be managed carefully. Lewin also suggests that

during this stage, restraining forces are building and efüciency may be declining as

REFREEZE

St¿bilise nw
practices

ú N{anage power

t Irstitution¿lise

chango
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new skills are being developed. Employees can also experience high levels of stress

during this stage of the change process and this also needs to be rrnnaged carefi.rlly

(Lewin, l95l).

Stage Three : Refreezing

The third stage is the 'Refreezing" stage. The purpose of this stage is to integrate the

new skills, behaviours and attitudes into the organisation. The change process is often

still vulnerable at this stage and Lewin suggests that the organisation needs to address

two specific issues. Firstly, the organisation must reinforce the nevv behaviours either

by incentives or rewards, or both. Secondly, the organisation must monitor the

situation for new problems related to the change. The organisation must realise that

not all new systems and work processes will work perfectly and it must have in place

feedback nrechanisms for identi$'ing and reporting problems (Lewin, t95l).

Lewin's Field Theory provides a framework in which to consider the change process

and to address the issue of resistance. The issue of resistance will be discussed in

detail in the next chapter.

Criticisms of Lewin's Theory

's Field Theory is that there has been no empirical

evidence for it (Allan 1995; & Cla¡k 1994). For example, researchers

have argued that organisations never frozen, much less refrozen as they are

changing entities (Kanter, Stein & Jick, 1992). Another criticism is that linea¡ models

such as Lewin's often do not correlate with the actual unfolding of organisational

change within orgamsations (Buchanan & Boddy, IggZ).

Braverman's Labour Process Model.

control

Capitalism, technologt and management

In Harry Braverman's model, technological change is examined in relation to the

labour process and the worker rather than in terms of an engineering approach towa¡d

the technical a¡tefact (Bravermarq 1974). Braverman notes:
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"One is Jitcused at the outset to choose berween tvt)o essentially dffirent

modes of thought. The first is the engineering approach, which views

technolopgt primarily in its internøl connections and tends to de.fine the

machine in relation to itself, as a technical -fact. The other is the social

approach that views technolog,t in its connection with humanity and cle.-fines

the machine in relation lo human labour, and as a social artefact"

@raverman 1974,184).

Braverman focuses on the class conflict that is commonly found in modern capitalist

societies. Following Karl Marx, Braverman viewed capitalism as a mode of

production based on two social classes; namely 'capital' and 'labour' where capital

seeks to continuously increase the productiviW of labour (Braverman , 797 4).

In Braverman's view, Management's strategies of labour control are developed for the

purpose of transforming labour po\¡/er (a worker's capacity to work) into labour

(work). The purpose is to create a system where workers produce commodities that

provide rnanagement with a profit. The process by which emplovees create value that

exceeds the payment of labour is known as "valorisation" (eg value surplus) that

makes the process capitalist (Thompsor¡ 1983).

Braverman (1974) suggests that one of the major advantages the industrial assembly

line offers management is the control it has over the pace and design of work.

Braverman (1974) argues that what is important is not the technology, but the way it

is applied by management (to facilitate the separation of control from execution) in

their search for 'economie efüeieney'. Furthermore, he argues that management's use

of modem machinery attempts to use the skills traditionally acquired and ovwed by

employees, thereþ degrading work and incorporating skilled knowledge into a new

form of capital which he describes as dead labour (Bravermar¡ 1974). As sucll he

claims that it is not technology that determines outcomes, but the way in which it is

used under capitalism (Braverman, 1974). In other words, while Bravernnn

acknowledges that technology could be used in a nnnner that does not degrade work,

he suggests that under the capitalist mode of production the tendency is to
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'dehumanise labour' in an attempt to increase productivity (Bravermar¡ 1974)

Braverman notes:

"In reality, machinery embraces a host of possibitities, many of which are

,systernatically thwarted, rather thnn developed by capital. An automatic

system of machinery opens up the possibility of the true contol over a

highly productive factory by a relatively small arps of workers, providing

these workers attain the level of mastery over the machinery offered by

engineering htowledge, and providing they then share out among

themselves the routines of the owration, from the more technically

advanced to the most routine" (Braverman,1974,23O)

Thus, while Braverman recognises that technology could be used ur a manner that did

not degrade work, under the capitalist mode of production the tendency is to create

'dehumanised prisons of labour' in the competitive pursuit of increased productivity

(Braverman, 1974).

Criticisms of Braverman's Model

Thompson (19s3) and Wood (1983, 1989) suggest that one of the main wealaresses in

Braverman's theory is his emphasis on 'Taylorisrn' as the vehicle for degrading work

and increasing management control over labou¡. For example, Littler (1982) reports

that the uptake of Taylorism was va¡ied and that in Europe and Australia only a

modified version of Taylor's scientific management was introduced. In respect to

Braverman's concept of deskilling, Friedman (1977) suggests that employers may

control labour in other ways other than deskilling. Braverman has also been criticised

for assuming that management is a homogenous group, when in reality management

groups often find themselves in conflict with other members within their team and

other management teams (Burawoy, lg79). In addition, Rose (lgss) questions

Braverman's neglect of the issue of employee resistance. Mcloughlln & Clark (1994)

sunrnarise the issues associated with Braverman's theory as follows:
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"It appears thnt, stimulating and controversial though it has been, labour

process theory, and in particular Braverman's rather mechanistic deskilling

thesis, has .fa¡led to provide an adequate alternative .framework .for

anntysing technological change at work in the late twentieth century".

(Mcloughlin & Clark, 1994,48).

Contingency Theory: technologt as a determinanÍ of work and organisation

structure.

Woodward (1980) carried out a study of technology at work with one hundred

production firms in Essex, England. Woodward carried out these studies over a ten-

year period during 1953 to 1963, and focussed on technology as the most significant

contingency determining organisational structure. Her study concluded that during

each stage of the development of technolory a particula¡ form of organisational

structure is required to ensure that the organisation succeeds. Woodward

summarises this as follows:

"the main conclusion reached through this research proiect was that the

existence of the link berween technologtt and social sftucture.frrst postulated

4, Thorstein Veblen (1904) can be demonstrated

empirically... .. Technolog,t, although not the only variable allbcting

organisation, was one that could be isolated þr study without too much

dfficulty....Among the organisational chnracteristics shrming a direct

relationship with technical advance were: the length of the line of

command; the span of control of the chief executive; the percentage oJ'total

turnover allocated to the payment of wages and salaries, and the ratios of

manegers to total personnel, of clerical and administrative staff to manual

workers, qf direct to indirect labour, and o.f graduqte to non-graduate

s upervi s i on i n pr oducti on cieltartment s "

(Woodward, 1980,50)
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Through her research, woodward (1980) identified eleven different types of
production systems (technology) used by organisations. She grouped these into three

main categories:

l. Unit and smallbatch production systems

2. Large batch and mass production systerns

3. Automated continuous-process production systems.

Woodward (1980) found that commercially successfi.rl organisations using these

production systems adopted a particular type of organisational structu¡e. Woodwa¡d

suggested that the more technically advanced firms were more likely to exhibit more

harmonious and collaborative systems of employee relations, and that these relations

were likely to characterise automatic factories of the future (woodward, l9g0).

Woodwa¡d's view of automation is summed up by her claim that

'as Jàr as internsl relationships are concerned, both at inter-managerial and

at management - worker level, automation is lilcely to resolve more problems

than it creates ' (Woodwa¡d, 1980, 233)

When Woodward analysed technology she used Robert Dubin's (1959) distinction

between first, the tool level, (for example the tools, instruments and machines of
manufacture); and second, the control level (for example, the body of ideas that

provides the rationale for the work methods employed and supports the managerial

function) (Woodward, 1980). Woodwa¡d further developed her work through the

construction of a fourfold typology of management control systems. The first is the

degree to which management control systems are integrated or fragmented; for
example the degree to which control is centralised or spread out across the

organisation. Second, the extent to which management control systems are human

(personal) or machine'based (mecharical); for example, do management exert control

over employees through supervision or is it built into the production itself
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The results of Woodward's (1980) research indicated that there was a strong

statistical correlation between the type of production syster4 type of management

control system and commercial success. For example, she concluded that the

organisations that adapted their management control system to suit their production

system were the most successflrl. As such, small batch production systerns were best

suited to using an integrated personal control systenq for example, a small business

that produces single products where a sole o!\¡ner controls all aspects of the business.

Woodward (1930) also found that mass production systenß were best suited to

fi'agmented control systems of a personal or mechanical type, for example, a large

organisation where management responsibilities a¡e distributed across departments

and rvhere employees a¡e controlled by direct supervision or machines. Finally,

process production systems were best suited to integrated mechanical control systems;

for example, organisations such as oil refineries where management fi¡nctions are

highly centralised and employees are controlled by the machinery.

Woodwa¡d's overall conclusion was that there is a particular form of organisation

structure and management control system most appropriate to each technical situation

(Woodwa¡d, 1980).

CriticÌsms of Woodvvard's work

Woodward's work has been criticised, firstly, for the apolitical character of her

analysis of organisational change (Dawson, 1996) and secondly, for the primary

importance afforded to technology as a determinant of organisational structure

(MacKenzie & Wajcman, 1985).

Another criticism of Woodwa¡d's work was that she did not acknowledge the

importance of social factors and how thqr may affect technology and organisational

structure. In particular, MacKenzie & Wajcman (1985) suggest that Woodward's

importance given to technology as a determining vaiiable of orgaäisational folrn can

be criticised for minimising the significance of contexlual and social factors.

MacKenzie & Wajcman (1985) suggest that although the decision to adopt new

teehnolory may be decided by senror management, there are still social considerations

to be made on the redesign ofjob tasks around new forms of work organisation.
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Organisationnl Development as a Modelþr Chnnge

Organisational Development (OD) also describes a model for change. Organisational

Development targets all the areas of the organisation, that is, the interpersonal, social

processes, values, beließ of work groups, the organisational structure and process.

The aim of the (OD) model is to create an organisation that is constantly changing and

adapting through a systematic process. OD also aims to change the organisation's

group and individual processes so the organisation is equipped to identi$ and solve

problems that arise (French, Bell, zawacki, 1983). oD can be described as:

"a long range planræd effort to improve an organisation's operations

through more effective utilisation of organisational resources"

(Ivancevich, Olekalns & Mattesoq 1997,636)

Winn (1969) suggests that there are th¡ee m4ior subobjectives of OD. These a¡e,

changing attitudes or values, modts,ing behaviour, and changes in policy and structure

(winn, 1969). However, it is possible for an oD strategy to focus on only one of
these sub-objectives if the others are working well.

According to Margulies & Raia (1973) OD as a model has certain distinguishing

characteristics. These are as follows:

Firstly, organisational development is planned and follows a logical sequence. OD is a

data based approach to change and involves goal setting, action planning,

implementation, monitoring and taking corrective action when necessary. Secondly,

oD is problem-oriented. That is, oD attempts to apply theory and research from a

range of disciplines including behavioural science, in order to solve an organisation's

problems. Thirdly, OD reflects a systenn approach to change. OD is both systemic

and systematic and attempts to link an organisation's human resources and potential to
its technolog-v, structure and management processes (Margulies & Raia l97g).

OD is also an integral part of the management process and is therefore not something

done to the organisation by an outsider but rather achieved by employees within the

organisation.
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OD is not a 'fix-it' strategy but a continuous ongorrg process designed to manage

change.

OD does. however, take time to nralie the change into a way of life within the

orgamsatton.

OD can also focus on continuous improvement within the organisation and is often

implemented in well functioning organisations.

OD is action oriented and focuses on getting things done.

Finally, OD aims to be based on sound theory and practice and is designed to be

evidenced - based (Ma¡gulies & Raia" 1978).

The type of management that usually employs OD within their organisation is

committed to making fi,¡ndamental changes to organisational behaviour.

Porras & Robertson (1994) suggest that OD interventions are successfif when

employees are involved in the process and are given the opportunity to communicate

openly, behave collaboratively, respect and support one another and are willing to

experiment and maintain a sha¡ed vision. Managers can increase the chance of a

successfi.il OD program if they sha¡e their vision with their employees, generate

participation and information exchange and be willing to develop their employees

(Ponas & Robertson, 1994).

During a change progran\ OD interventions could target any or all areas of the

organisation; that is, organisational arrangements, social factors and/or technology.

Within these factors OD would target the individual, group or the organisation as a

whole. The focus of OD is to keep these target a¡eas in line with one another. Also,

the effective implementation of OD ur an organisation requires that management are

involved in the process. Managers have numerous change and development methods

to select frorn, depending on what objectives they want to achieve. The most frequent

targets for OD interventions are organising arrangements, social factors and

technology (Ponas & Robertsoa 1994). These are sunmrarised below in a table

outlining the targets of interventions of OD.
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Table 1: Targets and Organisational Develonment Interventions

(Ivancevich, Olekalns & Matteson, 1997, 639).

Critici sms of Organisational Development

One of the main criticisms of the OD movement is that its theory presents a model of
gradual change that is evolutionary rather revolutionary, on the assumption that there

will be time for effective and ca¡efi.rl environmental scanning, and that it will involve

the building ofan organisational consensus about the need for the direction ofchange

through widespread workforce participation (Dunphy & Stace, 1990). However,

many contemporary organisations are faced with having to change very quickly due to

takeovers, mergers and closures. These lvpes of changes often involve large.scale

downsizing and massive and fast restructuring. The changes in these examples are

often driven top-down in a coercive rnanner (Dunphy & Stace, 1990), rather than in

the systematic and collaborative way assumed by the OD model. Nevertheless, the

OD model has the potential to prepa.re organisations for rapid change. One of its
goals is to better equip organisations to solve problems, a skill that is needed in any

Level

Target Individual Interpersonal Intragroup Intergroup Organisational

Organising

arrangements

Flexible

work hou¡s

Role analysis Quality

circles

Contingency

approach to

design

Open systems

planning

Social

Factors

T=Groups Conflict

management

Team

building

Collaboration Culture change

Technology Job design RoIe negotiation Autonomous

work groups

Nil Sociotechnical

systems design
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type of change whether it is systematic or rapid change (Ivancevich, Olekalns &

Matteson, 1997\.

Contingency Model of Chnnge (Dunphy & Stace, )990)

As mentioned above, organisations today face a d¡,namic changing environment and

need to continuously adapt to a variety of influences. These influences can come from

within the organisation or outside the organisation. In order to survive such changes,

organisations need to have the ability to adapt quickly and effectively

Dunphy & Stace (1990) have made an important contribution to the understanding of

managing organisational change þ developing a comprehensive model to classify the

different approaches to organisational change. Their model combines two dimensions

- the scale of change and the leadership style that is needed to manage the change

effectively - to form a matrix to indicate the various change approaches that could be

adopted in an organisational change program The model emphasises that the choice

of change strategy must be made on the basis of a strategic analysis of the situation

rather than on a preference based on personal values.

Dunphy & Stace (1990) identiS the following factors as important in the analysis of a

srtuatron:

r the extent that current organisational practices fit with environmental conditions;

r the extent that there is resistance to the suggested organisational change; and

r the urgency with which the change must take place (Dunphy & Stace, 1990).

Stace & Dunphy (1996) provide four approaches to change and the style of change

leadership required. The four approaches to change a¡e as follows:

Developmental tansitions approach Lo organisalional change represents constant

change. The constant change is usually required so the organisation can maintain its

alignment with the environment or become more competitive. The approach is often

evident in the service industries.
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Task-focused ftansitions approach is strongly driven from the top and produces

constant and rapid change. The change is often d¡iven by the need for a strong

financial bottonrline and managers are given considerable autonomy and a¡e

accountable for results. However, Stace & Dunphy (1996) suggest that inadequate or

rveak leadership, poor team lo¡'alry- and job design are potentially problematic in this

approach.

Charismatic transþrmations approacå is revolutionary change. The senior rnanager

with a chansmatic leadershrp stvle leads his/trer followers to a new position. The

organisation in this situation is usually out of alignment with its environment and

because the organisation needs to change rapidly there is often no time for extensi1,e

participation in decision-making.

Turnarounds approach is also revolutionary change. However, unlike the above

approach, this approach requires a very coercive directional leadership style in order

to reshape the organisation. stace & Dunphy (1996) suggest that a completely neu,

structure or new process of work and management team may also be necessarl,.

Table 2. provides a diagrammatic sumrnary of the different change situations and the

types ofleaders needed to drive the changes.
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Table 2: Tvoe ofChanse and leadershin sfvle needed

Style of
Change

Management

Fine- Incremental

adjushnent

Modular

Transfor-

matron

Corporate

Trans-

tbrmationtuning

Collaborative

Ccnsultative

Directive

Coercive

lStace & Dunohv- 1996.97\

Stace & Dunphy (1996) suggest that when implementing these approaches it is

important to have appropriate leaders in order to translate the new strategic vision into

action. Stace & Dunphy (1996) propose four types of change leaders - coach,

captain, charismatic and commanders.

Change leaders need to ensure that the vision of ehange is communicated effectively

and that the change involves feedback cycles between critical divisions of the

organisation (Stace & Dunphy, 1996).

Stace & Dunphy's approaches to leadership and change have been used on many

Australian companies and have been evaluated in terms of their strengths and

weaknesses. The results of these case studies a¡e summarised below.

Taylorism
(Avoiding
change)

f)evelopmental

Tr¡nsitions
(Constant ohange)

Task-focused

Tr¿nsitions
(Constant change)

Charismatic
Transforrnations

(lnspiratiqral chanee)

Turnarounds
(Framebreaking

change)
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o DevelopmentalTransitions

The organisations that have used this approach include; Macquarie Bank (late 1980s);

state Library of NSW (1990-93), Tubemaliers of Australia (corporate 1992),NRMA

(1988), Westpac (mid 19S0s), Alcan Sheet Metal and Granville (1990).

Developmental transitions are effectively used when markets are growing and

product/market innovation is desi¡ed by management. The organisational change

strategies that are used must create synergy within the organisation and adopt a

'market leader' culture. There is a strong emphasis on individual and team

developnrcnt, corporate culture and developing a strong intemal labour market.

The change strategies used in this type of transformation a¡e constant and are seen as

a way of life within the organisation. The senior leadership operates on a collegial and

consultative basis. Team leadership is sometimes directive to balance the consultative

senior leadership. There is an emphasis on changing dominant values or mindsets in

order to change the organisation.

The leader's style in this type of transformation would be that of 'coach' and he or she

would be highly interactive, responsive to lower level initiatives, and use role
modelling.

Some of the change intervention tools that are used in this situation a¡e the

development of a vision/mission via consultation with employees. Cultwe

enhancement programs; team building through selÊmanaged work teams, management

and team leadership development programs, service quality progranìs and employee

skill development.

The communication strategies used in this situation would involve employees to
erìsure that trust develops and use of fucix groups to pÍocess chaäge issues. There

would also be an emphasis on face-to-face communication.
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The strengths of this approach are; involvement of employees, commitment, sense of

ownership, sustained energy and individual initiatives. No vulnerabilities to this

approach were documented.

o Task-focused transitions

The Australian companies who have used this approach include MLC Ltfe Limited

(1990), Advance Bank (1989), Lend Lease (1980), Tubemakers of Australia (Business

Units), Australian Gaslight Company (19E9-90), Paciflc Power (1992).

This approach is used when an organisation's markets, products and/or services are

undergoing nujor charrge and the alganisation wanls to explore ¡ew product areas.

The change strategies need to deliver rapid change in organisational structure,

informalion systems, employee skills and organisational cultural. In this type of

change there is a strong emphasis on business unit autonomy, rightsizing, outsourcing,

and workforce desþ.

The goal of change is to encourage employees to comply with an intemally consistent

progressive redefinition of task performance systems. The change strategies to do this

include constant improvement with a focus on structure and system improvernent.

The change leader has a 'captain' style of leadership that would deliver strategic

direction and a vision that rvould be planned and systematically delivered. The leader

would also use his/her positional power and technical expertise to initiate the change.

The change intervention tools used in this type of change include system redesign,

workforce planningirightsizing, job redesign/busrness process redesign/re-engineering,

productivity measuremsnt and improvement, strategic and process benchmarking,

objective setting, strong technical skills training, nunagement and team leadership

development, total quallty management and continuous improvernent (Stace &

Dunphy,1996).
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The communication strategies used in this type of change are primarily top-down

commt¡nication with a built in feedback mechanism via memo and email. The

objective of the communication plan would be to get a behaviou¡al commitment to the

new vßlon.

Strengths of this approach include its clear task focus and its clea¡ communication,

clear role de.finition, and its systematic approach to change. However, its

vulnerabilities are the lack of focus on the emotional side of change, reduced

commitment due to a lack of employee participation and involvement and the

possibility of change tapering offto fine-tuning (stace & Dunphy, tgg6).

o Charismatic ftansf'ormations

The companies that have used this approach include State Library of NSW (198g-89),

Westpac (early 1980s) and Australian Airlines (mid-l9g0s).

This style of transformation is used during tinres of radical change. This could include

changes in the business environment or if the organisation has to change quickly to
meet future business challenges. In this case, the organisational change strategies must

help to create a new vision and organisational mindset in order that employees

welcome a new business culture.

The change strategy cha¡acteristics used in this situation are rapid, radical redefinition
of the business or creation of the new business domain, reshaping of corporate

strategies and competitive business strategies, senior leadership that provides an

inspiring vision, and generates the respect ard support of staff

The change leader in this situation is charismatic with an interactive and charismatic

interpersonal style. The mqior strategic initiatives would come from the top teams and

the vision would be entrepreneurial and opportunistic.

The change intervention tools typically used are, nerv visior/mission, ra.dical

organisational restructuring, rightsizing, voluntary redundancies, new executive
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recruits (often from outside), teambuilding proglams (eg to ensure that the

organisation's teams are performing efficiently), cross-functional task tearns, service

excellence programs and symbolic communication (eg change of corporate name, logo

and uniform).

The communication strategies in this situation would aim to gain commitment to the

vision, re-examination and re.vìsion of core values and beließ. It involves the use of

multimedia personalis ed communication channels, top-down co mmunication with built

in feedback and two-way communication and finally, the use of strategic task forces

and personalised corporafe communication.

Cultural renewal also takes place by way of infirsing the new core values and the use

of intrinsic rewards.

The potential strengths of this approach are strong motivation to rapidly change, high

eners/ for change effort and maintained momentum However, the vulnerabilities of

this approach are the raritv of all major stakeholders supporting the radical change; the

lack of suitable leaders with the personal characteristics needed; and the problem of

maintaining commitment when the charismatic leader leaves.

o Turnarounds

The Australian companies who have used this approach include: Pacific Power (1988-

1991), MLC Life Limited (1984-1987), BHP (1984-1988), State Transit (1988-1991),

National Australia Bank (1982-1985), CSR Limited (mid 1980s), New Zealand Post

and New ZealandRail (late 1980s).

According to Stace & Dunphy, the Tuma¡ounds approach is used when the business

environment changes dramatically and when the organisation is not aligned with its

envi¡onment. Change strategies need to refocus the organisation by fostering

altemative ways of thinking, and focus on new strategies that will redefine the

organisation in its business environment.
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The goal of the change is to garn employee acceptance to radically redefined

behaviou¡al goals, norrrË and performance standa¡ds.

The change strateg,v characteristics involve the rapid and radical redefinition of the

core business, the divestment of non-core business areas, dorvnsizing and

retrenchments, and restructuring/abolishing traditional systems. Finally, the chief

executive needs to develop a strong top team in order to centralise decision-maliing.

The type of change leader needed for this transformation is the 'commander' style of
leader and the behaviours that are associated with this style are strategic and structural

initiatives. radical new vision either imposed on employees or negotiated. use of
positional power and sanctions, and reference to, and infision of, new role models.

The change intervention tools that are typically used in Tumarounds are; strategy and

market segmentation analysis, merger/acquisition/divestment of non-core business,

restructuring the workforce, reconstruction and development of the top teanl cultural

and industrial confrontation strategies, radical business process redesign and human

resource strategy redesign.

The communication strategy is formal and authoritative and is communicated by the

leader. The purpose of the communication is to create a sense of organisational crisis

that convinces everyone that change is necessary.

The strengths of this approach are a clear direction and leadership, a redistribution of
resources and rapidity of change. However, the vulnerabilities of this approach

include the fact that the leader's vision may not always be viable; it can induce

opposition from key interest goups; a high risk rather than a strategic approach to

change is practiced; and finally, there can be a negative performance result if the

change is carried on for too long (Stace & Dunphy, 1996).
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Criticisms of Dunphy & Stace's Model of Change

While Dunphy & Stace's (1996) model attempts to tackle some of the problems

associated with the need for different kinds of Organisational Development, there are

three main criticisms of the model. The fi¡st is the model's failure to include the

political issues associated with change (Manghanl 1979; Pettigrew, 1973); and the

lack of reference to notions of power (Pfeffer, l98l). Dunford (1990) argues that

'Tnanagers are portrayed as neutral conduits" who ignore their own self-interests in

making rational decisions that seek to promote organisational survival and

effectiveness.

The second criticism is that Dunphy & Stace (1996) disregard the impact that

members of an organisation may have when they exert their own influence on the

environment. This could be done through activities such a.s lobbying, holding

positions on pertinent committees and social involvement with key people in senior

management (Dawsor¡ 1994; Dunford, 1990).

The third criticism is that while Dunphy & Stace (1996) explain broad change

strategies, there is no attempt to explain how these strategies are used during different

stages of the change process. They also imply that one strateg.v will be strfficient

throughout an entire change process, thus ignoring the complexities that can be

involved in long-terrr¡ large-scale change (Dunford, 1990).

An altemative approach, which attempts to tackle some of these issues, is described

below.

The Processual Approach to Change

The Processual approach to change was first developed by Pettigrew (1985) who has

been a major contributor to thinking in this area. Pettigrew (1985) sees the process of

change in organisations as an untidy cocktail of quests for power, competing views,

rational a.ssessment and manipulation rather than a neat linea¡ model that occu¡s in

consecutive steps (Pettigrew, 1985). Pettigrew (1985) argues that organisational

change is:
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"in essence a long-term conditioning, educating and influence process

designed to establish the dominating tegitirnacy of a different pattern of
relations between strategic context and content.. "(pettigrew, 19g5, 454)

Unlike the planned approaches to change, Pettigrew attempts to capture the complex

dpamics of change. Thus, Pettigrew's work can be thought of as an attempt to study

chonging as opposed to studþg change. This is summa¡ised in the quote below.

"Many sociøl scientists in their attempts to identìfu and explain chnnge in

organisations in termt of micro-events of the day hnve artificially
abstracted chnnge out from the structures and contexts which give that

change þrm, meaning and dynamic. Change and continuity, process and

structure are inextricably linked,, (pettigrew, lgg5, 1)

In order to study organisational change, Pettigrew (1935) developed a,processual,
and 'contextual" view of researching organisational change. He suggests that it is

important to take into account the context of change, the content of change and the
process of change. The context of change includes the organisation's "inner,, and

"outer" contexts. The inner context refers to the structure and political context and

the outer includes the social, economical and political contexts. Content of change

refers to the particular areas of change that are occurring within the organisation; for
example, a new information technology system The process of change refers to the
actions' reactions and interactions from the various people within the organisation
while implemenring the change (pettigrew, l9g5).

The context and process of change are closely inter-related in pettigrew's (19g5)

work. Contextual events and cha¡acteristics trigger and legrtimate change, and also

facilitate and constrain certain aspects of the change implementation process. For
example, an organisation that was experiencing radical change would need to be

handled differently to an organisation implementing an incremental change. The
process of change and the role of the change agent in these two contrasting
orgamsational changes would be quite different.
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The role of change agents in Pettigew's (1985) model is partly reactive, in that they

respond to the organisation's environment and context and partly proactive in

exploiting contextual issues to promote change.

Criticisms of Pettigrew's work

While Pettigrew's work offers a useful framework for the analysis of change, some

resea¡chers have suggested that his work has focused solely on the theoretical,

conceptual and methodological aspects ofchange at the expense ofpractical advice to

practitioners of change (Buchanan & Boddy, 1992).

Buchanan & Boddy suggest:

'The social and interpersonal dynamics of the processes Pettigrew addresses

are not explored in a manner thot facilitates the easy identification of

practical advice ' (Buchanan & Boddy, 1992,62).

However, it should be noted that Pettigrew's work was oriented toward the academic

community rather than to practitioners of change, thus his work was written in a more

theoretical and academic way (Collins, 1998).

Dawson's Processual Approach to Change

As a result of the criticisms associated with Pettigrew's (1985) work, Dawson (1994)

built on Pettigrew's processual approach þ focussing his work on practical advice as

to how to study change within organisations. This is summarised in the quote belorv:

" in developing an alternative framework for analysing change, attention

has been given to the potential conflict of designing qn approach which is

both flexible and yet clearl¡t defined, and also able to deal with the

complexity of change whilst remaining uncluttered and of practical use"

(Dawsor¡ T994,36)

To do this. Dawson argued that organisational change needed to be broken down into

three general timeframes in order to subdivide the complex processes of change into

manageable pieces. These a¡e:
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1. Conception ofthe need to change.

Process of organisational transition.

Operation of new work practices and procedures

During these three timefranes Dawson (1994) suggests that different activities and

decisions will need to be undertaken ty a range of employees from management to

general stafl He also acknowledges that the th¡ee timeframes may come under the

influence of cxtemal factors.

The Need to Chnngea

This stage consists of the early awareness that the organisation may need to change.

This can be in response to extemal events or intemal pressures to change. Many

changes occur as a means to meet future competition demands. Dawson suggests that

what is important in this phase, is how the idea of organisational change can be

influenced by factors such as operational inefficiencies, industrial relations disputes or

extemal factors such as business press and media reports on the success of other

organisations (Dawson. 1994).

The Process of Organisational Transition

Dawson's (1994) second timeframe, the process of organisational transition,

represents the stage u'hen the actual process of rnanaging change comnrcnces. This

stage consists of a number of different decisions, tasks and activities for individuals

and groups within the orgarúsation and outside the organisation. For example, if there

were a decision to introduce new technolory into the organisatior¡ there would be

decisions about what type of technology is needed, an analysis of potential products,

and decisions regarding how much training would be required.

Dawson also points out that it is at this stage that employees have the most influence

and can resist the change that has been inplemented.
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. Operation of New Practices

The third timeframe represents a period in which work patterns and processes emerge.

Recognising the complex and essentially chaotic nature of organisational change,

Dawson (1994) notes that unanticipated events or outcomes may emerge at this stage

which mrght support, undermine or even destroy the plans and attempts of

management to implenrent.

Whilst Dawson's (1994) three timeframes ¿ìre simila¡ to those of Lewin in so far as

thE may constitute a beginning, middle and end, he points out that these timeframes

should be viewed as anal¡ical categories that only become clearly visible with

hindsight (Dawson, 1994).

Simila¡ to Pettigrew's views, Dawson's (1994) processual approach suggests that

change in organisations should be studied'as it happens' so that processes associated

with change can reveal themselves over time and in context.

Dawson (T994) views organisational change as a complex dynamic process that does

not necessarily fit into a predefined series of linear events as nìany other models

propose (eg Lewin's theory). While the processual approach studies change 'as it

happens', it still recognises the importance of the histories of past change initiatives.

However, they are analysed in order to improve upon present change initiatives and

are acknowledged as being important in understanding the current contextual

conditions under which change is taking place (Dawson, 1996).

The Processual approach suggests that during a workplace change an organisation

nìay move in and out of a number of states, sometimes concurrently, as the process of

change is continuously influenced by the interplay and conflict between historical

reconstructions of past changes, current contextual conditions that the organisation

needs to cope with, and the future expectations the organisation has in regard to the

present change (Dawsor¡ 1996).

When change occurs in an organisation, there are different factors that can potentially

shape the speed and direction of the change and influence the long-term outcomes in
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the workplace. Under the processual approach, these determinants are the politics,

context and substance of change (Dawson, 1996).

These determinants of change a¡e outlined in Diagram 2.

Diasram 2: Determinants of Orsanisa Chanee accordins to the Aooroach

Contef ofChange

(past, prsent & fuhue)

En¿tnalConteg

(eg marke! legislation)

I^leÌnal Cont"ú
(i) Human rsources

(eg work relationlûeamworþ

(ii) AdminisEative sfructurð

(eg job design/work structures

(iü) Technology

(eg plan! machinery, tools)

(iv) Product or Senrice

(eg core business activity

(v) History and culture

(eg ontexùral evolution of
shared belieñ and assumptions)

Process

Thc

Change

Subst¡¡rce of Chenge

Scale ofChange

Defining Characteri stics

Perceived Centrality

Organi satiatal Timeframes

Politics of Change

Extemal Pol itical Acti vity
(eg ccnsultatiur, negotiation,

conflict and resistance, which
occur at various levels within
aud o:tside an organisatiorr

during the proc€ss ofmanaging
change)

Intemal Politic¿l Activity.
lDawson 1996.27ìl
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The Politics of Chnnge

Dawson refers to the politics of change a.s:

"the political activity of consultation, negotiation, conflict and resistance

wh¡ch occurs at various levels within and outside an organisation during

the process of managing change" (Dawsor¡ 1994,p42)

The politics of change include several elements such as conflict and resistance,

decision-making, processes of negotiation and consultation and how individuals and

groups can have an influence on the substance, transition and outcomes of

organisational change. It is also concemed with ongoing power-plays and political

activities that can occur throughout the organisational change process (Dawson,

1994). The Processual approach assumes that politics is endemic to organisations and

central to the process of workplace change.

The Context of Change

The context of change describes the changing intemal and extemal contextual

conditions that can influence the organisation. Dawson describes the context of

change in the following words:

"the context of chnnge is taken to refer to the past and present externnl

and internal operating environments as well as the influence of future

projections and expectations on cutent operating practice".

(Dawsorq 7994, p42)

It consists of an inter-relationship between both intemal and extemal elements of the

organisation Sonre examples of extemal elements include; changes in ma¡ket

conditions, the emergence of new technologies and rnariagement techniques, changes

rn competitor strategies and changing social expectations. Examples of internal

contextual factors can be subdivided into five main groups, consisting of 1. human

resources; 2. administrative structures, 3. technology, 4. product or service, 5. history

and cr¡lture (Dawsor¡ 1994).
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The Substance of Change

Dawson (1994) refers to the substance of change as the core elements of
organisational change initiatives. The four main dimensions a¡e:

1. The scale and scope of the change, for example, a small scale change or a

radical largo.scale transformation.

2. The defining characteristics of the change program This refers both to the

labels attached to change projects and the content of the organisational

change.

3. The importance of the change to the survival of the organisation. For

example, if the organisational change is viewed as central to the continued

operation of the organisation, then it can have major implications for the time

frame of the change, the resou¡ces needed and overall employee commitment

to the change.

4. The timeframe of change. This can vary so that change progranß may be

implenrcnted rapidly or evolve in increments over a number of years.

Dawson suggests that the determinants of the substance of change are not static but
rather, change over time and overlap with contextual and political elements of the
organisation. He found from applying the processual approach to studying
organisational change that large-scale organisational change is a non-linear dynamic
process and should not be cha¡acterised as a rational series of decision-making

activities and events.

"in practice, organisatiorwl transitions cannot be predicted as they unfold
over time and comprise management omissions and revisions as well as

unfore s een employee re spons es, techni ca r probrems and contingenci es,,

(Dawson,l994, pl73).
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Dawson also provides fifteen practical guidelines that he has drawn from hls

processual analysis of managing organisational change. These are sunnnrised below.

1. "Maintain an overview of the dynamic and long-term process of

change and appreciate that major change talæs time,

2. Recognize tlwt the transition process is unlikely to be marked by a

line oJ'continual improvement from beginning to end.

3. Be aware of, and understand the context in which change takes

place

4. Ensure tlnt change strategies are culturally sensitive and do not

underestimate the strength of existing cultures.

5. Consider the value of having a champion of change.

6. Affirm that the substance of change is fully understood.

7. Train staff in the use of new equipment, techniques or procedures.

8. Ensure senior manogement commitment and support.

9. Develop a commitîed and cohesive local manngement team.

10. Ensure that supervisors are part of major chnnge programmes.

I I. Gain trade union supporL

12. Spend time developing good employee relations.

13. Clearly communicate the intentions of change to employees

14. Provide appropriate funding arrangements

15. Take a total organisational apprtnch to managing transitions"

(Dawson, 1994, p779)
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Criticisms of Dawson's Processual Approach

Whilst Dawson (1994) summarises the practical implications and insights of his

processual approach for managers, it has been suggested by Collins (1998) that

Dawson's recommendations to nunagers may not extend much beyond the

recommcndations of other researchers such as Kanter (1989) and Peters (1983) that

include recommendations such a.s: know how to 'tompete" in a way that enhances

rather than undercuts cooperation, operate with the highest ethical standards, have a

dose of humility (Kanter, 1989), develop an inspiring vision, nïmage by example, and

delegate and create a sense ofurgency (peters, lgSS).

Collins (1998) also suggests that although Dawson refers to the importance of
contextual factors, particularly the role that trade unions play in organisational change,

he does not communicate how complex these issues are (collins, l99g).

In summary', the models described above a¡e alternative change models that have

emerged over the years. They all in some way endeavour to explain organisational

change and the way it unfolds within an organisation. The next section describes a

variety of new change models thaf have emerged out of organisations themselves.

These a¡e referred to in the literature as 'l.,lew Wave Manufacturing and professional

Service Strategies" (Storey, 1994).

New lltave Manufacturing and professional service strategies

One of the most well known examples of radical workplace and industrial change is in

the automotive industry. Since the 1950's the industry has exceeded national

bounda¡ies and entered into the arena of global competition.

Success in the Japanese industry alerted Westem organisations to new methods of
work organisation and new organisational change techniques (storey, lgg4). This

eventuated due to researchers comparing the wæteful, inefficient and uncompetitive

approach of Westem car manufacturers with the leaner and more efficient Japanese

model (Garrahan & Stewart, 1992). Lean Production System (LpS) is the current

term being used to describe the uptake of the Japanese model. LpS is described as

being a comprehensive altemative to the mass production system (Storey, 1994) and is
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derived from the pioneering innovations of 'Just in Time Management' (Monder¡

1e83).

'Japanization' is another term that has been used to describe the uptake ofJapanese

models (Wood, l99l). For example, Wilkinson & Oliver (1988) use the term

Japanization to refer to the introduction of management practices such as Total

Quality Management and Just in Time Management.

The concept of Japanization has been further developed by Ackroyd and colleagues

(Ackroyd, Burrel, Hughes & Whitaken, 1988). They suggest that Japanization can

occur in three different ways: pernrcated, direct and mediated.

'Permeated Japanization' is used to define an economy where Japanese forms

of economic structure are intemally generated.

The penetration of Japanese firms into other economies is described by the

term 'direct Japanization' this includes, management practices by non-

Japanese firms.

'Mediated Japanization' is used to refer to the uptake of Japanese

management practices þ non-Japanese firms (Ackroyd et al, 1988).

a

a

a

However, in the case of workplace change, it is important to note that change

initiatives are likely to vary across nations and within organisarions.

These 'new wave manufacturing initiatives' consist of several different methods.

Some of these include: Lean Production systems (LPS), Just-In-Time Management

(JIT), Total Quality Management (TQM) and Business Process Reengineering

(BPR) These a¡e discussed in npre detail in the following section.

Storey (1994) suggests that although there are nlaly new methodologies in existence

+^ ^^^l^+ ^--^-:^^+:^-^:- *^-^;-^ ^!.^--^ +L^?^ ^?^ -^::^-^ti+.;^" -^-^." +!.--"^io ¿issisi íJIg¡i¡üsaiiul¡s üi l¡¡ä¡raglltË, uuauë,ç, Llltilv ¿nv uuilrrrrull¡llltrEs açruss .uËstr

workplace change programmes. Many of these can be described by different terms as

he suggests:
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"Íhe key words associated with the new marutÍacturing management are

'flexibility', 'quality', 'teamworking', 'just-in-time' delivery, ,right-first-

time' production, the eliminstion of waste and non-value-added qctivity,

' zero-defects' and' conti nual improvement ". (Storey, lgg 4, 4).

When considering these new wave methods, Storey (1994) suggests that it is often the

organisational and human factors that are critical to the success or failu¡e of the

implementation of these new principles. Storey argues that many researchers and

rnanagement consultants tend to focus on one methodology. Instead, the focus should

be on a deeper understanding of these methodologies and an improved understanding

of the organisational and human resource processes associated with these types of
workplace changes (Storey, 1994).

A brief description ofthese ne\4/ wave manufacturing and service techniques include:

o Lean Production Systems (LpS)

The LPS methodology is a system that reduces inventory through using just-in-time

techniques; achieving continuous improvement through the involvement of all

employees. Work is organised in teams that develops multi-skilled employees,

requiring fewer employees to achieve higher rates of output through a more efficient

and 'lean' use of resources (Shadur & Bamber, lgg4).

o Just-In-Time (JIT)

JIT ìs a system where products are only produced on demand, suÞassemblies and

materials arrive onþ when needed, buffer stocks a¡e eliminated and defects minimised.

o Total Quality Management eeM)

TQM is broadly defined as a philosophy of change that centres on the management of
continual improvement. This occurs through involving employees in the change
process (Dawson & Palmer, 1995).
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o Business Process Re-engineering (BPR)

BPR promotes the need for a radical assessment of the way business is managed and

organised (including notions of teams and empowerment). It advocates the use of

new information and communication technologies to facilitate transformational change

to achieve dramatic improvements in company performance (Hammer & Champy,

lee3).

Criticisms of the New Wave Manufacturing Strategies

o Lean Production Svstems (LPS) and Just-In-Time (JIT)

LPS and JIT are seen by some as leading to job losses, work intensification, higher

levels of stress on workers, longer hours (in so fa¡ as the models a¡e often built on

Japanese practice, critics not unreasonably point out the realities of work in that

country) and a bearing-down on all forms of 'slack' in the system which workers

might fornrerly have used to gain a respite. For example, Tumbull (1988) observes

that the 'deleterious effects of JIT affect all and sundry'. Garrahan & Steward (1992)

are critical of the intrusiveness of the checking system that LPS implements ¿¡s a way

to trace defects quickly to their source.

The controversy surrounding LPS seems set to continue. For example, on the one

hand, as a perceived altemative to the Fordist form of production, it is claimed that

LPS offers opportunities for front-line workers to recapture many of the competencies

and responsibilities formerþ ceded to specialists. On the other hand, there a¡e the

alleged downside effects of job losses, work intensification and stress (Pa¡ker &

Slaughter, 1988b). As a one study observes.

"Only if the promising result of lean proùtction can be accomplished

without its more ugly face will the concept mnintain its attractiveness and

mark the big breakthroughwhich the MIT study (The Machine that Changed

the World) credits it with; and only then wiii there be justtfication oJ a

synthesis of greater fficiency and more fulfiIling and humane work of which

some of the European unions, and also some managers, dream when they

address the concept " (International Labour Office, 1993, 5)
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o Total QualityManagement geM)

wilkinson, Marchington, Goodmarl & Ackers, (1992) suggests that TeM does not

always enhance employee involvement in the way normally claimed for it. Rather than

being enabling, it can also increase the degree and incidence of monitoring and

control. TQM ideas can also be used to reinforce a nìrmagement style simìlar to

Taylorism (Wilkinson. et al, 1992).

o Business Process Re-engineering @pR)

One of the main criticisms of the BPR model is that it treats people as if they were

parts in a machine and ignores the human factor of change. BPR is also seen as being

naÏve about 'the ease" with which radical change can be implemented and because of
this, many BPR projects have failed (Guimaraes, 1997;Manganelli & Raspa 1995).

Another criticism is the apolitical natu¡e of the model and the assumption that

employee resistance is an irrational response to change that can be managed

successfi'rlly by a good leader (Willmott, 1995). A further criticism of Hammer and

Champy's (1993) BPR model is that they only provide a list of changes that a¡e

required rather than information on how to bring about those changes (Dawsor¡

1ee4).

Summary

In conclusior¡ this chapter has endeavoured to provide a summary of the change

models that have been developed over the years to assist organisations through times

of change. The models themselves have evolved over time and there have been

significant shifts in terms of how organisations see the role of employees. Some of the

common themes that exist throughout the ea¡lier models include:

l. A focus on cultu¡al change strategies in order to promote employee participation

and commitment to the change.
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2. The downsizing of organisations.

3. The redefinition of rnanagement from a directive approach to one centred on

commr¡nication, liaison and motivation.

4. The elimination of employees who only work on single tasks to multi-skilled

employees who work in teams.

5. A growing focus on the people side of change that suggests the need to take

human factors into account (Storery, 1994).

6. A growing emphasis on the importance of leadership in the change process.

7. The radical change ofbusiness process
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CHAPTER 3: HUMAN FACTORS INFLUENCING
ORGANISATIONAL CHANGE
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Introduction

Many organisations a¡e implerrrenting radical change programs to realign

organisational structures, strategies and technolog- in orde¡ to become more

competitive (Catlan, 1993). Senior management in many organisations are attempting

to move from highly centralised and hierarchical structures to organisations that a¡e

more decentralised, flatter and more flexible (Callan, 1993). Along with changes to

organisational structures, organisations are continually updating and sometimes

transforming their technology in order to support such structures and to keep up to

dæe and competitive (Miller & Yeager. 1993.

One area that is often overlooked when organisational change is implemented is the

employees' reactions. Man5r change progranrs can fail due to negative employee

reactions that can often lead to decreased productivity and efficiency due to the

employees resisting the change. This can have considerable affects on the success of
the change program and the organisation's bottom line (Brockner, 1990; Brockner,

Greenberg, Brockner, Bortz, Davy & Carter, 1986;)

The purpose of this chapter is to discuss the types of major organisational change that

can affect employees and how employees' reactions to change can affect the

organis ation' s performance.

Types of LargeScale Change and their alfecß on employees

Research suggests thal the major organisational changes that are most likely to affect

employees are downsizing and mass lay-offs, organisational mergers and restructuring,

and new technology (Hamilton, Broman, Hoftnan & Renner 1990; Miller & yeager,

1993). These are discussed below in terms of the type of change and how they affect

employees.

Downsizing

Organisations globally are using many different strategies in order to become competitive

in the market place. As the marketplace becomes more competitive, reducing expenses has
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become as important as creating revenue. One solution to reducurg expenses is to shrink

the workforce. In today's workforce, people are losing their jobs, the survivors are making

do with less, and uncertainty about job security haunts employees (Citrome, 1997;

Grunberg, Anderson-Connolly & Greenberg, 2000). Accordingly, researchers are now

focussing on how to best minimise damage to those people who are left and those that

have been let go; (Brockner, Greenberg, Brockner, BorIz, Davy & Carter, 1986; Brockner,

Grover, Reed, DeWitt & O'Malley-, 1987; Grunberg, Anderson-Connolly & Greenberg,

2oo0).

Resea¡ch in thrs area is important due to the psychological consequences to both the

employees who have lost their jobs and also to those who rernain (Citrome, 1997). For

example, employees cart have increased episodes of depression after a lay-off They can

also suffer from other stress related health outcomes attributed to unemployment, including

increased risk of heart attack, low-bi¡th-weight to oËspring, various infectious diseases,

chronic respiratory diseases, ulcers, gastrointestinal disorders and mortality rates (Citrome,

1997; Hamilton, et al, 1990). During the layofi employees often report feelings of anxiety

and other psychological distress, and rises in blood pressure. The research also suggests

that not all indrviduals react in the s¿rme way to downsizing, some groups a¡e fa¡ more

vulnerable than others and can suffer more severely. These groups tend to be the less

educated, minority groups and women (Hamilton, et al 1990).

Those employees who a¡e left behind, 'the survivors", carì also sufler from psychological

distress. The literature in this area has used terms such as "survivor guilt" and "surv'ivor

sickness" to describe some of the affects on those that are left behind. Davy, Kinicki &

Scheck (1991) report that individuals who witness a lay-off can have significant

psychological and behavioural responses. Survivors often experience feelings of remorse

and develop negative attitudes towa¡d their co-workers (Brockner, Daly & Carter 1985).

They can also experience a decrease in job satisfaction, lowered organisational

commitment, greater strain and are often more ükely to be absent from work (Broci<ner,

1988; Brockner, Grover, Reed, DeWitt & O'Malley, 1987; Dauy, Kinicki & Scheck,

l99l; Parker, Chmiel, & Wall, 2000;Wong & McNally, T994).
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Brockner (1990) conducted research into survivor responses to lay-ofß and forurd that

they were more likely to work hard if they perceived that their co-worker's dismissal

was based on a random process rather than on the relative merits of themselves and

their co-workers' prior perforrnance. Brockner also found that out of the survivor

group, the individuals that suffered the most were those that were close to one or more

of the individuals that were laid off Brockner found that these people were more likely

to show a decrease in their organisational commitment (Brockner, 1990).

There are nuury other factors that can also influence a survivor's reaction to lay-ofß.

One of these factors is the perception of how fairly the organisation managed the lay-

off process as opposed to who was actually laid otr Brockner outlines some issues

that a¡e likely to be salient to the survivors of a lay-off 1) Did the organisation

provide ample forewaming to those who would be laid ofl 2) What basis or input

(eg seniority, merit) did the organisation use to decide which employees would be laid

ofl 3) To what exte,nt did management explain why the lay-offs were necess ary? 4)

Did the organisation atternpt to provide for, or take care of, lay-off victims? Research

shows that employees' perceptions of procedu¡al justice are significantly influenced by

how well management explains its actions (Bies, 1987; Tyler & Bies, 1990).

Overall, research suggests that the more unfair employees perceive the lay-off to be,

the more hkely they are to respond in ways that the organisation would define as

unfavourable. Survivors also respond most negatively when the lay-off victims a¡e

people that they have worked with and known (Brockner 1990).

Employees' reactions to changes such as downsizing can have significant affects on

the orgamsation's productivity due to low morale and low productivity at a time when

the organisation needs to be at its npst productive in order to handle the changes that

it is going through. Research suggests that if such issues are not addressed, the

company is vulnerable to key employees leaving and the remaining employees having

low level of commitment and reduced productivity (Schmenner & Lackey, lgg4).
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Organisational mer gers and or ganisational restructuring

Organisational mergers and restructures are two more large-scale organisational

changes that can also have a significant impact on employees in terms of their reaction

to the change. According to lacovini (1993), employees who are faced with an

orgamsational merger or restructure can experience feelings of fear, worry and

uncertainty about the future. It is often the case when mergers occur, that

organisational restructures occur at the same tine, as well as a reduction in the work

force. Thus. much of the research in downsizing, and employee reactions, also applies

to mergers and restructures.

During mergers or organisational restructuring, employees can also find themselves ur

a stressful environment and feeling very confused. They often look for security and

empathy from management during the organisational change (Iacovini, 1993). In many

cases organisational change, such as mergers, produces bad memories for employees

(Iacovini, 1993). This can le¿d to dissatisùction and an erosion of any positive

changes that are implemented. When employees and managers have negative

memories of organisational changes their commitment to the organisation suffers.

Quite often when employees experience a loss of commitment they do only the bare

minimum that is required for them to keep their jobs (Iacovini, 1993).

According to lacovini (1993), many organisations do not pay enough attention to the

human side of organisational change. The cost of a failed change is high. It can lead

to diminished competitive positior¡ lost employee loyalty, and a considerable amount

of money and resources in reworking the change efforts. This often occurs because

organisations do not understand the human side of their btuiness. The human side is

not necessarily logical or reasonable but instead involves feelings such as fear,

uncertainty and doubt as the employees attempt to make sense of change and maintain

their selÊesteem These feelings are intangible and difficult to assess and management

often do not realise their powerful effect. If organisations want to maintain employee

commitment, they need to deal with how employees are feeling (Iacovini, 1993).
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As mentioned above, fear is a particular feeling that employees can experience during

times of change and one that needs to be addressed by management. Loss of integrity,

credibility or reputation is significant fears for employees at all levels. It is more

important for people to deal with those issues than it is for them to work on such

issues as a lack of ca¡eer or financial advancement (Iacovini, 1993). Bridges (19S0)

describes three phases of an organisational process as l.) the ending (eg the ending of
the old way of doing things); 2.) the neutral zone (the zone between the old and the

new) and; 3.) the new beginning (eg the beginmng of the new change). In terms of
mergers, Bridges (1980) suggests that employees need ¿Nsistance to work through

these processes. For example, if managers use 'blick" talk to communicate, the new

vision it is likely to go over employee's heads. Managers also need to take the

opportunity to deal lvith employees' fears, confusion, and sadness about letting go of
an identity that once may have made them successful.

Bridges (1980) also suggests the following strategies for managing the ,.ending',

phase. 1.) Give visible support,2.) Look for stability (a¡eas that are not changing);

3.) Give people the opportunity to interact informally; a.) Build on the past rather than

discounting the past; 5.) Be sensitive to people who a¡e at different stages of
accepting the change; 6.) Help people idortify what thg, are holding on to and why;

7.) support people in letting go; s.) Give information constantly and; 9.) provide a

safety net when people make mistakes (Bridges. 1980).

Iacovini (1993) suggests that organisations often rush through the ending phase

without allowing employees time to reflect and reminisce about the past and think of
new ways about the future, without allowing a focus on feelings or to explore new

ideas about the future. Iacovini suggests that if the 'the ending" stage is managed

well, it will create positive memories for the employees and thgv will be more likely to

embrace a new change within their organisatron.
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New Technolog,t

When new organisational structures are put into place they are often accompanied by

ne\N information technolory systems. Miller & Yeager (1993) suggest that

technological change is particularly problematic because it not only involves new

electroruc devises and equipment but it requires a cultural change as well. New

information technology requires new work relationships, new ways of getting work

accomplished and the necessity for individuals to leam new skills.

Due to these additional changes that are associated with information technology,

employees often resist using the technology. Resistance cili range from not using the

system to its fi¡ll capacity, to sabotaging the system This type of resistance can prove

to be extremely costly in terms of time and money for organisations.

In summary, mqior orgarrisational changes such as downsizing, mergers, restructures,

and new information technolory can all have a significant affect upon the employees

that a¡e experiencing such changes. Research suggests that employees can experience

fear, anxiety, depression and stress related illness. The section below discusses how

employees can respond to organisational change and how the reactions discussed

above can impact on the change outcome.

Problems associated with the implementation of change

Resea¡chers have identified three potential problems when implementing change

(IvancevictU Olekalns & Matteson, 1997). The fi¡st problem is that of resistance.

Any individual faced with a change in the organisation in which he or she works may

resist it for a variety of rea.sons. People need a certain degree of stability or security,

and change thæ is imposed on individuals reduces their sense of autonomy or selÊ

control. People typically develop pattems for coping wittr, or managing the current

structure and situation. Change meaJts that they will have to find new ways of

managing their own environments - ways that might not be as successfi¡l as those

currently used. In addition, people who have power have a vested interest in the

status quo and may resist change because it th¡eatens that power. These groups of
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people can include middle management who has been found in studies to be major

sources of resistance (Neumanr¡ 1989, 1993 & 1994).

The change progranìs where middle management have a major role and can therefore

cause much disruption are employee involvement and empowerment programs, Total

Quatity Management prograÍìs and other programs where their roles are changed

from manager to leader, coach and mentor. Traditionally the middle nunager has had

a negative reaction to such progr¿üN and resea¡ch suggests that this is due to the loss

of power and status (Bate & Manghanr, lgsl). However, Dopson & Neumann

(199E) have found three more factors that provide explanations as to why middle

rnanagers resist change. These are uncertainty, contrariness and double-bind. Dopson

& Neumann suggest that the least negative reaction is from those middle managers

who feel uncertain, followed by an increased negativity from those who feel contrary

and even more for those who feel thqr are in a double.bind or .ho win,, situation

(Dopson & Neumman, 1998).

Finally, individuals may resist change for ideological reasons; they may truly believe

that the way things are cwrently done is better than the proposed change. Whatever

the source, individual resistance to change must be overcome for successful

implementation (Kotter & Schlesing er, 197 9).

The second potential block to effective change is loss of control. Orgarrisational

change can disrupt existing control systems, especially those that result from formal

organisational procedures. It is lìkely that a part of the change process will be the

restructuring of procedures, with the result that pattems of control will also change.

One of the problems this creates is that it beconrcs more difficult to monitor

performance and to take corrective action when necessary. As a result, organisational

performance may decline and resistance to change may increase. This is especially

likely during the transition phase (Ivancevich, et al, lggT).

The third problem is organisational power (Ivancevicl¡ et at,lggT). Organisations a¡e

affected by power associated organisational politics, and blockages to change can

occur when individuals and groups seek to increase their power within the
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organisation. Even when the change is not dramatic, shifts in power can create further

resistance to change. This results in increased political activity during times of

change, as groups and individuals try to ensure that in the new organisation they will

maintain or increase their power. One of the main consequences of these activities is

that if powerfrrl groups do not support the change, it is unlikely to succeed.

At some level, each of the problems of transition is related primarily to one of the

components of the organisation. Resistance relates to the individual component

involved in getting people to change their behaviour. Control concems the design of

appropriate organisational arrangements for the transition period. Power relates to the

reactions of the informal aspects of the organisation to change. The implication is that

if a change is to be effective, all th¡ee problems - resistance, control and power must

be addressed.

Summary

Research suggests that the major organisational changes that are most likely to affect

employees are downsizing, organisational mergers, organisational restructuring and

new technology (Hamilton, et al, 1990; Miller & Yeager, 1993). During these types

of organisational changes employees can experience depression, anxiety, fea¡, stress

related outcomes and ill health. Employee reactions to organisational change can

often result in resistance to the change, and this can have a significant affect on the

organisation's productivity (Kotter & Schlesinger,1979). Groups of people who may

be particularly resistant are those that corild lose power or status within the

organisation, such æ middle management.

Two other potential problems that are a.ssociated with implementing change are

organisational control and organisational power. In order to manage change

successfully, the problems associated with resistance, organisational control and

organisational power all need to be addressed.
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The following chapter explores the human side of change in more detail, specifically in

the a¡ea of employee acceptance of change and the factors that can assist employee

acceptance ofchange.
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CHAPTER 4: EMPLOYEE ACCEPTANCE OF CHANGE
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Introduction

Organisations worldwide are currently experiencing massive changes to their bwiness

strategies, organisational structures, technologv and personnel in an effort to become

more efficient and competitive in the market. Unfortunately, one of the major

obstacles to a successful change program is lack of employee acceptance or at worst

resistance þ employees (Brockner, 1990; Brockner, Greenberg, Brockner, Bortz,

Dav-v & Carter, 1986). Resea¡ch suggests that certain individual and organisational

factors can contribute to employees accepting orgamsational change (Callan, 1993).

The purpose of this chapter is to firstly, explore the reasons for resistance to

organisational change, secondly, the personal factors that assist employees,

acceptance of change, thirdly the organisational factors that affect employee

acceptance and finally, to examine those individual and organisational behaviours that

have been associated with successfi,rl change programs.

What is rrsistance to change and what arr the causes?

Resistance to change can be defined as

"an innbility, or an unwillingness, to discuss or to accept organisationnl

changes that are perceived in some way as damaging or threatening to the

¡nd¡v¡dual". (Buchanaru & Hucrynski, lgg7, 467)

Bedeian (1980) refers to four common causes of resistance to organisational change.

These are selÊinterest, misunderstanding o¡ lack of trust, contradictory assessments,

and low tolerance for change. These are discussed below.

Self-Interest

As hunu¡r beings we generally seek to protect the status quo in which we operate.

often change th¡eate,ns to move us out of our 'comfort zone' and away from those

things we find familiar. change can arso mean a loss of power, prestige, respect,
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approval, status and security. Change can also be personally inconvenient. For

example it nray alter social opportunities or it may force an unwelcome move in

location (Bedeiaq 1980).

Misunderstanding and lack of trust

Bedeian (1980) also suggests that individuals are more likely to resist change when

they do not understand the reasoning behind it or its natu¡e and possible

consequences. Resistance can thus be reduced through promoting an understanding

of the change. If information is withheld or distorted, it can often lead to rumours.

This carì result in perceptions of threat, and increasing defensiveness, which reduce

further effective communication about the change. Bedeian suggests that the way the

change is introduced can be resisted, rather than the change itself (Bedeiaq 1980).

Contr adi ctory as s es sment s

Individuals differ in the ways in which thqr evaluate the benefits of change. For

example, a major disruptive change to one individual could be a fresh new start for

another. Individual values ultimately determine which changes are welcomed and

promoted, which persist and succeed, and which fail (Bedeian, 1980).

Individuals also differ in their perceptions of change and what that means for the

organisation and to them as individuals. These different and some times contradictory

views a¡e more likely to anse when information about a change is inadequate and

where those concemed lack the relevant information.

Low tolerance for change

Individuals also differ in their abiliry- to cope with change and to deal with uncertainty

Change that requires people to think and behave in different ways can challenge the

individi¡al's selÊconcept. Individuals each have ideas about their abilities and

competencies; for exarnple, some individuals may have selÊdoubt as to their capacity

to handle change. Some individuals also have a low tolerance for ambiguity and
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uncertainty. The anxiety and apprehension that some individuals suffer can often lead

thcm to opposc cvcn potcntially boreficial changos (Kotter & schlesing e4 1979).

Because of the many sources of resistance to change, and the need for organisations

to adapt rapidly to changing social, political, economic and technological conditions,

the management of change has become a crucial issue. In order to manage the change

it is important to nìanage resistance to ensure that change is accepted and

implemented rapidly and effectively. The human side of change has to be managed as

carefully as the technical side of change (Kotter & Schlesinger,lgTg).

Kotter & Schlesinger (1979) suggest six general approaches for dealing u,ith

resistance to change. These a¡e described belovl':

Education and communication: This approach provides employees with facts and

information through regular communication about the change. For example,

employees can be educated by way of one-on-one discussiorìs, group presentations,

memos and reports. These forums need to provide information to the employees

about the need for, and rationale of, the change (Kotter & Schlesing er, 1979).

Participation and involvemen¡: This approach allows those employees affected by

the change to have a say in how the change will occur by allowing (and encouræing)

participation in how the change is designed and implemented. This can be achieved

by establishing committees and./or task forces (Kotter & Schlesing er, 1979).

Facilitation and support: This approach provides training and social support to
enable employees to cope better with the change. This can be achieved by providing

employees with training sessions, managers listening to their concerïìs, and training to

assist employees in overcoming performance pressures that often arise in change

situations (Kotter & Schlesing er, 197 9).

Negotiation and agreement: This approach offers incentives to employees who a¡e

resisting the change or who might resist the change. The offers nray take the form of
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negotiating with the employees to arrive at some agreement over certain aspects of

the change. For example, some parts of the change may be elimrnated if the employees

agree to support another important part ofthe change (Kotter & Schlesinger, 1979).

Manipulation and cooptation: This approach uses covert attempts to influence

employees and provides only selective information so that employees only focus on

desired changes. Kotter & Schlesrnger (1979) caution that this approach can lead to

future problems if people feel they are being manipulated.

Explicit and implicit coercion: This approach uses power and threats in an attempt

to coerce employees who a¡e resisting change. Kotter & Schlesinger (1979) suggest

that rvhile this approach can be very successful in overcoming resistance; it is also

considered to be a high-risk way of approaching resistance to change as it can

produce r¡ndesirable behaviours among employees.

Table 1. lists the ways of managing resistance in an organisation together with the

appropriate circumstances in which they might be used and their relative advantages

and disadvantages.
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Method Use When Advantages Disadvantages

Education and
Communication

Pcople lack
information or have
inaccurate
information.

Creatcs willingncss to
help with the change.

Can be very time
consumrng.

Participation
And
Involvernent

Other people have
tmporüant
information and./or
power to resist.

Helps avoid major
resistance.

Can be very time
consuming.

Facilitation and
Suppoñ

Resistance traced to
resource or
adjusûnent
problems

Satisfies directly
specific resource or
adjusûnent needs.

Can be time
consuming: can be
expensive.

Negotiation and
Agreement

A person or group
will'lose'
something due to the
changc.

Helps avoid major
resistance.

Can be expersive;
can cause others to
seek similar 'deals'

Manipulation and
Cooptation

Other methods don't
work or are too
expenstve.

Can be çick and
inexpensive.

Can cre¿te future
problems ifpeople
sense manipulation.

Explicit and Implicit
Coercion

Speed important and
change agent has
power.

Quick: Overpowers
resistance

Risþ if people get
'mad'.

Table 1: Methods for dealinq with resistance to change

(Schermerhorn, Hunt & Osborr¡ 1994,645)

Pemonal factors that influence an emproyee's acceptance of change

Much research has gone into finding factors that contribute to employee resistance in

an attempt to find ways of reducing that resistance and promoting full acceptance of
change (Anderson, 1997; Billings & Moos, lggl; Folkmar¡ l9g4; Gardner Dunharn,

cummins & Pierce, 1987a; Holahan & Moos, l9g7; Rodin & SaloveD,, l9g9 and

Siegall & McDonald, 1995). According to current resea¡ch some of the personal

factors that can affect an individual accepting change are: the employees' own ability

to cope with the change, his or her sense of personal empowerïnent, focus of
attention, intemal locus of control, social support, level of selÊesteen¡ rigidity, and

level of perceived participation in the change program (Anderson, 1997, Billings &
Moos, 1981; Folkmar¡ 1984; Gardner Dunharn, cummins & pierce, l9g7a;Holatran
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& Moos, 1987; Rodin & Salovey, 1989, Siegall & McDonald, 1995). These factors

are considered below.

Personal empowerment

Research suggests that if organisations can instil a sense of power in their employees,

it can help to achieve improved organisalional effectiveness during times of change

(CallarU 1993). Employees who a¡e empowered can acquire the confidence to talie

action to solve problems that impact upon their efficiency and well-being.

Focus of attention

Gardner, Dunharrl Cummins & Pierce (1987a) defined employee focus of attention

¿ts:

"an employee's cognitive orientation toward each of a number of

'tdrgets' ... while at work" (Gardner et al, 1987, 352).

Resea¡ch suggests that work can be a central life interest for some employees, while

other employees see their job as a means to an end (Dubin, 1956; Dubin &

Champoux, 1977). Siegall & McDonald (1995) posed the question; if an employee

does not focus very much on his or her job, will a change associated with their job

have an rnpact on them? In contrast, would minor changes have an exaggerated

affect on those employees who focw highly on their jobs?

Siegall & McDonald (1995) were also interested in the affect of changes in job desìgn

and technology over time. They hypothesised that it was likely that workers would

adapt to ajob change as they have a chance to use the new technology, rather than

altering their attitudes and behaviours immediately and permanently as soon as the

new technology had been introduced.

Siegall & McDonald's (1995) results suggested that the more an employee focuses on

his or her job, the stronger that employee will react to a job change. For example,

technicians who focused highly on their jobs reported fewer excused absences and
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were more involved as time passed after the change, compared to technicians who

focused little on their jobs. Moreover, high ofÊjob focused technicians became less

committed, less job involved, less sæisfied and more likely to leave over tinre (Siegall

& McDonald, 1995).

Internal locus of contol

Personality factors also influence the way people interpret the environmental events

that occur around them A person with a strong intemal "locus of control" is more

likely to appraise an ambiguous situation as being controllable (Folkmar¡ l9g4).

Locus ofcontrol has been defined as:

"The degree to which the individual attibutes the cause of his/her

behaviour to environmental factors or to his/her own decisions,'

(Chaplin, 1985,260)

In contrast, individuals who generally attribute the control of life events to factors

extemal to ther4 tend to doubt their ability to solve a problem These people tend to
use more emotion-focused strategies and fewer problem-focused strategies than

people with a more intemal locus of control. For instance, in response to a flood

disaster, Anderson (1997) found that managers with an intemal locus of control relied

more on task-oriented ways of dealing with stress, whereas more externally oriented

nìanagers responded with anger, hostility and greater anxiety. Similarþ, in dealing

with organisational change, nìanagers who have an intemal locus of control tend to
use active behavioural strategies (callan, 1993). These findings suggest that

nutnagers who have an intemal locus of control may handle organisational change

more proactively that managers who have an extemal locus of control.

Social Support

Social support is another factor that affects how well employees cope with an

organisational change. Much resea¡ch has been done in regard to the buffering a.ffects

of social support on stress (Cohen & Wills, 1985). Individuals who cope well with
organisational change often have access to extemal resources and social support. It is
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known that social support networks provide expenences that can bolster the self-

esteem of individuals, while the same netu,orks can act as a buffer to the levels of

psychological distress that can occur during times of crisis for the individual (Rodin &

Salovey, 1989). There is also a considerable amount of evidence that individuals with

a supportive family rely more on active coping strategies than individuals without this

type of support (Billings & Moos, 1981, Holahan & Moos, 1987). In contrast, those

with non-supportive famity environments tend to use avoidance to cope with stressfi'il

events in their lives. Avoidance in the short term can be an effective coping strategy,

but in the long term these individuats tend to suffer from poor psychological

adjustment.

As mentioned above, an employee's family can act as part of a support network.

However, many orgamsational changes can directly affect the family For example,

retrenchment or job reassignment not only affects the life of the employee but also the

lives of family members. Organisational changes such as a forced relocation within an

organisation can mean dramatic changes in the distance travelled to work and lead, in

time, to the decision to relocate the family closer to the workplace. Research

suggests that even voluntary job relocation is stressfr¡l and can impact negalively upon

social and family relationships and upon the ability of the family to provide important

social support. A failed transfer, for example, can lead to famil5, conflict: a decline in

work perfoÍnance, and the individual worker is often at more risk of mental and

physical illness (Luo & Cooper, 1990).

In summary, social support such as family support can be very effective at times of

organisational change, but if the change also adversely affects the family, the

employee may not have family support to fall back on.

Individual Wellness

Personal wellness prograÍìs include the routine of day{o-day activities and personal

habits that might reduce levels of work-related stress that can act as a buffer against

physical and psychological stress. There is quite strong evidence that the pursuit of

various lifestyle and health habits (eg physical fitness, weight nanagement, good sleep

habits) has a strong direct affect on reducing the impact of work stress (Steffy, Jones
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& Noe, 1990). However, an employee's wellness program may be disrupted during

radrcal organisational change.

Coping Strategies

Researcher suggests that employees adopt certain coping strategies to assist them in

reducing their level of stress at times of organisational change (Ashford, 19g8, Callan,

1993, callan, Terry & schweitzer,lgg4). coping resources have been defined as:

"a complex set of personnlity, aftìnrdinal and cognitive factors that provide

the psychological context for coping". (Moos & Billings, lgg2,2ls).

Such resources are relatively stable dispositional cha¡acteristics that affect coping

processes (Moos & Billings, l9S2). Resea¡ch suggests that there are five different

coping strategies which include; selÊefficacy, personal control, selÊesteerr¡ freedom

from self-denigration, and tolerance of arnbiguity (Moos & Billings, l9s2).

Resea¡ch has found that people with a high level of selÊefficacy persist longer in
trying to deal with stressful situations and that if an employee has a sense of personal

control, this reduces the feelings of threat experienced during stress (Anderson, 1977;

Moos & Billings, l9S2).

Resea¡ch has also found that self-esteem and freedom from selÊdenigration are major

copmg resources as they represent an individual's overall level of selÊacceptance

despite changes occurring in their environment (callan, 1993; Moos & Billings, l9g2;
Pearlm & Schooler, 1978).

In regard to tolerance of ambigurty, Ashford (lgss) found that individr ats with more

tolerance of ambiguity were less affected by the high level of uncertainty common to
major organisational transitions. Tetrick & LaRocco (19s7) also found that measures

of personal understanding, prediction and control (very similar to Ashford's personal

coping resources) were negatively relaled to perceived role stressors.
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Table 2. summarises the factors outlined in the literature in regard to employees'

reactions to change, and factors that contribute to change (Callan, 1993) Table 2

also summarises the organisational factors that can assist employees accepting change.

In summary, research suggests that individual factors such as selÊesteen¡ coping

strategies, personal empowernent, focus of attention and internal locus of control can

hat,e an impact on how well the employee accepts the organisational change they are

experiencing.

Table 2: Emolovees' to chanøe. factors that contribute to and orsanisational

factors that can assist emplovees acceptinq change.

Research has also urcovered a number of organisational factors that contribute to an

employee accepting change. An understanding of these factors can assist senior

management within an organisation to encourage employees to fully accept an

organisational change program These organisational factors will be explored in more

detail in the following section (Callan, 1993).

Reactions of employees to
change

Factors that contribute to
employers' acceptance of
change

Organisational factors that
can assist employees'
acceptance of change.

Stress
Anxiety
Decrease in job satisfaction
Decrease in attitude
Role conflict
Role ambiguity
'Work overload
Uncertainty

Coping strategies
Personal empowerment
Focus of attention of employees
Internal locus of control
Social support
High self-esteem
Hardy personality type
Tolerance of ambiguity
Self-efücacy
Personal control

Wellness progams
Leadership style
Communication sEategy
Stress mana gement strategies
Employee participation
Training
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organisational factors that can assist an individuar to accept change

Resea¡ch suggests that coping with the stress of organisational change requires the

use of both individual and organisational strategies (Callan, 1993). Literature in this

area suggests that organisational factors such as communication about the change,

ernployee participatio4 leadership style, prior planmng, organisational crfture and

outplaceme,nt counselling can all assist employees' acceptance of change (Bass, 1990;

Bennis & Nanus, 1985;callan, 1993;conger r989; Dunphy & stace 1990; Fulmer &
Gilkey, 1988; Kleir¡ 1994; Peters 1988; schem, 1990; schwieger, Ivancevich &
Power, 1987; Ticþ & Devann4 1986; Tichy & ulrich, 1994; yukl, 1989). These

and other organisational factors are discussed below.

Communication

Resea¡ch suggests that one ofthe first key organisational change strategies to assist

individual's acceptance of change is to communicate the change accurately and

provide up to date information about the speed at which the change is occurring and

its direction (Callan, 1993). For example, Schwieger, Ivancevich & power (19s7)

studied organisational mergers and found that employees were most concemed about

a lack of accurate information, especially about their job security Ma¡ry

organisations establish newsletters during the change as a way of informing stafi
together with weekly meetings in which senior management report upon new

information they have received from the chief executive or company director. This

method is a way of ensuring that employees get the same message (otrerman &
Gowing, 1990).

In support of schwieger, Ivancevich & power (19g7), Kler4 egg4) suggests that

difficulties associated with organisational change can be deatt with more effectiveþ if
communication is planned in a strategic way. When organisations go through change

and do not conmunicate effectively, the arnbiguity sunounding the change can

provide grounds for rumours, anxiety, negative attitudes and ultimately resistance.

According to Klei4 (1994) this can often occur even though management thinks it has
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communicated its messages well. Klein found that most people did not fully

comprehend the necessity for the change and how it *'ould personally affect thern

The message received by employees was very different from the message management

intended to send (Kletq 1994).

Klein (1994) also found that in terrns of communicating change efforts, face-to-face

communication has a greater impact than any other single medium He also found

that it was the interactive component of this process that is really effective (Kletrl

1994). Face-to- face communication helps to clarfy any ambiguities that the

employee may have and it affords them the opportunity of voicing their opinions there

and then. It is also the most efficient way to gain feedback on the communication

process, allowing it to be improved along the way.

Klein (1994) also suggests that credibility of the messages is directly related to the

status of the source of that message. For example, if the message is given by a senior

person rvithin the organisation or a person who is highly respected, the message holds

more weight.

Klein (1994) also suggests that inviting the employees to participate in the

commurication process is an effective strategy. This can be done via a feedback

mechanism whereby employees could ask questions and provide feedback as to the

change process.

In terms of retention of information, research suggests that personally relevant

information is better retained; that is, information that directly affects an employee is

attended to, and retained more readily than information that is not personally relevant

(Klein, 1994). Therefore, when communicating to employees in regard to change

initiatives, it is important to rnake the message as personally relevant as possible.

Klein (1994) suggests a number of specific communication methods for organisational

change initiatives. These are suilnarised below:
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The first thing to communicate is the need for change by providing the rationale

behind the change. For exarrple, an organisation might need a neu' information

technology system in order to become more competitive in the market place. Klein

(1994) suggests that the first communication shorfd come from the cEo, or the

senior management person that is in charge of the division. This shoulcl be followed

by a written communication to employees as it provides an opportunity for questions

and feedback. It is also useful to use forums that employees can attend to hea¡ more

information about the change and to provide feedback to management. These types

of forums are invaluable, especially as plans are modrfied during the initial stages of
change.

According to Klein (1994), in the early stages of the communication process the goals

should be to

l. Communicate the details of the change accurately to those who are involved

with the change.

2. Tell those who a¡e not directly involved in the change process how they will
be involved in the future in terms of their new roles and responsibilities.

3. control whatever "misinformation" may be circulating through the

organisation.

communication is important during the initiar phase of change as people are

experiencing the change füst hand at this time. The information flow should be

multidirectional, continuous and concrete so that people can become comfortable with
the fact thaf they have a reasonabþ full understanding of the personal implications of
the change, irrespective of their attitudes towa¡d the change itself (Klei4 l9g4).

It is important to publicise any successes, especially early in the change when opinions

are being formed. It is also important to develop a means of rectifying problems

through feedback and adjustment. This can be done by developing communication

structures that encourage the disclosure of problems and the discussion of solutions.

Again, during this time intensive face-to-face communication is warranted in order to
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combat misunderstandings. It also symbolises support for the employees at the

beginning of the change (Klein, 1994).

In summary, Klein's (1994) research suggests that communication is an essential

factor in encouraging employees to accept the new organisational change.

Empl oy e e P ar t i c i pat i on

Another effective organisational technique to reduce resistance towa¡d change among

employees is to invite the employees to become part of the change program Inviting

enrployees to get involved is an important step in reducing resistance. Participation

compliments their own personal empowerment and eventually leads to improved

organisational performance. The advantages to employee participation a¡e that it

builds employee commitment to the change program and adds new information to the

change effort. However, the disadvantage is that it can be extremely time consuming,

especially in a large organisation (Schermerhorr¡ Hunt & Osbom, 1994). This is

supported by Porras & Hoffer (1986) who identified 'generating participation' as one

of the common behaviours in successfi.il organisational development programs.

This involves

1. Design an implementation plan that includes information about when tasks need to

be done and who is responsible to do them

2. Involving people when they have the necessar)¡ expefise, when the decision must

be high qualrty and when implementation depends on them

3. Using meetings, workshops or a consultant to solicit input from people on

proposed changes.

4. Not dictating the exact way to acconplish a delegated task.

5. Structuring the work in a way that opens possibilities for selÊmanagement by the

job incumbent.

6. Providing task and job designs thæ provide meaningfi.rl work, real responsibility

for work outcomes, and reliable knowledge of results.
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7. Relaxing traditional authorita¡ian forms of control (eg over budgets and

allocations of resou¡ces and people) and allowing workers to do more and;

8. Facilitating more than directing (ponas & Hoffer, l9g6).

Leadership

Yukl (1989) found thæ the charismatic or transformational leader could also help

ernployees accept change. Through the effective communication of their

organisation's vision, the transformational leader can encor¡¡age employees to take

control of their situation. These leaders tend to be person-oriented, and spend time

talking and working with their employees and listuring to their views. They can also

be a strong source of emotional support to their employees throughout the change

process (conger 1989; Dunphy & Stace 1990; peters l98g). conger (19s9)

suggests that one impofant aspect of the transformational leader is their ability to
empower others to deal with change. The transformational leader motivates and

encourages employees to adopt their vision This type of leadership can be very

effective during times of change and can facilitate employee acceptance (Bass, 1990;

Bennis & Nanus, 1985). Porras & Hoffer (1936) also suggest that leaders need to
continually articulate the organisation's purpose, goals, values, standa¡ds, and the

means by which they are to be implemented operationally. They also need to set up

feedback mechanisms to find out if the vision is being implemented (ponas & Hoffer,
le86).

Many researchers have examined transformational leadership itt the context of broad

ranging organisational changes (Bass, 1990; Bennis & Nanus, l9g5; K¡eitner &
Kinicki, 1989: Tichy & Devann4 1936; Ticþ & Ulrich, tggl). The leaders that had

a transformational style were able to motivate others to follow and pursue altemative

courses of action when they needed to, all of which result in a more successful

organisational change.

Prior planning

Another organisational response to help employees cope with change is through prior
planning. Prior-planning can help to develop a strategic plan that informs management
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about what to communicate to employees and when to communicate during the

change process. For example, organisational mergers result in blended cultures,

leaving employees feelit g confused about their roles and responsibilities (Fulmer &

Gilkey, lgSB). In this c¿ße a pre-merger workshop could identi$ potential a¡eas of

conflict and could build upon the channels of communication in order to encourage

cooperation between all employees.

Or gani sati ona I C ultur e

Many organisational changes are particularly difñcult as they often involve cultural

change as well (Hamilton, BromarL Hoftnan & Renner 1990; Miller & Yeager,

1993). For example, organisational change often requires employees to work

differently with one another and to learn new skills and new work processes (Miller &

Yeager, 1993). If a cultural change accompanies an organisational change, the

leaders need to ensure that the cultural issues a¡e addressed.

It is also important to differentiate between the organisation's climate and culture, as

change is likely to disrupt the climate but may not however, have an impact on the

underlþg culture. There has been much debate in the literature as to the differences

between the two and Kummerow (2000) has conceptualised these in her resea¡ch as

follows.

Both organisational climate and organisational culture a¡e molar constructs in the

sense that they capture a property, or properties, of the whole system (whether an

organisation or organisational sub-unit). (Schneider, 1985). They both are concemed

with the social context of work environments and both have some stabilþ over time

and across different situations. Both climate and cultwe also function as 'sense-

making' devices, in that they help employees give meaning to their experience of

organisational life. (Reichers & Schneider, 1990).

The notion of sharedness is also central to both organisational climate and cultu¡e.

That is, for an organisation (or organisational sub-unit) to be cha¡acterised as having a

climate, or a culture, there must be some agreement in employee perceptions (beliefs,
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values etc.). Both organisational climate (as shared perceptions) and organisational

culture (as shared basic assumptions) are thought to set the bor¡ndaries for, or form

the basis of employee behaviour. Both constructs a¡e also thought to be the product

of group learning. Finally, both constructs have been shown to have "a tendency

toward differentiation" (Rousseau, l98g), Thus, within a given organisatior¡ there

may exist a number of distinctive sub-cr¡ltures or unit-specific climates.

Kummerow (2000) found that while there is considerable overlap between the two
constructs, one important differentiation that emerges between the two is that

organisational climate constitutes more of a su¡face-level phenomenon than

organisational culture. Thus in terms of Schein's (1935) model of cultural levels,

organisational climate can be thought of as constituttrg a surface-level manifestation

of the deeper-level beließ and assumptions which, Schein (19S5) suggests forms the
'essence' ofcultures.

The depiction of organisational climate as a surface-level, as opposed to deeper-level

construct renders it more immediately accessible and more readily decipherable than
organisational cr¡lture. For example, Moran & volkwein (lgg2) suggest that while
va¡iations in an organisation's intemal (for example the implementation of new work
practices) and extemal envi¡onments are likely to be registered by, and affect, the
organisation's climate, they are unlikely to have an immediate or discemible impact on
the organisations' culture. Kummerow (2000) also suggests that the climate of an

organisation is at a more conscious level of awa¡eness than is organisational culture.

As Schwartz & Davis summa¡ise:

"where climate is manageabre over the relatively short term, cuhure is

usually longlerm and snategic. It is very dfficutt to change. culture is

rooted in deeply held betiefs and values in which individuals hold a
substantial investment... "

(Schlvartz & Davis, 1981, pp33-34)

Given that climate is at a more surface level than culture it is important that managers

and leaders recognise this in terms of how the climate may be altered during times of
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change. As Moran & Volkwein (1992) suggested above, a climate may be affected by

a change in the intemal or extemal environment and rnay have to be managed

carefi.rlly. It is also important for managers to note that this disruption is unlikely to

change the underlying cultu¡e unless its effects are sustained. With this

understanding, managers are less likely to be concemed if the climate within their

organisation becomes negafive or is disrupted temporarily through an organisational

change, provided that the issue is addressed quickly and effectively.

Cultures and climates often have groups within them that form sub-cultu¡es or unit-

specific climates. Researchers have distinguished between an organisations dominant

culture and its various subcultu¡es (Martin & Siehl, 1993; Trice & Beyer, 1993). Like

cultures, subcultures hold particular ideological beließ, attitudes and behaviours that

form collective understandings. At the same time, these messages differ noticeably

from the contnþn core of ideologies found in the organisation's culture. Subcultures

either intensif,' or deviate from these ideologies, generating a unique set of

understandings, behaviours, and beliefs of their own (Trice, 7993). Martin & Siehl

(1993) have identified three drfferent subcultures within an organisation; these include

enhancing, orthogonal and counter-cultural. An enhancing subculture is one that

adheres to the core values more rigorously than the rest of the organisation, such as

senior management groups. An orthogonal subculture adheres to the core values but

develops a set of unconflicting values of their own that are separate to the

organisatior¡ such as information technology personnel. The third type of subculture,

called a counter-culture, is a subculture that holds conflicting values to thet of the

core values of the organisation, such as some remaining still in a takeover (Martin &

Siehl, 1993). For example, if one organisation takes over another organisation and a

cultural change program is successfr¡lly implemented, counter-cultures may still exist

where the employees hold the views of their original organisation and who refr¡se to

adopt the new values of the new organisation.

Trice & Beyer (1993) supports Martin & Siehl's findings about subcultu¡es and

suggest that a subculture's degree of conflict with the core ideologies of an

organisation can vary widely. They also suggest that in their extreme forrr! some

groups'ideologies are so sharply against the ideology of the core cultu¡e that they
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become countercultures. Trice (1993) suggests however, that the majority of
subcultures lie somewhere in between the extremes (Trice, 1993; Trice & Beyer,

1993). For example, u'hen change is implemented in an organisæion, there may be

groups within the culture that a¡e opposed to it that form subct¡ltures with their own

collective attitudes and behaviours about the system itself These subcultures may

become extremely opposed to the new implementation and accompanying ideologies

of the organisation, and may thus become counter-cultwes (Trice, 1993).

Outplacement C ounsel ling

Citrome (1997) concluded in her resea¡ch that individuals that are being made

redundant need to be ca¡efully managed by clear communicafion, the provision of an

outplacement service and counselling. These strategies a¡e useñil to the organisation

since, if the survivors perceive that the organisation has been fair, they are more likely
to accept the change in their workplace and remain committed to the organisation.

Survivors also need specific communication in regard to the organisation's new vision
and future plans.

Citrome (1997) found that an offer of a resurne-writing service and contacting
potential employers could also be part of management's plan to assist the potentially

impacted employee. Also, the organisation's effort to present a clear vision for
employees can be helpflrl in promoting the idea that the organisation would continue
to grow smaller and that it was part of a planned process. Employee assistance

programs that deal with issues such as depression, grief and relationships difficulties
can also be usefi¡l during times of organisational downsizing (citrome, lggT).

In summary, research suggests that organisational factors such as the way the change

is communicated, leadership throughout the changg prior-planning such as pre
change workshops to identify needed resources and outplacement counselling if
employees are being made redundant, can all have an influence on how well
employees accept change (citrome, 1997; conger, l9g9; Ivancevich & power, l9gz,
Klein, 1994; Schwieger, yukl, l9g9).
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Porras & Hoffer (1936) have taken the above research further and have identified

specific behaviours that are associated with successfi.rl organisational development

initiatives, both at the organisational level and the managerial level. These are

discussed in the next section.

Successful behaviours in organisation al ch ange initi atives

Porras & Hoffer (1986) surveyed 42 of the top scholars and practitioners in the area

of organisation change, using telephone interviews and open-ended questions. The

participants almost unanimously reported the same behaviours in successfrrl change

interventions and showed at least moderate agreement as to what those behaviours

were.

Tables 3. &, 4. present the categories of successfi¡l behaviours from the broad

organisational level and the managerial level.

Table 3: Common Behavioural Chanses in Orsanisation Develooment Efforts

Behaviour Category Description

All Orsanisational Leve ls
Communicating openly Behaviours promoting or reflecting the direct giving and receiving of

information relevant to getting the job done

Collaborating Behaviours promoting or reflecting the involvement of relevant
persons in the processes of identiÙing and solving problems

Taking responsibility Behaviou¡s reflecting acceptance of responsibility and taking
initiative in carrying out organisational tasks

Maintaining a shared viston Behaviours reflecting a clear formulation, understanding and

commitment to organisational philosophy, values and purposes and a

commitment to hieh standards

Solving problem s effectively Behavior¡rs reflecting a problem-solving orientation to diffrcult
organisational issues.

Respecting/supporting Behaviours demonstrating respect and support for others as

worthwhile individuals
Processing/facilitating interactions Behaviours reflecting attention to and use ofhuman process issues i¡

one-on-one, group, and intergroup situations.

Inquiring Behaviou¡s reflecting a probing, inquiring, diagnostic orient¿tion to
the organisation and its environment.

Experimenting Behavior¡rs promoting or reflecting an openness to trying new things.

Category Definitions for all Organisational Levels

@orras & Hoffer, 1986)
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Categorv Def¡nitions for Manaqerial Levels

@orras & Hoffer, 1986)

The successfi.¡l behaviours that are associated with change at both the broad

organisational level as well as with the managerial level are described in more detail

below. The behaviours mentioned a¡e not exhaustive but provide a summary of
Porras & Hoffer's (1986) findings.

Behaviours at îhe Organisational Level

Communicating Openly: This involves sharing information such as intentions,

motives, feelings and thoughts associated with work situations; providing feedback

that is descriptive and specific rather than evaluative and general: asking for and

accepting feedback fiom subordinates; actively listening to others by paraphrasing,

summarising, restating and asking for clarification if necessary.

Collaborating: Collaboration is another inrportant behaviour that includes; solving

problems as quickly as possible; discussing, planning, and readjusting organisational

actions jointly and cooperatively; and holding group discussions and meetings.

Taking responsibility: Individuals need to take responsibility to find out what is

necessary to be effective in their job. In the face of frustration and ambiguity, which is

Behaviour Category Description

Managerial Level
Generating participation Bchaviours

decisions.

involving relevant persons in important organisation

Leading by vision Behaviou¡s shaping. communicating, modelling and reinforcing
organisational goals, values, purposes and high work standards

Functioning strategically Behaviours reflecting a systemic and long-range
or ganisational matters.

perspective on

Promoting information flow Behaviou¡s increasing the overall amoutrt of information in the
organisation.

Developing others Behaviours that develop the lnowledge, skills and competency of
subordinates and others in the organisation.
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often associated with organisational change, they need to be persistent in the struggle

to make needed changes. Providrng a contribution to a problematic situation rather

than blaming others is also important. Taking responsibility is reflected in expressions

of interest and excitement in the work and in decreased approval seeking, face saving,

indiflerence, "bumout" or "coasting".

Maintaining a slwred vision: Employees across the organisation need to behave in a

way that reflects the organisation's vision. They need to understand and be

committed to the organisation's philosophy, values and purpose and display a high

commitment to professional standa¡ds.

Solving problems effectively: Some of the activities associated with effective problem

solvurg include using a wùr/win perspective to solve problems; work on problems to

achieve an agreed upon goal; and generating many altemative strategies to resolve a

problem

Respecting/supporting: A summary of the key behaviours in respecting and

supporting are listed below.

Recognise employees for a job well done, focus on the things that a¡e going well not

just on what is not going well, optimise an employee's strengths versus focussing on

their weaknesses, encourage and rewa¡d employees for taking time to spend with their

families and for thernselves, focus on the goodness in others rather than focussing on

the negative.

Processing/fucilitating interactions: This involves

Clarfying the purpose and the goals of meetings, and stopping meetings that a¡e not

going well to look at the process. Spending time at the end of a meeting to evaluate

what was done well and what needs improvement. Changrng group member's roles to

assist the group to fimction at its best. Establishing relevant agendas for meetings,

following the agenda diligently and supplying minutes to the nreeting participants.

Inquiring: The types of behaviours that are inquiring include: collecting data to

obtain information about how the organisation is functioning, experimenting wrth
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changes that will have useful conclusions and looking for new ideas from books,

articles and from one another.

Experimenting behaviours. These include: being willing to try things out, allowing

time to rneet and talk about new behaviours, rewalding people who try, being open to

different ways to achieve outcomes, eliminating symbols of conformity, de-

emphasising action plans, supporting risk takers, particularly when they fail, and

working rvith those who a¡e experimenting to demonstrate support.

Behaviours at the Managerial Level: In regard to nranagers' behaviours that are

linked to successfr¡l organisational change efforts Porras & Hoffer (1936) suggest the

following:

Generating participation: This includes: involving employees who have the

necessary expertise, using action plans and designating employees to each actior¡

using workshops to facilitate input from employees regarding proposed changes, and

providing work tasks that provide meaningfi.rl work and responsibility for employees

(Porras & Hoffer, 1986).

Leading by vision: Leaders need to shape their employees' behaviours to ensure that

they reach the organisation's goals. They also need to communicate the

organisation's values and purposes and contin"ally encourage high work standards

amongst their employees.

Functioning slrategically; This includes: talking about underlying causes and the

consequences for acting upon thern5 resisting grving-in to short term pressures for
quick results, fitting the organisational structure to the organisation's key objectives,

planning for the skills and knowledge that will be required for the future, and creating

a strategic design to guide operating plans.

Promoting inþrmation flow: Tlns includes: clearly communicating tasks that need to
be completed, clearly expressing feelings, needs, expectations and commitment.

establishing multiple channels for communication and promoting direct cross-unit

communication.
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Developing others: Thrs includes: teaching skills that employees need to do their

jobs, helping subordrnates identify their needs and aspirations, rewarding desired

behaviours, delegating tasks ba.sed on employee competencies and according to their

development plan, relating employees to a larger context, providing employees with

accurate information regarding their performance, providing employees with personal

grow experiences, judging subordinates þ their outcomes rather than their methods

to produce thenr, discussing successes and failures with employees to help them

develop. and helping employees to take advantage of opportunities offered by the

organisation.

Summary

In Summary, research suggests that there are many organisational factors that can

assist employees in their acceptance of organisational change. As discussed above,

these factors are;

Communicating to employees relevant information about the changes,

a

a

Transformational leadership,

Prior planning before the change,

Management commitment to the change-

Showing commitment to the change to employees through providing them with

the required support,

o

a

a

a

a

Setting up outplacement counselling when needed,

The implementation of a fitness and wellbeing program to combat the stress

reactions to change, and

Providing training
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All of these factors, to some degtee, can influence how an employee accepts

organisational change. In terms of specific behaviours that contribute to successful

organisational change, Ponas & Hoffer (1986) identified several organisafional and

individual behaviours such as open communication, collaboratior¡ taking

responsibility, generating participation and leading by creating and communicating a

vision.
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CHAPTER 5: ACCEPTANCE OF'CHANGE INVOLVING NEW
TECHNOLOGY
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Introduction

One of the most common organisational change initiatives is the implementation of
new information technology. In today's increasingly global, digital and networked

economy (Tapscott, 1996), information technology- (IT) represents a significant

investment for many corporations a¡rd constitutes a large aspect of organisational

work. However, its value is only realised when information systems are utilised by the

ernployees in a manner that compliments the strategies and operational goals of the

organisation (Agarwal & Karahanna" 2000). Unfortunately, this does not always

happen and performance impacts are often lost whenever systems are rejected by the

users (Stone, Kemmerer & Gueutal, 19s4). Resea¡ch suggests that change in

information technology has some unique issues associated with it that need particular

attention in terns ofhow to increase acceptance (Miller &,yeager,l993).

There is considerable evidence to suggest that both personal and IT system factors can

determine whether an employee either resists or accepts new information technology

within an organisational setting (Alderfer, 1976; Arndt, Feltes & Hanak, 19g3; Ber4
1967; chowr¡ t972;Festinger, t957; Howell & Higgins, 1990; stone, et al, l9g4;
venkatesh & Davis, 1996 and wells & Marwell, 1976). However, there has been

relatively little resea¡ch on horv organisational factors such as communication and

organisational cultu¡e affect user acceptance of information technology. The rnajority

of the resea¡ch in this a¡ea has focussed on organisational changes such as mergers,

downsizing and restructures (Bemier, l99g; Callar¡ 1993; callan & Dickson, 1992;

callan, Terry & schweitzer, 1994; citrome, 1997; Kivimaki, valrter4 Koskenvuo,

Uutela & Pentti, 1998; and Shaw, Fields, Thacker, & Fisher, 1993).

Many researchers have examined user acceptance of new technology in an endeavour

to find ways to improve it. This chapter explores resea¡ch on factors that contribute

to employees' attitudes towa¡d new IT systems. In order to do this, the chapter will
first disctrss; a) why IT change is different from other organisational changes; b) the

most recent literature on personal cha¡acteristics that can influence acceptance of new

information technology and finally; c) IT system characteristics that can influence an

employee's ¿rcceptance of new information technology.
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Why is IT change different from other organisational changes?

Miller & Yeager (1993) suggest that technological change has the potential to be

different from other organisational changes because it not onþ involves new system

but it often lnvolves cultural change as well. New information technology often

requires new work relationships, new ways of getting work done and the necessity for

employees to learn a new computer system and new work processes that go with that

system. Employees can often find themselves having to teach their superiors how to

use the new system and the new work process, thus changing their working

relationships quite dramatically (Miller & Yeager, 1993).

Pemonal characteristics that affect employees' acceptance of information

technology

Rigidity

Research suggests that personality variables such as rigidity can influence an

individual's acceptance of a new system For example, resealch has suggested that

not all individuals are resistant to change or new organisational settings (Lawrence,

1969). Lawrence argues that some individuals may perceive that system-changes

lower their status and authority, reduce freedon¡ and disrupt established work

procedures, while others may perceive that change increases job-related knowledge,

breaks the monotonous pattem of a boring task, and facilitates lndividual and

organisational effectiveness. Consistent with Lawrence's argument, Alderfer (1976),

Chown (1972) & Lawler (1976), have suggested that personality characteristics may

be related to employee resistance to new technology.

Many researchers have suggested that rigidlt)' is related to resistance to system-

changes in organisations (Alderfer, 1976; Chown, 1972; Lawler, 1976). Rigidity has

been defined as an

"inflexibility in response tendency or the tendency to persist in old

established responses " (Rokeact¡ 1948. In Stone, Kemmerer & Gueutal,

1984,p992).
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Frenkel-Brunswick (1949) suggests that highly "rigid" individuals, when faced with

uncefain or incomprehensible situafions, resort to leamed or habitual responses to

defend themselves against harm The literature also suggests that '?igid" individuals

as compared to 'flexible" individuals a¡e likely to perceive change as decreasing their

chances of obtaining positive feedback and feelqgs of accomplishment; and increasi¡g

their odds of receiving negative feedback and feelings of frustration (Stone, et al,

le84).

Given the resea¡ch in this are4 Stone et. al. (1984) predicted that rigid individuals

would be more likely to respond negafively to extemally imposed change tha¡r flexibte

individuals would be. For example, a change from a manual to a computer based

information system should prove more aversive for a rigid individual than a flexible

individual.

The results of Stone's et at (1984) study suggest that rigid individuals a¡e more likely

to hold negative beließ regarding the introduction of a computer system than flexible

lndividuals. These findings have implications for overcoming resistance to new

systems in organisational settings. Stone, et al (19g4) suggest that one way to
counteract resistance among rigid individuats is a training program desþed to alter

beließ and attitudes about the new system (Stone et. al. l9g4).

Self-esteem

Another personality factor that has been resea¡ched in conjunction with changes in
organisational systems is that of selÊesteem Lawler (1976) suggests that individuals

with low selÊesteem may be more likely to perceive changes in organisational systems

as threafening than individuals with high selÊesteem This argument is supported by

Wells & Ma¡well's (1976) resea¡ch that suggests thæ individuals with high selÊesteem

a¡e confident of their abilities and generally perceive that they will be successful on

new tasks, In contrast, indil'iduals with low self-estçem are poor estimators of their
ability and typically believe that thq, will not be succæsful on new tasks. As a result

of this research, Stone et. al. (19s4) predicted that an individual with low selÊesteem

should respond less favou¡ably to a. change from a manual to conìputer-based system

Hotvever, no support was obtained for this hypothesis.
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Fami I iari ty with system

It has been suggested by several researchers that individuals who are working with

computers are likely to develop a positive attitude towa¡ds them (Berq 1967;

Festinger, 1957). For example, Arndt, Feltes & Hanak (1983) surveyed 241

secretaries and found that familiarity with a word processor was negatively related to

arxiety about them and positively related to an evaluation of the positive effects of

word processing on work capabilities. Moreover, Zoltan & Chapanis (1982) found

that professionals with computer experience were more likely to report a positive

attitude than those professionals with less experience. Rafaeli, (1986) also supported

the importance of experience in working with computers as results suggest that it may

be possible to eliminate or ameliorate arxiety about computers by having employees

actually use them in their jobs. It appears, however, that actual usage is more strongly

related to improving positive anitudes than to alleviating concerns (Rafaeli, 1986).

User Motivation

Malone (1981) points out that intrinsic motivation plays an important role rt

determining tsage of computer systems. That is, people use systems in pa¡t because

they enjoy the process of using per se, not just because they are extrinsically rewa¡ded

for using the system Intrinsic motivation may be one mechanism underþing the

observed direct affect of system characteristics on attitudes toward using the system

From this perspective, an individual's affect towa¡ds using a given system is jointly

determined by the extrinsic and intrinsic rewa¡ds of using the system Based on these

findings, Davis, B,agozn & Warshaw, (1992) conducted research on extrinsic and

intrinsic motivation and use of computers in the workplace. The results of their

research suggested that both usefulness and enjoynrent influenced employees' usage of

the computer s5,s1s*

User's subjective Evaluations

Robinson (1989) suggests thæ a user's subjective evaluations can be a determinant of

whether or not they accept that system These include the evaluation of the value or

desirability of the outcomes of the computer systen! the extent to which the system

meets the user's expectations and the perceived flinctional utility of the computer
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system (Robinsoq 1989). Robinson surveyed 169 enployees from a large

organisation who used a commercial online database. The results of this study

revealed that different user groups differed in their reactions towards using the

database and that employee attitudes toward new technology could be improved by

ensuring that the function utility of the new system is frrlly explained to the user.

Computer self-fficøcy

Venkatesh & Davis (1994) looked af a model of antecedents of perceived ease of use

and hypothesised that an individual's computer selÊefficacy would have an impact on

the way that employees perceived the computer's ease of use.

Venkatesh & Davis (1994) found that computer self-efficacy acts as a determinant of
perceived ease ofuse both before and after hands on r¡se. They found that users base

their ease of use perceptions on computer selÊefficacy before hands on system use,

irrespective of the extent of procedural information given to them (Venkatesh &
Davis, 1994).

In summary, resealch suggests that individual cha¡acteristics such as rigidity, low selÊ

esteenl familisrity with the corputer systen¡ motivation and conputer selÊefficacy

can all contribute to user acceptance.

Howell & Higgins (1990) in their resea¡ch identified specific individuat qualities of
"champions of technological change" that assist them in accepting and promoting new
information technology with¡n their organisation. These are discussed below.

Indivi dual cltaracteri s ti c s tlat as si s t acceptance

Howell & Higgins (1990) conducted resea¡ch in an attenpt to understand what makes

"champions of technological change" successfi.¡I. Howell & Higgins interviewed more

than 150 key individuals associated with 28 successfr¡l information-technology

innovations in 25 large Canadian organisæions. From the individ'nls interviewed, 25

champions, who were all middle nranagers, were singled out for in-depth study. Each

was interviewed for two hours about his or her role in introducing and implementing

the innovation.
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The purpose of their study was to uncover the unique individual qualities of

champions that motivate them to actively promote new technology within their

organisation. They found that they all had distinctive personality characteristics and

strong leadership (Howell & Higgins, 1990).

Their personalrty characteristics included extremely high selÊconfidence, persistence,

high energy and risk taking. Howell & Higgins (1990) found that champions showed

extraordinary confidence in themselves and their mission. They were also motivated

by a passionate belief in, and enthusiasm about, the nature of the technology that was

being implemented and what it could do for the organisation. The champions also

tenaciously held to their ideas and persisted in promoting them despite frequent

obstacles.

The champions were also risk takers. Howell & Higgins (1990) found that in marry

cases champions willingly risked their positions and prestige to ensure the innovation's

success. Champions also envisioned only winning, not losing in their struggle to

implement their ideas.

In addition to the personality characteristics me,ntioned above, champions of change

also displayed exceptional leadership behaviows. Horvell & Higgins (1990) described

the champions as transformational leaders, those who inspire others with thet vision

of an innovation's potential, who display strong personal conviction in their mission

and who gain the commitment of others to support their mission. These types of

leaders also have the ability to build excitement and enthusiasm a¡ound the idea and

promote the positive impact of information technology on the organisation. They gatn

acceptance for the idea by appealing to larger principles or values about the

innovation's potential for meeting the organisation's needs (Howell & Higgins, 1990).

Howell & Higgtns (1990) have found that champions of new technological innovation

L^-.^ ^ ^^*.^l^-- :-+^-^^+:^- ^f .^^-^^-^l ^..^l.l+i^^ l^^l^-^L!- !.^l^^,'i^.,-^ ^-¡ -^-^^-Ii¿vii a uu¡IrplEÀ üttEilautluu ur pgrsulr¿il qu¿lutrçs, rgauçrsrup utrllavlullls ¡lllu L,¿ntitrl

experience. Equipped with these cha¡acteristics, champions have a conviction in the

rightness of their beliefs. Their perseverance in the face of organisational resistance,

and their willingness to undertake personal risk to promote their cause provide the
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initial momentum for them to seize an idea and run with it. Champions also express

their drearm with a level of enthusiasm and excitement to encouage others to become

innovative in the way they think. Finally, the champions' career experience and

position within the hiera¡chy of the organisation (usually middle management) enhance

their ability to recognise and develop ideas that are of value to their organisation.

Table l: illustrates this.

In summary, research suggests that individual va¡iables such as rigidity, selÊesteen¡

system familiarity, motivation and computer selÊefficacy can all have an affect on

employee acceptance of new technology. Howell & Higgins (1990) also identified

certain personal qualities that can contribute to employees accepting new information

technology. While personal cha¡acteristics a¡e important, other variables such as

those related to the new technology itself can also have an impact on how well an

employee accepts the new system These variables a¡e discussed below.

System Factors

Davis (1989) is one researcher who has looked specifically at user acceptance and

system features' Davis (1989) looked at why users accept or reject information

systems and specifically at how user acceptance is affected þ the design features of
the new systern One of his studies used the technology acceptance model (TAM) to
explore why users accept or reject information technology and how user acceptance is

influenced by system cha¡acteristics (Davis lg93). Davis' (1993) resea¡ch is very

Personali ty Characteristi cs Leadership Behaviour Career Experience

Self-confident Expresses captivating vision. Long tenure in the organisation.

Persistent Pursues unconventional action
plans.

Middle mana¡¡ement position

Energetic Develops other' s potential authority

Risk-prone Gives recognition In-depth knowledge of the
industry. Experierrce in many
divisions and locations.
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practical in its approach. It is concerned with why a system is unacceptable to the

end-user and how to improve the users' acceptance through the design of the systern

In order to conduct his research Davis (1993) circulated a questionnaire to 120 users

and asked them to rate two different software systems, an electronic mail system and a

text editor, which were widely available in their organisation. The subjects consisted

of ll2 professional and managerial employees of a large North American corporation.

A response ¡aß of93%o was achieved.

The respondents were first screened to make sure they had tsed the target systems, so

that their attitude and belief measures were formed based on direct behavioural

experie,nce with the attitude object. For each systenL respondents were asked to rate

their perceived ease of use (EOU), perceived usefulness (USEF), attitude toward

using (ATT), and actual current use of the system (USE).

Davis hypothesised that the overall user attitude toward a system would be a major

determinant of whether or not the employee would use the system Davis suggests

that the user's attitude toward using the system is made up of two elements; first,

perceived usefi.¡lness of the systerq and second, perceived ease of use. Perceived ease

of use has a causal affect on perceived usefulness. Davis suggests that the system

design features directly influence perceived usefulness and perceived ease of use and

indirectly affect the user's attitude towa¡d using the system (Davis. 1993).

The results of Davis' study suggest that attitude has a significant aflect on usage.

Davis also found that perceived usefulness had a significant and strong affect on

attitude. Ease of use had a smaller but also significant affect on attitude, and a strong

affect on usefi.¡lness (Davis, 1993).

Davis suggests that the most striking result from his research is the powerfi¡l effect of

usefulness on actual use, both directly and indirectly through attitude. The results

suggest that usefulness exerts npre than twice as much direct influence on use than

does attitude towa¡d wing, indicating the importance of the usefulness factor (Davis,

198e).
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In summary, Davis' (1993) resea¡ch suggests that system factors such as perceived

ease of use and perceived usefulness have an impact on how an employee accepts the

new system However, Davis' (1993) resea¡ch orcluded extemal organisational factors

that can affect a user's acceptance even before that user has used the system These

factors include the wav the change was communicated, the quality of the training, the

attitude of the enployee's manager or supervisor and the cultu¡e of the organisation.

All ofthese factors can affect user acceptance even before the user has hands on usage

of the system

Summary

In summary, resea¡ch suggests that both individual factors and system factors are

important determinants of how employees accept IT changes. Research also suggests

that organisational factors such as commr¡nication, leadership and ctilture affect how
well employees accept organisational change. However, most of the resea¡ch in this
particular a¡ea has been carried out in conjunction with organisational changes such as

mergers, downsizing and organisational restructures. There is a need to explore these

factors in conjunction \Mith organisational changes such as new information

technology.
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CHAPTER 6: RESEARCH DS IN ORG TIONAL
CHÄNGE
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Introduction

The purpose of this thesis is to explore the impact of organisational factors such as

communication, leadership, culture and training on employee acceptance of new

information technology-. This chapter explains the rationale for the methodology

chosen for the research, describes the sampling stratery used and then relates the

current resea¡ch to other studies that have used small sample sizes. The chapter ends

by outlining why this research is important and unique.

Methodology

The studies in this resea¡ch are a combination of both quantitative and qualitative

resea¡ch. This section endeavours to explain and justr$u the rationale behind using

both methods. This will be done þ providing an explanation as to why a qualitative

methodology was used, the usefulness of such a methodology, the types of qualitative

methods that were used in terms of why the methods were chosen, and the validrty

and reliability of the methods.

Qualitative methodologies are used to olplore people's meanings in regard to their

orvn experiences of events. As Minichiello and colleagues suggest:

"qualitative research attempts to capture people's meanings, elefinitions

and descriptions of events" (Minichiello, Aroni, Timewell & Alexander,

7995,9).

In contrast, quantitæive methodologies attempts to count and measures things (Berg

1989) The differences between the two methodologies can be characterised under

two broad categories, conceptual (the nature of the phenomena studied) and the

methodological (the handling of data) (parse, coyne & smith, l9g5).

The choice as to which methodology to use needs to be based on the resea¡ch

question that is being asked (Minichiello, Aroni, Timewell & Alexander, 1995).

Minichiello et al (1995) also suggest that the choice of method is influenced bv the
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assumptions that the researcher makes about science, people and the social world.

Thus, the method used often influences what the researcher will see. As Dawson

swnrnanses

"The 'divide' bebveen qualitative and quantitative longitudinal researchfor

understanding the process of change shauld cenÛe on the research being

posed, rather than with epistemological issues which serve to perpetuate

hostilities befween the two approaches. It is in the nature of these dffirent

research methodologies that one is more suited to a macro analysis of

change (that is, identifying kzy tends and changes over time), and the other

to micro annlysis of clnnge (that is, identfying the details of a particular

chnnge over time) ". (Darvson, 1994, I9l)

A major distinguishing characteristic between a qualitative and quantitative approach

is the way in which the resea¡ch phenomøron is identified for inqury Qualitative

researchers challenge the assumption that human beings can be studied by a social

scientist in the s¿rme way as a natural scientist would study things. They argue that

human behaviour is different in kind from inanimate objects. For this reasorL

qualitative researchers seek to rx¡cover the thoughts, perceptions and feelings

experienced by their participants. They are most interested in studying how people

attach meaning to, and organise, their lives and how this in tum influences their

actions (Minichiello, et al, 1995).

Qualitative methods, such as interviewing, are said to allow the researcher to garn

access to the motives, meanings, actions and reactions of people in the context of their

daily lives. This methodological approach, without relying on the predetermined and

fixed application of the predictive and prescriptive requirenrents of the quantitative

methodologies, can facilitate an understanding of the participants' perceptions. The

focus ofqualitative research is not to reveal causal relationships, but rather to discover

the nature of phenomena as humanly experienced. It is a deliberæe move away from

quantification and testing ofhypotheses (Minichiello, et al, 1995).
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As mentioned above, another way to distinguish qualitative and quantitative resea¡ch

methodologies is in terms of the way the data are handled. Qualitative researchers a¡e

not prinrarily concemed with assigning numbers to their observations or transcripts.

Data from participant observatior¡ unstructured interviews and oral accounts are

studied for themes in the natural language of the participants, The classificalion

system used to code the data is not usually numerical. The data are transformed by

using the Ianguage of scientific knowledge to make the participant's descriptions and

experiences of their social world accessible to those who have not participated in it.
In contrast, the handling of data in quantitative studies is predominantly through

statistical analyses, where the data are produced by counting and nreasuring

(Minichiello, et al, 1995).

Table I describes the traditional cha¡acteristics that differentiate qualitative and

quantitative methodologies. As the table shows, the concept of qualitative

methodology is concemed with understanding a person's behaviour or story from their
perspective, whereas quantitative methodology is concemed with discovering factors

about social phenomena and attempting to measure them

(Minichiello, Aroni, Timewell & Alexander, 1995, l0)

Qualitative Quantitative

Conceptual I Concerned with
understanding hwnan
behaviour from the
informant' s perspective.

I Assumes dynamic and
¡legotiated reality.

¡ Concerned with discovering
factors about social
phenomena.

r Assumes a fixed and
measurable reality.

Methodological I Data are collected through
participant observation,
unstruchrred interviews.

t Data are analysed by themes
from descriptions by
informants.

I Data are reported in the
language of the informants.

I Data a¡e collected through
measuing things.

I Data a¡e analysed through
nu¡nerical comparisons and
stati stical inferences.

I l)ata a¡e reported through
statistical analyses.
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The approaches to data collection in both qualitative and quantitative methodology are

also different. In qualitative methodology the data are collected through participant

observation or unstructu¡ed interviews. The data a¡e then analysed by looking at

themes from descriptions by infonnants. When a resea¡cher uses quantitative methods

the data are collected tluough measuring things and analysed through numerical

comparisons and then reported through statistical analyses (Minichiello, et al, 1995).

In the current resea¡ch both qualitative and quantitative methods were used. The

qualitâtive methods were used in order to capture the participants' meanings and

descriptions of the organisational change that they were experiencing at the time of the

survey. Quantitative methods were then used in order to measure the participants'

attitudes toward different aspects of the change process and the outcome.

Quantitative data were gathered via likert scales. The beneflt of combining both

quantitative and qualitative methodologies is that the qualitative data can provide the

statistical results with more meaning. For example, if the results indicate that

communication is a significant factor that affects employee acceptance of change, the

qualitative data can provide information as to what aspects of the communication a¡e

important and why.

The types of qualitative methods that were used in this study were in-depth

intervierving, document analysis, Surveys and to a lesser extent participant

observation. Each of these will be discussed below in terns of why the method was

chosen and the validity and reliability ofthe method.

In-depth inte rvi ø,v ing

In-depth interviewing was used in one of the studies in the present research. This

section provides information as to the process of in-depth interviewing. As

mentioned ea¡lier, the primary focus of the interview is to understand the significance

of human experiences as described from the participant's perspective and as

interpreted by the resea¡cher. This requires thæ the researcher have personal

interaction with the individual and their context so that he or she can understand the

person's language more accurately and observe their behaviour within the situation.

Studies using in-depth interviewing attenìpt to tap into people's experience by
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presenting analyses based on empirically and theoretically grounded descriptions. The

aim is to understand the interpretations people attach to their situations.

In the words of Geertz:

Believing with Max weber, thnt tnan is an animal susperuled in webs of
significance he himself has spun, I take culture to be those wehs and the

arnlysis of it to be thereþre not an experimental science in search of tøw

but an interpretative one in search of meaning. " (Geertz, 1973, 5)

In order to successñtlly conduct an interview, rapport needs to be established with the
participant in order for trust to be gained. Many researchers also choose to use an

interview guide in order to ensure that they cover all the questions that they wish to
ask. The researcher can use open and closed questions rn the guide and can use

probing questions when they need to elicit more information from their participant.
The other types of questions that a¡e used by resea¡chers are descriptive questions
(descriptions of events that they have experienced), structu¡al questioning (how
participants organise thei¡ knowledge), contrast questioning (making comparisons
with other situations or events), opinion/value questions (this type of question
attempts to understand the cognitive or interpretative processes of participants),

feelings questions (people's emotional responses), knowledge questions (to find out
what factual information the participant has), sensory questions (those questions

asking the informant about what has been seen, heard, touched, tasted and smelled)
and finally, background/demographic questions (these questions a¡e used so the
researcher can identify the participant being interviewed in his or her social context)
(Minichiello, et al, 1995),

Interviews can be carried out in a structwed format, or in a conversational style that
can consist of story telling with the paficipant providing examples in order to
illustrate some of their points. The questions described above a¡e a natu¡al part of the
interview process and are used when appropriate (Minichielro, et ar, 1995).
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Resea¡chers either take notes or use a tape recorder to record the interview. These

two methods are most commonly used and a¡e often used in combination (Minichiello

et al, 1995).

Surveys

According to de Vaus, (1991) surveys are cha¡acterised by a structured or systematic

set of data that is collected in relation to a number of variables about a number of

participants or c¿Nes. It is then organised and analysed and made meaningful in

relation to the research questions.

One function of survey analysis is to describe the characteristics of a set of cases.

Survey resea¡ch is also interested in causes of phenomena" For example, the

researcher may attempt to locate causes by comparing cases (de Vaus, 1991)

Document Analysis

A document analysis was also carried out for one of the studies in the present

research. The purpose of the document analysis was to evaluate the factors that

contributed to successfill information technology implementations. This type of data

is termed a secondary' source, as they are documents thaf have already been analysed

and summarised by another person, These sor¡rces may include transcripts or

summaries of primary source materials. Critical appraisal of these data must be

undertaken u.ith ca¡eful consideration of the primary author's perspective and

potential biases (Burgess, 1993).

Research Validity

Researchers a¡e confronted with questions of validity and reliability. For example,

how fa¡ does the researcher's presence influence the generation of the data? (intemal

validity). Can the data that are obtained in studying one situation be generalised to

other situations? (extemal validtty) (Burgess, 1993).

One way of addressing this problem in qualitative resea¡ch is by tsing what Burgess

(1993) terms multiple strategies. By using different methods of data collection the

problems that stem from studies relying upon a single theory, single method and single
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set of data a¡e reduced (Burgess, 1993). This process has often been described in the

literature by the term'triangulation". Triangulation essentially means the gathering of
accounts of situations by three different points of view. Burgess, however, prefers to

use the term "multiple strategies" as it allows the resea¡cher to use a variety of
methods, dat4 investigators and theories to overcome problems of bias (Burgess

lee3)

In summary, tesearch suggests that qualitative methodologies should be wed when the

researcher is interested in exploring the participant's meanings and definitions of an

event that the participant has experienced (Minichiello, et al, 1995). Resea¡ch also

s¡rggests that qualitative methodology is the most appropriate methodology when the

resea¡cher is attempting to answer research questions that endeavour to capture the

participant's meaning, understanding and interpretation of events. Thus, for part of
the present research, a qualitative methodology has been used, together with
quantitæive measures, of the participant's attitudes towa¡d the change process and

change outcome, Reliability and validrty has been addressed by using multiple

strategies in data collection (Burgess, 1993).

Sampling Strategies

The present resea¡ch conducted one study in which stratified sanrpling was used.

stratified sampling is a sanpling technique that attempts to produce a more

representative sample. To use stratified sampling, the researcher first selects the

relevant stratifying variable or variables, that is, the characteristic on which the

resea¡cher wants to ensure correct representation in the sample. The major strati - rng

va¡iable in the present resea¡ch was position within the organisatior¡ (for example,

partner, senior rnanager, nnnager, secreta¡ies and administrative staff). While the

overall purpose of the resea¡ch was to investigate user acceptance of new information

technology, one m4ior focus of the research was to look æ the participants'level of
acceptance in relation to their positions within the organisation. For example, are

there differences between senior staff and administrative staff in their acceptance of
new inforrnation technology?
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Difficulties Ass ociated with Organis ation al Research

Conducting resea¡ch in organisations is often done with great difficulty. In conducting

organisational research the resea¡cher must make contacts and develop rapport quite

qtuckly (Dawson, 1996). Researchers also need to gain the trust of the participants,

and particularly from senior management. Many organisations feel apprehensive

about allowing an 'outsider' to delve into their organisatior¡ and senior managernent

can often feel nervous and threatened as to what the researcher might find.

Researchers who have experience in organisations suggest that new resea¡chers need

to use friends and relatives to gain access where possible, use non-threatening

language when explaining the nature of the study, deal positively with respondents'

reservations about the study and finally, offer a report of the findings to the

organisation (Buchanan, Boddy & McCalmarL T992). Organisations have also been

known to put limits on the resea¡cher. For example, there may be some aspects of the

organisation that the resea¡cher is not allowed to investigate. This can often result in

smaller sample sizes and not having permission to explore interesting a.spects of the

organisation; for example, its "leadership". Conñdentiality is another important aspect

of organisational resea¡ch, as it is in all resea¡ch. This is an a¡ea that needs to be

explained to the organisation in terms of the resea¡ch itselt the data collection

method, the way it will be written up and also confidentiality issues within the

orgarrisation; for example, who will have access to the data that the researcher obtains.

Buchanan, et al, (1992) offer specific advice to those who a¡e conducting resea¡ch

within organisations. In regard to getting into the organisation they suggest that the

resea¡cher first needs to allow time for the appropriate negotiations to take place;

second, use friends and relatives wherever possible; third, use non-threatening

language when explaining the nature of the research, and fourth, deal positively with

respondents' reservations in respect to the time the interview or questionnaire rvill

take, and the confidential nature oftheir responses (Buchanan, et al, 1992).
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Purpose of the current research

The purpose ofthe present research was to explore the organisational factors that can

contribute to employees' acceptance of new information technology within their

organisation. The organisational factors explored in this study include, demographic

variables, prior experience of organisational change, communication, leadership,

organisational culture, working relationships and training and how these factors affect

employee acceptance ofnew technology. These factors have been studied by other

researchers, but primarily in regard to organisational changes such as mergers,

organisational downsizing and organisational restructuring (Alderfer, 1976; Arndt,

Feltes & Hanalq 1983; Ben¡ 1967; chown,1972; Festinger, 1957; Horvell & Higgins,

1990; stone, Kemmerer, &, Gueutal. l9s4; venkatesh & Davis, 1996; wells &
Ma¡well, T976). The purpose of the present research is to examine these factors in

detail in relation to new infonnation technology to determine how they might affect

user acceptance.
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CHAPTER 7: Study One

EXPLORATORY CASE STUDIES TO DETERMIND KEY F'ACTORS
THAT CONTRIBUTE TO SUCCESSF'UL INF'ORMATION

TECHNOLOGY IMPLEMENTATIONS
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Introduction

According to current resealch, lack of user acceptance is an ongoing obstacle to the

successful implementation of new information systems (Davis, 1993). User acceptance, or
the lack thereof, is often the crucial factor that determines the success or failure of a system.

Previous resea¡ch by Davis (19s9; 1993) suggests that there a¡e two determinants that a¡e

especially important in influencing acceptance or rejection of information technology. First,

people tend to use or not use an application to the extent they believe it will help them

perform their job better. This is referred to as 'þerceived usefüness". Second, even if
potential users believe that an application is usefirl, they may also believe that the system is

too difficult to use and the benefits are out-weighed by the effort of using the application.

This is referred to as 'þerceived ease of use". These two factors are hypothesised þ Davis

(1989) to be fundamental determinants of user acceptance.

Davis (1993) uses the technology acceptance model (TAM) to address why users accept or
reject information technolory and how user acceptance is influenced þ the desþ of the

system The basic premise of TAM is that a user's overall attitude toward using a particular

system is the primary determinant of whether that person will actualþ use the system In
tum, attitude (in this case) is a function of two beließ, perceived usefulness and perceived

ease ofuse.

Recent resea¡ch has endeavoured to determine the antecedents of perceived ease of use in
order to better understand why some users do not accept new technology (Venkatesh &
Davis, 1996). Vankatesh & Davis's resea¡ch suggests that computer selÊefficacy acts as a

determinant of perceived ease of use. That is, even if a user possesses little or no knowledge

about the ease of use of a particular systenr, they may have a well-formed sense of their
ability to use computer technologies in general and this will determine whether they are more

likely to accept a new system

The present study was carried out to provide ñ¡rther knowledge about users' attitudes

toward new systems. To do this, the study analysed ten separate consultant reports
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conceming IT implementations that provided specific details regarding user acceptance of

the systems. The study also analysed the methodologies used by the consultants to evaluate

the success of the implementations to determine whether they adequately evaluated the

critical factors identified in the relevant research literature'

The reviews used for this study covered both user issues and project rnanagement issues.

The purpose of the present atalysis howgver, was to concentrate on user issues. Any

analysis in relation to project managemort was examined from the user's perspective and

holv the project management may have helped or hindered the implementation.

Methodology

The present study used a qualitative methodology in order to understand meanings of events

experienced. This method makes it possible to uncover the thoughts, perceptions and

feelings experienced by the subjects (Minichiello, Aroni, Timewell & Alexander, 1995).

Data from qualitative methods, such as case note reviews, participant observations and

unstructured interviews are studied for themes in the natural language of the participants.

These data are then transformed into themes that are more easily accessible to, and

understood by, individuals who have not experienced the same event (Minìchiello et al,

lees).

The present study attempted to determine what t¡ser factors contributed to successfü or

unsuccessful system implementations within the broad context of organisational change.

Ten separate reviews were analysed to determine key factors.

Case Study RepoÉs

The ten ca^se study reports were obtained from a consulting organisation that conducts

reviews for organisations that have recentþ implemented new systems. Case studies Ìvere

sought that could be divided into two groups, those associated u'ith implementations that

lvere deemed "successful" by the consultants and those deemed '1¡nsuccessfi¡1". Success was

defined in terms of a successful implementation process, achieving outcome goals and
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meeting budget. All those chosen as successful met these criteria. Those chosen as

unsuccessful met none of these criteria.

Accordingly, the consultants were asked to supply the resea¡cher with five "successful" and

five "unsuccessfü" implementations. Four of the case studies had been ca¡ried out on a very

large gambling organisation in separate reviews. Three of these had been carried out on

three separate IT systerns and the fourth consisted of a review of an existing

accounting/administration system followed by a review of a new accounting/administration

system.

All the reports were written by the consultants who had been hired by the organisations

involved in the IT changes. These reports were obtained þ the author from the consulting

organisation. The manager of the IT division of the consulting organization was approached

and the implementation reviews were provided rn paper copy. The consultants were made

awale of the purpose of the study and were assured that neither the organisations nor the

consultants would be identified in the study. They were also told that feedback on the

results of the study would be available on request.

Many of the case studies provided the number of users involved in the interview process as

part of the review, however general terms such as '.majority", ,,most of, and .,some,' were

used when the consultants described the users responses. These terms were the consultants,

and were not interpretalions of the results provided in the case studies.

"Successful" Reports

Case Study One: Case study one involved a review of an on-line IT system for the

validation of instant money game tickets that was implemented to

address data handling issues identified by the organisation operating

lotteries. These issues will be discussed further in the next section.

There was no mention of how nmny users were interviewed in regard to

user satisfaction.
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Case Study Two

Case Study Three:

Case Study Four:

Case Study Five:

Case study two involved a review of an IT implementation that was to

¿ìssess the performance of an IT disaster back-up system of a gambling

organisation. There was no mention of how nratly users were affected

by the new system.

Case study three involved a review of a financial system that was

impfemented in a university. Thç unjvçrsìty had approximately 100

users of Oraclet Financials. Oracle* was implemented to replace the

organisation's old financial system and lncluded general ledger,

accounts payable, accounts receivable, purchasing, fixed assets and

inventory. To assess user satisfaction regarding various aspects of the

systenl a number of workshops and interviews were held by the

consultants across various areas of the organisation. All users were

given the opportunity to complete a user satisfaction questionnaire,

wrth responses being received from 39 users (approximately 40% of the

active user community). The questions that were included in this

questionnaire and workshop will be described in the next section.

Case study four involved the review of the Open Architecture Clinical

Information System (OACIS) that was implemented in a govemment

(in the health industry) organisation that had 120 users of the system

Workshops were held by the consultants and attendees \vere asked to

complete a questionnure at the end of the workshop. Details in regard

to the content of the questionnaires and workshops will be discussed in

the next section. Thirty-six users replied to the questionnaire

(approximately 30% of the total group).

Case study ñr,e involved the revieu' of a Customer Services Information

System (CSIS) that w¿ts implerrrcnted in a state govemment

organisation. This system had approúmately 420 users. The consulting

tearn, that was made up of intemal and extemal consultants, conducted

interviews wth 16 key users and 4 customer service mrlnagers, in order
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to assess user satisfaction. According to the Implementation Review

Report, the aim of this sample was to obtain a fair representation from

which to assess user satisfaction. The consulting team were made up of
extemal and intemal consultants. These users were identified by the

organisation on the basis that they would provide fair and honest

opiniors about the system Four customer service managers were also

interviewed.

" Un s uc ces sful " Rep ort s

Case Study One: Case study one involved the review of an updated registry system

within a legal organisation. The organisation had 600 users throughout

South Australia. Six ke1, users were interviewed by the consulting

team. Th¡ee users were selected by the organisation and three were

selected by the consultants. The questionnaire addressed specific areas

of the implementation and these a¡e outlined in the next section.

Case Study Two: case study two involved the review of a finance system that was

implemented in an insurance organisation that had 20 users. Seven key

users were interviewed by the consultants. The users were selected by

the organisation and were representative of all departments. The

content of the questionnaires is provided in the next section.

case study Th¡ee: case study th¡ee involved the review of an existing

administratiorVaccounting system within a gambling organisation.

There were 100 users of the new system. The consultant report does

not give a specific number of users who participated in inten'iews and

workshops. However, the users were given the opportunity to
complete a user satisfaction questionnaire and 39o/o of individuals did

so.
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Case Study Four: Case study four involved the review of a new administratiorVaccounting

system that was implemented within a garnbling organisation. The

report does not indicate the number of users in the review.

Case Study Five: Case study five involved the review of a data security system

implemented in a govemment organisation in the area of education. The

report does not indicate whether or not the users were approached in

relation to their issues.

Procedure

The rcviews were obtained from the consultants who conducted the reviews and rvrote the

reports. While the names of the organisation were in the reports, they were not revealed ln

the research. The IT manager of the consultant organisation gave permission to use the

reports provided that confidentiality was assured.

Each report was read separately and a case study analysis was developed which contained

three sections: Background, Overall Assessment and User Issues. The "Background"

section provided a brief account of w'hy the review took place and its scope. The "Overall

Assessment" provided comments in regard to how successful the implementation was and

the "User Issues" section summarised the user's issues specific to each implementation. The

data were then summa¡ised and reorganised in order to uncover concepts and themes. This

was achieved by comparing the individual cases with each other.

The case studies are first summarised in general terrns as descriptive accounts of each

implementation review. Within the 'Tindings" and "Conclusions" sections, however, the

sr¡mlnaries are more interpretæive and integrate knowledge of prior research that assisted in

interpreting the case studies within a broader context (Minichiello et al, 1995).

Results

The results were considered in terms of "successfi;I" implementations and "unsuccessfrrl"

implernentations, with thc successful implementations being presented first.
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"Successful" Implementations

Case Studv One

Background

This implementation review was urdertaken by an IT consulting firm in order to review an

on-line validation system of instant money game tickets for a gambling organisation. The

implementation of the new validation system occurred because the system that was originally
in place did not provide accurate information to management and staffin a timely or efficient

nìanner. The review was undertaken two years after the system was put into place.

In order to put the implementation project in context, the report first considered the mission

statement and the objectives of the organisation, as detailed in the annual report of the
organisation. These are as follows:

To promote and conduct lotteries efficiently and effectivel¡,.

To promote and conduct lotteries fairly and honestly.

To maintain a high level of integrity and public confidence

To rnake available through a network of agencies and retail outlets a range of products

that will allow the public to participate in fair, properly controlled and audited games of
chance, if thq, choose to do so.

In order to achieve the organisation's corporate objectives a new IT system needed to be

implemented to recti$'problems associated with the organisation,s old IT system

The report indicafed that the main problems with the organisation's old IT system were:

There were too many manual activities æsociated with the system.

Instant Money Game business requirements had outgrown the software system support
capabilities. The system had only very limited control over exposure to fraud.
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Numerous examples existed of modifring accounting requirements to fit the system

capabilities.

The software system facilities had not kept pace w"ith changes/advances in technolory.

New technology was now forcing a review of the current system'

It was the purpose of the Project to implement the new On-Line Validation of Instant Money

Garne Tickets to provide solutions, whereby:

All prizes are validated on line.

All prizes have unique VIRNs (Void If Removed Numbers)

VIRN numbers or a significant part thereof can be read direct fromthe ticket via a wand

or swipe reader connected to the wagering terminal.

The online validation system and Instant Money Game administratiorVaccounting

frinctions are integrated.

The distribution and administration functions are computerised so that only minimal staff

intervention is necessary.

Users Perspective

The review indicated that there had been very limited user involvement in the selection of the

software packages or in the tailoring of screens, system functions and reports. Users were

only involved through the Office Controller, who discussed requirements with staff who

would be using the system In additiorU there was no formal attempt to obtain feedback

from the users after the system had been implemented.

Several months of acceptance testing was performed before the new software was

rmplemented. Acceptance testing is a procedure by which the new system is used by a group

of individuals who represent employees within the organisation that will be using the system

The role of the users is to test different business scenarios that are in the form of test scripts

and document any difficulties that they may have. Test scripts are written instructions that

explain to the user what they need to do within the system to achieve a particular business

scenario. Any difficulties that are identified through acceptance testing are then reported

and rçctrfied, The rçport indicated th-at the test scnpts that were used were not as

comprehensive as they could have been, and that this may have hindered the acceptance
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testing process, The reason for this was that the supplier of the softwa¡e included

incomplete documentation as to how the system operated. The report also indicated that the

testing was not formalised at any stage throughout the implernentafion and therefore the

resdts of the testing were not recorded. The report indicated that this could have affected

the identification of system problems.

During the rmplementation, discussions were held with the intemal users in regard to what

they required from the system This was then referred to the Steering Committee who

compiled a list of user requirements. However, the report indicated that the users were not

consulted about their requirements.

The report indicated that the review did not extend to holding discussions with users

themselves and the comments were based on feedback received only by those users who

were in regular contact with them at the time of the implenrentation. The feedback from the

users suggests that the nelv system was well received and considered very straight forwa¡d
to use.

The report did not indicate how many users were followed up in regard to feedback on the
systenl nor how the information was obtained; for example, via questionnaire or interview
or both.

Overall Assessment of the Implementation

According to the report, the project implerrrcntation was deemed successful because it was

cost-effective and it generalþ achieved the benefits expected ofit, although the report did
not speci$ what the term "generally" means. The initiat outlays of the project would be

recovered over a period oftime through net annual savings generated by the new system
Thus it was concluded that the system had been a cost effective solution for the organisation.

Moreover, in tenrx of functionalrty, the system appeared to be functioning in the manner

expected. However, the report noted that there was little user involvement in user testing
and little feedback as to their satisfaction with the system It was nevertheless concluded

that the implementation of the new system had fulfilled the Corporate Objectives.
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Factors that contributed to the success of the implementation

o The implementation was cost effective.

o The implementation achieved the organisation's benefits.

¡ The system achieved the required functionality.

Case Studv Ttvo

Bacþround

The purpose of this review was to ¿¡ssess the performance of a "Disaster Back-up" system in

the same gambling organisation as Case Study One. The purpose of the Disaster Back-up

System was to provide the organisation with a back up computer system at a remote site

facility so that the organisation could keep running in the event of a disaster that disrupted

the primary computer system

The idea of remote logging of data transmission evolved from concerns from senlor

management that there was a risk of disaster at the primary location such as terrorisn¡

sabotage, natural disaster, fire or major equipment failure or telecommunication failure.

Senior management then considered the need for a flrll disaster back-up facility.

The Disaster Back-up System was aclleved by developing a remote computer site, installing

a mini computer and rnstalling an appropriate data communication service to allow the agent

network to switch from the pnmary site to the remote site in the event of a disaster.

The remote site would provide the organisation with a hlgh level of assurance that the

s¡,stem could be on-line within an acceptable period of time such that sales were unlikely to

suffer any long-term impact if a disaster did occur.

In order to place the Disaster Back up Project in context, the report provided informafion on

the company's mission statement. This can be found in the previous section on Case Study

One.
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The project was expected to conform to all the corporate objectives and was specifically

targeted to meet the following objectives:

o Resume operations within one hour of an interruption to on-line wagering caused by a

disaster such as terrorisrr¡ sabotage, natural disaster, fire or major equipment failure or
telecommunication failure;

r Restrict the cost of a disaster in terms of lost revenue to no more than $100,000;

o Provide for all onJine f,les and wagering data to be logged at a remote site so as to

ensure that no information is lost in the event of a disaster, thereby eliminating the

possibility of litigation due to loss of data;

o Eliminate the possibility of litigation arising from a disaster due to customers' inability to

submit entries by ensuring prompt resumption of onJine wagenng.

¡ Provide for agent training, software development and software testing facilities to be

available at all times; and

o Ensure that the organisation, in the event of a disaster, can still fulfil its obligations to the

public by providing the necessary details of tumover and winners within the time

constraints.

Operational Perfo rmance

Stffing

It was envisaged that all operations personnel would have, or develop, the appropriate

experience in operating and maintaining the remote backup site. The report indicated that
frequent testing of the remote site since inception had achieved this.

Operational Problems

Given the size and nature of the project, relatively few operational problems r,vere reported.

Any operational problems that did occw were documented by the appropriate manager or
staffmember. Two examples that were reported were:

o There were initial problems in connecting the remote site with the agent network. These

problems were resolved with the co-operation of an engineering firm.
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a Problems and delays were experienced with the method used to switch the agenry

netrvork lines. This was subsequently changed to have automatic switching undertaken

by a national telecommunications company.

Overall Assessment of Implementation

According to the report, the principal planned benefit of the project was to reduce the extent

of down time of the current system in the case of a disaster at the primary computer

location. Testing of this project confirmed that the remote site would operate and indicated

that this benefit had been realised. The testing was carried out by a group of users to

identrfy potential problems and report them so that they could be rectified. The availability

of the remote site had significantly reduced the risk that the organisation would not be able

to recover from a disaster within one day. Without the remote site the organisation would

only be able to recover from a disaster within l2-15 weeks.

Overall, the report indicared that the Diaster Back-up Systems and procedures satisfied the

objectives initially set out by the organisation. With completion of the final phase, the

organisation had the necessary back-up faciliry- required in the event of a disaster.

Given the natu¡e of the system there was no principal user of the disaster back-up facilities

and procedures. Accordingly, the objective methods of measuring the success of disaster

back up were to examine the results of the disaster recovery tests,

It was concluded that the disaster backup system wa.s successful and rrpt the business and

project objectives.

Factor"s that Contributed to the Project's Success included:

o Frequent testing of the system before implementation.
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Case Studv Three

Background

The organisation involved in this review was a university that had recently implemented

Oracle* Financials, which is a frnancial system that had replaced the organisation,s oltl
financial system The new system included modules on General Ledger, Accounts payable,

Accounts Receivable, Purchasing, Fixed Assets and Inventory.

The objectives of the review were:

o to identÛ the tangible benefits that have been achieved with the implementation;

¡ to identl& any obvious deficiencies in the implementation and to suggest future remedies

and courses ofaction;

¡ to identfy the existence of satellite systems currently being maintained by users;

o to identl& any outstanding issues with end-users of the rystem and to suggest possible

solutions to these problems; and

o to provide a consistencv check on the achievement of project goals, objectives and

budget.

Another group was also formed called the Effective Systems Process Review and

Improvement Team (ESPIRIT). The purpose of this team was to set the goals and the

objectives ofthe implementation. These were.

o To communicate reliable and easy to understand project information to those impacted

by the implementation;

o To maintain resources, budget and timeliness to meet achievable project goals;

o To guide the universi¡, through the project;

o To facilitate the change process;

r To meet key requirements from the user base;

o To deliver a financial management system which improves the confidence of users in the

a¡eas of accuragv and timeliness;
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. To deliver a financial reporting capability which enables appropriate, timely and accurate

financial analysis;

o Ease ofaccess for users;

o Clear policies and procedures;

o To clarifi financial management roles and responsibilities;

o Work process improvements through minimising data duplication and processing time,

and

o Improved understandrrg of financial processes.

Users' Perspective

The universtty had 100 active users of the nerv system. In order to address user satisfaction

regarding various aspects of the systen¡ a nurnber of workshops and interviews were held

across various faculties. All users were given the opportunity to complete a user satisfaction

questionnaire, with responses being received from 39 users (this was approximately 40Yo of

the active user community). The report did not provide a copy of the questionnaire, but

indicated that the workshops and intervielvs focussed on the following aspects:

o positive issues arising from the implementation;

o negative issues arising from the implementatron;

o whether the new system has increased their overall workload, or provided unexpected

efficiencies;

. satellite systems remaining in use;

o outstanding issues, including interfaces to other systerns, and

. user participation during the implementation and system support, training and

documentation.

The report consolidated these issues into two broad categories

o implementation/system benefits identified, and

. key findings of the implementation.
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While the workshops and interviews focussed on high level implementation issues, the

questionnaire was directed at more specific issues. These included:

¡ suitability/fiurctionality of the systeÍL

o âccuracy and correctness ofsystem results;

. ease ofuse,

o availability;

o reliability in operations;

. response trmes;

o security;

o help in use;

o user support; and

o the effectiveness of Oraclet Financials training

Throughout the review, the majority of concems reported by the users related to the new

finaneial system (Oraele), rather than the implementation process. However the users

indicated that issues such as resor¡rce constraints during the implementation and training

created problens. Problenn were also created þ having to adapt to a new systen¡ while

still having the responsibilities of performing their jobs. These problems are discussed

belorv.

Resourte constraints

Users reported that prior to, and during the implementation, they were required to undergo

extensive training and spend time learning the new systern, testing it and then providing

feedback to the project team This, in conjunction with the downsizing of staff that was

occurring at the same time meant thal staff felt under enormous pressure. The number of
users who felt this way was not mentioned in the report.

Training

Responses regarding the training provided for the new system rvere va¡ied. Some users

identified it as a positive aspect of the implementatior¡ while others believed it was a
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negative aspect. AgairL the number of users that made these comments was not identified in

the report. The negative comments of the users included:

o Some users missed out on training

o The training rvas too intensive, causing the vast majority of knowledge to be forgotten

almost inrnediæely.

o Some training was provided too early and most of it had been forgotten by the time the

system was implemented.

o A 'train-the-trainer' approach was adopted so that the trainers were only one step ahead

of the class in their knowledge of the system

r the training was not specific enough.

Accuracy of information

The report suggested that the abilify of the system to generate accutate information had been

adversely affected by "poor quality original data" and the "lack of historical dntafrom the

other system". For example, the financial data that was put into the new system was of poor

quality due to data urtry errors.

Ongoing training

Many users felt ovenvhelmed by the amount and speed of initial training provided for the

new system A large majority of users stated that ongoing training was crucial to

consolidate and improve their current skill set. The consultants also obsen'ed that some

users appeared to be struggling with basic computer skills.

System rrcsponsiveness

Many users were not satisfied with the time it took to print system reports and stated that it

was having an adverse affect on their productivity.

On-line help

A number of users felt that on-line help provided by the new system was misleading and

inadequate. Even more users stated that the current user manuals were out of date, and

contained a number of errors.
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Paper records

A number of users stated that since the implementation of the new system the amowrt of
paper printed and filed had significantly increased.

Communication of system issues

The review suggested that there was a general lack of communication of system problems

between the users and the Finance User Support Team (FUST). The purpose of this group

was to ¿rct as an interface between the users and the system implementers in order to ensure

that the system's problems, as identified by the users, were rectified. For example, wers

identified some issues which they believe the FUST were resolving, when in fact they had

not been advised of them at all, Other issucs identiûed were IT design issues that cot¡ld not
be resolved but the users were not aware of this fact. Some problems that were relatively

easy to resolve, holvever, had been raised by users.

Overall Assessment

The review stated that overall, the implementation was successfi.rlly managed with a high

level of user satisfaction. The report did not, however, state how many users made up the
ntEority and they did not indicate how they measured 'Satisfaction". They did, however,

indicate that users reported that they were kept up to date in regard to the implementation.

Nevertheless, one module did have some problems associated with it. The module that was

dçemed 'l¡nsuççessfü" was the inventory module. This nrodule involved the implementation

of an inventory system into one of the faculties within the university. The report indicated

that a number of staff (unspecified) was interviewed and that they indicated that the
implementation did not proceed smoothly. The report suggested that the issues arose due to
the following reasons:

o Functional problems

o Change management issues

o The communication between the steering committee was poor

o Poor user training
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Factons that contributed to the implementation's success

The key factors that were seen as contributing to the success (according to the consultants)

included:

. Comprehensive planning took place before the project began.

. A high degree of user involvement throughout the entire project (but no explanation of

what this meant in detail).

o The commitment of the Finance User Support Team (FUST) and ESPIRIT.

o The role of the Effective Systems Process Review and Improvement Team (ESPIRIT).

o The project \\'as managed successfi'rlly.

o There was ahigh degree of commitment frommanagernent.

Case Study Four

Bacþround

This mid-implementation review was undertaken by the consultants in order to review the

Open Architecture Clinical Information System (OACIS). The organisation was a

goverrìment organisation in the health industry and the purpose of the system \¡/a^s to

improve the management of patient inforrnation in four large hospitals. This was to be

achieved by; better access to patient information, improvement in the quality of care by

capturing data for outcome analysis, enabling the tracking and audit of many relevant care

processes and increasing time available to clinicians for direct patient care activities to

produce a higher standard of ca¡e. The purpose of the revierv was to assess whether or not

OACIS had achieved the objectives as set out in the Implementation Planning Study (August

1995) and the Organisation's business case (October 1995) that rvas developed to gain

approval for the funding of OACIS. The new system was to provide the basis on which the

organisation could establish a framework that supports:

. Access to patient information at the point of care;

o Improvement in the qualitv of ca¡e by capturing data for outcome analysis to enable the

tracking and audit of many relevant care processes;

o The automation of clinical functions to improve productivity via rapid access to data;
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r A reduction in paper records to eliminate manual transcription and increase the electronic

filing of results with consequent productivity and cost benefit improvements and;

o An increase in the time available to clinicians for direct patient care activities resulting in a

higher standard of cate, higher self esteem in care-givers and significantly improved

patient satisfaction.

The lnitial implementation was divided into four phases each involving an implementation at

a hospital. At the time of the report only Phase I and2 had been fully implemented. The

implementation review, therefore, only commented on two hospitals. The report indicated

that the organisation formed a project nunagement team to implement OACIS and this team

was viewed as a key contributor to the success of the project to date.

User Issues

According to the report the two hospitals had approximately 120 users. To address user

satisfaction regarding various aspects of the syster4 workshops were held at both hospitals

with a questionnaire completed by the participants at the end of the workshop. The aim of
the workshops w¿ts to gain an understanding from the users of specific benefits and issues

arising from the implementation of OACIS. An additional workshop goal was to assist in
the interpretation of the results of the user satisfaction questionnaire.

Participants were asked to list their initial expectations of the system at the commencement

of the project- Workshop participants then assessed the extent to which each expectation
had been realised to date.

The workshop participants were also asked to identi$ any unanticipated benefits achieved
from the oAcIS implementation. Any barriers to further developrnent and,/or other
emerging issues were also identified at this stage.

After analysing the results of the questionnaire, (although the report did not state how the
data were analysed), the review separated user responses into specific a¡eas. These were as

follows:
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o suitabilrty/functionality;

¡ accurâcy and correctness ofresults;

o adaptability, i.e. changes to operation;

. ease ofuse;

o availability;

o reliability in operation;

o tesporuie times;

o security,

. help in use;

o user support; and

o the effectiveness of the training.

Su itability/function ality

Both hospitals reported that the overall extent of OACIS' functions were less than wtrat was

required by them to undertake their work. Issues raised by the users in relation to

funçtionality werç:

o Data retrieval and reporting. Users reported that they were satisfied with the ability of

the system to track patient information over time and to display the inforrnation in

graphical format. However, users reported that the system was not usefi.¡l for viewing

information on groups of palients. For example, to access data for several patients

involved the opening of many screens.

o Feeder systems. Feeder systems were also identified as having an impact on the

functionalrty of the OACIS. For example, users at one of the hospitals often found it

quicker to use a direct link to the Institute of Medical and Veterinary Science (IMVS) to

access test results rather than using OACIS as it was possible to access the results before

they were available on the system

t Links to other health units. Despite the issues reported with the feeder syster4

respondents were very satisfied with the ability of the system to link with other

orgarusatrons.

o Change in procedures. Respondents from both sites commented that they have had to

identi$, analyse and restructure the business processes to varying degrees to suit the
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requfuements of the system The majonty of users considered that this process review

had been a benefit of the implementation of the systern

o Research. The OACIS data base was also perceived as a usefi¡l tool for research.

Accuracy

Both sites reported that the accuracy of data contained within OACIS was acceptable

notwithstanding a few specific problens at each site. For example:

c Qualit¡t of data converted: Many users at one of the hospitals expressed concem that

the data from the previous system contained errors and that data quality checks were not
made prior to transferring the data base to OACIS.

o Data maintenance: Some users commented that since much input was manual

(considered time consuming þ users) there was an issue of data accuracy.

o InsuffrcienÍ amounts of history data: One user cornrnented that only data existing in the
previous system as at the transfer date were transferred to OACIS. Additional historical

data were stated as being desirable.

Adaptabitity

Respondents from both sites identified a gap between actual adaptability of the system and

what were required by the users. One user stated that there were many barriers to getting
significant changes made to oAcIS such as the number of committees, lack of
understanding þ pilot project participants, lack of support staff and desire not to do
anfhing too diffcult.

Ease of Use

There wrß a gap between the current ease of use of OACIS and the level thæ was required
by the users. Some respondents stated that the use of OACIS would improve with
experienee and familiarif of the system as their computing skills inereased.

In relation to data retrieval and reporting, the new reporting fi.¡rction was expected to
improve the ease with which reports could be generated.
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Availability

Users commented that the number of terminals enabled widespread use of the system and

therefore staffhad been able to leam the system relativeþ quickly.

System downtime, including that of feeder systems, wa.s reported by both hospitals as having

occurred a few times since project inception. This had resulted in significant disruption to

the r¡rits so that clinicians appeared to be reticent about adopting paperless records.

Reliability

As the OACIS system was to become the only data repository of patient information, it was

essential that it was reliable. Users at both hospitals were generally satisfied with the present

reliability of OACIS. However, system down time was raised as an issue at both hospitals.

Responsiveness

Users were asked about their level of satisfaction in relation to response times of OACIS.

For example, how long did it takes to print out information. The questionnaire indicated

thal users (the report did not specify how many) were less than satisñed with the response

times. Users often reported that the system was slow to open, change and save screens.

Other examples given were the slow response time to view large rosters and the system

slowing down even more during peak times of use,

Security

Security is an important aspect of a system such as OACIS in order to maintain

confidentialtty of patient related information and to ensure that the database cannot be

changed without appropriate authorisation.

Users appea¡ed to be generally satisfied with the security of the system However, a major

issue raised at both hospitals was the timeliness of the automatic log offor time out facility,

Many users commented that some users did not log offand the screen remained open for up

to one hour, conpromising patient conñdentiality.
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Help in Use

A'help in use" facility enabled users to resolve problems quickly without having to wait on

an extemal help facility. Users were reported to be generally satisfied with this facility, but

agatn, the report did not specify how many users reported this.

User Support

One site was generally satisfied witì thç suBport available, while the other site was neither

satisfied nor dissatisfied. Some specific issues raised in relation to user support were as

follows:

Resources: Some users commented that the potential of OACIS could be further developed

and other users could be trained on the system

Risk nranagement and disaster recovery: The users ì /ere generally aware of system back-

ups but were unsure that a disaster recovery plan existed.

Effectiveness of the training

Once agair¡ one site was satisfied while the other site was neither satisfied nor dissatisfied

with the education they received. The site thæ was neutral suggested that while users were
provided with initiat training, they did not receive ongoing training to enable them to
increase their rate of leaming of the system or to ensure that new staff received adequate

training. In addition, r¡sers comÍtented thal there were ditrering levels of computing skills

anrong the users in general and that some people would have benefited from additional
training in OACIS.

Overall Assessment

The review concluded that, overall, the planned outcomes ftom the introduction of the
system had been achieved.

The users were generalþ satisfied with the functionality that was piloted, and they perceived

that the introduction of atl available fi.mctions would better meet their needs. While user
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satisfaction was obtained through interviews, workshops and questionnaires, there was no

mention ofhow nu¡ry users were involved.

According to the report, nnny of the benefits of the introduction of this type of information

system were not measurable straight away. The immediate benefits, however, involved

improvement in change nnnagement and business process re-engineering. As with any form

of change, this process led to significant variations in the perceived requiremenls, processes

and acceptance of change within the two hospitals.

Project management was viewed as a key contributor to the success of the project, but

according to the report, thorough planning needed to be undertaken in the transition of the

project from pilot to production.

The review outlined areas in need of improvement, some of which were raised by the users.

The report also indicated that r¡sers were satisfied with the implementation of the first part of

the OACIS systern However, as the users were aware of OACIS' further potential, their

expectations had risen. Some of the key findings in relation to tser satisfaction were as

follows:

o Periodic workshops were required to ensure that OACIS remained functional by being

relevant to the needs ofusers.

. Ongoing training: Ongoing training was needed to facilitate ongoing leaming and provide

new users with the opportunity to attend formal training.

. System responsiveness: Users were not satisfied with the time it took to save screens,

change screens or view patient rosters.

o On-line help awareness: Many r¡sers were unaware of the on-line help facility.

The review also reported that the project management of the pilot implementation appeared

to have been well handled. The project generated a high level of user commitment and

involvement and this resulted in the users wanting to be included in the next phase of the

project.
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Factors that made this implementation successful:

o User involvement: user's were involved in identifying problems with the system and

were invited to provide feedback after the system was implenrented.

¡ Users were satisfied wrth the system.

o Planned outçomæ were achieved.

o The project provided users' with appropriate support.

o Good project management.

Case Studv Five

Bacþruund

The review of the Custonær Services Information System (CSIS) was performed on behalf

of the organisation under instruction from the Boa¡d of Directors of this semi-govemment

organisation. The purpose of implementing CSIS was to improve workflow, reduce costs

and reduce the number of employees. The report did not provide the reader with any

detailed information as to the functionaliS of CSIS. The main BurBose of the review was te
assess whether the outcomes from the introduction of csIS had been achieved.

According to the report, the implementation of CSIS was supported by extensive training on
the system and supplemented by user documentation based on the training that was

developed by the organisation's personnel.

Users' Perspective

CSIS had approximateþ 420 users. Interviews were conducted with sixteen (16) key rsers
in order to determine user satisfaction. These users were identified by the organisation and

selected on the basis that they would provide fai¡ and honest opinions. The users çame from
va¡ious a¡eas of the organisation including head office and branches. The aim of the sample

was to obtain a fair representation from which to assess user satisfaction. The report
indicated that the review of user satisfaction was not comprehensive.

According to the report, the users interviewed were overwhelrningly satisfied with CSIS.

The interviews were conducted in a formalised üìanner through the use of a questionnaire
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that was developed by the consultants and reviewed by the organisation before the

interviews took place. Although the questionnaire was not attached to the report, the areas

that the questionnaire covered were included:

¡ The user's current exposure to CSIS and their involvement with the development of

CSIS;

o The integration between CSIS and other systems within the organisafion;

o Accu¡acy and completeness of the data and processes within CSIS;

o Availabilþ of CSIS;

. CSIS documentation;

o CSIS training and help: and

o Overall satisfaction with CSIS.

The report did not indicate what form the responses took; for example, whether the

responses were rated or were qualitative ¿urswers, or a combination of both. In addition to

the 16 users, four Customer Services Managers were also interviewed. The questionnaire

for the managers was simila¡ to that of the users but included specific questions on disaster

recovery, business resumption planning and achieved benefits. Once again, this

questionnaire was not included. A component of the questionnaire asked the users to list the

benefits, weaknesses and areas for improvement within CSIS. All but one of the

interviewees indicated that there was a significant overall improvement in functionality

provided by CSIS when compared to the previous customer information system

Users were generally satisfied with the way in which CSIS operated. Additìonal

functionality such as the ability to provide more informed and quicker responses to customer

enquiries were all noted as perceived benefits. However, some negative issues were raised,

including inaccurate reporting and long tuma¡ound times for discrepancies.

Accuracy and Completeness

The accuracy of the data obtained from CSIS was raised as a major issue by a "very large"

number of users (agatn the number was not specified) from different areas within the

organisation. This wa^s due to the difficulty in converting data from the previous system
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The concern over dala accuracy did not relate to the entire CSIS database, but the report did

not indicate how much of the database was inaccu¡ate.

Availability

CSIS availabilrty was not ari a¡ea of significant conc,em expressed by the users interviewed.

The comments made by users were generally favourable and positive with respect to the

availability of CSIS. When CSIS was initially implemented there \ryere occasions where

CSIS was unavailable for an extended period of time but this had not occurred in recent

months.

Some system elrors still occurred at different times. However, these were isolated incidents

and were generally attributed to using certain screens.

To overcome the system ellors, users rebooted their personal conputers and then restarted

CSIS. Other users resta¡ted CSIS and atterrpted to reuse the fi¡nction that caused the error.

Resources were wasted when inappropriate personnel tried to resolve technical issues and

complicæed the resolution of the problem If the helpdesk was not notified of all errors, it
was not possible to identify the severity of problems and the impact on users.

Reporting

In assessing the user satisfaction with reporting, the consultants asked users about the major

reports they received from CSIS and their effectiveness in providing the required

information. The report did not indicate what types of reports CSIS produced.

"A number" of users commontod that they wero unhappy with tho reporting they received.

Some ofthese coriments included:

o Small subsidiary systems had been developed and were being used to overcome problems

that had been identified with some reports;

o Some reports were not received for a number of months after the "go live" date. This

w¿rs up to six months in some cases,
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. Reports received were not the same as those received from the previous system No

explanation was given for why the reports were different.

Training

The organisation made a significant investment in the introduction of CSIS. This investment

included providing training to employees not only in the use of CSIS but also on how CSIS

was to be used in conjunction with a person's job fi.mction. Once again, the report did not

provide specific information as to what type of training was provided nor the content of the

training.

'Most" users werc satisfied that they received adequate training to allow them to use CSIS

when it was introduced. 'Most" staff were comfortable with the pace and format of

training. However, one user indicated that the training was intense and so there was the

possibilrty of 'lnformation overload". The report did not specfy how many users

constituted "most".

The majority of the negative comments about training received were with regard to the

training database that was used to show examples of CSIS in operation. Because the

training environment did not contain complete dat4 not all of CSIS fi.rnctionality could be

adequately demonstrated. In additiorL CSIS was still being developed so in some situations

the fi.¡nctions used in training were different to those available in the version of CSIS

implemented. The impact of this was felt where some fi.urctions in specialised areas had not

been developed when training was conducted. For this reason some users felt that the timing

of the training was rushed to coincide u'ith the "go live" date and did not provide an

accurate representation of CSIS that was implemented.

Management also identified the level of computer literacy of some users prior to training as a

problem As some users were not familia¡ with the use of an IBM Personal Computer (PC)

or Apple Macintosh, skills were needed in these a¡eas before training in CSIS could be

effective. The report did not, however, indicate whether or not this had been achieved.
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Other Systems

CSIS provided a high level of fimctionality to its users without the need to have a number of

different systems utilised within different a¡eas. There were some functional a¡eas that were

not included and therefore required additional systems to be used.

Functionality

overall thç wers werg happy witl thc fr¡nctiouality of csls. Thçy generatly felt thar rhe

system was user friendly, the information was displayed logically and movement through the

system was intuitiveþ obvious.

Other areas of concem raised

Some users also raised other concerns outside of the areas listed above which the

consultants felt were important. These concerns included:

o Discrepancies and enhancements of the system were not addressed quickly enough. This

may have resr¡lted in system errors re-occurring until they were resolved;

o A user indicated a concem with the way security was implemented. Users were asked

what they required access to, instead of asking the business rmits which people should

have access to their a¡eas of responsibility.

In addition to the above user issues, users also stated that the documentation and onJine

help provided was extrenrely useful. On-line help was developed so users could obtain

information about the system while they were using the system This was via a'help" key

on the screen. This is discussed in more detail below.

I)ocumentation

Generalþ, the users felt the training documentation provided them with enough information

to perform their job fi.urctions without the need for other supplementary types of
documentation; for example, hand written procedures,

There were three main types of docume,ntation in use to provide support and guidance in the

use of CSIS. These were:
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¡ Extemal Specifications;

. Training Documentation; and

. On-line Help.

The training documentation and the on-line help were seen to be particularly valuable to the

users.

Training documentation

The Training documentation was rsed for two purposes within the organisation

o Training new or existing users in the fl¡nctionality and business rules used by CSIS; and

o Reference materials for currexrt users.

According to the report, the training information was written in such a way that both

purposes were met.

On-line HeIp

On-line help was available to all CSIS users. There were three levels of help available to

CSIS users:

o Window help - used to describe the functionality of a CSIS window;

o Topic help - shows help on specific topics; and

o Field help - description of what a field is used for and may be expected to contain.

The window help was initiatly developed for CSIS. However, it had not been regularly

updated as pa¡t of the normal CSIS update process. It was recomrrendad within the report

that on-line window help be updated as part of the change managenænt process.

Benefits and Wealmesses

As part of the questionnaire, users were asked to list the benefits and weaknesses associated

with the new system The report did not indicate, however, how many users identified each

item as a benefit or weakness. The benefits and weaknesses are listed in Table 1 below.
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Benefits Weaknesses

o Reducedpaperwork
o More efficient
r Quicker answering of queries and enquiries
o More information available
r Easie¡ to use
o Updates are made immediately
. Notes are usefi.rl
. History available - payment and conzumption
. user friondly
o Improved customer service
¡ Bette¡ reporting
¡ Good work management system
o Tracking of who has performed work
o Ability to issue account straight away
o Scree,ns a¡e better
o Potential benefits outweigh current diffrculties
e Reducæd number of staff
o Ability to view bill on line
¡ Benefits definitely orfweigh the weaknesses
o Don't need microfiche to find information
. Ability to be more responsivc
o Easier to und€rstand fornewpeople
o Increased responsiveness to customer requests
. Real time transactions
o Pending work queræs

o Reportingcapabilities
o Ability to get ad hoo reports
o Re billing
o Annotations are limited and do not reflect line item

on 4ccount.
o Certificate annotations must be typed in manually.
o Some fimctions are slow.
o Data convsrsions required some gsneralisation,

need to access microfiche for some information.
o Can be a lot of screens to navigate through to

answEr one query.
r Slower response time than expected.
o Common Supply and Managing Agents functions
o Increased paper usage due to stationery used
o Can't run reports when want to
¡ Liaison between business users and CSIS.
¡ Can't change bill dates easily.
r Cost and delays ofenhancemenUproblem fixes
¡ Commrurication between CSIS and business group
o Notific¿tion to custqners is less than previously
o ÇaUcælled bills çan not be sçen
r Notçs data may bc lost aftcr thry arc crrtcrcd
o hoblems are fixed but then problem reappears
¡ Some things in specifications are still not available
o Requirement of other systems.

Overall Assessment

The report indicated that the majority of the benefits with the introduction of the new system

had been realised. The consultants' interviews with r¡ser personnel suggested that the

benefits of improved functionality, work flows and custoûrer service had been achieved.

Overall, the users were happy with the functionality of CSIS and commented favourably on

the ease of use and logical navigation tluough the rnenus. In regard to training, most users

were salisfied that 1¡çu had bqq! adqqualçly traned in thç use of the new system Hswevsr,

the consultants did find that there were no ongoing training programs for new users, after

the system was implemented.
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Facton that contributed to a successful implementation included:

o The organisation put a significant effort into training'

o The system provided a high level of fi.¡nctionality to its users.

o Management identified those users with low skills and offered some pre-training to them

¡ Excellent documentation was provided which users reported to be very usefiÍ.

Summary of Successful Case Studies

The five case studies presented above, were all deemed as successful case studies by the

consultants who conducted the post implementation reviews. A full analysis of the findings

will be presented in a section following the review of the rnsuccessful ca.ses. However, the

main factors that, according to the report, contributed to the success of the implementation

fell into th¡ee broad categories, ease of use, training and user involvement.

The nexl five case studies were deemed '1¡nsuccessfü" and these a¡e discussed below ln an

attempt to identi$ the factors that contributed to them being unsuccessful.

a,

Case Studv One
Bacþround
This legat organisation implemented a Courts Case Management System (CCMS). This

occurred after the executive management committee approved the proposal for the CCMS

project to be developed under 453563 quality ¿ìssurance standards.

The design of the CCMS was interided to provide a comprehensive and integrated

approach for the management of court cases. It would manage all court records from the

initiation to the completion of court proceedings. The system would also support the

electronic lodgement of various court docunents, managers' financial activities, (for

example, fine and fee payments) and would support the establishment of law firm and client

accounts.
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The CCMS Project Team consisted of a filll time user of the systen\ development and

technic¿l personnel from the Information Services Department (ISD) and representatives

from personnel.

The purpose of the review was to provide an assessment of the nunagenrcnt of the project,

identify a¡eas of concem, and to provide recommendafions for the completion of the project

and futu¡e developnrent projects.

User Issues

The review was unable to provide an assessment of user opinion of the completed systenr

This was because onþ one part of the system had been inplemented at the time of the

survsy. However, the users that were interviewed were able to provide connnents that were

based on ñ¡nctions ofthe systemthat they had observed and tested during a user acceptance

testing phase.

The organisation employed 600 users located throughout South Australia. Six key users

were intervierved in order to assess user satisfaction. The users were identified by the

organisation's management and were selected on the basis that they would provide fair and

honest answers. The users were selected from different a¡eas of the organisation. The

interviews were conducted in a format manner by way of a structured questionnaire. The

questionnaire was not included in the report, but the report did indicate the areas that were

covered. These were as follows:

¡ The users' involvement with the re-engineering project;

r Parts of the system that they a¡elwill be using;

o Functionality;

¡ Perceived benefits of the system;

o Perceived weaknesses of the system;

¡ Training;

o Testingi

o Project co-ordination; and

c Areas for improvement.
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User Involvement

The users, (although the report does not indicate how many), reported that they u'ere

generally unhappy with their level of involvement throughout the project, especially during

the middle stages of the implementation. However, the report dicl not provide any detail in

regard to what the users could have been involved in during the middle stages of the

implernentation. The users also felt that they had inappropriate involvenænt on the Project

Tearq in so fa¡ as this role should have involved more than one person, that being the

Project Manager. The Project Manager had overall responsibiliqv for the day to day

management of the project and was responsible for monitoring the budget, project schedule,

resources, user issues, scope and ensuring that all issues were promptly reported. In

addition users felt that the development staff did not have a good understanding of the

business.

Functionality

The feedback in regard to the systems frrnctionality was mixed and dependant upon the

department the users worked in. For example, some areas within the organisation reported

that the system met their needs, w'hile in other areas the users had serious resen'ations

conceming the extent to which the fi.rnctionality of the system met their needs. Once again,

the report did not indicate how many users felt this way about the functionality. The report

also failed to indicate which department the unsatisfied users worked in.

Benefits and WeaLcnesses

The questionnaire asked the users to list the perceived benefits and weaknesses u'ithin the

project, The report did not indicate, however, how many users rated each benefit and

weakness. It should also be noted, that the perceived weaknesses were based on the

interviewees' exposure to a system that was still under development. The benefits and

weakness are displayed in Table 2 below.
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Training

Most users, although the report did not mention how many, indicated that individuats

involved in the testing phase had inadequate familiarisation with the system prior to the

commencement of testing. The users felt that not being familia¡ with the system resulted in

inefficiencies during testing. They also suggested thaf it would have bee,n more beneficial to

have a detailed orientation of the system before testing commenced. However, it was

genelall-y felt that the tralnrng gf uSerc wæ satiSfactory. The rçport djd not, h-ewevgr,

indicate what sort of training the users received.

Users stated that the system was urstable during the initial training sessions. They reported

raising problems conceming major system failu¡es during training sessions. However,

Benefits WeaLuresses

. 1ü bugs from thc sld ryetem wil! havç
been fixed.

o Statistical part of the system is a vast
improvement on the old system

o Devolution of responsibility for report
writing. The reports can now be done
straight away rather than take 3 to 6
weeks.

o Graphical User Interface (GUI) will be
nice - visually more pleasing a¡rd
therefore, people will feel better about
using system

r With GUI - anicer looking screen
o Mainly reporting benefits, Will be better

enquiries on history of an issue, rather
than using manual files.

o There wiil probably be productivity
gams.

o Efficiency in operations.
o New system is better to navigate
o Screens layouts better
¡ On-line help appears to be orcellent
o to use

o [n !h9 csrrent Systern the p¡oductisn of
cause list for judiciary is cumbersome. In
the new system this feature looksjust æ
cumbersome.

o The new system is more conplex.
. Lag between implementation of the new

system and GUI is a sore point.

o Screens not tailor made. Have
information on screen that is surplus to
requirenrcnts. Screens could be simpler

o Statistics package not easiþ understood
o Entry of data into system takes more

time than in nranual process currently
used.
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cornments regarding later training sessions suggested that the system became more stable

with the rrnjority of functionalities available.

Testing

Overall, users felt that user testing was one of the most poorþ coordinæed aspects of the

project. In most cases, test plans were developed by the project's r¡ser represe,ntative. Test

plans are documents that describe a potential system scena¡io that a rser would need to

process on the system These scenarios are tested during the user testing phase and any

problems that occur are then documented. The remaining test plans were developed by

users.

An area of criticism was that the system was still under major development during the

initial testing phase in August 1997. The system "crashed" frequently as modules were

either incomplete or contained *fatal" errors. The users felt that they were performing

"system testing" on behalf of the developers rather than "user testing".

Some users also felt that they were not kept well ir¡formed of the progfess of development.

On several occasions they would attend scheduled testing sessions only to be informed that

their component of the system was not ready.

Interviewees also stated that on occasion system fi.urctionality was tested with satisfactory

results and deemed accepted and then the users subsequently discovered thaf the system was

no longer working. Moreover, in some cases, the correction of an elror introduced

another error in other parts of the system

Users stated that they had a lack of direct access to developers and that this contributed to

delays and frustrations with testing. The introduction of the Help Desk Management system

was also considered to prolong the testing process. Users felt that if they had direct access

to the developers that their problems would be resolved more quickly They stated that

logging their problems at the help desk delayed getting a resolúion to the problem because

the problems were prioritised and assigned a developer. However, by the time the

developer got to the probler4 users had often forgotten salient points about why the

problem occurred and this made it 'lifñcult to explain the problem fully.
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In additioq the delays that occurred had a negative impact on the division's ability to

maintain adequate levels of customer service. Testers also had to perform their normal daity

fi¡nctions as well as conducting the testing. Overall, user opinion suggested that neither the

time nor resource requirenrcnts were adequately planned for testing.

Overall Assessment

Thç roport concluded that thçre were rnajor çonceuu with this organisation's

implementation. These concems were mainly in relation to the management of the project.

The main issues were as follows:

o No formal risk management strategy was developed and monitored.

o A project reporting structure which did not report issues, concems and delays to

executive management and Council in a timely manner. For example, a project status

report should be established that highlights the project's schedule, budget risks and

current project issues. This project did not use status reports.

o Initial project estimates that were superficial and optimistic. For example, the initial

estimate for the implementation was incorrect and according to the report, when this

becanre apparent the project schedule should have been revised appropriately.

o No clear segregation of duties between the role of the Project Manager, Manager

Information Services and Applications Development Manager. This resulted in all three

individuals taking on responsibilities in the other person's role and this caused conflict.

o No separate budget established for the project to enable the monitoring of costs.

As pa¡ of the review, users that were involved with the new system were interviewed in

order to gather information regarding their views on the systerq the development process,

and the system's strengths and weaknesses.

The major concems raised by the r¡sers were as follows:

o lnadequate user involvement in the initiai stages of the project.

o Poor coordination of the testing sessrons.

r The qystem did not meet all ofthe required functionality. For example,
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l. The Supreme Court Registry functions requirements were likely to be met by the

new system althougtr, at the time of compiling this report, a m4ior portion of the

system had not yet been signed off

2. Those responsible for Supreme Court Listings did not perceive there to be any

improvements in functionalrty from the existing system and had serious concems that

all functionality from the existing systemhas not been replicated in the new system

3. Those responsible for Suprene Court Probate requirements felt that they had

essentially been net by the new system frurctionality but they believed that additional

functionality was still required in order to ñrlly support their business needs.

4. The District Court needs had not been nrct by the functionality of the new system

The system had not been accepted by the district court.

Factors that contributed to an unsuccessful implementation:

o Greater user involvement was needed.

. Key development staffneeded to be employed that fuþ understood the business and its

requirements.

o A coordinated list was needed of all requirements/enhancements requested.

o The test plans needed to include data completeness and accurac,y tests. Fo¡ example, the

test plans were used to test the report layouts or screen layouts but failed to include tests

on the ¿rccuracy and completeness of the data in the reports.

¡ Users involved in testing needed to be given system training prior to cornmencement in

testtng.

o Users needed to be provided with a stable test environment.

! System testing needed to be conducted at an earlier stage in the development cycle.

¡ Better communication was needed with all users on the scope and status of the project

o Having ñrll system functionality available for testing

o Better coordination of user testing and frrnctions to be tested actually being available for

testing

o Better coordination of the change management process

o More realistic time-frames for user testing

o Need to provide feedback to users involved in the system design phase
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Case Studv T\pvo

Bacþruund

A gambling organisation implerrrcnted a new financial system called Finance One. The

purpose of the review was to provide an assessment of the management of the project, to

identify arly areas of concerr¡ and to provide recomrnendations for the conpletion of the

project and futu¡e developmert projects. According to the report, the new system was

implemurted because the relevant department no longer supported the old system since only

phasq ong qf thq arigmal systgm had been implemelrted and many enhancements had not

been developed.

A project steering committee was developed to coordinate the implementation and included

representatives from technology, finance and information systems management and intemal

audit.

User Issues

The new system had approximately 20 users and interviews were conducted on seven of
them The users were selected þ the organisation based on the assumption that they would
provide fair and hsnest answers.

In o¡der to fully understand and assess the acceptance of the users, a questionnaire was

developed þ the consultants and administered via interview. Although the questionnaire

was not included, the questionnaiie covered the following points.

o Ljser's exposure to the system and their development of the systeng

o The integration between the system and other systems;

o Accuracy and completeness of the systern;

o Functionality;

o Availabilrtyl

o Doeumentatisn sf the system;

o Training and help;
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o Perceived benefits;

o Perceived weaknesses;

. Overall user satisfaction; and

o Areas for improvement.

The following is a broad summary of user responses to questions conceming the above

points of the questionnaire.

Currrnt exposune to new system

The users were asked to highlight a¡eas of the project that they thought could be improved

upon. These included; a perceived læk of eooperation between the finance and MIS

divisions and the lack of clearly defined roles and responsibilities.

The Old venus the New system

'oMost" users indicated that there was an overall improvement in the ñrnctionality and

reporting provided by the new system when compa¡ed to the old. However, weaknesses

and suggested areas for improvement were also highlighted. These points will be returned

to later.

Accuracy and Completeness

"Most" users thought that the system was complete and accurate. The users did not express

any concems that the data were inaccurate or nst current.

Availability

A computer system that is periodically r¡navailable is likely to impede the ability of users to

perbnn their jobs in a timely räanner. If the system is unâvâilable for a¡r extended period of

time there may be signiflcant costs to the organisation by way of increased over-time or the

need for contract staffto be employed to reduce backlogs.

The availability of the new system was a concem expressed fu some users. The m4jority of

comments concemed poor response times; for example, software took too long to load and

there was an inability to have other PC applications open at the same time.
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Reporting

Users did not report any major conceffrs with the reports that the system produced.

Training

The review outlined the importance of adequate training of personnel, in that it allows users

to become familiar with the system before it is inplemented.

The "majority" of users interviewed raised training as a mqjor concem. While "some" users

felt that the training was good, most felt that it was inadequate, Sorne of the comments

noted were as follows: "had no idea wlnt the trainer was talking about", "the trainer

would do the lransactiotl rather tlnn showing how to do it". One user raised the point that
"the trainers rangedfrom good to bad".

Some users felt that the training was rushed to meet the'þo live" date and as a result did

not provide an acctrate representation ofthe new system

Functionality

In general, users were safisfied with the fimctionality of the new system They generalþ felt
that the system was '1¡ser friendly" and that the information was displayed logically and was

easy to understand.

Other areas of concern

Some users also raised concems outside the formal itenrs of the questionnaire. For example:

' Reliance on the System Accountant for assistance. This occurred because the company

recognised that there was a heavy reliance on the system accountant for providing r¡ser

support. However it was assunpd that after additional training, users would be more
competent and would therefore not need assistance from the Accountant.

ç some terminology relating to the new system was difficult to understand.

o The systems user manuals were outdated and inadequate as they did not appear to give

the information that the user was seeking.
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. There was a perception anþng some r¡sers of a lack of cooperation from r,vithin the

Information Systems Managernent (ISM) department to resolve the new system related

problems.

Ovemll Assessment

The implementation review stated that overall there were major concems with the new

implemuitation Tliese eoncems were mairtly in relation to the n'i'fiDgement of the project.

The main issues \r/ere as follows:

o No formal project management strategy u'as developed;

o No cla¡ification of the roles and responsibilities of the project team members;

o No Project Manager with overall project responsibility;

r Initial project estimates for the new system were superficial and optimistic; and

¡ Inadequate project management structure that did not include representatives from all

relevant Information Systems Management (ISM) sections.

Misunderstandings between the Finance and ISM departments and poor communication of

issues resulted in delays dwing phase one of the project. For example, an issue was raised

at the end of September 1997 conceming claim payments reconciliation with respect to

cancelled invoices or cheques. This particular matter was outstanding for a period of time

and was the result of a misrnderstanding in priorities between the Finance and ISM

departments.

The report outlined nuny areas identified by the users that needed improvenrcnt. When

analysing these points it became apparent that most of the suggested improvements would

make the system easier to use. Examples of these points were.' 'a kcyboard layout map

would be useful"; "reports for tracking requisiîions/purchase order would be useful";

"data loads need to be automated to reduce reliance on one individual".

Ease of use was a theme that was also cormrpnted on when the users were asked to list the

perceived benefits and weaknesses of the system The majority of the wealnesses were in

areas that needed to be improved in order to make the system more user friendly. However,
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some of the benefits were also seen as useful to the users. The benefits and wealcresses are

shown in Table 3.

Table 3: Benefits and Weakness of the Implementation

summan of factors that contributed to an unsuccessful imnlementation

o No formal project risk managernent strategy was developed.

o No clarification of the roles and responsibilities of the Project Team rembers.

o No Project Manager with overall project responsibility.

' Inadequate project management structure that did not include representatives from all

relevant information systems manageme,nt sections.

Benefits Wealcresses

r The new system is better for Finance and
Accounts.

. Appears to have more functionality on the
2reporting side.

o Bank reconoiliatron very good compared to
the old way.

o Easy to use
o The system can be customised by the user.
. Once data down loads have been

automated the systan will be quicker and
more efficient.

o You can interrogate the data down to
deøfüd levels.

¡ Can "cut & paste" data from spreadsheets
into the new system.

o On-line help system is comprehensive.
. Can provide other departrnents wittl

accurate information.
. Quicker to process
. Can get a complete financial picture of the

corporation
. Much more information is available.

. The manuals are diffrcult to understand due to
the language not being in layman's terms.

. There are no benefrts for purchasing as thc
functionality lus not been improved.

. It is memory huttgry.
o The new system is not really user-friendly.
o The new system's terminology is diffrcult to

understand.
¡ Too many screerts to navigate to ascertain if a

requisition has been approved.
. Too many screens to navigate to efiter one

requrslûon.
o Reports for tracking requisitions/purchase

orders not avaìlable.
o Moving around the system is not brilliant.
. Lack of automated data down loads.
o Bank reconciliation postings slow the system

down.
. Does not create transactions for commitmmts
. System can "hang" when loading.
o The system takes a bit of time to load up.
o Caneelled invoiees or eheçes are not feeding

_through the new system.
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Case Studv thrce

Bacþruund

The purpose of this review \ilas to provide a garnbling organisation (the same organisation

æ in cæe studies one and two) with an assessment of their new accounting systern Tlie

new system was implemented to update the old system The accounting/administration

system conprised of general ledger, accounts payable, accounts receivable, payroll and

cashbook. The objective of this review was to ¿$sess the effectiveness of the replacement of

the Accounting/Administrative Computer in an operational context with respect to the

Project Plan and Corporate Objectives.

According to the report, the project lvas expected to be in line with the organisation's

corporate objectives that were given in the section on c¿Ne study one. These were:

¡ To promote and conduct lotteries effectively and efñciently.

¡ To promote and conduct lotteries fairly and honestþ.

o To maintain a high level of integrity and public confidence.

o To make available through a network of agencies and retail outlets in South Australia a

range of products that would allow the public to participate in fair, properþ controlled

and audited games of change, if they choose to do so,

The project was specifically targeted to meet the following objectives:

o Provide a firlly maintainable computing resource for administralive and accounting

processing for at least five years;

o Maintain administrative and accounting functions at a level of efficiency with

performance equal to or better than the level provided by the eústing

administrative/accor¡rting system;

o Provide a rne¿urs for the exchange of data between the administrative/accounting

computer system and the organisation's network of personal computers; and

o Provide a conputing facihty to carry out additional functions for the tenrporary housing

of small lotteries in the Organìsation's building.
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Usemt Perspective

Users were not entirely satisfied with the way in which the Administrative/Accounting

system applications performed their fi¡nctions. Speed of processing and the ability to

manipulale data and present it in the desired format appeared to be a¡ea.s of greatest

concem. In addition, many modifications were made to the system after its implenrentation

in order to achieve a satisfactory level ofuser satisfaction.

Overall Assessment

The replacenrent of the Administrative/Accounting application systems did not fuþ meet

the needs of the end-users and therefore did not fully meet the requirements of the

organisation Given this, and a higher than budgeted cost, the report questioned whether it
had been a cost effective solution.

Although the Administration/Accounting System nrct most of the planned requirements, it
was also questionable whether those requirements were appropriately defined at the outset,

Had end-users been more involved in the planning process, the degree of sæisfaction with
the system w'ould have been much higher and the resulting system would have been more

satisfactory.

It appears that the softwa¡e implemented had generally not met the cha¡acteristics required

of it by the Organisation.

Although the time and effort taken to retrieve and present information may have been

reduced' it had not been minimised, Similarly, manual re keying had been reduced but not
minimised. users did not believe that the system wæ flexible and adaptab,le.

The development of information systems in this area w¿N not cost-effective, given that the
project had gone "significantly" over budget.
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Factors that contributed to an unsuccessful implementation.

The review outlined several issues that were deemed important to consider in the next

implenrentation.

o Potential users of systerns should be consulted and have an input in the design and

specification, and in the testing phases of a new systern

o Costs of a project shor¡ld be monitored on a regular basis with nrcasurement against

budgets. Such monitoring should be well documented.

o Staff should receive adequate training on the new systems in advance of them becoming

flrlly implenrented.

o The time frame established for the implementation of a new system should be lenient

enough to accommodate the resolution of problems, delays caused by suppliers etc. (i.e.

it should not be based on a "best case" scenario).

o Post-implementation reviews must be performed on a timely basis to avoid difficulties

such as key staff leaving and to ensure that an accurafe matching of costs with those

budgeted can be achieved. All lessons leamed from the implementation can then be

apptied quickly to subsequent projects.

o Timing of other disruptions (such as renovations) should be considered when scheduling

an implementation.

¡ The project went significantly over budget The report indicated that the project did not

meåsure costs against the budget.

o There was no effective monitoring ofthe budgeted annual costs.

. End-users lvere not involved in the selection process of the new system

o System performance has been considered slow by most end-users.

Case Studv Four

Bacþround

The purpose of this report was to review a ne\{' administrative/accounting system for a

gambling organisation. This was the same organisation used in case studies two, three and

four. The original computer s_vstem had been in service for over ten years and had exceeded

its planned service life. Furthermore, this computer was experiencing a high level of
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breakdowns and the suppliers had advised that they would not be supporting a maintenance

cont¡act. The softwa¡e progr¿üts and operating systems were also outdated and difficult to

support as few programmers had upto-date experience with the system Many application

pro$r¿ilrìs had been developed specifically for this organisation and this aspect added to the

difficulty of introducing changes.

A project team was formed to manage the inpleme,lrtation The rnembers of this team

comprised the information systems rrìanager, senior anaþst programmer and an external

consultant.

ln May 1989 the organisation gained approval to replace its aging Administrative and

Accounting corrputer system

Project Objectives

The objectives for the replacement ofthe Administrative/Accounting conputer were to:

o Reduce the risk associated with maintaining an out of date computer environment.

o Develop key management informalion systens according to contemporary business

practlce.

o Rernove inefficiencies in administ¡ative systenn.

The specific objectives were to:

¡ Provide an integrated AdministrativdAccounting system;

o Update the package application systems to current software;

¡ Rernove duplication of effort in maintaining multiple and diverse systems; and

o Allow specific end-user personnel ready access to key information and the facility to

dæign and produce specific reports.

Planned vensus Actual Perfonnance

Deve lopment ard Implementation

The initial installation and replacenrcnt process was coordinated by the Infonnation Systems

Manager and was undertaken by an organisation that facilitated the process using contract
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pro$ammers. It was a requirement of the project that the organisation would develop the

necessary specifications for prograns and applications before the commencement of this

process. This should have involved the end-users to find out their specific needs. However,

det¿iled speciñcations were not completed and the contract progfammers were left with the

task of attempting to elicit users' requirements and match them to the general guidelines

provided. An exanple of the general guidetines provided for the statistical reporting was

that the progranìmers were to reproduce the same reports as had been available on the

superseded computer system That this proved to be an unacceptable approach is reflected

in the low level of end-user satisfaction. Users had anticipated that many short comings of

the user reports from the original system would be overcorne but this did not prove to be the

case.

Because of the approach taken during implementalion, significant resources had

subsequently been used to try to address end-user requirements. Despite this there was still

a high level of user dissæisfaction

Costing

An analysis of costs revealed that expenditure on the Administrative/Accowrting computer

system was higher than the planned expenditure and the recurrent costs were also higher

than planned for the period. The main contributor to the project over-n¡ns in both one-time

and recurrent costs was in the area of software development. Significantly more time than

planned was required to tailor the applications to the organisation's requirements and this

resulted in higher costs than anticipated.

Planned Benefits

The degree to which the new Administrative/Accounting Computer system fulfilled the

organisation's planned objectives and benefits are sumnurised below:

o The risk from continuing to use unsupported equipment had been removed.

o More meaningfi.rl reporting was possible. However, this aspect was not as successfrrl a.s

planned with user comments showùrg a irigh degree of dissatisfactiorr in this area-

o End-user support tools allowed for reports to be generated b/ management, reducing

Information Systems support in this a¡ea. However, many application systems were
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either not well urderstood þ users or were restrictive. This resulted in a degree of
frustration whereb r¡sers were not always able to obtain the specific information or

format of the information required.

o The structure and integration of the application systems removed the necessity for

duplication of data and data entry in many areas,

o The implementation provided the ganrbling organisæion with the following ci¡ffent

application softwa¡e packages, namely, General Ledger, Accounts Payable, Accounts

Receivable, Cash book, Payroll and Fixed Assets.

o The number of terminal work stations and personal computers connected to the system

allowed access for a greater number of end-user personnel.

User Satisfaction

According to the report, the new system generally proved to be a much more versatile and

flexible solution than the old system However, during the review process it became

apparent that many users were not satisfied with the overall package. As a consequence,

many of the features available with the system were not being fully utilised. For example,

few staffmade use of the electronic mail system or the calenda¡ feature thal was available as

they were considered relativeþ cumbersonre to use.

Factors that contributed to an unsuccessful implementation.

e The implementation review highlighted the importance of involving users in the planning

process to ensure that the system would npet their needs.

o Because of a lack of user involvement, detailed specifications \ryere not completed and the

contract progrrilnmers were left with the task of attempting to elicit users' requirements

and match them to the gøreral guidelines provided þ the organisation.

o The general guidelines provided for the statistical reporting required the programmers to

reproduce the same reports as had been available on the superseded system This proved

to be an unrrcceptable approach and was reflected in the low level of end user

satisfaction. Users had articipated that many shortcomings of the user reports from the

superseded system would be overcome þ the new system but this did not prove to be the

case.
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o Because of the above approach during the inrplementatior¡ significant resources had

subsequently been used to try to address end user requirements. Despite this there was

still a high level of user dissatisfaction.

o Not all of the eorporate objectives were rnet. For example, the availability of the monthly

financial report had only improved by one or two days.

Case Studv Five

This project had significant problems that continued throughout the duration of the

implementation. Due to these problems the consultants involved in its review were

particularly sensitive to any resea¡ch being conducted that could have the potential to reveal

the identity of the organisation involved, As sucþ limited background information was

provided for this study. Thus the scope of the case study, unlike the others, is limited to a

very descriptive accormt of the problems that the project incurred together with

recomnrendations put forward by the consultants.

Bacþround

The organisation requested the assistance of the consultants for a review of the their

information technology system The review focussed on the following:

o The current methodology being used with regard to the implementation;

o The vision for project manageme,nt, the future development of, and enhancements to, the

systen¡ incorporating system development, and relationships with the extemal

organisation;

o Information Systems Qualrty Assurance. In response to significant concerns in regard to

the quality and extent of testing being perfornred on the systerq a consulting firm was

brought in to oversee the qrrali¡r of testing;

o Security and Integrity of the system; for example, to check that there were appropriate

security procedures in place by ensuring that user IDs and passwords were utilised at

both the network and applicæion level; and

o Capacþ planning to determine how much information the system could hold.
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The scope of the consultancy included reviews in four major a¡eas of the system These

included the IT management functior¡ information systems quality assurance (QA),

security/integrity aspects of the ABCD IT environment and application and capacrty

plarning.

Overall Assessment

Overall this project was considered to have many problenu due to the following factors

There was no dedicated Project Team The project involved stafffrom Corporate Services

and sections within IT Services, and the reporting lines for the project were unclea¡. There

were no current roles and responsibilities document to clearþ define the key people involved

and the scope of thefu involvernent in the project. For example, the project sponsorship role

was not documented or formalised.

The project lacked an appointed Project Manager to coordinate all aspects of the project.

As a result, there were fragmorted groups working on va¡ious aspects of the project,

without an overall project viewpoint. The effects of this were evident in a lack of project

docunrentation (such as a comprehensive project plan/schedule, project cha¡ter, and

management plan) that defined the scope of the project, timing, resource requirements and

terms of refere,Írce. Some high-level project managernent had occurred via regular meetings

between key project participants. However, the consultants were unable to obtain evidence

of regrfar project Steering Committee meetings involving all kq, project participants and the

project sponsors.

There was no formalty documented consolidated project schedule that incorporated all

project tasks and critical dates for related projects. Schedules had been developed for

acceptance testing and docunænts were under development for the finance module rollout

and the work-station rollout.

The inplementdion was plarned for earþ 1997, bú was deferred pending a thorough

testing process. This involved contracting a consultant to nunage the Quality Assurance
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aspects of testing, and negotiations with the softwa¡e suppliers to ensure that the quality of

ptogr¿uns emiurating from the testing was acceptable. The relationship with the software

supplier appeared to have been well mmaged, with extensive negotiations, resulting in the

supplier agreeing to the involvement of the Testing Project Manager in reviewing unit

testing, and via regular meetings between key project staff and the software supplier.

However, there was no up to date contract with the supplier as the developer and supplier

of the system softwa¡e.

It was difficult for the consultants to determine how the project was developing in terms of

timeliness and costs in the absence of an approved project plan and baseline for the project,

and without a comprehensive project budget. There was also little evidence of regular

reporting on costs. The project budget for the system had been set each year, and included

enhancement costs as well as ongoing support. The budget did not provide a detailed

breakdown ofprojected costs based on an overall project plan.

At the time of the review an IT strategy was being developed for the organisation, which

would consider the future requirements based on the business vision for the organisation.

Management was planning to consider the future of the system in more detail after the

implenrentation of the version that was currently being considered. It was planned that a

post implementation review would be conducted after the implementatio4 and at that time,

management wotild decide whether to continue with the system or seek an altemative

solution.

Consideration was being given by management to minimising the impact of changing

technologies to the organisatior¡ although there had been no formal change management or

training requireme,lrts assessment for the rollout.

Factors that contributed to an unsuccessful implementation:

o No dedicated Project Team

o No clea¡ definition of roles and responsibilities.

o No appointed Project Manager.

o Lack of relevant documentation.

o No docunpnted project schedule.
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Summary of Case Study Findings

The findings from the case studies indicate that there are specific arer¡s of the

implenæntation project that can contribute to the success or failure of a systems

implenrentation. The rnain areas that were found to be of importance in evaluatng a

systems implementation were,

1. Ease ofuse

2. User involvement

3. Training

4. Project nranagenrent

5. Communication

As can be seen in Table 4 below, the reports suggest that problems for users included too

many screens to navigate, the new systens were perceived as being too complex, users had

to rely on each other for help, the projects needed to generate gfeater user involveme,lrt, the

users were overwhelnred by the amount and speed of training along with several project

numagement issues that could have been improved on.
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TaÌ¡le 4: Summarv of issues of concern raised users from the fìve tunsuccessfultt case studies

Fnse of use

. Too many screens to navigate.

. Data entry takes more time.

. The new system was perceived as more complex.
¡ Statistics package in one of the studies was not easily understood.
o Users had to rely on others for help.
o Users found multiple changes very distracting.
r The terminology of the new system was difficult to understand
¡ The manuals for the new system were outdated and difficult to understand.
o The new system not user friendly.
o The users ftlt thaf it took too long to print system reports.
o Lack of direct access to developers when the users needed help.
. New terminology was difficult to understand.

User Involvement

o Potential users should have been consr¡lted and have input into the design of the new
system

o Unhappy with the level of user involvement throughout the implementation.
. Some users felt that they were not kept informed.
o System was reported to be slow by end users
o User dissatisfaction with the system

Training

o The users were overwhelmed by the amount and speed of training.
o Some users struggled with basic PC skills.
o Lack of communication between users and user support teams.

o Training was provided too early and therefore the users forgot the training by the
time they carne to use the system

o The trainer was only one step ahead of participants.
o Training a major concem
. System unstable during training session
o Development staffdid not have a good understanding of the business.

. Some users missed out on training altogether.
o Training was too intensive.
. Training was not specific enough in some cases.
. Staff needed to receive adequate training before the system became fully

implemented.
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Table 4: Summarv of of concern raised bv users from the five "unsuccessful" case studies

(Continued)

Project Management

a

a

o

a

a

a

More realistic timeframes for testing
Better coordination for testing was needed
Key development staffneeded to be employed on the project team that understood
the business.

List of all requirements/enhancements was required
Test plans were needed

Users involved in testing should have had training on the system first.
Stable test environment was needed before testing commenced.
Systemtesting needed to be conducted ea¡lier.
Needed fi.rlly functional system available for testing.
No dedicated project team
No formal risk managernent strategy
No clarification of roles and responsibilities
No project manager with overall responsibilities
Cost of project should be monitored
Time frame of the implementation needs to be fle¡rible to allow for delays
Post implenrentation reviews must be performed on a timely basis and lessons
leamed need to be applied to other projects.
Project went significantly over budget
No rmnitoring of budget
Corporate objectives were not met
Better communication with all users on the status of the project was needed.
Lack of cooperation between the finance division and the rnariagement information
systems division
Neither time nor resource requirement were adequately planned for testing.
Better coordinalion of change rn¿nagement proc€ss was needed.
Development staffdid not fi.rlly understand the system

Other

o User testing was poorþ coordinated.
o Availability of the new system was of a concem (eg software was taking too long to

load).
o Users needed stable test environnpnt.
o Some users underwent changes aside from the implementation of a new system and

this ca¡sed r¡ndue stress.
. System didn't meet all ofthe required functionality
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a

o

a

a

o

o

Key factors common with all five c¿se studies that were seen to contribute to an

s6unsuccessful' implementation.

As can be seen in Table 4, there were several factors that were conìmon across all five

"unsuccessful" case studies. These included:

Lack of user participation and general involvement

Lack of relevant documentation and what was provided was difficult to r¡nderstand.

Adequate training was not provided

Better communication was needed both at management level and with the users

Strong management was lacking

System was not user-friendly

In contra.st to the 'lursuccessful" implementations the "successful" inpleme,lrtations

provided a high level of fi,nctionality to its users, the organisations in the studies provided

extensive training to the employees involved, there was a strong level of user involvement

that created high levels of user satisfaction and good project management wa.s observed. A

summary of user feedback from the five "successful" case studies is provided in Table 5.
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F,ase of Use

a

a

a

Frequent testing of the system before implenæntation
The system provided a high level of fi,¡nctionality to its users.
Excellent documentation wæ provided which the tsers reported to be very useful

User Involvement

o Strong levels ofuser involvement
o A high level of finrctionality was provided to the users.
. User satisfaction was high due to user friendliness, user participation and adequate

training.
a User interface and were provided
Training

. The organisation made a significant investment in training employees in the new
system.

o Adequate user training
o Management identified the level of literacy amongst users and individuals with a

lower level were givør prior training.
o Management identified those users with low skill and offered some pre-training to

them
o The organisation put a significant effort into training.
Project Management

o Project was well organised and well handled
o Conprehensive planning took place before the project began
o The project was rnanaged successñrlly
o All problems associated with the system were logged and dealt with promptly
o Outcomes were achieved
. High deg¡ee of conrnitment from management
Other

Project provided usEr interface and support

1su ccessfu It imnlementation.

As Table 5 shows, there were several factors that contributed to the success of all five

"successful" case studies. These included:

o Strong levels of user involvement

o Strong project management

o Adequate wer training
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Evaluating the Evaluation Reviews

The post implementation reviews provided usefi.rl information in terms of the factors that

contribute to an'l¡nsuccessfi¡l" and "successfril" systems implementation. However, many

of the reviews failed to report on several aspects of the implementations that would have

been very usefi.rl in terns of evaluating the information provided in them Table 6 shows

the results of an evaluation of the reviews.

Table 6: Evaluation of content of Post Tmnlementation Reviews

Evaluating Systems Implementations

Much research has gone into looking for a formal set of measures for assessing systems

(Davis, 1989; Delone & Mcl.ea+ 1992; Ives, Blake, Olson & Ba¡oudi, 1983; Laudon &

Laudon, 2000; Lucas, 1981) and from this research five factors have been found to be

essential in evaluating whether or not a new information system has been successful. These

factors include:

o Terms were not defined (eg "generalþ" achieved the benefits expected; a'1tigh" number

of users reported that the system was user friendly, the accuracy of the data was

"acceptable", "most" staffwere comfortable with the pace and format of the training).

o When the report stated that objectives had been met there was no explanation as to how
this was measured.

o Only a small percentage of users were surveyed or interviewed regarding the system (eg

420 users & onþ 16 interviewed).

o The samples were not randon¡ but supplied by the organisation (could be a biased

sanple).

o No indication was given as to the types of data the consultants received from the user

(eg qualitative or rating scales).

o No indrcation as to how they measured certain aspects of the implementation such as

"satisfaction" or'3uccÆss".

a A ofthe user tn an worfd have been wefr¡I.
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l. High levels of system use. This can be measwed þ polling users and administering

questionnaires.

2. User satisfaction with the new information system This can be measured þ
questionnaires or interviews and can include users' opinions on the accuracy, timeliness

and relevance of information, on the quality of service, and the schedule of operations,

Laudon & Laudon (2000) suggæt that managers' attitudes affect employees' opinions

on how well their information needs are satisfied ard their view ofhow well the system

enhances their job performance.

3. The attitudes of users about both the information system itself and the information

system staff

4. Achieved objectives. For example, the extent to which the system npt the specified

goals, as reflected þ improved organisational performance and decision-making results

from using the systern

5. Financial benefit to the organisation either by reducing costs or by increasing sales or
profits.

In addition to specific system factors, Lar¡don & Laudon (2000) have also found that the

implenrntation process itself can contribute to a failed outconrc. Thus resea¡chers have

tried to determine those factors associated with the implementation processes that are likeþ
to affect an implementation outcome. These include:

¡ The role of the users in the inplementation process.

o The degree of management support for the inplementation effort.

o The level of complexity and risk of the inpleme,ntation project.

. The quallty of management of the implementation process.

User Involvement and Influencc

User involvement in the design and operation of the information system has several positive

results. First, if users a¡e involved in systems design, they have more opporturities to tailor

the rystem açcording to their nççds ar.rd bwiness rgquirements and have more opportrnities

to control the outcome. Second, the users are more likely to h¿ve a positive attitude

towa¡d the system because they have been active participants in the change process itself.
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Moreover, hands-on experience with the system promotes the benefits to the users and

provides useful suggestions for improvement (De & Farrat, 1998).

Management Support and Commitment

A system is more likely to be perceived in a positive way by users if the project has the

backing and commitment of management. rWith management commitment, members of the

project team will believe that they will receive a high level of attention and priority.

Management commitment also ensures that a systems project will receive sufficient funding

and resources to be successfr¡l. Furthermore, if there are br¡siness process changes it will be

necessary for rmanagement to enforce those changes to ensure they are adopted by the

employees. Finally, nunagers need to act as role models because if thE/ consider the new

system to be a priority, the system will more likely be treated that way by subordinates

(Doll, 1985; Ein-Dor & Segev, 1978)

Lcvel of Complexity and Risk

Researchers have identified three key factors that influence the level of project risk

(McFarlan, 1981). These are project size, project structure, and the level of technical

experience of the information systerns staffand the project team

Project size: Researchers have found that the larger the project in terms of the dollars spent,

the size of the implementation tean! the time allocated to the systems implementation and

the number of organisational divisions affected - the greater the risk (McFarlan, 1981).

Project structwe: Researchers have found that those projects that a¡e highly structured,

where the requirements are clea¡ and straight forward, where the users know exactly what

they want and what the system should do and they are wrlikely to change their minds, are at

lower risk than those projects that a¡e undefined and unstructured (McFarlan, l98l).

Experience wrth technology: Researchers have found that project risk will rise if the project

team and the information system do not have the required technical expertise as it is highly

likeþ that the project will experience technical problems or take more time to complete

because of the need for team members to acquire new skills (McFarlan, l98l).
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Management of the Implementation Process

In order to be successful the development of a new system must be carefirlly managed.

Projects require research and development into the business requirenrcnts and the user

requirelnenJs. Costs, bençûfs and project schedules must be assessed, Training to ensure

that end users are comfortable with the new system and fully understand its potential is often

sacrificed or forgotten in systerm development projects. If the budget is strained at the very

beginning, towa¡d the end of a project there will likely be insufrcient funds for training

(Bikson, Sta.sz & Mankin, l9S5).

Research suggests thæ a system developnrent project without proper management will most

likeþ suffer the following consequences:

o Cost overruns that vastly exceed budgets.

¡ Time lines for the project are not met.

o Technical shortfalls resulting in perfornrancæ that is significantly below the estimated

level.

. Failure to obtain anticipated benefits.

Evaluating the Style of Evaluation

As can be see,lr from Table One, the ten post implementation reviews used in this study did

not evaluate the systems consistently nor did they evaluate all of the factors that predict

sucçess and failwe of rystems irrrplemerrtation

None of the case studies evaluated the systems implementation against all nine factors. One

case study evaluated five ofthe factors, three ofthe case studies only evaluated fou¡ factors,

three case studies evaluated threg and tr¡ro case studies only evaluated one of the factors.

The two factors that were not evaluatd at all by any of the ten c¿se studies were 'high

levels of system use" and 'the complexiq' of the project". And only one case study looked

at management commitment to the systems implementation.

Whilst the evaluation of the l0 case studies enabled conclusions to be made about whether

or not a systems implementation was successfi.rl or unsuccessful, they failed to evaluate the

systems implementation against all four of the factors that a¡e deemed important in the
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literature when evaluating new systens. The case studies also did not investigate all five of

the factors that are associated with successful implementation processes. This would

suggest that the evaluation process itself could have been improved and been more

thorough. Table 7 provides a checklist as to those factors that were evaluated and those

that were not.

Table 7: Evaluation Checklist

Key; y = Item that was evaluated in Implementation Review

Results and Conclusion

The prese,nt study revealed four important themes, "ease of use", 'tlsef involvement"

"project management" and "lack of training" that were consistent with current resea¡ch in

this area in regard to user acceptance of new technology (Davis, 1993; Venkatesh, & Davis,

1996). The study confirmed that "ease of use" and'training" and "user involvement" are

area.s that need to be gtven sufficient attention when new information systenn are

implemented into organisations.

Case
1

Case Case
23

Case Case 5

4
Casel Case2 Case3 Case4 Case

5
Case Studies

l.High levels of System
use

X X X X X X X2. User satisfaction

X X X X3.Favourable attitudes
of 'r.lsèrs about the
inforrnation system &
statr

X X4. Achieved objectives X X X X

5. Financial pay-off X

x x Xl.The role of users in
the implementation
process

X x

2. The degree of
management suÞÞort

X

3. Level of complexity

x X X X X Xof4. Quality
management
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In two of the reports of unsuccessful implementations there was a lack of user involvement

during thc inplcrncrrtation. Thc fivo irrplcmerrtations that were dccmsd successful had a

high amornrt of user involveme,nt, strong project rxanagement and adequate training. The

issue of user involvemsnt may well reflect the style of management that wa-s being

implemented within these organisalions. Management style tends to reflect a particular

organisational culture within organisations and can affect how well any type of change is

accepted þ the organisation's enployees (llowell & Higgins, 1990; Yukl, 1989). The issue

of organisational culture and managernent style are factors that would be worthwhile

pursuing in future research and, accordingly, they are explored in subsequent studies.

The result also indicated that the evaluation method used for all ten case studies coutd be

improved upon. All ten case studies failed to evaluate the systems implementation against

all four of the factors that a¡e deemed important for a successfrrl system and also many of
the five factors that a¡e associaled with successful implementation processes. Thus the

evaluation process was not as thorough as it could have been

A limitation of the present study was that the case study data used were secondary data.

That is, the themes that have been gathered have been based on someone else's

interpretafions from the original interviews and questionnaires. However, the reports

presented a reasonable amount of qualitative statements that came directly from the users.

Another limitation of the present study was that a number of the case studies came from the

sanre organisation.

Despite these limitations, the present study provided some interesting directions for future

research in which the ease of use and user involvement factors could be further explored in

different organisations and systems. These include:

o Ease ofuse ofcurrent system

o Effective project management

o Current computer selÊefficacy

o SelÊefficaoy after training
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o Quantity of training

o Frequency of training

o User friendliness of training

o Follow-up training

o User support after training

o Role of organisational cultures

These factors will be explored further in the next study
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CHAPTER 8: Study Two

A OUALITATIVE STTJDY TO DETERMINE FACTORS THAT
INF'LUENCE EMPLOYEE ACCEPTANCE OF' ORGAI¡-ISATIONAL

CHANGE AS DETERMINED BY EMPLOYEES
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Introduction

Employee resistance is an issue thar is inevitable in sorrp form when an organisation is

embarking on a major change. However, research suggests ways in which organisations

can better rnanage this resistance. Miller & Yeager (1993) suggest that the most effective

way to manage resistance is by being receptive to it and encouraging discussion in order to

uncover the rationale behind it. One way of doing this is by including the enrployees in

decisions about the change (Lawlor, 1986). Lawlor (1936) suggests that employees who

actively participate in the design and change strategy tend to foster a psychological

commitment to the success of its inplementation (Lawlor, 1986).

Another effective strategy is to involve employees in the development of change strategies

that will correct work-related problems that they believe are important. Such participation

also promotes a greater understanding of what the change will involve and less

opportunity for suspicion or misr¡rderstandíngs to dwelop. Misunderstandings and mis-

perceptions often occur when the change is communicated in an unclea¡ manner

(Miller,1992b; Miller & DelBalzo, 1989).

Miller & Yeager (1993) also suggest that the way in which the change is communicated is

important in terms of employee resistance. They suggest that in order to optimise

understanding about the changg the language t¡sed to communicate the change should be

clear and concrete. If the change is communicated in terms of whd, where and when

things will happeq there will be less opportunity for unnecessary confusion.

Davis (1989) has also st'ggested w4vs of overcoming resistance þ focusing on the IT

system itself Davis (1989) argues that two of the main factors that can affect user

acceptance are the IT system's perceived usefulness and its perceived ease of use. One of
the purposes of this study was to expand Davis' (1939) nmdel by exploring further factors

that could affect user acceptance oftechnolory.

An effective way of determining employee readiness for change is þ using Prochask4

DiClemente & Norcross' (1982) stages of change model. They propose a model that
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explains readiness to change across five stages. These five stages are precontemplation,

contemplatior¡ preparatiorq action and maintenance. In the precontemplation stage the

individual has no intention to change their behaviour in the foreseeable future. Many

individuals in this stage are unaware or 'trnder-aware" of the problem. The contemplation

stage is the stage in which people a¡e a\r/are that a problem exists and are seriously

thinking about overcoming it but have not yet made a commitment to take action. The

preparation stage is the stage that combines intention and behaviour. Individuals in this

stage are intending to take action in the near future. Action is the stage in which

individuals modify their behaviour, experiences or environment in order to overcome the

problem The action stage involves the most overt behavioural changes and requires

considerable commitment from the individual. Finally, the maintenance stage is where the

individual works to prevent relapse and consolidates the garns attained during action

(Prochask4 DiClemente, & Norcross, 1982)

Prochask4 DiClemente & Norcross (1932) suggest that readiness to change is not a

dichotomous variable but rather an employee's readiness for change may vary over time or

vary according to the situæion. The model is important as it enphasises making specific

eflorts to assess the degree of readiness for a given person rather than deciding whether or

not the employee is ready. This model is particularly useful in conceptualising and

planning for individual change (Prochaska, DiClemente & Norcross,1982).

Mller & Yeager (1993) also suggest that managers wlto adopt rigid thinking as to how to

introduce the change to employees, believing that there is only one way to do so and that

employees should be receptive to it, often come across resistance that could have been

avoided. Resea¡ch suggests that an inflexible approach to change minimises the success of

any change initiative (Miller & Yeager, 1993).

Based on the above research, the present study interviewed employees that were currently

in the process of a änjor organisational change involving Infon¡ation Technology (IT).

The study focused on the factors that influenced their acce,ptance of the change and

general issues about the change that they found problematic.
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Methodolory

A qualitæive rnethodology wÍIs chosen for this study because it attenpted to capture

people's meanings, definitions and descriptions of events, unlike quantitative methodology

thæ ainr to count and measure things (Minichiello, Aroni, Timewell & Alexander, 1995).

Qualitative methods, such as in-depth interviews and participant observatior¡ allow the

resea¡cher to gain rlccess to the motives, meanings, actions and reactions of people in the

context of their daily lives. In this approach, the focus of qualitative research is not to

reveal causal relationships but rather to understand human behaviour from the informant's

perspective (Minichiello, et al, 1995).

The semi-structured interview technique was chosen because according to Minichiello, et

al. (1995) it is an appropriate way of gaining an insight into an employee's experiences

during a major organisational change.

Organisation used in struly

The organisation used in this study was a large organisation involved in natural resor¡rces

thæ was originally a famiþ business established in 1362 (Organisation A). It was taken

over in 1997 W another natural resources company for¡rded in 1946 that was, at the tine
of the merger, a large intemational and national corporation (Organisation B) that wanted

to enter the South Australian market, The merged organisation (Organisation C)

consisted of the original farnily business (Organisation A) and the large national

corporation (Organisation B). Organisation C had ofEces throughout Australia in all

major cities (eg Sydney, Melboume, Adelaide, Perth, Darwirl Alice Springs and Hobart).

It also had many regional cites (eg: Broken Hill). Diagram I below illustrates how

Organisæion C emerged.
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Orq¡nisatiût A

o Naü¡ral Re¡ourc¡s
o 135 ye¿r old company
o Sbongsense ofhistory
¡ Family c¡¡lh¡re

I)iaqram 1: Diaqram of how Orqanisation C emerqed

Organisation A
Was taken over by

OrganirationB in 199?

Changed name in 1999 and
d+merged two of its

businsses inûo two industry
specifrc Aushalian listed

cotnpamss

Organisation A was a l35-year-old business described þ participants as having a family

culture. It had a strong tradition and was very much an icon within its State.

Organisation A often had three generations of families working in it. Because of this,

employees had very strong ties and loyalty to Organisation A

Organisation B was a 5l year old business. In the 1950's new plants u/ere built in Sydney

and Brisbane thæ enabled the company to expand into the petrochemical field. By the

1980's Organisation B entered the United States and reinforced its leading position in

building materials in Australia. In 1997 Organisation B took over Organisation A. It also

increased its presence in Asia and started to focus on producing pre.mix concrete and

plasterboard. At the time Organisation B took over Organisation d the natural resor¡rces

industry had been deregulated and this assisted the takeover. In late 1999 Organisation B

I

I

Orqånisatim B

Naû¡ral Resources

Natio¡ral & lntern¿tion¡l
organisation

Commercial culh¡re

Orqrnis¡tiür C

Nat¡ral Resourc€s
Organisation

a
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changed its name and dennrged two of its businesses into two industry specific Australian

listed companies, one of which was Organisation C.

As reported by the employees, the Organisations A and B had very different cultures and

this proved to be problematic during the cou¡se of the takeover. The new information

technology system which was a financial based system was installed by Organisation C as

part of a rnajor overview of the organisational structure, reporting lines and business

processes in order to merge the two organisations' cultu¡es and processes into one. The

system was implemented twelve months after the talieover of Organisations A by B. This

resulted in Organisation C experiencing continuous organisational change for about two

and ahalfyears.

The Inþrmation Technolog Ø) change implemented

The new financial system replaced a system calted the legacy system and manual systems

used þ Organisation A The new financial system was impleme,nted in March" 1997. The

purpose of the implementation was to make the financial process consistent throughout

the whole organisafion and to make the reporting of the financial results more accessible.

The cost of the system was between $22M and $25M, as reported by management.

The interviews for this study took place approximately 12 months after the system had

been implemented. Thus the training had already occu¡red in regard to the new system

The organisational structure below, in Diagram 2, illustrates the different divisions within

Organisalion C and where the participants were located within the organisation. It also

outlines what organisation the participants were originally from
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Organisation A.

General
Mngr

General
Mngr

Gcnerd
Mngr

C*nerd
Mngr

Gcne¡¡l
Mngr

Generel
Mngr

Generd
Mngr

Generel
Mngr

Finance

Part. I *
(ors.B)

Pad.3 t
(ore.C)

Pttl.4
(org. A)

Hum¡n
Resources

ParL 2
(Org.C)

Corporate
Develo¡

ment

Part- 5

(org.A)

Part 6
(org B)

Corporate
AfÍai¡s &
Investor
Relations

Part 7
(ors.B)

Part. I
(Org. B)

Construc-
tion

M¡terials

P¡rt. l0
(O¡S. A)

Cement Clay &
Concrete
Products

Part.9
(ors.A)

Timber

i These two participørts tere on lhe Implemenlation Team

Particirynts

A stratified purposeful sample (Pattor¡ 1990) of ten individuals who were all employees of

Organisation C and had experienced the new system implenrentation and/or the other

organisational changes such as the takeover, new organisation structure and new business

process in some form. While all participants at the time of interview were employed by

Organisation C, sorne were originally from Organisation A and some were originally from

Organisation B. Purposeful sampling is used as a stratery when one wants to learn

something about select cases without a need to generalise to all such cases (Patton, 1990).

A stratified purposeful sarnple illustrates cha¡acteristics of particular subgroups of interest

and facilitates comparison (Pattor! 1990). For example, the participants in this study

worked for Organisation C and had been involved with or experienced, the new system

implementafion at some level.

The ten participants \üho were asked to take part in the study consisted of three females

and seve,lr males. The subjects were selected in conjunction with the research and the

organisation's Project Manager. They were selected on the ba.sis of their involvement

with the new system implennntation and their va¡ied perspectives of this change. The
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participants ranged from managers to general staff All participants were employed þ
Organisation C (the merged organisation) at the time of the interviews. However, foul
orignaüy came from Organisation A (the famity business), fot¡¡ came from Organisation B

(the large national organisation) and two were newly employed by organisation C.

Most of the participants had hands-on involvement with the new systern One participant

refused to use the new systen¡ but was interviewed to obtain his vieu's on the new system

and how it impacted him and his departnrent. The implementation was managed by only

seven individuals within the organisation and this was seen by some participants as

problematic due to the project being so large. The staff th¿t were required to use the

system were trained on it with most of the training being done in-house þ contracted

trainers.

Design

The present study was a holistic (multiple rmit of anatysis) multiple case design (patton,

1990) The main units of analysis were the factors that influence employee acceptance of
change.

Procedure

The interviews were conducted at the participant's place of work and took approximately

I hour each. Each participant wa^s asked to sigr a consent form arrd was given an

inforrnation sheet 2 days prior to the interview so they were completeþ familiar with the

research being conducted and their role in the interview. Copies of the consent form and

information sheet can be found in Appendices A and B respectiveþ. The participants

were also advised in the information sheet that they could withdraw from the interview at

any time during it and that the interview was completeþ confidential and anonymous.

Directly after the interview the notes were transcribed verbatim and the data were

analysed þ extracting relevant information that answered the study's research questions.

The original notes were kept in a database (i.e. the notes were kept in a file in their
original form) as Yin (1989) suggests that reliability is enhanced by using this method.
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The interview was started by the resea¡cher providing a brief summary of the aims of the

study and the purpose of the interview. The participant was then offered the opportunity

to ask any questions about the study. The interview then comnenced with an open-ended

question that invited the participants to start talking about their experiences during the

implementation of the new IT system and other concu¡rent organisational changes.

The information sheet gave the participants the option of cancelling the interview if they

read the sheet and then decided not to participate. However, no participants cancelled the

interview or decided not to participate after reading the information sheet. The questions

that participants were asked are as follows:

l. Describe your history within the organisation (eg your role, when you started)

2. Describe your experiences of the implementation process.

3. What, in your opinion, were the issues that contributed to the non-acceptance of

users. (This question was included as a result of interviews with managers who

reported that there \¡/as a high rate of user resistance to the new system).

The questions were deliberately broad and open-ended to ensure that the participants

could tell their own story of their orperience rather than being guided þ the interviewer.

The purpose of the questions was also to tap into issues other than system issues.

Interview questions

An information sheet was given to subjects that outlined the purpose of the study and the

types of topics that would be covered in the interview. The information sheet can be

for¡rd in Appendix B. As the interviews were semi-structured, the resea¡cher had only

three questions pertaining to some of the factors thæ may influence acceptance of change,

such as; 1) describe the history of your organisation;2) describe your experience of the

implementation process; 3) what were the factors thaf contributed to users not accepting

the system These were used merely as a starting point to gather information in relation to

the employees' stories of their experiences and observations of the organisational change.

All the interviews were tape-recorded.
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Results

Participant No: One (Mr I.)

Participant number one was a 35-year-old mate (Mr I.) whose position was Manager of
the Project Implementation Team He was originally from Organisation B. and had been

on the project for two years.

As Mr. I. was the Manager of the Implementation Project he was able to provide detailed

information on the history of the project as he saw it. This helped to provide a context in

which to place the changes that the organisæion was going through.

Mr. I. was asked how rnany changes Organisation C had been through within the last two

years. He stated thæ organisation c had been through the following changes:

o Change in infrastructure

. Deregulation

o Decentralisation to centralisation

o Merged with another organisation

o The implementation of anew IT system

Mr. I. started off with specific user issues such as the user friendliness and usefulness of
the new system and agreed that these were important. However, he added that any sort of
m4for implementation "will cause some win" and "this may be real pain or perceived

pain".

lvfr. I. stated that he felt that most 'þain" is caused ttnough inconvenience because users

have to think differentþ and then have to appþ thei¡ new leaming back to their

workstation. This causes a lot of stress to users who have used the same system for many

years. He also suggested that the degree of 'þain" was depende,nt upon how much

support the r¡sers received.
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The users had been supported via training progratrß that were undertaken so that the users

had knowledge about the new system Mr. I. stated that the leaming rnaterial came in the

form of a CD rom and that the training was of a high quality with experiential leaming

techniques. Support systems had also been put into place for the users. However,

according to Mr. I., in spite of the training effort many users were resistant as the added

documentation and leaming were seen as being additional work that they had to cope with

and this therefore led to users not wanting to participate.

IVIr. I. did state that the users changed their perceptions over time and were more

accepting of the changes as the project progressed. Users were also at different levels as

fa¡ as their conputer literacy was concemed and this impacted upon their acceptance. For

example, some users had a long history with the organisation and had spent many years

working on the same computer and processing orders in the same way. Thus, when asked

to change, they felt threatened and anxious Other users had a very low skill level and had

to be trained to get them up to the level that the,y strould have already been working at.

For example, "Other users simply Ind a very low level of aptitude and thus found

learning a nev system very challenging",

In addition to the training issues, Mr. I. stated that: "all the users were impacted greatly

by the many organisationnl changes thatwere occurring at the same lime and this caused

a lot of confusion". For example, some users did not even know whom they were to

report to, and this caused a considerable ¿rmount of arudety th¿t inhibited their

concentration when they were tryrng to leam the new system Mr. I. suggested that sonre

users felt that leaming the new system paled in comparison to what was going on around

them in terms of all the other organisational changes. These changes included effects of

the takeover, the new organisæional structure and new business processes.

Mr. I. thought that fea¡ of job loss was a real concem for users. He stated thal'. "the

project relied on natural attrition and thereþre didn'l focus too heavily on job loss with

staff'. However, he did state that some managers told their staffthat some of them would

lose their jobs while other managers did not tell their staffanything about the change at all

because they feared that staff would leave and that they would have to pay big bonuses to
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make them stay. However, in some cases, "due to redundnncy packages being sent to

some of their employees via e-mail, they were already 6ware of the changes and this

reactionfrom monagement only served to confine them more".

In relation to how the implementation was communicated, Mr. I. stated that the Project

Team had become aware of "bottlenecks" where commr¡nication did not get through.

For example "all senior managers were given packages tlat explained the change in

detail and were asked to WSS these on to their staff'. "Three montlts later the Project

Team became aware that not all of these paclcages lnd been passed down to staff

members".

When asked about this issue in more detail, Mr. I. stated that 250 key people within the

organisation were given packages that contained all the information regarding the

implenrentation. However, only 30% of this docunrentation got through to staff

When asked why he thought this happened, Mr. I.'s perception was that managers thought

one or nnre ofthe following:

o "The employees did not feel that the change would impact upon them.

o The implementation was too far into the future so why worry the staff about it now?

c The new system took too much time to implement.

o The new systemwas an inconvenience.

. They did not believe in the new system"

Because of the communication bottlenecks and lack ofmanager support, the Project Team

sent their own information packages out to each employee via ernail. However, according

to the other employees that were interviewed, these commr¡nication packages were sent

out at least 12 months into the project. Mr. I.'s response to this information was, "you

can't make people read the material", His perception was that people received the

ernails but did not read the content of the email.
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Mr. I. saw the corporate culture as having a very large influence on the problems of

change in the organisation and that this stemrrpd rnainly fromthe organisational structu¡e.

For example, after the takeover, employees' reporting lines were not clea¡ and Mr. I. felt

thaf this might have been an issue in regard to providing sufñcient communication to the

employees conceming the change. Mr, I. also stated that when the general managers

worked in Organisation B they had atl had very autonomous roles. However, when the

changes were implemented (including the new financial system) by Organisation C, they

were simply told that the changes were going to happen and they were not asked about it.

While the new system and organisational changes, including the takeover, were occurring,

a process was also being put into place in order to rnake the finances more visible. With

the finances becoming more visible, nnnagers lost a certain arnount of control of financial

information and this meant that the general nnnagers (their seniors) becarre aware of the

amount of money going into the change process. This knowledge became a source of

resistance especially to the senior management.

o Employee participation

Mr. I. was then asked if the senior rnanagers and general rnanagers had been asked to

participate in the new system implementation in terms of its strategic development. Mr. I.

explained that four workshops were held within six months of each other to provide

information to all the attendees. However, once again, these workshops were held

approximately 12 months after the project had started. He noted that there was a

significant reduction in attendances from the first workshop to the fourth. When asked

what he though was the problem with the lack of attendance, he stated that the attendees

gave excuses likg cost, time and inconvenience.

o Leadership style

When asked to comment on leadership style. Mr. I. staled that he thought it was good to

have an autocratic leader when introducing change, as there are sonre decisions that just

have to be made and that ñrll participalion from all employees is diffcult to achieve.

However, in his view, the organisation tried too hard to ptusue a participative approach

and this prolonged the making of decisions conceming very important issues.
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o Politics

When asked for examples about personal politics, Mr. I. referred to the general rnanagers

and how many of them did not pass information onto their stafi purely for what he saw as

personal re¡Nons (for example, to try to keep their employees evenif their jobs were not

secure).

o Areas of Improvement

When asked whether or not he and his Project Team had any regrets about the way in

which the inplementation process was handled, he pointed out three a¡eas where he

conceded that they had made mistakes and where things could have been improved.

These were:

Training

In regard to training Mr. I. stated tltøt "the Project Team did Ì1ot get the training right in

the first instance and this caused confusion and prolonged the process".

He stated that initially the training prograrns were merely teaching the users about the new

system without puttrng the new techniques into the context of the user's daily work

schedules. This meant that even though the users knew how to use the system they often

couldn't relate this back to their own environment and this caused major problems and

anxiety from the users' perspective.

Once the Project Team identified this problenr, the following training programs were all

contelúual and this proved to be amuch more effective way of teaching the new system so

that users were able to implement their new skills in their new environment. This problem

with training was identified through a survey evaluation of the training.

When asked why he thought these problems occurred, Mr. I. stated that he felt that it was

a lack of communication between the Project Team and all employees including

management and that the ctrange management process had been pitched too high (at
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nunager level) whereas it should have been pitched aJ the users who were more likely to

raise these types ofissues.

Change management of the nØt) system implementation

The project employed a full-time Change Manager and a fr¡ll-time consultant who was a

specialist in managing change. These two people were contracted outside Organisation C.

Mr. I. felt that the change rnanager did not get the "pitch" right as the change process w¿ts

pitched at a management level with the hope that it would ñlter through to the users.

Instead, he felt that it should have been pitched at the user level, as that is where the

system was really being inplemented and evaluated.

The organisation employed a total of seven change coordinators to monitor the impact of

the change. Mr. I. suggested that because there were only seven individuals managing the

change, there was not enough momentum throughout the change process.

Technical issues

Mr. I. stated that the project had some technical issues that impacted upon the project but

felt that these were outside the scope of the interview. Mr. I. did not elaborate as to what

these technical issues were.

I.:

. Communication about the new system implementation did not get through to

enrployees from managers.

. Managers were onþ told about the new system inplementation and not consulted

(non-participative appro ach)

o Loss of control and power by managers in regard to knowledge of the organisation's

finances.

o Did not get training correct fiomthe sta¡t.

o Change management was pitched at too high a level in the organisation.
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o

o

Not enough momentum from change numagers throughout the project. This could

have been due to onb a small change management team being employed for such a

large project.

Multiple changes occurring al once within the organisation caused a lot of confi.¡sion.

ParticipantNo. Two (Ms. L.)

Participant number 2 was a 29-year-old female (Ms. L.) who was employed by

Organisation C to train the users on the new system. She had been working within

Organisation C as a contractor for 18 months. She was employed by Organisation C as a

new employee and therefore did not work for either Organisation A nor B. As Ms. L. was

the trainer, she was also asked her about her observations of the users she was training.

Ms. L. was asked what, in her opinior¡ were the factors that contributed to employees,

non-acceptance of the new system There were five major areas that she felt contributed

to this. These were as follows:

The major factor Ms. L. thought affected employees acceptance was how the managers

coped with the new system and other organisational changes. She stated that she felt that
enployees modelled their leader's behaviour and if the leaders did not accept it, neither

would the employees. She said that this was very difficult because the trainers tried to
inspire the employees to use the new system during the training days but when they went
back to the office they were confronted with a lot of negativity from their managers that
destroyed any positive aspects oftraining.

Ms. L. provided the following two examples:

o Bulk Store: The bulk store had a change of leadership during the inplementation of
the new system and this nnde employee attitudes much more positive. The key aspect

of this ne\ry nunager's leadership style, in relation to the systern, was that she could see

the benefits of the new system and although she did have some doubts, she never

dispþed these doubts in front of the employees. In contrast, other managers didn't
keep their doubts to themselves but rather joined in with the enployees when they
started complaining about the system
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a Brolren Hill Site: The manager at the Broken Hill site was quite inexperienced but he

asked a lot of questions and communicated openly with his employees so that his

enployees knew what was happening at every stage "He really sold them the

system".

Non-acceptance of the implementation of the new system

Non-acceptance of the new system þ many of the employees meant that they refused to

use it or they developed their own ways of doing things. Some managers allowed this to

happen and some actually encouraged it. Ms. L. stated that the money had been spent and

the decision had been made to use the new system and therefore managers should have

accepted it and led their employees through it rather than go against it.

Ms. L. stated that when the training was done in-house the result was much better.

Training that was not in context of the participants' daily work routine could be a

problem However, Ms. L. thought that the main issue was that the trainers were "on the

employees bacl<s and in their faces". In-house training also showed the employees that

the trainers understood the environment that they had to work in and this enabled the

trainers to tailor the training to fit the employees' needs. Ms. L. stated that'. "when the

training sessions were in the major cities and not held locally it just didn't work". For

example, trainers found that when the training occurred in-house and employees were in

their own environment, they seemed to get more out of the training sessions.

According to Ms L., one-on-one rrreetings were also very usefrrl with managers as they

could air their concerns in private and feel comfortable about it. It was also a chance for

the trainer to dispel some of the myths that existed about the new system and to provide

ansu/ers to some of their problems. Ms. L. noticed that in large groups the managers

wouldn't speak out constructiveþ about problems and how they could be solved. "If
anything, it hqs a reverse effect by which the managers got together and shnred negative

experiences which only served to perrytuate the problem". There werg however, some

positive outcomes to these meetings, in that they served to promote recþrocity between
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the trainers and the nìanagers, as the rnanagers felt compelled to help the trainers after the

trainers offered advice and help.

Organisational Culnre

Organisational cultwe also predetermined the way the ernployees tackled problems with

the new system For example, Ms. L. stated that the organisational cultures in different

offices were often visibþ different. For example, some offices had signs on the wall

stating, "we can do it better", whilst others had posters on the wall making fun of the new

system Ms. L. stated that it was very useful to understand which of these sorts of
environment the tsers were coming from Another factor thæ seenpd to be important in

the way offices reacted was that sonp offices thought they were closing down and

therefore didn't want to learn the new system and saw no use for it. However, some of
the employees saw this as a good opporturity to obtain ma¡ketable skills. Ms. L. felt that

these kinds of individual differences played a major role in the acceptance of the

implenrcntation of the new system

Economic Environment

Ms. L. also saw that the economic environment of the regional offices played a major role.

She stated, "In Sydney where there are more opporfinities, people were |ess araious

about the change as if it didn't suit them they could leave". In Adelaide, however, and

some other small regions, this was a problem as there were no altemative job

opportunities. Trainers noticed significant differences in user rejection in small regions.

Srnaller regions seemed to resist the new system implementation nnre rnaybe because they

were so isolated from the main offices.

Or gani s a ti ora I Take over

People from Organisation A also had to cope with the takeover from Organisation B. Ms.

L. believed that they did not differentiate the new system from Organisation B so they

bianpd the new system on the takeover. Ivis. L. stated that the,y "heiti a wakc the night
before the takeover". Three offices handled the takeover well. All th¡ee nranagers in
these offices discussed everything with their enployees and were actively involved in

knowing everything about the system They aftended all sessions and encouraged
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ernployees to ask them questions before running to help desk or trainers. One of these

rn¡¡nagers t\¡as a bit of an autocrat, according to Ms. L., but did have the respect of the

staff so that they trusted him ard followed his lead. The other two offices had very

personable managers wtro talked to their staff constantly and didn't hide anything from

them

the new system implementation accordine to Ms. L.

o How the rnanagers coped with the new system affected their staff For example, those

rnanagers who were positive about the new system had a positive affect on their

employees, and therefore the employees were more likely to accept the new system

o The training on the users' premises was much more effective.

o One-on-one interviews with rnanagers \Mere very effective in obtaining support.

r The culture ofthe office affected employees' attitudes towa¡d the system

o The economic environment was very important. For exanrple, where there were more

altemative job opportr,rrities and employees seemed to be less a¡rxious regarding their

jobs.

. The sryle ofthe leader affected how well employees accepted the new system.

. Good communication from managers seemed to assist staff.

Participant No: Three (Mr. T.)

Participant number three was a 34-year'old male (Mr. T.) who was a member of the

Project Team He had been with the Project Team for about ten months. He joined

Organisation C as a new employee.

Mr. T. came on boa¡d the project when they were testing the softwa¡e and getting ready

for the implementation of the new system The first training sessions were being

implenrented, at that time, in the Eastern states.
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Mr. T. stated that the Project Team attempted to get the managers to "own" the project,

he referred to this as "buy in" but they did not get indicators from the rnangers that they

actuatty did buy into the project.

Some of the issues of concem to Mr. T. were a lack of user ownership of the new systen

and the ernployees being too dependent upon the Project Team for solutions to the new

system's problems.

According to Mr. T. the Project Team was at fault as they were not thorough enough on

some issues before the new system was impleme,lrted.

The takeover of Organisation A by Organisation B also caued a lot of disruption,

Organisation A's culture still existed for a long tinp after the takeover. According to Mr.

T., Organisation A had a much more relæ<ed culture while Organisation B was more

commercial. Thus there was a large adjrstment for empþees from Organisation A to
make.

Mr. T. felt that because the financial costs of the new system were extrenrcþ higlu only

the nnst important changes were made.

Mr. T. considered that there was open resistance to the new system For example, some

offices had posters on the walls saþg,"smash (the name of the new system)... Bring
back the old system". Mr. T. stated that he did not understand this attitude as the project

Team spent a lot of time with the nìanagers and the users in regard to the benefits of the

new system

The smaller offices seemed to adopt more ownership of the new system than the larger

offices.

Another factor that Mr. T. thought was inportant in employee acceptance was the

enployee's personal approach to change. lvlr. T. noticed that some enployees had a more

easy going nature than others and accepted the change more easiþ.
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Mr. T. stated that some of the managers did not pass information down to their stafi even

though they were asked to do this þ the Project Team For example "documentationwas

posted out to the managers with a memo asking them to copy the inþrmation and lnnd ¡t

out to ail staff. However, it was found out later that a lot of staff did not get thi,s

inþrmation". Mr. T. stated that he was very disappointed with the manager's lack of

"buy in". The project haí "buy in" from the Managing Director of Organisation A but it

needed to be more overt.

Job uncertainty was considered by Mr. T. as another factor that seened to cause

considerable disruption.

According to Mr. T. those offices that did embrace the change seemed to be the ones that

were more isolated. "They seemed to have to buckle down and get onwith it".

When asked how the users were accepting the new systemnow, Mr. T. stated, "they were

more adoptive of the system but were still facing a lot of change and uncertainty".

the new system implenpntation according to Mr. T.

. Lack of manager commitment to the project.

o The Project Team did not iron oú all problems \Mith the system before

implenentation.

o Lack of user ownership

. Merging of two cultures proved to be disruptive.

o Managing Director needed to be nrore publicly supportive of the new system

o Individual's own personal approach to change.

o Lack of communication from managers to employees about the new system
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Participant No: Four (Mr. X.)

Participant number four was a 421earold male (Mr. X.) who was the Manager of the

Finance Department. He had previously been with Organisation A for 5 years.

Mr, X. stated thæ he had already been through a major IT implementation with

Organisæion A This provided an excelle,rrt corrparison between the way two

organisatiors, (Organisations A and C), handled the implementation of a new system

Mr. X. started the interview by explaining the differences that he perceived between the

implennntations. For example, Organisation C had superior r¡sers and had employees

with superior accounting experience. Nfr. X. felt that this was a very important factor.

Horvever, Organisation A had a pa¡ticipative approach and this also had been extremeþ

beneficial. Organisation C did not have a participative approach and Mr. X. felt that the

implenrcntation had suffered because of it.

Mr. X. stated that he felt that the new system implemented by Organisation C at a

corporate level did not consider what the users or managers needed out of the system

For examplg the system did not focus on the information that was needed for the

managers but rather focr¡ssed on high level reporting.

Mr. X. felt that the new system was not sophisticated enough in the functions it provided.

For example, "there is a definite lack of management inþrmation".

Mr. X. stated that he felt that one of the rnajor problems with the new system was the lack

of experience by people on the Project Team who were responsible for implementing the

new financial qystem He also stated that he felt that "therewas a lack of knawledge and

understanding about the system" þ the Project Team Becar¡se of these problems there

was still a reasonable amount of resistance towa¡d the new system IvIr. X. also felt that

the new system was essentially implemented as a means of reducing staff

Another key issue that rnade the implementation of the new system difficult was that there

were multiple changes occurring at once; for examplg new business processes, anew
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organisational structure and the nrcrging of two organisations. This was difficult for staff

to cope with and produced a lot of instability.

Mr. X. also stafed "there was a lack of communlcqtion about all the changes occuruing

within the organisation". For example, communication was non-existent in the early

stages of the new system implementation It was only whe'n commrnication was

recognised as a problemthat a Change Manager was employed. The Project Team

attempted to improve the situation by doing road shows, special bulletins and newsletters.

Mr. X. felt that these attempts were unsuccessfirl because "some employees are still not

on board". When asked how this could have been improved, he suggested that a multi-

disciplinary Project Team could have led to nrore informed strategies to implenrcnt the

new system as different parts ofthe organisation would have been involved. Mr. X. did

state, however, that two years into the new systems implementation a genuine attempt wa^s

made to communicate the change. However, "some employees, at that stage, still didn't

know about it". Iù{r. X. also stated that ho felt that "the implementationwas toofast".

At the end of the interview Mr. X. was asked if he could compare the two organisations in

respect to the way the,y handled the new systens inplementations. The summary below

highlights these points.

Organi sation C (Present Organisation) Or ganisation A (Previous Organisation)

Poor cornnunication and when it was
communicated it was 2 years into project

Communication was excellent and started
at the beginning of the project.

Non-participative approach Pure participative approach from
beeinnine

Multiple changes and continuous change One single change

Different cultures merged together Did not merge with another organisation

National implenæntation Only implemented in one state

Lack of knowledge and experience A lot of knowledge and experience
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the new s.vstem implenpntation according to Mr. X.

o Poor communication. For example, the communication only started two years into the

projeot.

o Not enough experience within the Project Team driving the implementation

o Multiple changes difficult for employees to accept at the same time.

o The systems implementation occurred too quickly.

o Non-participative approach.

o Project Teamneeded to be multi-disciplinary.

Pa¡ticipant No. Five (Mr. Y.)

Participant number five was a 55-year-old male (m. Y.) who had been originally with

Organisæion A He was the Manager of the Printing Division within the Corporate

Development division. He had been working there for 16 years. As Mr. Y. worked in the

printing division, he did not use the new financial system but did experience the

ramifcations of the other organisational changes such as the takeover, the new business

processes and the downsizing that occurred.

Mr. Y. stated that he had no resistance to the organisational changes as he welcomed new

ways of doing things and new ideas, and he saw change as being good. However he

stated that Organisation C was, in his opinion, "ruthless and cheap and only provided the

bare essentials where employment was concerned".

Mr. Y. compared his time with the current organisation (Organisation C) with that of the

organisation that was taken over (Organisation A) and he stated that his 'bld" manager

looked after the staff For example "they had a share option plan that employees didn't
have to pay for but received shates". Mr. Y. stated that he was able to put a new roof

on his house because of this and felt that he was appreciated and rewa¡ded for his ha¡d

work. Mr. Y. stated that he treated his division like his own business and often put in

many hours after work.
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However, one good thing about the takeover, was that Organisation B "got rid of a lot of

deadtnoad". For example his departnrent was reduced from 6 to 2 people and he felt that

this was rnore efficient.

There were a lot of bad experiences during the takeover process. For example, there was

a lack of communication about the takeover and a lot of employees felt that Organisation

B was destroying 135 years of history by merging with Organisation ,4. Mr. Y. reiterated

once again how Organisation A had looked after their staff When asked for an example,

he stated "they hnd a training program for school leavers whereby they started in the

mailroom straighî from school and could work their way up in the organisation...

Organisation B got rid of this system". He went on to say "Organisation B didn't care

about the little workzr, they're only concerned with middle management" .

Mr. Y. went on to describe the culture of Organisafion A as a family environment. Many

of the workers had been there for rnany years and their family members were also working

there. For example, fathers and sons could be working in the same company. However,

Mr. Y. did suggest that Organisation A "could have been too family oriented" however.

Mr. Y. stated, "The new organisation (Organisation C) is too far the other way; for
emmple, it has its head ffice in Sydney and we never see the "big boss". In

Organisation A "the boss would come down to the printing room and stop and have a

chot. We have now been merged for 12 months and I haven't seen my nøa boss. We still

haven't lad a meeting in regard to the change and this makps people worry thnt they'll

lose their jobs. I still don't lstow if I've got a job". Mr. Y. also suggestedthat alot of

rumours were going a¡ound and this added to his anxiety about his job. Mr. Y. stated that

the only attempt þ Organisation C to promote a new culture wa.s by sending a "Values

and Purposes " statement around for workers to put on their wall. "Middle monogement

may know what's going on, but if they do, it doesn't get rthered down to us. "

Because of the events described above, Mr. Y. was suspicious of Organisation C. The

other negative issue for Mr. Y. was thæ he had put in a lot of work throughout the

changes due to downsizing of his printing division, but Organisation C took it for granted

and offered no thanks at all. He stated that Organisation C told workers via e'mail to
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"carry on as if nothing is happening". Mr. Y. also told how employees were informed

thæ they were no longer 'lequired", namely, that most of them were posted a letter that

they received on Friday saying "don't come Monday". When Mr. Y. was asked whether

these employees were talked to face-to-face by anyone, he said they were not, only via e-

mail.

This was seen as one of the rnain difficulties with the changes, two very different working

environments coming to gether.

Mr. Y. stated, "we're supposed to look to manogers for guidnnce and support aÌld it
doesn't exist".

Meetings that they did have were considered þ Mr. Y. as a waste of time. When he had

asked a lot of questions he was told "you must have a lot of spare time on your hands to

think of all those questions".

Mr. Y. went on to talk about his own future with the organisation and stated that the

change made him test the job rnarket in term of his skills (eg look for another job). Mr.

Y. was asked how he had coped with the change. He stated that testing the ma¡ket was

one way. He also tried to keep a positive attitude by confirming his capacity to find work

in another organisation.

the new system impþmentation according to Mr. Y.

o Lack of communication about the changes in general.

o Lack of reliable and supportive leadership throughout the changes.

o The merging of two organisations with two very different cultures.

. Lack of management face-to-face contact and lack of contact in general.

o Anxiety about job loss.

. Tough affitude of Organisation C on workers.
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Participant No. Six (Ms E.)

Participant number six was a 27-yearold female (Ms E.) who worked in the Corporate

Developme,nt group. She had origlnally been with Organisation B for 6 Yzyeæs.

Ms. E. stated "I had been thinking about the interview the night beþre and about the

issues that have affected næ during the organisational change processes " . The first issue

that Ms. E. brought up was that of training.

Ms. E. stated that she felt that the training on the new system was far too remote. When

asked for an example, she stated ttrat "the trainingvas not in context and ¡t took a lot of

time for users to understand how they were to use (name of system) within their own work

place " . This was rectified, however, as " the trainers installed a " play pen" for the users

to practice on". A *playryn" is a place or environment on the system that allows

enployees to practise new skills on the conputer system before they use it as part of the

daily routine. Because of the early problems, Ms. E. felt that the training could have been

more effective. She also stated that the Project Team should have identified and

addressed user's specific needs. She felt the approach was too generic. All of these

training issues left the users with negalive feelings about the system Other negæive

feelings came from the fact that the system cost between SZ2IN'{ and $25M and the users

felt that it should have been more effective for the money. Ms. E. stated that the systerq

even today, has problems down loading important infornration that the,y need to include in

their monthly reports. As a result, their division has lost nine months of inforrnation "As

a result of (name of system) not being able to provide the informationwe need, we have

had to develop our ovw, system for the manthly reports". This has caused an enofrnor¡s

amount of work and employees have been putting in extensive hours and are exhausted

because of it, Ms. E. went on to say thal "I don't mind putting long hours in but not

when its not value addedwork, but just catching up because the system isn't functional".

Ms. E. stated that another issue of concem was the fact that while the new system was

being implemented, the organisation was still going through a major organisational
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restructure that included a takeover of another organisation "this caused additional

pressure in times of instability".

Anothe¡ topic discussed was that of communication. While a Change Manager was

appointed, she only se,Irt ne\rysletters out; .. "there was minimal human contact, úte to this

the changes weren't belietnble". More understanding and empathy were needed.

Problems needed to be identified and strategies put into place before they occurred.

Ms. E. was then asked about possible positive aspects of the new system implementation.

She stated that, '? want to try and keep a balanced viøw of the systems implementation,

but I hsven't seen any positives yet". She stated that "there may be overall benefits but

not inmy division as yet".

N[s. E. also mentioned "many redundancies were tallced about". About 40 accourtants

were supposed to lose their jobs.

She stated that the multiple changes (for e,xample, the nrerging of two organisations, and

new organisational structure) \ilere very difficult to cope with and employees had to work

very hard to get through it due to the new systern's problems. She stated, "the

implementation should not have gone ahead until problems were fixed instead of going

ahead anwcty". She also thought that the old system should have been run concunently

while users were getting used to tlre new systern; "that way, we wouldn't have lost so

much information". "f 've tied to be positive to the employees but it's dfficult"

the new systemimplenpntation according to Ms. E.

o Training of the new qystem was not specific enough and not in context with employees'

daily work routines.

o Multiple changes such as the new organisational structure, the merging of two

organisations together with a new IT system were difficult for enployees to cope with.

o Lack of communication about the new system caused urcertainty.
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. Lack of face-to-face communication with employees in regard to the new system

r Increased workload for employees.

o Rurnours about job loss caused anxiety among employees.

o The new system was inefficient and this caused negativity.

Participant No. Seven (Mr. G.)

Participant number seven was a 55-year-old male (Mr G,) who was originally employed

þ Organisation B for 16 months. He is now working as a Team Leader of the Sha¡e

Processing centre.

The Sha¡e Processing centre is within the Corporate Affairs and Investor Relations

division and manages the company share registry

Mr. G. stated that "the main issues that alfected individuals were the fact that they had

gone through a name clnnge, poor systems training, merging of two cultures,

organisational restructure and a new system all at once".

Mr. G stated that the three main issues were the name change, restructure and new IT

systern The nanre change had a significant impact, as a lot of people identified with the

old narrp and the old organisation (Organisation A) and had worked there for nurny years.

"They "found the name change very dfficult to cope with". For example, one worker

stated "I workfor OrganisationA not 8". There was alot of resistance of this kind

amongst the employees from Organisation A

In regard to the organisational structure, Mr, G. stated "a lot of people søw it as a

îalreover not a merger". This caused considerable stress. "There was a lot of grief and

fear tlnt they had to change the way theyworkcd".

The third issue that the employees had to cope with at the same tinre was a new IT

systern According to Mr. G. a lot of employees saw this as something tangible that they
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could blame for their stress and anxiety. A lot of employees had to learn new skills within

the area of finance. Previously, the employees se,nt their invoices to the finance

department but now thry had to do it all thenselves. This caused considerable stress. Mr.

G. stated, "the suppliers don't like it eilher, and this has brought up an externsl change

management issue thot needs to be addressed". Mr. G. also stated "exte.rnal change

monagement issues were not considered at all".

On the issue of conrnunication, Mr. G. considered that it had been done poorly. For

example he stafed, "we went live I't April 1997. Hwever, just last week (12 montlts later)

we hod an inquiry about wlnt to do with an invoice and the Wrson asking the question

had only just heard about the clnnge". Mr. G. stated that there should have been a road

show aimed al all employees. He went on to state "the project did something that they

called a road show but they only dealt with top management not the worlcers". A lot of
middle managers were given information but did not pass this down to their employees.

When asked why this could have been the case, Mr. G. stated that, in his opinion "it was

due to loss of control, loss of information and power by middle mnnagers". The new

system provided more information about the organisation's financials and more people had

access to this type ofinforrnation than before.

With respect to the issue of training, Mr. G. stated that the training would have been more

usefi.rl if it was more contextual in nature. The trainers didn't relate it back to the work

place and this impinged upon the effective,ness of the users' leaming. Thry have since

changed their training style to include a rnore contextual approach and have provided

users with more options.

In regard to the change mariagenrcnt issues, Mr. G. felt that the change management in

regard to the new system was done poorly. The project originalþ had an extemal

consultant who was excellent but the Project Team terminated her contract and appointed

someone intemalþ. Mr. G. felt that the second Change Manager was ineffective, as she

did not get out and about to talk with people about the new system More human contact

was needed in Mr. G's opinion.
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including the new s.vstem irrplsmentation according to Mr. G.

o Lack of communication.

o Inadequate training.

o Too many changes implemented at once.

o The employees were not given enough consideration.

o When the organisations merged, the old organisation adopted the new organisation's

name. This caused considerable grief amongst the employees ûom Organisation A

. Changed from an effective extemal Change Manager to an ineffective intemal Change

Manager.

Participant No. Eight (Mr. V.l

Participant number eight was a 35-year-old male (Mr. V ) who was originalþ errployed þ
Organisation B for six years. He is now a manager in the Sha¡e Processing Centre. This

division is within the Corporate Affairs and Investor Relations division and manages the

company share registry.

Mr. V. explained that he was mainly the driver of the implementation of the new system

rather than the recipiørt of it. He stated that, in his opinion, "the three main dfficalties

with the change process were that of power, staff dislocation and issues surrounding

general change".

In regard to power, Mr. V. stated that "there used to be six regional centres and there is

now only one". lvIr. V. went on to state that "the head ffices can no longer write their

own cheques and the slnre processing cenffe now has all the control over Wryents".

This has caused the recipients of this change considerable loss of power. For example,

"Organisation A now lns only one bank account. "

In regard to staf dislocation, Mr. V. stated, "the organisation had a lot of newcomers but

alsoalotofstafflnvebeenlost,especiallyfromtheregionnlofrtces". "Alotofstaffleft
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when rhey heard of the potential changes ". Mr. V. went on to state that "unfortunately,

a lot of the good staff left as they loæw they could easily get jobs elsevyhere". Mr. V.

stated, "staffwere told of the possible job losses up front. However, they were also told

that it wqs ex,Wcted that this would occur through nntural attrition". Mr. V. felt that

"the lead time was too long, being 2 % years and this contrihuted to some of the job

losses". The loss of good staff affected managers. When asked how staff dislocation

affbcted his own group of employees, Mr. V. stated "it didn't affect them because they

were mainly all nev'and the clnnge lnsn't had a great imryct upon them, other than the

aftermath". For example, "the old system had a tot of responsibility on the line

monûgers doing the least work. However, now it's the other way around and line

managers have more responsibility". As an attempt to overcome some of the difrculties

associated with the change, Mr. V. has developed information packages for his clients

(which are all internal clients) to try and teach them how transactions work and what they

need to do to get it right the first tinre.

There is also no face-to-face contact with customer transactions now and this has caused

some problems. Mr. V. stated, "I hove trained all my staff in telephone skills to try and

overcome this".

In regard to general organisational change issues, Mr. V. stated "people were simply used

to doing things the same way for truny years ". Mr. V. went on to say ttzt "some people

had been in the organisation for 30 years and thereþre found the clwnge dfficult".
Mr. V. also stated that in December 1991 the office in Launcestor¡ where he managed, did

not have one PC anywhere in the company. For example, the share register w¿N

maintained on manual ca¡ds. For these individuals there was too much change in regard

to information technolory too quickly.

In regard to training, Mr. V. stated that the training was mainly focussed on software

rather than process. However, these initial problems were rectified and training was

altered. Another issue thæ Mr. V. raised in regard to training was that a lot of people

who went to training still said that they didn't know how to use the new system
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Communication

Communication was also mentioned by Mr. V. He felt that communication wa.s good and

followed a'þrocedure" that was appropriate to organisational change. When asked what

enrployees were formally told about the organisational change he staled that there were

three groups; Service managers, Middle nìanagers and finance staff and that "The lower

level staff didn't really need to lcrnw about it". Newsletters were also distributed to the

enployees.

including the new system irnplementation according to Mr. V.

o Loss of power from rnanagers due to some business processes being centralised.

o Staffdislocation. Staffhea¡d of the change and a lot of staffleft because of it.

o Too much change too quickly, especially in regard to new technology.

o Training focussed on software rather than on the way the software was used in the

workplace.

o The view that only senior sta.ffneeded to know about the change.

Participant No. Nine (Ms. J.)

Participant number nine was a 40-year-old female (Ms. J.) who was the supervisor of

administrative services within the Bulk Store u,ithin the Clay and Concrete Products

division. The Bulk Store handled incoming goods and dispatched materials to clents.

She was originally from Organisation A.

Ms. J. started the interview þ saying that she had no problems with the change, a.s she

loved the challenge of it. She also stated that she felt that she had the type of personality

that was conducive to change and if people sud "you can't do tlnt, I'd try all the

harder".

She stated th¿t a large percentage of the employees within Organisæion d including

hersel{ were not corrputer literate to start with, ard a lot of the functions had not been

computer based. She had only leamed how to use a personal corputer in recent tines.
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She stated that she could not understand why the people in her division did not like the

new system and for¡nd it hard as it had the same principles as the old system She went on

to state "some people just didn't want it".

When asked about the takeover, IMs. J. felt that "there wasn't much of an impact as it
didn't affect us here". However, a lot of people were oflered packages for redundancy

and this affected other staff members a.s they thought people were being pushed out and

"this affected morale a bit".

When asked how the change was conrnunicated and if it was effective, she stated that she

could not remember. However, she went on to say that she had received newsletters but

had not read all of them because they were not relevant all the time. She did, however,

state that she was disappointed with the change management; "they appointed a change

mtrnoger but she didrr't do a good job". For exanple, "all the staff went to a change

manogement meeting where they thought they were going to learn some sîategies to

cope with the change but instead they received a talk on the new system. " In general, Ms.

J. felt that more support was needed by way of change management support on how to

cope with the change.

Ms. J. also saw the training as problematic. She stated that "there was only one day's

training for people who weren't all that proficient to start with, and then a høtf day

follow-up training session". lvls. J. stated, "this took place three weela beþre tlæ new

system implementation". She went on to state "no one, to my lcnowledge, has been

offered any more ftaining."

Another issue that Ms. J. brotrght up wa.s the issue of morale. The Project Team selected

different people to get involved with the implementation of the new system but no

members of her division were invited to attend. This caused a lot of negafive feelings.
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including the new s)rstem impleme,lrtation according to Ms. J.

o Some employees were not proficient at using computers.

o Limited training was offered with no follow up

o Some staff members felt that some staff were being pushed out and this affected

morale.

o Morale was low due to members of her tearn not being invited to participate in certain

key meetings æsociated with the changes.

o Personality of the individuals going through the changes. Sonrc personalities are more

conducive to change.

o Change management focused on issues with the new system rather than people issues.

o There was a lack of participation. For example, sorne employees were not invited to

participate in the change and this caused some negative feelings.

Participant number ten was a 5Gyear-old male (Mr. N.) who is the Service Manager of

Construction Materials. His role consisted of maintaining the company vehicles. He had

been with the company for 42 years and was origrnally with Organisation A.

Mr. N. started by saying that the takeover of Organisæion A by B had been clouded with

deregulation of the industry. "Deregulation seeïß to be driving the change and (the new

system), it is taking a lot of flack due to deregulation". Mr. N. gave an example of this;

"as a result of the deregulation a lot of downsizing occurred in the quest for efficiency

and, as a resuh, savage cuts to stffingwere made".

Mr. N. had the general view that "nobody wins out of deregulation". He then went on to

talk about the tradition that went when Organisation B nrcrged with Organisation A He

said that they were a 135 year old company and had a very strong tradition and it was very

much an icon within its State. He felt that it was important to explain the tradition of

Organisation A to the interviewer as he felt it placed the change in context and highlighted
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wþ the changes had such an impact. He stated that within Organisation A there were

ofter¡ th¡ee generations of families; for example, grandfather, father and sons. Because of

this there were strong loyalties and strong ties with the organisation.

Due to employees coming from this background, they felt that Organisation B was a big

multinational company that was arrogant and tmcaring. "Employees lost the name and

employees are now dealing with new managers " . "A lot of these employees have been

with the compny for 25 years. They often came in at the bottom and worknd their way

rtp".

Another issue for Mr. N. was thaf his manager rryas now a person in Queensland whom he

rarely sees. He stated that this had both positives and negatives. "Autonomy and

independence are positives but no leadership was definitely a negative. "

When it was annourced that a new system was going to be implemented, nothing

happened after that for 2 % years. According to Mr. N., Organisation B had a reputation

from outside the organisation that they were not to be trusted. This kind of rumour did

not worry Organisation A employees because they felt that thsy would ord up rnanaging

Organisæion B as Organisation A had been in the industry for such a long time.

Employees from Organisation A had felt comfortable and stable for a long time but then

all of a sudden many people felt concerned for their jobs and had very little trust in the

future.

IVft. N. stated, "when the changes actually started morale took a nose dive". Mr. N.

stated that when other divisions were downsizing and people were getting pushed to

leave, it made his staff feel very insecure about their jobs. (eg his garage eventualþ went

from 15 mechanics down to one).

Organisation A rsed to engage groups to conduct customer surveys on qualþ of service

etc. They had a big focus on employee satisfaction and customer satisfaction.

According to Mr. N. there seemed to be a lot of hypocrisy in Organisation B's philosophy.
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For exanple, "they dan't do any sort of customer survey and yet all of these changes

seem to be about fficiency".

When asked how the new system and takeover were communicated, Mr N. said that

regular newsletters were sent out. However, he felt some people needed face-to-face

communication. The change processes were very long winded. Mr. N. felt it would have

been less painftl if it had been done more quicþ. Because it was "long winded" it

created a lot of rumours. The Project Managers needed to have a better plan in his

opinion.

Mr. N. discussed his management style ard how that was different from the managers that

were around now. He compared his style now to his style when he was younger and

starting out. Mr. N, stated, "I wqs refewed to as "little Hitler" because I was very

officious. I have mellowed over the years and am now a better manager.

Mr. N. summa¡ised his thoughts at the end of the interview by stating that there were

three main issues. They were the combination of the tradition of history of Organisation

d d+.regulation and the takeover that really had a big influence on the change processes.

At the end of the interview Mr. N. took the interviewer for a tot¡¡ of the premises and of

the organisation's '?nuseum" where a small group of employees from Organisation A had

collected memorabilia about Organisation A. Mr. N. clearly enjoyed the history of the

organisation and cherished the memory of it. Interviewing Mr. N. gave important insights

into why so nuny employees felt a lot of emotion about the company being taken over,

including the new system implementation accordine to Mr. N.

o Employees from Organisation A had no trust in Organisation B and thus felt insecure.

o Witnessing the dramatic downsizing of other divisions contributed to employees

feeling insecure about their jobs.

o Lack of face-to-face communication about change.
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. The Project Managers needed to have a better plan to numage the change.

. Deregulation had a large influence on the churge processes.

o The new rnanager of Mr. N's division was now based in Queensland and did not have

a presence in South Australia"

o Lack ofstrong leadership throughout the change process.

o The loss of tradition of Organisation A was stated as one of the reasons why

enployees were so emotional about the takeover.

Overall Summary

As a result of the ten interviews, it was apparent that there was a wide range of factors

thaf impinged upon employee acceptance of change and, in particular, the new information

technology. The results fourd in this resea¡ch suggest that Davis' (1993) model is limited

in so fa¡ as it only focuses on the issues of ease of use and perceived usefulness, without

considering the broader factors such as organisational culture, training and the way the

new system is communicaled to employees. It also fails to take into account the external

environment in which employees function. The issues that were of major concem to the

enployees interviewed are summarised in Table l.
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Table l: Overview of factors
chanqe.

Factors Case Studies Total

I 2 3 4 5 6 7 I 9 10
Communic¿tion/
rumou¡¡ about c¡¡nse

x x X x X x x x 8

Training X X x X X X 6

Organirational
Culùrc

X X x x 4

Ntultiple Change x X X x 4

Human ådors side not
midqed

x x X x 4

Fear ofjob loss x X X 3

Non-Participative
amoach

x x X 3

Los ofPowa from
men¡offi

x X X 3

I¡ck ofSe¡rior
Illammat'bvin"

x x 2

t ack of åcato åce
contac¡

x X 2

Leadership x x 2

Staffdislocation x X 1

Extrn¡l economic
Envi¡onment

X I

Employee's personal
amoach to chanæ

x I

Continuing Change x I
Lack ofuser
"ownmhio"

X I

Implementalion
Oørcdtm oicftlw

x I

hoject Team not
øçerienced arough ûo

drive dr¡nce

X I

Also shown is the number of issues common to the participants. These issues fall into five

general c¿tegories and include: Communicatior¡ training, organisational culture, the

human factors not being considered and multiple changes. These a¡e discussed in more

detail below.

Communication

It was felt, in general, that the organisational changes and the nerv system inplementation

were not cornmunicated well and because of this nümr¡rs moved throughout the

organisation causing the employees to become suspicious and anxious. Examples of how

the cornrnunication was done pooù include:
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I The new system was only communicated in any detail two years after the change

program b"gutl thus causing nrmours for two years.

I The commurications were sent to employees via packages of informatior¡ email and

newsletter. There was no face-to-face communication. This was particularþ

problematic for employees from Organisation A as they were used to the Managing

Director coming down to the factory and having a chat with them

I When the new qystem was con¡nunicated" onþ nranagers were included, not the entire

organisatior¡ and some of these rnanagers failed to pass on any communication to their

employees.

r A non-participative approach was adopted with rnanagement staff as well as general

employees. This caused resentment in employees who were not included. It also

caused anxiety as the employees who were not invited to participate often assumed

that they were not included because their jobs were not going to be needed after the

new system was implenrented.

Or gani s otional Cul tur e

The next issue that was raised by the majority of participants w¿ts the difficulty coping

with the nrcrglng of two different organisational cultures. The culture within the

organisation inpinged upon enpþee acceptance of the new system from two different

perspectives: firstly, the employees were affected by thek own office ctilture and

secondly, þ the cultu¡e tha oristed within the bnoader organisation.

It was noted þ the trainer (Ms. L.) that employees were nnre likeþ to accept the new

system if they were working in a positive office environment with a nunager who was

positive about the new system and verbalised this to their employees. ln contrast, those

employees who came from an office with a negative attitude towa¡d the change and a

manager who was also negæive found it difficult to be positive about the changes. The

trainer noted that while sonrc employees had been positive during the training session, if
the employees canre from a negafive office, a.s soon as they went back to their office they

fourd thennelves feeling negative abor¡t the system again.

In regard to the broader cultural issues, the present study fourd that those employees that

came from Organisation A found it very difficult to accept organisation B's culture. There
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were two reasons for this. Firstly, Organisation A was taken over by Organisation B and

as a consequence of this felt that their history had been take,n away and that the

management of Organisation B had no regard or respect for this. It was also stated þ
employees of Organisation A that Organisation B's management had no regard for the

average worker whereas the management within the Organisation A had been family

oriented and ca¡ed for all the employees. For example, the Managing Director would sit

and chat to the employees regularþ to see how they were going.

Training

The major problem with the training was that it was too focussed on the new system

rather than the process. That is, employees were insufficiently trained in the context of

their daily work routine. When this was corrected, the training was more effective. The

trainer also noted that when the training was carried out in-house it was fa¡ more

effective.

Multiple Changes

Some participants suggested, "employees had to cope with many changes that occurred

at the same time ". For example, changes included a change in culturg name change, new

system and new work responsibilities. This was a lot for workers to cope with all at once.

One participant also noted that for some employees there was a very steep leaming curve

in terms of the new technology they were expected to use. For example, the employees in

the Sha¡ed Processing Centre used manual cards to record all their transactions but when

Organisation A merged with Organisation B they were expected to quicþ use a new

computer system to record such transactions.

Human Factors Not Considered:

Participants suggested that the employees were not looked after throughout the change

process. This occurred in different ways. For example, management took a non-

participative approach whereby employees were not invited to participate and this caused

negative feelings. Employees also felt that their workload increased significantly becat¡se

of the implementation. Many employees also fea¡ed losing their jobs and many of them

did, leaving their colleagues with negative feelings. The employees from Organisation A
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also experienced a lot of grief due to losing their organisation's name and this was, in their

opinior¡ not dealt with in a sensitive way b the other employees or management.

Conclusion

In conclusiorL the present study found that there were wider issues thar affected

employee's acceptance of change besides those issues associated directþ with a new

system such as employee computer selÊefficacy and perceived ease of use Davis (1989)

It is clear ûom the pres€Nrt resea¡ch that other organisational factors can have a great

affect on employee acceptance of new computer systems. These a¡e listed below:

r Communication

r Training

r Culture

¡ Multiple changes

r Human side of change not addressed

The qualitative results suggest that communication was the factor that was identified most

frequentþ þ participants as influencing their acceptance of the new system This was

closely followed by training and then by culture, with multiple changes occurring at the

sanp time, and finally the fact that, the human side of change was not considered during

the change process.

One important finding that emerged from this study was how employees within

Organisation A felt about losing their organisation's history and culture. This study

highlighted the importance a.fter a merger of allowing employees to grieve over the loss of

working relationships, organisational culture and their organisation's history. It also

highlighted that it is important for ssrior managernent to be sensitive and allow employees

time to grieve. A tailored cultural change program desþed to integrate the two cultures

could have been beneficial. However, it was clear fromtalking to participants that this did

not occur. Whilst Organisation C rnay not have been able to improve in some of the area.s
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mentioned above, the,y could have provided better training and more informative

commwrication. These initiatives may have made a dramatic improvenrent to the

enployees' acceptance ofthe new system and the changes in general.

The lack of support by Organisation C's leadership to implemented progranìs ¿rs

merrtioned above suggests that the leadership did not firlly understand the importance of

managing the humar side of the change process. Two of the interviews mentioned

leadership as an important factor that influences acceptance of change. The first interview

suggested that the leadership, whilst tryr¡rg to create participatior¡ prolonged decision-

making on very important issues. The fifth interview reported that their leadership was

unreliable for example, one person cornmented "we're supposed to look to monngers þr
guidance and support and it doesn't exist".

The results of this study suggest that broader organisational factors such as

commr¡ricalior¡ training, culture, experiencing multiple changes al once and the human

side of change can all have an affect on employees' acceptance of a new computer system

Leadership, whilst only mentioned in two interviews, also seems to be an important factor

in the successftrl management of change.

The factors mentioned above have also been reported in prior research as having an

impact on other types of organisational change such as mergers, take-overs and

downsizing of organisations. However, organisational change regarding technology is

different in that while the other changes may involve adapting to changes in names,

routines, personnel and/or workloads, technology change also requires employees to learn

new skills and work processes that a¡e associated with that system This additional

requirenrent can raise specific issues with respect to the other factors.

The purpose of the next study will be to explore the above factors on a larger sample.
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CHAPTER 9: Study Three

A OUALITATIVE AI\ID OUANTITATIVE STT]DY TO
F'T.JRTHER EXPLORE F'ACTORS THAT INF'LUENCE

EMPLOYEE' S ACCEPTANCE OF ORGAIYISATIONAL CIIANGE
IN THE AREA OF NEW TECHNOLOGY
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Introduction

The present study was designed to survey a large sample of employees to determine the

extent to which factors identified in Study two have a significant impact on an employee's

acceptance of organisational change involving information technology. These factors

included commurication about the change, participation in the change process, the

organisation's culture, training associated with the change, and leadership style.

This study also further investigated findings in Study two conceming the extent to which

other changes occurring \ rithin an organisation influence acceptance of a new system The

results of Study two suggested that employees had to cope with many changes occurring

at once (for example, an organisational restructure, new business processes and a takeover

as well as a new system) and this affected their acceptance of the new system This study

also examined participants' personal experiences and coping strategies in relafion to their

position $,ithin the organisation (Callan, 1993). The findings of Study two suggested that

the nranagers faced slightly different issues than those faced by the employees; for

example, loss of power within the organisation that resulted in them not passing on

relevant information to their team

In the present study, employee acceptance was Íteasr¡red in terms of firstly, whether their

attitude to the change became more positive, more negative or remained neutral during the

change; secondþ, their attitude to future change; thfudly, the perceived atrect on employee

morale; and fourthþ, the extent to which enployees believed thæ the change outcome was

successful. To the extent that employees accept a change, one would expect them to

become more positive or at least remain neutral with respect to the change process, to be

positive about future change and to believe that the affect of the change on employee

morale was positive or at least neutral. one might also o<pect that th€D/ would rate the

outcome as more successful although this factor might also reflect actual capacity of the

system to meet its expected goals rather than just user acceptance.
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Methodology

The questionnaire

A questionnaire was used as an appropriate \vay to gain information about a large number

of employees' experiurces during a major organisational change. The participants wete

first required to provide personal information such as gender, age, education level, and

length of employment and their position within the organisation. The questionnaire had a

combination of quantitative and qualitative questions about their evaluation of the change

and factors that may have influenced their evaluation of it. The quantitative questions

allowed employees to either answer yes or no or to rate the factor using a seven point

likert scale. The qualitative questions allowed the participants to provide written

responses, including examples, in relation to their experiences, The questionnaire

consisted of eight sections: l. Demographic va¡iables, 2. Involvement in prior change. 3.

Evaluation of the change, 4. Communicatior¡ 5. Leadership style, 6. Organisational

Culture, 7. Training, 8. Coping Skills. 9. Personal Circumstances and 10. Impact of other

changes in the organisation. Questions conceming involvenpnt in prior change were given

before those concemed with employee evaluation of the change, as they were more

appropriate for establishing rapport. An example of a quantitative question and a

qualitative question are given below. A copy of the questionnaûe can be found in

Appendix C.

Questiur l: Have you experionced a major organisatianal change in the past? (please do nol include lhe chmge

you have e-xperienced with Íhis organisation).

Yes tl
No t I If no, go to question 4.

If yes, how many major changes have you experienced?

Can yor briefly describe the change/changes yan have exporiørcod in the space below:

Quostiur 8: Overall, how successfr¡l orunsuccessful was the implementatian process adopted by yorr organisaticm

in terms ofemployee morale? (please cross the appropriate box)

Extremely Vury

Unsuocossful Unsucc.essful

tt tl
Please cornment below:

Unsuccessful Neutral Successful

tl tt II

Vory

Successful

II

Extremely

Successful

tt
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The Organisation and the change program

The organisation in the present study was the sanp as that used for Study two. The

reader is referred to the methodology section in Study two for details. Diagram I shows

the structure of the organisalion and where the participants were located within the

organisation,

General

Manager

Hum¡n
Rmu¡ce

Part. I
(org. A)

Corporate
Develop-

ment

Part 4
(org. B)

Part 6
(org. B)

P¡rt.9.
(org. B)

Part 15

(org.B).

Corporate
Affrirs

Part 8.
(o¡e.8.)

Part 13

(Org A)

Part. 14
(ors.A)

Construc-
lion

Materids

Part 7.
(O¡s. A)

Cement

Part 16.
(Org. B)

Clay &
Conc¡ete
Products

Pa¡t I l.
(O¡g. B)

Timber

Paf.3
(Ore A)

The organisation used for this study was a public company that had a silo structrue as

outlined in the diagram above. The four subsidiary companies provided thei¡ customers

with different services and were rur by a General Manager \ilho reported to the Executive

Committee. The new financial system was rolled out throughout the entire organisation

and across the four subsidiary companies.

Participants

The questionnaires were sent by email to 700 employees who had recently gone through

the same m4ior IT organisational change as in Study two (see method

Manager Manager

Gcneral Gene¡al

Manager

Gener¡l

Manrger

Gener¡l

Manager

Gene¡al

Manager

General

Manager

Finance

Parl.2
(orS B)

Part. 5.
(Org. B)

Part 10.
(Ore. B)

Part 12.
(Org. B)
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section for Study two for a description of the IT change). Email was used, as it was

considered to be the most efBcient way to distribute the questionnaire to 700 employees.

However, while all 700 employees were invited to participate in the study, only 16

responded. Subsequent enquires suggested that this very low response rate may have been

due to the fact that employees had previously completed questionnaires on the change

program and may have been reluctant to fill out a¡rother one. Comments from some of the

participants suggested that the questionnaire may have been considered to be too long,

and the lower response rates for questions conceming personal a.ffects suggest that these

questions may have discouraged some potential participants. While it might also have been

due to the use of email, there is no indication in the research literature that this method is

likely to produce low retum rates.

Although the number of responses w¿rs unlikely to be representative, it was thought

worthwhile to analyse these responses as a pilot study that might provide useful

information for the design of a larger more representative study. As will be seen, the

range ofemployee levels represented and the variety ofresponses obtained suggested that

the sample was not biased in any obvious way.

The participants consisted of nine males and seven females with an age range between 25

and 53. The length of employment ranged from I year to l0 years. Eleven participants

were tertiary educated and the remaining ñve had TAFE and/or High School

qualifications. As indicated in Study two, the present organisation was the result of a

merger between two organisations. While all participants were employed by Organisation

C at the time of the study, five participants originally came from Organisation A and

eleven paficipants originally came from Organisation B. In terms of positions in the

organisatior¡ there were 7 managers, 4 accountants, 3 in administration, I business analyst

and I special projects anatyst. The demographics of the participants a¡e described in

Table 1.
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Subject
Number

Age Sex Iangth of
Emfloyment
In Organs

AB&C

Level of
Educ¡tiqr

Pcition Organisatim

I 27 F 5 vears Tertiarv Porsonal Assislant Organisation A
2 45 M l0 vears Tertia¡v Accountant Orsånisation B
3 3l M 14 vea¡s Tcrtiary Line Mauaf¡cr Orgunis¿tim A
4 27 F ? vc¡rs Tcrtiarv Cø¡mcrcial Managcr Orra¡isatim B
5 40 M 5 years Tertiary IT Man¿ser Organisatim B
6 40 M I Year Tertiarv Middle Manaepr OrgÊnisati@ B
7 4l M 9 vears Tertiarv Line Manaser Orcanisation A
8 27 F l0 vears Tertia¡v Oftce Assistant Oreånisatim B
9 30 F 4 years Year 12 Special Projects

Analyst
Organisation B

IO 42 F I vo¿r TAFE Assist8nt Acccr¡ntmt Oreånisatim B
rl 45 F l0 wars 5'form Line Manacer O¡eanisatim B
t2 53 F 6 years Year l0 Administrative

Assistant
Organisatior B

l3 25 M 3 vears Tertiarv Acca¡ntant
t4 46 M 28 yoars Associate

Dplorno
Assistant Acccr¡nta¡1 Organisation A

l5 27 M 2.5 vears Undergraduate Business Analvst Orc¡nissticn B
l6 36 M 3 wers Tertiarv Supervisor Orcanisåtim B

Procedure

The questionnaires were sent out via email. The Project Manager wrote a letter to the

participants explaining the purpose of the questionnaire and providing nunagement

support for the research (see Appendix E). A letter was also attached with the

questionnaire explaining the purpose of the researctu and indicating that their consent was

asslrmed if thuy completed the questionnaire (see Appendix D). The participants were

also advised that their answers were completely confidential and anonyrnous and that they

could withdraw from participating at any time. They were also provided with instructions

to e'mail the questionnai¡e back to the researcher on its completion. On receipt of the

questionnaire, the researcher printed themto obtain ahard copy.

Results

The results are presented first in terrs of the demographic va¡iables and then each of the

variables in the questionnaire. Within each section, the quantitative data are presented in

tables with an accompanying anaþsis. Relationships bet\l/een relevant variables with rating

scales were investigated using Pearson r while those with nominal data were investigated

using Phi coefficient. Two tailed tests were used in all cases. Given the small number of
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participants and the large number of variables, significant correlations must b considered

with caution and as usefi.rl only in suggesting va¡iables that might be further investigated in

a larger study. No correction for multiple tests was used given that the present study was

exploratory in nature.

A representative selection of responses is presented for each qualitative question (a fi¡ll

description of all qualitative responses can be found on the accompanying disc).

1. Demographic variables

The ages of participants ranged from 25 to 46 while length of employment varied from

one to 28 years but there was no correlation between these va¡iables. While there were

insufficient numbers of subjects to test hypotheses conceming the relationship between the

demographic variables and the other organisational variables, correlations were carried out

to check if there were any significant correlatiors that might be worth investigating in a

larger study. However, age correlated with only one va¡iable and that was quality of

training (r : .57, p < 05) suggesting that older participants tended to rate the quality of

training more highly. Similarly, length of employment correlafed with only one variable

and that was positively with number ofjob changes experienced by participants due to the

change implementation (r: .59, p<. 05). Most of the participants had a tertiary education

and the majority were either nìanagers or accountants.

2. The involvement of prior change

Question 1: Have you experienced an organisational change in the past?

As can be seen in Table 2, l0 of the 16 participants reported that they had experienced a

prior organisational change before the one at their current organisation. Th¡ee

participants experienced organisational takeovers, three experienced organisational

restructures, two participants experienced a new system implementation and two

p articipants experienced downsizing within their organisation.
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Q:1
Erperi-
enced
Prior
Chenpe

Q:2 Do you feel that erperiencing a
prior organisetional change helped or
impaired your ac.ceptance of the new
úystem.

Q: I The implementstion o[the new system hæ been occurring
over 2 years. IÞscribe the way your attitudc toward the
implementetion has altered over time?

Participant No.
Position &
Original
Organisalion

)Ío it did
not

impair
the way

I
coped

No iÎ
did not
help
thc
wey I
coped

Ye¡ it
impair
ed ahe

tdüy
I coped

Yes it
helped

the way
I coped

Attitude
Change

to
Posltlve

Attitude
Change
d from
Posltive

to
Neutral

Change
dto

Negativ
e

Attitud
c

change
d from
Nege-
tive to
Ncutra

I

Attitude
temilne

d

neutr al

Attitude
remainod
positive

Y N
Participant I
Persoml Assistant
Orpanisation A

I

Participant 2
Accounlaflt
Orsanisation B

I I I

Particþnt 3
Se¡rio¡ Bus
Analyst
Orr¡nisation A

I I I

Paficipant 4
Commercial
l\trg¡
Orqanisation B

I I I

Participant 5

IT Manager
Ors¡ni¡ation B

I I I

Participant 6
Mddle Manager
Organistion B

I I I

Particípant 7
Line Manager

I I

Ofrcc Assislant
B

I I

9
Project Analyst

I I I

Participant 10
Assistant Accrt
Orsanisstion B

I I I

Pafticip¿nt 1 I
Linemroga
Orqanimtion B

I t

Participant 12
Admin. Assistant
Orsanisation B

I I I

Paficipant 13

Aøuntant
Ors¡nistion A

I I

Participant 14
A¡sistant Accnt
Orqanimfion A

I I I

Participant 15

Businees Analyst
OrcanisatioÍ B

I I

Participant 16
Teclrnic¡l Office¡
Oroanistim B

I I

Tot¡l l0 6 0 a 0 8 3 2 4 0 6 0
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Question 2: Do you feel that experiencing a prior organisational change helped or

impaircd your acceptance of the new system? Please provide qualitative comments.

As can be seen in Tables 2, úght of 10 participants who experienced prior organisational

change reported that it helped the way they coped with the recent change, while only two

indicated that it did not help. While the latter two did not indicate that prior change had

actually impaired their coping with the new systen¡ they did comment that it had been a

negative experience. This was due to their having experienced a loss of employment,

seeing changes that were implemented not used and the original system being

reintroduced, staffreductions and personal problems at the tin¡e of the change.

Qualitative comments on this question included:

"I høve been on the receiving end of two restructures and hnd to find employment on

both occasions. It is hard to accept organisational change as I have seen it revert back

to whnt it was on a previous occasion and the people involved in implementing the system

cne no longer with the comryny and really didn't understand the nature of the business."

(P2 Accourtant, Organisation B)

"I worlred þr a large manufacturing firm of phnrmaceutical and veterinary products.

During the time I worked with the veterinary department, staff was reduced considerably

due to a downturn in sale of products. This created a lot of unrest with the other staff, in

particular, tnarngers. I did not lose my position but I later transfeted to another

department. The changes in the department happened around the same time as when my

mother was battlingwith cancer and her eventual death." (P12, Administrative Assistant,

Organisation B)

Question 3: In what way did it affect your attitude toward the implementation of

the new system?

The responses to this question suggested that experiences of the prior change helped most

participants cope with the cirange þ making them awa¡e that cirange can'oe exciting, that

it is necessary for a healtþ business and that it can be managed well without the need to

become overþ concemed about it. No participant indicated that the prior experience had

actually impaired their capacþ to cope with the present change. One participant reported
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that their last experience was so different that it was difficult to compare. A selection of
qualitative comments are given below:

"Positive attitude to chnnge - change is not aII bad. " (P3, Line Manager, organisation

A)

"Essentially previous organisational restruclures have been extremely dffirent to the

impact qf the systems implementation - there was little I could bring to this change

process." (P4, Commercial Manager, Organisation B)

"I have seen both good and bad clnnges over time. Usually the good ones were based

on common sense and everyone understoodwhy changes were necessary.

I think change is good provided it is managed. If things do not change over time they

become stagnont. Sensible, managed change is one sign of a healthy business. My

previous experience in system changes made me well aware of the dfficulties involved,

spectfically the pain of extra work that would be required by all users to learn how to use

the new system and make it workfor them. I also understood thnt a system "grovrs" into

a good system over time as people become familiar with it and the system is modified to

provide them with real value. " (P5, IT Manager, Organisation B)

"Assisted in accepting challenges. " (P6, Middle Manager, Organisation B)

"It gave me a morc laid-back approach to the change. With the previous change I
experienced I felt my continued employment depended on me adapting to the clønges

regardless of whether they seemed to make sense to me or not. With previous experience

in major change, I didn't take the implementation of the system so seriously. My

approach was more that it will sink or swim regardless of what effort I put in. This

doesn't mean I didn't make an effort to embrace the changes, .iust tlnt I didn'tfeel it was

such a major deal in comparison to my day to day lfe." (P9, Special project Ana$st,

Organisation B)

"I was very excited to be involved in such new technologt and to have the opportunity to

increase my lvtowledge and skills. " (PI0, Assistant Accountant, organisation B)

"Life is full of change, my attitude was that the nw system was just another change. "

(P I 2, Administration Assistant, Organisation B)
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Summary of rrcsults concerning the influence of prior change

The results suggested that prior organisational change could assist employees to cope with

futu¡e change. Most of the participants in this study had previously experiørced many

different types of organisational changes including organisational restructu¡ing, takeovers,

downsizing as well as new information technology.

3. Evaluation of the change

Question 1: The implementation of the new system has been occurring over 2 yean.

Describe the way your attitude toward the implementation has altered over time.

As can be seen in Table 2, of the 15 participants who answered this question, only three

changed to positive, two changed from positive to neutral, four changed to negative and

six rernained neutral. Thus, the majority tended to remain neutral or to become less

positive.

Question 2: You have told me how you felt at the beginning and at the end of the

implementation; I would now like you to describe @ your attitude may have

altercd during the implementation and Èy it altercd.

In answer to this qualitative question, participants generally reported that they becarne

more negative towa¡d the system due to hearing negative comments about it and due to a

lack of training that le{ in tum, to a lack of confidence in using the system back at their

workplace. For example:

"As the project marutger, I was very positive about the benefits the new system could

bring to the compny. I still believe the system has helped the company enormously and

that the company would fail without this initiative. My disappointment stems from the

"token" support from some areas of senior middle morutgement. It seems we have a

culture of "blame" rather than "taking responsibilitlt", manifesting itself in a lack of

commitment, decision making and team work. " (P5, IT Manager, Organisation B)
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"I believe that you give a new system a cltance but after hearing comments about the new

system and its support staff, I think that our organisation has bought a LEMON orchsrd.

The staff used on the project volunteered to do the project, but I believe they really didn't

understand how the organisation works and have made the system a very long-winded

process. Maybe this has been brought about by Organisatìon A's staff who appeared to

create meaningless reports. " (P2, Accountant, Organisation B)

"I believe my attitude altered from positive to negative because o.f tack of training, I do

not believe my ftaining prepared me for the use of the system in a live situation. " (P8,

Office Assistant, Organisation B)

However, there were also neutral or mildþ positive comments. For example:

"I originolly questioned the appropriateness of the decision but through significant

involvement with the project roll-out I began to understand the value to our

organ sation." (P7, Line Manager, Organisaiion A)

"I felt neutral at the begiraüng due to feelings of uncertainty. However, at the end I still

felt neutral because improvements could have been made that were not made. " (p13,

Accountant, Organisation A)

Question 3: If you felt negative at any time during the imptementation process,

please indicate why.

In answer to this qualitative question, participants felt negative due to their lack of
involvement in the implementatior¡ ditEculties in using the systenl the fact that their

feedback was ignored, and the additional work the system involved. For example:

"Lqck of involvement of the business units, the remoteness of the project and the fact tlnt
a lot of feedback was (seemed to be) ignored. And the massive amount of additional

work it created þr the business units due to the lack of consultation and eruors made up

front. " (P4, Commercial Manager, Organisarion B)

"Frustration with using the new system has altered my attitude as I hsve found it
cumbersome to use. For emmple, when ordering items into stock you need an item

number. Finding this item number proves to be dffiattt especiallyþr someone who does

not have a rechnical background. " (P8, office Assistant, organisation B)
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"There were many teething problems at the beginning that frustrated perþrmance. Now

it is working better. No on-going or refresher training hss been offered after these

clanges and experience with the system thqt would assisr with performance. " (P16,

Supervisor, Organisation B)

"There appeared to be a lot of teething problems when implementing the new process

and my attitude changed from positive to negative due to frustration in tyrng to get the

job done correctly. For emmple, some orders were going to the wrong department and

with incorrect recipient's name or without a nãme at all. This still happens." (P12,

Administration Assistant, Organisation B)

Question 4: Considering your experiences from the IT implementation in your

organisation, how would you feel about being involved in any futurrc organisational

change?

As can be seen in Table 3, 12 of the 16 participants reported thæ they felt positive about

being involved in future changes. The remaining four participants were either neutral or

not sure.
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Ques¡lon 4: Conslderlng youl etperlences fÌom the IT lm plement¡tlon ln your org¡nlsttlon, how would
vou fe€l sbout b€ing ¡nyolved ¡n ¡ny future orgrnisat¡onrl chrnpe?

Participurt No.
Position & Original
Orsmi¡¡tion

Very
Ncgrtive

Negetive NeuÛal Postive Very Postive Not Su¡e

Participant 1

Fersonal Assi¡tant
Orcaniution A

I

krticipant 2
Account¡nt
Or¡anisation B

I

Participant 3
Line Manager
Orsanisation A

I

Participant 4
Commcrcial lvfanager
O¡ganisation B

I

Participant 5
IT lvfanager
Orcanisation B

I

Paficipant 6
MddleMamgc

I

7
Line Manager

I

8
Office Assistant

I

Participant
Project Analyrt

I

l0
Assistant Acc¡untant

I

Paricipant ll
Line lvfanagø

B

I

t2
Adminishative A¡¡nt

I

13

Ac aunlant
I

t4
Assist¡nt Accountånt

A

I

Participant 15

Business Arralyst
Organisation B

I

Partícipant 16
Tcåniel OfEq¡
OrsanisationB

I

Tot¡l 0 I ll I 3

Participants reported that they felt that they should not be negative about futu¡e change in
spite of their negafive experience with this change, and would hope that they could be

positive about new changes the organisation implemented. For example:

"Generally, change is positive because it involves new c'hallenges, but it also does

depend on îhe changes being made. " (pl, personal Assistant, organisation A)
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"This would be dependent on those people who really luve the skills to understand how

our organisation worlcs but I believe a standard system across the nation is the only way

to operate a company such as ours." (P2, Accountant, Organisation B)

"I don't think you can be negative about funre change programs based on bad

experiences in the past - its probably going to be better due to the fact that you can tal<e

lessoru learned (you'd hope) into new progrctms and approach them in a more informed

way." (P4, Comnrercial Manager, Organisation B)

"My attitude would depend on the nanïe and purpose of the change." (P7, Line

Manager, Organisation A)

"The organisation's IT department has a very badreputationwithin the compny andfor

this reason I'm not sure how I would feel about a new clnnge implemented by IT. I
would hope that I would be positive about any new change the company implemented."

(P9, Specíat Projects Analyst, Organisation B)

Question 5: Overall how successful or unsuccessful was the implementation process

adopted by your organisation in terms of employee morale?

As can be seen in Table 4, ll participants out of 16 rated the implementation process as

unsuccessful in tenrs of employee morale with onþ three participants rating it as

successful or extremely successful. One of the participants in this latter group was the IT

Manager who was part of the implementation team The mean rating out of seven was

3.4, which corresponds to a rating between unsuccessful and neutral, with a SD of 1.5.
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Table 4: Level of success in terms of emDlovee morale

Ques¡lon 5: Overall how successlùl or un$¡ccesstul wss the lmplemente¡lon process edopted by your
org¡r¡isation ilterms of employee morde?

Prrticipent No.,
Position & Original
Orerni¡¡tion

Ertremely
-Ins ucccssfu

I

Very
Unsuccessf

ul

Unsuccesf
ul

Neutnl Succ'essful Very
Successful

Efrenely
Successful

Padicipant I
Personal As¡istant
Oroanimtion A

I

Particþnt 2
Accountant
OrcanislimB

I

Palicipsnt 3
Line Manager
Orsanisation A

I

Particþant 4
Commercial lvfanager
Orcanis¿tion B

I

Participant
IT lvlanager

I

6
Mddle Manager

I

Participant 7
Line Managø
Org¡nisation A

I

Participant 8
Ofrce Assistânt
O¡sanisation B

I

9
Project Analyrt

I

Participant l0
As¡istant Accountant
OnmiutimB

I

Pariicipant I I
Line lvlanager
Or*ani¡ation B

I

P¡rticþant 12
Admin. Assist¡nt
Orpanisation B

I

Participant 13

Aæounta¡t
Organisåtion A

I

Participant 14
Assistmt Accountant
Orsanistion A

I

Participant I 5
Business Analyst
Organisation B

I

Participant 16
Tæìnic¿l Offiecr
Orqanisation B

I

Tot¡l l 3 7 T 3 0 I

In terms of qualitative conrments, participants felt that the lack of success was due to too

many changes occtrring too quickly, lack of involvement and good staff leaving. For

example:

"The organisation was undergoing numerous changes at the one time including, systems

implementation, centralisation of accountingfunctions, extensive restructure of business

lo aliSn with deregulated nnrlæt requirements, creation of new monagement roles and
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delation of others to nome a few. In this environment of sigruficant change some degree

of resistance is to be expected. Partianlarly given the very low base of technologt tlnt

the organisation's staffs were starting from. The implementation itself had an extensive

chnnge management þcus. It particularly targeted communication, addressing

personnel issues with the adoption of centralisation, and acceptance of process changes.

Iírhikt employees may not lave wanted the pain of this chonge, and in some cases not

readily adopted it, the implementing ptocess itself provided every opportunity for staff to

sta)) abrecßt of what was lnppening and why. Staff were also continually encouraged to

have input to the process, but only mìnimal involvement eventuated. " (P5, IT Manager,

Organisation B)

"It may have been successful to some but not to others as a lot of good people and

experience have gone due to the Share Processing and Nationøl Call Centres being based

in Adelaide." (P2, Accountant, Organisation B)

"Too many changes too quickly with not enough information regarding job security at a

lower level Staff morale in this ørea wqs extremely low." (Pll, Line Manager,

Organisation B)

"I found employee morale to be very low." (P12, Administrative Assistant, Organisation

B)

Apart from a few early meetings there was no follow up by change management." (P14,

Assistant Accountant, Organisation A)

Question 6: Ovemll, how successful or unsuccessful was the change program in

terms of process adopted by your organisation; for example the new system and new

work processes?

As can be seen in Table 5, the results were divided with six participants reporting that the

change process was unsuccessful" six rating it as 'heutral" and onþ four rating it as

successfi¡l or very successñrl. Again one of the latter participants was the IT Manager who

was part of the implenrentation team The mean rating was 3.6, which corresponds to a

rating between r¡nsuccessfi,¡l and neutral, with a SD of 1.4.
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Table 5: Level of success in terms of the new system.

Quetlon ó: Overdl, how succesful o¡ unsuccecsful was the chengc progrrm ¡n tcrms of
by your org¡nisation in terms of the new svstem md new work nro¡gs*

process adopted

Prrticiprnt No.,
Position & Origind
Orpmi¡¡tion

Elremeþ
Unsuccessfu

I

Very
Unsuccessf

¡¡l

Umuc.cessf
ul

Neutral Succ*sful Very
Successful

Efremeþ
Successful

Partieipant I
Personal Assi¡t¡nt
Orpanimtim A

I

Participant 2
Accountant
Orsmistion B

I

Participant 3
Line N{anager
Orsanisation A

I

Partieþant 4
Commercial Manager
Orsanistion R

I

Participant J
IT Nlanager
O¡sanisation B

I

Participant 6
MddleMemga
O¡canisation B

I

Participant 7
Line Manager
Orsanis¡tion A

I

Participant 8

Ofrce Assi¡tant
OrcmistimB

I

Particþnt9
hoject Analyst
Orsanisation B

I

Participant 10

Asistant Ac¡ountant
OrcmistimB

I

Participant I I
Line Manrger
Organisation B
Partieipant 12
Adminiskative Assnt
Orsanisation B

I

l3
Accountant

I

Participant 14
Asgistant Accountant
Oreanisst¡on A

I

Participant 15

Business Analyst
Orcani¡¡tion B

I

Participant 16
TehnielOffiq
O¡canistim B

I

Totd I 3 2 6 3 I 0

Positive comments in response to this question included:

"The new work processes 'were very successÍul in this ofrìce - which did surprise me.

Obviously a lot of work had gone on behind the scenes which made the changes much

less dfficult than anticiwted. " (P10, Assistant Accormtant, organisation B)

Examples of negative comments were:
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"úV'ork processes seem to take a lot longer to do and printing A4 loose sheets instead of

continuous pages is an absolute joke because I have printed some reports and the figures

at the bottom of the page seem to disappear. Maybe the program is a problem." (P2,

Accountant, Organisation B)

"The processes were markedly dffirent to those previously used in the business. We

went from a decentalisation model where each business unit operated its own finnncial

section and operated generally quite autonomously from any head ffice involvement.

The new model however, removed all such autonomy. The business units found this

extremely threqtening. Some business units are still unhappy with the changes mostly

because "other" people outside of their department are now involved in the process (i.e.

complete autonomy has been removed). " (P5, IT Manager, Organisation B)

Corrrclations between the evalu ation vari ables

Acceptance of change as a general concept suggests that separate measures of it might be

expected to correlate, Thus in the present study, it might have been expected that

participants would have simila¡ positive or negative responses in terms of change in

attitude to the change, attitude to the fifure change, its affect on enployee nprale and

rated success of the change. While there were certainþ individual differences within each

of these nrcasures in the present study, there were no signiñcant correlations between any

of the evaluation va¡iables. However, the lack of conelations rnay be partly due to the

generally negative responses and the small number of participants.

SummarX of results concerning the evaluation of the change

When asked how their attitudes altered and why they altered throughout the new system

implementatior¡ the rnajority of participants felt that the new system did not deliver what

was promised, there was a lack of management support and training, and that the change

failed to provide benefit to users. Feelings during the implementation process included

frustration in using the new system and a lack of involvement. These were additional

modifications to the system and continual teething problems. In spite of these negative

feelings, the rnajority of participants felt that they would be positive about a futwe change
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progfam and stated that they wouldn't allow any negative feelings they had about a past

implenrcntation to lrnpact upon a future implerrrentation.

The majority of participants felt that the overall implementation of the new system was

unsuccessfrrl due to; staff leaving because of the inplementation; the organisation

undergoing too many changes at the same time; the time.consuming nature of the new

syster4 and the failure of the change managenrent team in training and follow up after

their fust initial meetings.

When asked how successful or urisuccessful the change program was in terms of new

processes, participants were mostly divided between it being unsuccessñil or neutral with
only a few positive responses. The participants who reported the change program as

successful were all in senior positions. These were the two line nìanagers, the assistant

accountant and the IT Manager.

Those participants that rated the change process as unsuccessfi,rl included participants in

management positions and administration positions. Negative resporìses were concemed

with processes taking longer and needing fine-tuning.

Overall, while participants tended to be more negative than positive in their evaluations

and attitudes, an unexpected finding was the rna¡ked differences between some of the

participants in their responses. In Study one the case studies of change progra¡ns were

chosen on the basis of their perceived overall success according to the consultants who

evaluated the programs. The present study suggests that there may be considerable

va¡iation in participants' evaluations and attitudes within any such change program

None of the correlations between the evaluæion variables was sþificant but this may be

due to the generally negative responses and the snrall number of participants.
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4. Communication

Question 1: Did you receive information about the implementation?

All the participants except Participant 9 indicated that they received information about the

implenæntation.

Question 2: If yes, how was it communicated to you? If therc were any other ways

you wene communicated to about the implementation please specify below:

As can be seen in Table 6, there were a number of common forrm of communication

including; næmos and staff meetings, newsletters, face to face communication and

training. However, none of these methods individualþ reached more than ll out of 16

participants. While most participants received multiple forms of the information, there

were fou¡ participants that either received no information or only one form of it. These

participants were in more junior positions including an office assistant, technical officer,

assistant accor¡ntant and a project analyst.
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Table 6: Summary of Medium of Communication

Question 2: If yeg how wes it communicated to you?

P¡rltulFot
& ()rbi¡¡l

No" P6lüo Fæc lo
fæc

Nil
LËtt!t

Md6 std Pæk4c
d¡trfr

Cdrip Trl!l¡g
SRsld

Totd

hûcDq¡rl t
P€mnrl A¡¡iEtuú
OmimtionA

I I I 5

hrticipmt 2

^ooMtErtOpmiqtimB

I 4

kÈþùn¡
Ilne Mmags
Ottûindon A

I 6

hrticipsnt a
Cmmsd¡lMmryq
Ctpmidion B

I I I

È¡brpmt 5

IT Murger
Or¡mi¡¡tion B

I 5

fàrùcÐatrt 6
Mi.tdb MmqgE
Ot¡qiElior B

I I 4

lÀe Maragø
I J

httÈip8nt I
Oñæ A¡¡irhnt
Otmimti,on R

Ià¡bcipo¡¡t 9
Project Anob/dt
Onmimtion B

0

As¡lânt Añublt I

ü¡e
B

Adninisffiiw.A¡nt
B

I I I

h¡ticþut l3
Aæoutnt
otBni¡Àtion A

I

ADbhrtA@ubrt
ì 1

Buinæ
l 4

h¡tbbut 16
lecÌ¡niqt O6cø
Orcmirotion B

I

Td t 1l a ð

There were minimal qualitative comments to this question. However, perhaps not

surprisingly, the IT Manager, who provided much of the cornmunicatior¡ commented

positively, indicating that he issued monthly newsletters, memos, road shows and

presentations. His comments were as follows:

"I reviewed and issued much of this information, It included:

. monthly newsletÍers individually sent to every staffmember.

. memos regarding specirtc aswcts of the project targeted to affected staff

. three national roadshows avqilable to all staff
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. a number of targeted inþrmation sessions to afficted groups (eg finnnce staff and

marngement

. process review sessions with business unit reps

o protot)tpe testingwith business units reps

o presentations at managemenl conferences

c presentations to the executive management team.- (P5, IT Manager, Organisation B)

Question 3: Overall, how informative or uninformative was the information

material about the implementation?

As can be seen in Table 7, participants were divided in terns of how they rated the

communicafion material with seven out of 15 rating it as informative. Four of the seve¡l

who found the communication material informative were manageß. Four participants

(the Personal Assistant, Office Assistant, Administration Assistant and Business Analyst)

rated the communication as neutral and four participants (the Accountant, Commercial

Manager, Line Manager and Assistant Accountant) rated the commr¡nication as

uninformative or very uninformative. The mean rating was 4.13, which corresponds to a

neutral rating, with a SD of .99. Given the individual differences this mean would

obviously provide a misleading evaluation of the information value of the communication

material.
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Question 3: Overrll, how informetive
j¡¡plementation?

o? unlnformetive wes the lnformatlon mate¡¡¡l rbout the

Perticipent No.,
Position & Original
Orp¡nis¡tion

Elremely
Uninform¡tiv

s

Very
Uninform¡tiv

G

Uninform¡fiv
e

Neutrd Inform¡tiv
e

Very
Inform¡tiv

G

Elremely
Informetive

Participant I
Per¡on¡l Assistant
O¡ganisation A

I

Participant 2
Account¡nt
Orcanisation B

I

Participant 3
Line N{anager
Orsanisation A

I

Participant 4
Cornmercial lvlanager
Orqilimtion R

I

Participant 5

IT lvlanager
Orsanisation B

I

Partieipant 6
Mddle lr4emgm
Ortanisation B

I

Participant 7
Line lv{anager
Orcanisåtion A

I

Participant 8

Ofice A¡sist¿nt
I

9
Project Analyst

Participant l0
Assistant Ac{ountsnt
O¡canißatim B

I

Participant I
Line lvlanager

I

12
Adm.ini¡trative A¡snt

I

r3
Account¿nt

I

Participant 14
A¡sistant Accorutant
Orsanisation A

I

Participant 15

Businers Analyst
Organis¡tion B

I

Participant 16
TæhnielOffiw
O¡sanisation B

I

Tolsl o I 3 4 7 0 o

Question 4: As far as you lmow, was the change in rtgard to the implementation

communicated to all levels of staff that lyould be affected?

As can be seen in Table 8, l0 out of 16 participants (five of whom were nìanagers)

reported that to their knowledge the implementation was cornmudcated to all levels of
staff but four participants (three of whom were not nìanagers) reported that this was not
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the case. Participants also commented that the communication needed to be more

comprehensive and in depth and needed to answer people's questions and explain how the

change would impact upon employees. For example:

"I think that the communication needed to be more comprehensive and in-depth in terms

of how the change would impact people (this was done very poorly) and how people

could help to minimise the pain/transition issues. Communication was superficial and

didn't enlist people's help or involvement." (P4, Commercial Manager, Organisafion B)

"(Jnfortunately the questions were never answered, no-one seemed to lçtow. " (Pl l, Line

Manager, Organisation B)

Question 5: When the implementation was communicated, did you have a chance to

discuss or ask questions about it with management?

As can be seen in Table 8, 12 out of 15 participants who answered the question felt that

they could discuss the change and ask questions of their manager. In particular, the IT

numager stated that employees did have an opportunity to ask questions via the road

show. For example:

"The project actively encouraged discassion. Half of the time at road shows was set

aside for questions and discussions and usually healthy feedback and debate was

received. The targeted information sessions comprised presentations, general discussion

and then a break out into small groups for general discussion andfocus on particular

issues. " (P5, IT Manager, Organisation B)
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Table 8: Communication to staff snd discussion with manaqement

quesllo¡s: Q4: YYes ¡he ch¡trge cûmmunlcrted to
¡ll levels ofst¡lTthat would bc

¡ffæted?

Q5: Dld you have ¡ chrnc.e ¡o dlscuss or
rsk questions about ¡t with management?

Participent No.,
Poútion & Originrl
O¡sa¡isrtion

Ys No Don't
know

Yes No Don't
tr(now

Participant I
Pe¡sonal A¡si¡t¡nt
Oraanisation A

I

Participant 2
Accountant
OromistionB

I I

Participant 3
Line Manager
Orcanisation A

I I

Participant 4
Cunmercial N{anager
O¡ruiutiøB

I I

Participant 5
IT À/anagEr
OrcsnistimB

I I

Participant 6
Middle lrlanager
Organisation B

I I

Particþant 7
LineManager
Or*anisation A

I I

Participant I
O6ce Assistant
Oromieation R

I I

Participant 9
hoject Analyst
Organi¡ation B

I I

Participant l0
AsiútütA@nt¡rt
O¡gani$tion B

I I

Participant ll
Line lvfanager
Ortanisation B

I I

Þrticþant 12
Ad¡ninißt¡ative As6nt
Orc¡nisâtion B

I I

Particþant 13

Accountant
Orcanisôtion A

I I

Participant 14
Assistant ArcountÂnt
O¡ganisation A

I I

Participant 15

Business Analyst
Orcanistion B

1 I

Participant 16
Technical Officq
Ortanisation B

I

Totrl l0 4 2 12 2 I

Question 6: If you had the opportunity, how would you have communicated to the

staff about the implementation?

In responses to this qualitative question, participants reported that they would have

provided as much information as possible, especially in relation to how it affected
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enployee's jobs, how problerns could be overcome and that they would have provided

ongoing rrrcetings. For exarrple:

"I would hove given them as much information as possible as it afficîed them and how

they did their job. The staff had the perception that they would not have a iob after the

problems were ironed out. It appeared that the staff retained were given all the

information and the ones being made redundant were kept in the dark. " (P2, Accountant,

Organisation B)

"f 'm a bit "touchy feely" but would hnve preferred to hnve hød more comprehensive

communication, probably less training, but more targeted, butwould have made sure that

the communication of what was going to happen, when it was going to happen and most

importantly wlat thnt would mean to people trying to carry out their tasks, and how

problems could be overcome easily. The other thing, spec{ìcally that needed to be

covered was communication of the realistic benefits of the clange - so people løew and

valued the reasonfor the clnnge." (P4, Commercial Manager, Organisation B)

"There would have been ongoing meetings instead of a few meetings at the beginning

just beþre the change and then none. Also there was no inþrmation or counselling

about funre job prospects and help given to those who were made redundant." (P14,

Assistant Accountant, Organisation A)

Question 7: Overall, how would you rate the success of the communication pnocess

(eg how the information was delivered to you) concerning the implementation?

As can be seen in Table 9, responses were divided to this question with seven out of 16

participants rating the overall communication process as successñil and six participants

rating it as rnsuccessful. Table 9 also indicates that most of the participants n'ho reported

the commwrication process as successful were senior employees (eg nnnagers,

accountants), one of whom was the IT Manager. The mean rating for this va¡iable was

3.87, which corresponds closely to aneutral resporìse, with a SD of 1.5. Again, given the

individual differences, this mean would give a misleading indication of the success of the

communication process.
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Table 9: Success of communication process

q¡es¡lon 7: Ov€r¿ll, how woùld you rat€ the succ€ss of rhe communic¿dûn proc€ss (¡.e. how the infom¡úori was
delivued ø you) concerning the impte¡nqrt¿tion?

Perticipant No.,
Position & Orlginal
ô¡¡¡ni¡¡ri¡rn-

Ertremely
Unsuccesful

Very
Unsuccessful

ußucoßslul Neutr¡l Successful Very
Succcssful

Elrerneþ
Succsful

Partic¡p¡nt I
Pcrsorul Assietânt
Orpani¡atim A

I

Particþnt 2
Account¡nt
OønimtimR

I

Participant 3
Line Manager
Orsanisation A

I

Participant 4
Commercial ManÂger
Clrsani¡etim B

I

PaÍiclpant t
IT lvlanager
Oroeniutim R

I

Participant 6
Mddle lvfanega
Orsanimtim R

I

Participant 7
Line Manager
Orsani¡ation A

I

Participant 8
Office Assi¡t¡nt
Orcanisrtion B

I

Particþnt 9
Project Analyst
Organisation B

I

Participant l0
Assistånt Ac¡ountant
Orr¡niutim B

I

Particþant ll
LineManaga
Orcanisôtion B

I

Participant 12
Administrative Asnt
Organisati@ B

I

Participant 13

Accountant
A

I

t4
Assi¡lant Accounhnt

I

Participant 15

Busines Analyst
O¡eanisation B

I

Participant 16
Teclmical Officer
O¡eanisstion B

I

Tot¡l I 4 6 I 0
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Question 8: How informative or uninformative was the total communication you

rrcceivcd about the implementation?

As can be see,n in Table 10, the results were evenly divided with six participants reporting

that the communication was urinformative and six reporting that it was informative.

Again, most of the individuals who reported the communication as being informative were

senior staff. The mean rating was 4.13, which is consistent with a neutral rating, with a

SD of .99. Agail given the individual differences, the rnean would provide a misleading

indication of how informalive the total cornrnunication was. The results a¡e consistent with

those of Study two where communication wæ directed at managers rafher than the

enployees. The managers were directed to pass the information on to their staff but, in

many cases, failed to do so.
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Quelion 8: How inform¡tive or uninformative was the total communication you received ¡bout implementation?

Prrticiprnt No.,
Position & Original
ÍÞo¡nísrfinn

Elrcmely
Uninformr-

live

V".y
Uninform-

rt¡ve

Uninforma-
tive

Neutrel Informrtive Very
Info¡mative

Elremeþ
Inform¡tive

Participant I
Personal A¡si¡tant
Orcanisation A

I

Partisipant 2
Accounhnt
OrmistionB

I

Palicipant 3
LineMamger
Organi¡ation A

I

Participant 4
Commøcial lvlanager
Orsanisation B

I

Participant 5
IT lvfanager
Orqanistim B

I

Palicþant 6
MiddleManagø
Orpanis¿tion B

I

Participant 7
Line Manager
Orønimtim A

I

Participant 8
Offiæ Assißtant
Ors¡nisrtion B

I

Participant 9
Project Analyst
Orsanisation B

I

Participant 10
Assistant Ac¡ount¿nt
Organisation B

I

Partieþnt ll
Line lvfanager

B

I

A&ninistrative Assnt
I

13

Asuntsnt
I

Participant l4
A¡sietant Account¡nt
Oreanisation A

I

Palicipant 15
Bueiness Analpt
Ors¿ni¡ation R

I

Participant 16
Teclmical Offics
Orpanistim B

I

Tot¡l 0 4 4 6 0 0

Table 10: Ratings on how informative the total communication was

Summary of the nesults on communication

The majority of participants received information in regard to the change, via a variety of
msthods including, face-to-face coÍìmunication, newsletters, staff meetings and training

sessions. However, the results also indicated that none of the communication methods
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individually reached more than 1l out of the 16 participants. Most participants reported

that thsy had an opportunity to ask questions about the implementation.

The results suggest that participants could have benefited from more face-to-face

communication and been provided with more comprehensive and explicit communication

as to what was going to happen and when. They also could have benefited from more

feedback with ansrvers to their questions.

Participants were divided in terms of how successflf the communication was. Participants

were also divided in terms of the extent to which the information was informative or

uninformative. Most of the participants who rated the cornnunication as inforrnative were

senior staff This is not surprising if the senior sta^ff received the communication to keep

them up to date but failed to pass it on to their employees.

In regard to the participant's position within the organisation and their views on

communication, the results suggested that more senior staff tended to rate the

communication process as successful and informative compared with more junior staff In

particular, this was the case for the IT Manager, who wa.s part of the implementation

tearn, and this may have bee,n due to the fact that he administered much of the

communication. The IT nunager also reported that the implementation team actively

encouraged discussion and used road shows to provide information and forums for open

debate about the new system This seemed to be in contrast to other participants who

reported that the communication could have been Íþre comprehensive. These results

suggest that there may have been some sort of "bottleneck" that stopped communication

flowing through to certain employees and that lack of feedback about this meant that the

Implementation Team were unawafe that numy employees did not have a full

understanding about the change program These results a¡e consistent with the findings in

the previous study rvhere some rnanagers who received information about the

organisational ctrange did not pass this on to their staff so that they were not fully

informed.

In terms of the relationship between the communication variables, correlations were

mostly positive and significant. In particular, correlations between the fow communication
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variables; communication to all levels, could discuss change with managemott, success of
cornnrwrication, and how inforrnative communication was, \vere all positive and we¡e

significant for four of the six correlations. The correlations va¡ied from .55 to
. 97. suggesting a cornmon communication factor.

There were five significant correlations between the above commrmication va¡iables and

the four evaluation va¡iables. In particular, success of the communication process

correlated positively and signiñcantly with attitude to future change (r = .55, p < .05) and

rated level of success of the change (r.66, p< .01). How informative the total

connnrurication was also correlated in the sarne way with these variables (r.51, p<.05 and

=.57, p<.05 respectiveþ). How infornrative the connnr¡nication material was, was

correlated positiveþ and significantly with rated affect on morale (r:.65, p < .01).

5. Leadership Style

Question 1: What was positive about the way your superyisor/manager handled the

implementation with you and your team members?

The categories of leadenhip behaviour were derived from both the literature on

transfonrutional leadership (Bass, 1990; Bennis & Nanus, 1985; yukl, 1989) and also

from participant feedback regarding the leaders and what behaviours they found

supportive.

As can be seen in Table ll, four of the 16 participants could find nothing positive about

the listed leadership behaviours of their managers. An additional four could find only one

positive leadership behaviour amongst those listed. Only one rnanager scored five of the

seven positive behaviours with the rest scoring fou¡, three or two. These results suggest

that there was considerable room for improvement in leader behaviours relevant to the

change.
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Table 11: Positive aspects of le¡dershiÞ

Question 1: Whet wo-s positive ebout the wayyour supervisor/manager handled the implementation with you and

vorrr le¡m mem bcrs?

Participant No.,
Position & Original
Organlsation

Leader
erplained
reßons

lor change

I¡eder
erpleined
beneflts

Le¡der
Addressed
Quellons

Le¡der
involvcd
you ln

the
chsnge
Drocess

You had a
chence

to dlscuss
how change
would affect

vou?

Leader
was positive
about change
& shsred this

with you?

Leader ¡nswe¡ed
questions in o

helpful &
informative

way?

Tot¡l

Participant I
Persorial Assistsnt
Clrsanist¡m A

t I I I 4

Participant 2
Aøunt¡nt
Organisation B

I I ì I I 5

Participant 3
Line Manager
O¡sanistion A

I I

Participant 4
Conrmacial Manager
Ors¿nisatiol B
Þrticipant 5
IT Nfanagø
Oreanisation B

0

Participant 6
Mddle N4anager
Oroanisatim B

0

Participant 7
LineManagø
Ors¿nisation A

I I I I 4

Participant 8
Ofice Assistant
Orsanisation B

I I I 3

Participant 9
Project Arulyst
Orcanisation B

0

Participant l0
Assistant Accountant
Orqanisatim B

I I I I 4

Participant I I
Line Manager
Orsanisation B

I I

Participant 12

Administ¡ative A¡snt
C)roanisation B

I I I 3

Participant 13

Accountant
Orcanisation A

I I I 3

Participant 14

Assistant Acaountant
Oreanistion A

I I

Participant 15

Businæ Analyst
Oruanistion B

I I

Participant 16
Teclurical Officer
Orcanisation B

I I

Tot¡l I 2 n 3 2 6
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Question 2: What was negative about the way your superyisor/manager handled the

implementation with you and your team members?

It can be seen in Table 12 that most participants reported very ferv negative cha¡acteristics

about most supervisors/managers' leadership. There were three supervisor/managers who

had three, four or five negative characteristics, It is interesting to note that these were also

amongst those supervisors/managers who scored the lowest numbers of positive

behaviou¡s. However, the conelation between the numbers of positive and negative

aspects was not significant although it was in the expected direction (=-.44. p=.09). It
can be seen ln Table 12 that half of the participants indicated that these

supervisorsinranagers failed to hold regular meetings. The next most conrnon negative

cha¡acteristic reported by four participants, was failure to explain how the change would

affect the individuals concemed.

Qualitative corr¡rnents ranged from:

"our manager was most understanding. " (p2, Accountant, organisation B)

to:

"This isn'l appropriate for me really, at the General Manager level there wasn't too

much communication at all, probably because there was a restructure taking place at the

same time lhey were preoccupied with that. It really seemed to be an issue that stopped

at the commercial managerù the project crash-landed, then the General Mangers got
involved when they no longer had information. Of course, communications from that
point onwas negative." (P4, cornrnercial Manager, organisarion B)
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Table 12: Negative aspects of leadership

Question 2: What wm negative about the way your supervisor/mansger hondled the implementation with you and your
term menhcrs?

Participant No.,
Position & Original
Organisation

Le¡der
didn't

encour¡ge
you to

ask questions

Leader
didn't trlk

to you aboul
the change

Your le¡der
didn't erplein

howthe change
would ¡ffect you

and your
mlleasues

Your leader
discouraged

you from
asking

questions

You leade¡
didn't

support the
change &

shared
nep¡tive views

Your lesde¡
did not hold

regular rneetings
whereby you

could ask
questions

Total

Participant I
Pæoml A¡¡iet¡nt
Orranisation A

0

Participant 2
Ac¡ount¡nt
Organisatim B

0

Participant 3

Line Manager
C)rsanistion A

0

Participant 4
Commercial lr4anager
Onanisation B

I I I I 4

Participant 5

IT lvlanagu'
Orsanistion R

0

Participant 6
Middle Manager
Orønisation B

0

Parti,oþnt ?
Line Manager
O¡canisation A

0

Participant I
Ofice Assistant
Orqanisation B

I I

Participant 9
Project Analyst
Orsanisation B

I I I 1 I 5

Participant l0
Assi¡tant Accountant
OroanistimB

I t

Participant I I
Line lr4anaga
Orsanisation B

I I I 3

Palicipant 12

Administrative Assnt
C)¡ornisrinn R

I I

Particþnt 13

Accounl¡nt
Orsanistion A

I I

Participant 14
Assistant Account¿nt
Orsanisation A

0

Participant l5
Business Analyst
Orsanistim B

0

Participant 16
Teclnic¿l Offic¿¡
Orcanisation B

I I

'l'otål 2 4 I I E
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Question 3: Thrcughout the implementation process did you feel you could talk to
your manager about J¡our concerns if you had any?

Fourteen out of 15 participants reported that they felt that they could ask their rnanagers

questions about the change process. Only participant 9 thought she could not do this.

Participant 5 failed to answer the question.

Question 4: Please rate your manager's overall success in handling the

implementation.

As can be seen in Table 13, most responses were either neutral or positive with seven out

of 15 participants selecting neúral and six reporting that their manager was successful in

handling the implementation Two indicated that their rnanager was either unsuccessful or

very unsuccessfirl. There \ryere no obvious differences in these responses between those in

different positions within the organisation. The mean rating of 4.33 (with a SD of 1.05)

corresponds to a rating between neutral md successful but it is important to also note that

one rnanager was rated a^s very rmsuccessfr¡l and one as very successful.

It was interesting that rated success of the leader was not relæed to number of positive

aspects of the leader but it was related to the number of negative aspects (r: -.64, p <

.0s).
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Table 13: overall success

Quesllon 4: Pleße rateyour manager's overall success ln h¡ndllng the lmplemcntaalon.

Perticipant No.
,Position & Original
l)¡o¡ni¡¡tion

Efremcly
Unsuccesful

Very
Unsuc-c.e*sful

Un-
successful

Neutral Succsful Very
Successful

Elremely
Succ-essful

Palicipant I
Personal As¡istant
Orqanisation A

I

Participant 2
Account¡nt
Omani¡atim B

I

Participant 3

LineManaga
Oruaniution A

I

Padicþant 4
Commencial Ndanager
Omanisation B

I

Particþnt 5
IT lvlaruger
O¡ønimtimR
Participant 6
MddleMemgø
Orcanisation B

I

Participant 7

Line lvlanaget
O¡ønisation A

I

Participant 8

OfEce AssistÂnt
Orcanist¡on B

I

Participant 9
Project Analyst
Orcanisation B

I

Participant l0
Assistant Ac¡ountant
Orsanistion B

I

Participant I I
Line N{anager
Orsanis¡tion B

I

Prrticipent 12

Administrative
A¡sisl¡nt
Orsanisation B

I

Participant 13
A$ountånt
OrsanistimA

I

Participant l4
Assistant Accountent
Orcanisation A

t

Paficþant 15

Business Analyst
Orsanisation B

I

Participant 16
Teclmic¿l Ofñcer
Orcanisation B

I

Tnt¡l o I 7 4 2 0
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Summary of the results on leadenhip

Most managers had relatively few of the positive cha¡acteristics listed as appropriate for

handling the irrplementation but sonp had a number of negative cha¡acteristics. The main

positive behaviours highlighted were: involving their staff in the change process,

explaining the reason for the change, answering questions in a way that was informative,

and explaining the benefits of the system to them The two most comrnon negative

behaviours reported by participants were that their nunagers did not explain how the

change would affect them and their colleagues and that their manager did not hold regular

meetings whereby the staffcould ask questions and get answers to them

These results, which emphasise the importance of communication for leadership, suggest

that one might expect significant correlations between success as a leader and the

commurication va¡iables. There were in fact significant correlations between rated success

in tenns of leadership and rated success of the commr¡nication process (r: .67, p < .01),

and how informative the communication was (r:.59, p <.05).

6. OrganisationalCulfure

Question 1: Thert ane many ways to describe an organisation's culfurc. Some are

prrcsented below. From the list below cr.oss those that you fecl accurately dcscribe

your organisation's culture oríor to the implementation of the new system.

At the time that the questionnaire was completed, Organisations A and B had been merged

for twelve months. Thus, question one was desþed to refer to Organisation C.

However, it was clear from qualitative comments that nrany participants seemed to focus

on the culture of their 'bld" organisation (eg Organisation A or B) and provided ans\¡/ers

in that regard. This may have been due to the merger being in close proximity to the

implementation of the new system and to some persistence of their previous organisational

cultures over that time.
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As can be seen in Table 14, there was relatively little consensus on cr¡ltural cha¡acteristics.

While 13 of the 15 participants agreed that they were provided with training and

developnrent, onþ about one third reported that their career was well rnanaged, that there

were rewa¡d systems in place, that new staff members were socialised into the

organisatior¡ that the organisation's norms and values were communicated regularly and

that ttre organisation had strong leadership and modelling and that they had an opportunity

to participde in decision making. Eight reported thæ they had a strong sense ofhistory.
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Question l: There are manyweys lo describe an orgrnisation's culture, some are presented below. From the liJt betow,
cross thos€ thrt you feel ¡ccur¡tely describe your orgenisation's culture Elqlþ the implementation of the
new system,

Participant No.,
Posilion &
Original
Organisation

Training
&

develop
ment is

provided
to

employee

You¡
c¡Íe]er

was well
mrneged

There
were

rew¡rd
sJßlems
in place

New staff
members

wele
¡oci¡Ii¡cd into

the
orgrnisetion

The
organis-
ations

norms &
values we¡e
commun-

ic¡ted
¡eølrrlw

Your
orgenis-

ation
h¡d a

strong
sense of
history

Your
nrgnnis-
ation hsd

strong
lerder-

ship rnd
modell-

ins

You h¡d the
opportunity
to partici-

prte in
decirion
mrking

Tot¡1.

Particþnt I
Pe¡¡onal Assishnt
Orsanistion A

I I I I 5

2
Accor¡nt¡¡t

I I I I 4

PaÉicipant 3
Line Manager
Orcani¡ation A

I I I I 4

Particþnt 4
Commercial
Managa
Oreaniråtim B

I I I 3

Participant 5
IT Manager
Orqanisstion B

0

Participant 6
Mddle lvlanager
Orsanisation B

I I 2

Palicipant 7
Line lvlanago
O¡ganisation A

I I I I I I I 7

Participant 8
Ofñce Assbtant
O¡canisatim B

I I

Projecr AnÂlyst
I I I I I 5

Participant
Assistant
Accountånt

B

I I

Particþnt I I
Line N{anager
Organisation B

I I

Participant 12
Adminisbative
Assislant
Orsanisation B

I I I I I I I 7

t3
Accountant

I I 2

t4
A¡sistant
Ac¡ountant

I I I ?

Participant I 5

Businers Analyrt
O¡gtnisation B

I
I 2

Participant 16
Tecl¡nical Offcer
Otqanisâtion B

I I 1

Total l3 4 6 4 8 4 5
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These results, overall, suggest a relatively weak culture with respect to the characteristics

assessed, except for training. While this lack of consensus might reflect the merging of the

two organisations prior to the new system being rnplenrcnted, there was no evidence of

greater consistency amongst those from Organisation A or B The only exception was that

all five participants from Organisation A suggested that the Organisation prior to the

change had a strong sense of history but as already noted, it seenn likely ûom the

qualitative comments that they were referring to Organisation A.

Qualitarive comments included:

"The organisation is fairly lnrd nosed and commercial - the things that need to go on

do, the career development, employment nurturing asrycts etc. take place on ø more

localised basis - depending upon the values of the relevant monogers. " (P4, Commercial

Manager, Organisation B)

"The otd organisation lød a very dffirent culture to the new organisation. It is dfficult

to seryrate the clnnges fiiat occurred as a result of the acquisitionfrom the changes that

resultedfrom the system roll ouî." (P7, Line Manager, Organisation A)

Question 2: There atte many ways to describe an organisation's culturrc and some

ane presented below. Frnm the list below cruss those that you feel accurateþ

describe your organisation's culture gþ¡ the implementation of the new system.

Table 15 shows thaf the only marked change in the organisational culture after the

implementation was a reduction in the sense of history of the organisation. Most of the

participants who reported that their organisation's strong sense of history was lost came

from Organisation A, again suggesting that in Question l, they were referring to

Organisæion A's culture. This is not surprising given that participants from Organisation

A reported that their organisation had a strong sense ofhistory and that they felt a lot of

grief at its loss. There were slight reductions in most of the other characteristics to

relatively few responses in each of the factors. The number of positive a.spects listed prior

to and after the change irrplementations correlated significantty (r .57, p <.O5)While

these results might be taken to indicale little difference between the cultures of the old

organisations and the new merged organisation, it may also be that participants had not yet

become aware of the culture within the new organisation.
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Qualitative comments included:

"f don't think that any major change in culture hss occurred as a result of the

implementation- at all" (P4, Connrrcrcial Manager, Organisation B).

"The implementation of the new system changed the financial processes activities of the

business but it did not address nor overcome the shortcomings in the organisation's

culture. " (P5, IT Manager, Organisation B).

Question 3: Did the attitudes and beliefs hetd by your feltow wor.l¡ers affect the way

you pen¡onally accepted the implementation of the new system?

As can be seen in Table 16, l0 of 15 participants reported that they were not affected by

the attitudes and beließ held by their fellow workers. However, of the five who were

affected, all reported that they were affected in a negative way. It is interesting to note

thæ the IT Manager wa.s one of those affected in anegative way even though he was part

of the inplementation team
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Psticlp¡¡t Nq,
Pc¡aiu&
Odgiül
Or¡utnttm

Tnlning
& dcvclop-

EGlt ¡!
pmilcd to
rmPbYæs

ürmcr
EÍGII
Eú¡6cd

1lorc
wcr

EErd
¡yd.m!
ln place

Nq¡bff
ncmbon

'CFui¡lkcd i¡to
tbe

Thc orguir-
dkru¡m¡&

Elu6 faF
cmmu¡k¡ted

regulrrly

Yor
ol!üld¡u
h¡d ¡füg

ææof
hidory

Yor
orguiratiu
lrddug
lG¡dcBblp
ùd modell-

Yq h¡d the
oppqtu¡lty to
port¡clpstc ll

dæiúm
meking.

TúI

Penqnl Assistsrt
1 I 4

Prticipõú2
A@rü8t
OllmisdimB

I

Prtidpsú3
Lire Møuger
Cmnisstìm A

I I I I I 6

Psticipst4
C<mercial
Mruager
C)nrnisatim B

1 I 3

Pút¡cipûú5
IT Mungpr
Ormisdiø B

0

?qticipflû 6
Middlo Mrnger
Chr¡niselim R

I 2

Petioipflt 7

Lire Munger
OmmisdimA

0

Pûticipqû 8
OñæAsi¡tmt
O¡pani¡dim B

I

Prticipøn 9
Prcjæt Arly€t
OpmisdimB

1 I I 5

?rticiptrl0
Assi¡tsl.
A@wÎÃn
O¡gnisaimB

t

PrticipEú I I
Lire Mruger
Crpmisdiú B

I

Prtiçig¡r 12

AùÌinist¡8tiv e

Asist4t
O¡wisatiæB

1 I I I I I '7

Prticipqú 13

Amwtant
CmisdimA

I

Púticipúü 14

Asistmt
Amu¡bnt
OpnisdimA

I I 3

Prtìcipørt l5
Bwûns Analyst
O¡misdiøB

I 2

6
Tecfmical offræ¡

I

Tnf¡t t4 4 I 3 I 3 t 1
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Question 3: Did the attiludes and beliefs held by

your fellow workes affect the way

you personally eccepted the

implementation of the ncw system?

Ifyes, did it gcnerally affect you

positively or negat¡vely?

Participant No., Position
& Oripinrl O¡p¡nisation

Yes No Positive Negative

Patticipmt I
Pqsonãl Assißt¡nt
Orcanißation A

I I

PaÉicipant 2
Accountant
Orc¿nisation B

I

Participant 3

Line Managa
O¡ganis¡tion A

I

Participant 4
Commercial lvlanaget
Orc¡nisation B

I

Participant 5
IT Managø
O¡ganisation B

I I

6
Middle Manager

I

7
Line N4anagen

A

I

Particþnt 8
Ofrce Assi¡tant
Orssni¡ation B

I

Participant 9
Project Analyrt
Organisation B

I

Participant l0
Assist¡nt Accountant
Organisation B

I

Participant I I
Line lr4anagcr
O¡qanisation B

I I

Participant l2
A&nini¡t¡¡tive Asi¡trnt
Orc¡nisrtion B

I

Participant 13

Accountant
Orcanisatim A

I I

Participant 14
A¡sistant Accountant
Organiution A

I I

Participant 15

Busineßs Anatyst
Orcanimtion B

I

Participant 16
Technic¿l Ofrcer
Orcanimtion B
Total 5 l0 0 5
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Question 4: If your present culturc, in your opinion, was not supportive of the

implementation, how could it be imprcved?

The categories mentioned in Question Four, to describe an organisation's culture, were

derived from the participants' responses in Study two in terms of the factors that

contributed to their cultwe.

As can be seen in Table 17, five of the seven listed improvements were selected by half or

mo¡e of the participants. In particular, nine out of 15 participants reported that education

about the change would have been beneficial, I I suggested that an ability to express

concerns with less fea¡ of consequences would have been beneficial, l0 participants

suggested that participation in the change prog¡am would have improved their division's

ctilture and eight suggested that both regular and informative communication would have

been beneficial. These results suggest that considerable improvement could have been

made to these aspects of the organisation's culture related to the change.
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Table 17: tr'¡ctors that could have imÞroved a non-supDortive culture

Question 5: Overalt how would you r¡te the extent to which the culture was

supportive or unsuppoltive of the implementation?

As can be seen from Table 18, the participants were closely divided with seven out of 15

participants reporting that thei¡ cultu¡e was supportive of the implementation and five

Question 4: Ifyour present cuhure, in your opinion, was not supportive ofthe imy'ementation, how could it be

improved?

Perticipant No.,
Position & Original
Organisation

Menagement
commitment

to the
chanoe

Lesder
overtly

¡upports
chunpc

Regular
communi-

crtion

Informali
ve

Communi
-cation

Education
¡bout the
change

Participa
tion in the

change

Ability to
express

you
uninion

Total

I
Pe¡sorul Assistant

A

I I I I 4

Participant 2
Account¡nt
Organißation B

I I I I I 5

Particþant 3
Line Manager

A

I I I I I I 6

Conmrøcial lvfanager
B

I I I I I 5

hrticipant 5

IT Managcr
Organisation B

I I 1

Participant ó
Middle lrdanager
OrcÂnisatioñ B

I I 2

Participant 7
Line Manager
Orq.nisation A

I I

Participant 8
Office Assistant
Orpanisation B

1 I

Participant 9
Project Analyst
Orcanisation B

I I I I I 5

Participant l0
Assist¡nt Accountant
Org¡nisat¡on B

I I I I 1 I I 7

Participant I I
Line lvlanager
Organisation B

I I I I I I 6

Participant 12
Mminist¡ative Assnt
Orsanisation B

I I 2

Participant 13

Accountant
Orcanisstion A

I I

Participant 14
Assistant Accountanl
Organìsation A

I I I I I I 6

Participant 15

Business Anålyst
Orcanisation B

I I 2

Participrnt 16

Tecìnical Otrcer
Organi¡atim B

0

Tot¡l 6 3 I I 9 l0 ll
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reporting that it was unsupportive toward the implementation, It is noteworthy that no

one indicated that the culture was very or extremely supportive, while two indicated that it

was very unsupportive.

Table 18: Overall rating of the organisational culture

Question 5: Overell, how*ould you rate the extent to which the culture was supportive or unsupportive of

the implerrentation?

Paralclpant No. ,
Position & Original
Orpanisetion

EÍremely
Unsupportive

Yery
Insupportivt

Unsupporllve Neutrrl suppor¡lve Yery
Supportive

Efremely
Supportive

Participant I
Personal A¡sist¿nt
Orsanisation A

I

Participant 2
Accountant
Orsanistion B

I

Participant 3

Line Itlaruger
Oreanisation A

I

Participant 4
Cornmcrcial Managu
Orsanistion B

I

Parlicþant 5

IT l\lfaruger
Clrpaniutim B

I

Participant 6
Mddle lvlanager
Orqanisation B

I

Participant 7
Line Manager
Orpanistion A

I

Participant 8
Ofrce Assistant
Organisation B

I

Participant 9
Project Anaþst
C)rsanistion B

1

Partic¡pant I0
Assistant Accountant
Orsanisation B

I

Participant I I
LineMamgc
Orsanisation B

I

Participant 12

Administrative Asnt
Oro¡nimtio¡ R
Participant 13

Accountant
Orsanisation A

I

Particþnt 14

Assistant Ac¡ountant
Orqanisation A

I

Participant 15

Business Analyst
Orqanisstion B

I

Palicipant 16
Teclnic¿l OfEcer
Orcanisation B

I

Total 0 a 3 7 0 0
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It is also interesting thæ fou¡ of the five participants originally from Organisation A (which

was taken over by Organisation B) reported thæ the organisational culture was

supportive. Given the negative views of the takeover expressed by these participants in the

previous study, these results might be explained by some aspects of the supportive culture

of Organisation A persisting during the implementafion,

Q"alitative comments included:

r "ft was a very dfficult environment in which to implement. "

r "Large amount of other changes occurring"

r "Inadequate management support"

r "Internal politicalfighting"

r "centralisation resulting in job losses, an emotive issue"(pl, IT Manager,

Organisation B)

Conrclations between the culture and evaluation variables

There wa¡¡ no significant correlation between how supportive the culture was judged to be

and any of the evaluation variables, but this may be partly because some participants may

have been referring to their previous organisation before the nrerger.

Summary of the results on organisational culture

Participants were divided in their descriptions of the organisational cultu¡e prior to the

implenrcntation of the new system suggesting that some of them may have been referring

to their previous organisatiorrs before the merger. The onþ major difference in the

organisational culture after the implementafion of the new system was the decrease in the

organisation's having a sense of history. This may have been due to the merging of
Organisæions A and B.

Confusions about which organisation's culture was being referred to might partly account

for the lack of any significant correlations between how supportive the culture was

perceived to be and the evaluation variables.

While the majority of participanis reported that the attitudes and beließ held by their co-

workers did not affect the way they accepted the new systenr, those who were affected

reported that thsy were affected in a negative way.
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All except one participant made at least one suggestion for making the culture more

supportive of the change pro$¿un At least half or rnore of the participants listed regular

commr¡nication to stafl informative communication, education about the change, allou'ing

employees to participate and to express their opinions without fear of negative

consequence.

7. Training

Question 1: Did you go through a training program?

Fifteen of the 16 participants reported that they attended training with the remaining one

(participant 6) failing to answer the question.

Question 2: If yes, what was positive about the training you rcceived?

Participants reported that the positive aspects of the training were the quality of the

trainers, and the 'lrappy" environnpnt of the training sessions. A selection of qualitative

comments include:

"Good quality internal trainers, good lotowledge of system and processes. Trainers were

persistent (lad to ftain some staffmore thanfive times on how to post a requisition. This

took some patience and commitment)." (P5, IT Manager, Organisation B)

"It was all very "up" and "happy". The training was comprehensive in terms of both

content and users trained. " (P4, Commercial Manager, Organisation B)

"Good training provided of the system. " (P14, Assistant Accountant, Organisation A)

Question 3: What was negative about the training you rcceived?

Eleven participants answered this question and all provided different comme,lrts. In regard

to the negative aspects of the training, participants reported that; the trainer had only bee'n

employed a short time and did not have enough knowledge of the systern, there were daily

modifications of the training manuals; training was insufficient, particularly with respect to

how it would affect people's roles; it occurred too long before the actual implementation

and there \ilere no follow up or advanced sessions. It is interesting to note that among the

negative comments, participants mentioned that the trainers did not have enough

knowledge. However, there were other participants that stated that the trainers had a
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good understanding of the system This may indicate that the trainers were inconsistent

with sonæ being very good and others not or that the users' level of knowledge or

capability in using corputer system varied so that some found the training easy and some

ha¡d. A selection of qualitative comments include:

"Even though it was hands-on, I was trained in the wrong module, thereþre it did not

give me enough inþrmation about the system. Also the rainer had only been employed

for a very short time and did not have enough lcnowledge of a live situation. " (P8, Office

Assistant, Organisation B)

"Training sessions teere not long enough and we needed a lot of practice to help us cope

with change." (P2, Accourtant, Organisation B)

"There are dnily modifications to the manuals for using the system. There was no

training on how this system would affect ar¿r cuftent roles." (p9, Special projects

Analyst, Organisation B)

"Each module was learned in one crammed session. In only one session, new lcnowledge

is forgotten beþre you start to use it. The training was basic and there was no follow up

or advanced training later. The help desk support is very poor and slnw to respond to

queries. " (PI0, Assistant Accourtant, Organisation B)

"The training occutred six months beþre the roll out which meant by the time we

actually had to use it we all needed re-training. " (p13, Accountant, Organisation A)
"Documentation provided by the system was poor and left a lot of questions unnnswered

if you needed to refer to the manuals at a later date." (P14, Assistant Accountant,

Organisation A)

Question 4: If you had the opportunity, how would you have changed the training
program to be more effective?

Twelve participants answered this question and again, all twelve participants provided a

different answer. These included providing a "play room" whereþ employees could

practice what they had leamed in the training sessions and training the employees in the

correct modules. A selection of qualitative comrnents include:

"The "play room" tmplemented in the eastern implementation was a great idea, if this

was supported and promoted by supervisors etc - it would be very effective, also if the
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þcus was on training key users who could support others in the operations areas, rather

than training all users on mnss, a better skills/support mix might have resulted." (P4,

Commercial Manager, Organisation B)

"Made them more intense ard hands on situations so staff could become more familiar.

The organisation has atways had standard codes in the general ledger and identifying

things in the system is tilæ tookingþr a needle in a haystack. I believe it is an auditor's

nightmare." (P2, Accountant, Organisation B)

"shorter sessions, more than one session to familiarise. Follow-up and advance training

sessions. " (Pl0, Assistant Accountant, Organisation B)

"Employees to be trained in the right modules ard trainers should lave used the new

system in a live situation so they can understand the problems that could be

encountered. " (P8, Office Assistant, Organisation B)

"Improve the systems trainingmanuals." (P14, Assistant Accountant, Organisation A)

Question 5: Overall, how would you rate the quality of the tmining you received in

respect to the new system?

As can be seen in Table 19, l0 out of 15 participants reported that the training was good

to very good" four rated the training as neutral and onþ one (the Office Assistant) rated it

as poor. Five of the six managers reported that the training was good. As expected given

these positive results, training quality did not correlate signiñcantly with any of the

evaluation va¡iables. The generally positive overall ratings of training are somewhat

inconsistent with the negative comments made about training ard the suggestions for

improvements. These results suggest that a single overall rating of training may not

provide a very accurate assessment of its qualþ.
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Table 19: Overall qualitv rating of trainins

Quelion 5: Overdl, how rould you rete the qudity ofthe training you rcceived ¡n resp€ct to the new

!!tr!en!?
Perticipant No.,
Posilion & Original
Orpmisation

Elremely
Poor

Very
Poor

Poor Neutral Good Very
Good

Ertrcmely
Good

Participant I
Per¡o¡al A¡sistant
Orcani¡atiori A

I

Participant 2
Account¡nt
Orc¡nisation B

I

Participant 3
Line Nfanager
Orcani¡ation A
Participant 4
Commercial Manager
Orqani¡ation B

I

Participant 5
IT Manager

I

6
Mddle

I

Participant 7
Line lr4anago
O¡canisation A

I

Participant 8
Ofrcc Assbtant
Orpanistim B

I

Participont 9
Project Amlyst
Orcanisation B

I

Particþant l0
Asist¡nt Accoufånt
Orcanigation B

I

Participant ll
Line lvlanagcr
OrmnistimB

I

Pariicipant 12
Administ¡ative A¡snt
Orcanisation B

I

Participant 13
Accountant
Orcanisation A

I

hrticipant 14
Assist¡nt Accountant
Orsani¡ation A

I

Participant l5
Buriness Analysf
O¡canisation B

I

Partieipant l6
Technic¡l Officer
Orcanisation B

I

Tot¡l o o I 4 7 3 0
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Summary of the results on training

While the m{ority of the participants rated the overall quality of the training as being

good or extremeþ good, there were a number of negative comrrpnts and suggestions for

improvement.

Negative comments included; the training sessions were not long enougl¡ the trainer in

one session had only been with the organisation a short time and therefore had limited

knowledge, there were no follow up sessions and no advanced sessions, the training

occurred six months before the rollout which resulted in people forgetting what they had

learned and the documentation that went with the system wa.s poor.

In terms of recommendations, the participants reported that the training could have been

more effective by being more hands on, by providing ongoing coaching for users, by

having follow up sessions for users and by having a'þlay room" set up where by users

could practise what they had leamed in their training sessions. The participants aJso

suggested that the training cor¡ld have occuned closer to the roll out date, so new

information was not forgotten. The training session could also have had better

documentation to support it.

8. Coping Skitls

Question 1: Was your job changed as a rcsult of the implementation of the new

system?

As can be seen in Table 20, paficipants were nearly equally divided with eight of 15

reporting that their job was changed due to the new inplementation and seve,n reporting

that it was not changed. Inspection of Table 20 indicates that there w¿$ no relæionship

between job change and the participants' positions, with managers and administrative

assistants both reporting job changes.
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Table 20: Job chanqes ¡s a result of the implementation

Question I lVas yourjob changed as a result ofthe implementation of
the new system?

Participant No.,
Position & Original
Orpcnisation

Ye No

Participant I
Pqson¡l A¡si¡t¡nt
Organiration A

I

Participant 2
Account¡nt
Orcânisation B

I

Particþant 3
Line Manage.r
Orqanieation A

I

P¿rticipant 4
Commercial lr4anager
Organiration B

I

PaÊicipant 5

IT Manager
O¡c8nis¡tim B
Particþant 6
Mddle N{anager

B

I

Line lvlanagcr
I

Particìpant E

Offiæ A¡sishnt
O¡Aanisation B

I

Participant 9
koject Analyst
Organisation B

I

Participant l0
Assistant Account¡nt
Organieation B

I

Participant I I
Line lrdanagø
Organisation B

I

Particþant 12
Aônini¡t¡ative Assistant
Orcsniution B

I

Participant 13
Accountant
Orcanisation A

I

Participant 14
A¡si¡tant Accountant
Org¿nisåtion A

I

Participant l5
Businees Analyet
Orcanie¡tion B

I

Participant 16
Teclrnical Offics
Or¡r¡nisation B

I

Tot¡l 8 7
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Question 2: If your job was changed, how was it changed?

The categories used in this question were derived from the participant interviews from the

first study. Many of the participants, in providing their experiences ofthe change process,

mentioned how the change had personally a^ffected them by way of their job changing.

As can be seen in Tables 2l a and b, nearþ all participants who had their job,s changed

reported they had to work with new people and most had new work processes and a

larger workload.

Qualitative comments conceming how jobs changed included;

"Worked with new people, New supervisor, Larger workload, Been promoted, Nev'works

station, More supportive environment, Less supervisory contacf. " (Pl, Personal Assistant,

Organisation A)

Worked with new people, Nau work processes, Larger workload, chnnge in relationships.

I was made redundant as my job moved to Adelaide." (P2, Accor¡ntant, Organisation B)

"H/orked with new people, nØ/v work processes." (P10, Assistant Accountant,

Organisation B)

"Worked with nsw people, new work processes, Iarger worklæd. " (P13, Accountant,

Organisation A)

New work role, worked with new people, new supervisor, New work processes, smaller

workload, new geographical location, newworkstation, more supervisory contact, " (P14,

Assistant Accountant, Organisation A)
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Table 2la: Description of iob changes

Qrodlor 2r If yor Jot rl cbu¡cd, hø n lt cho¡od?

PgtlclputNq,
I\oddo & OÌE¡trrI
Onulgtlon

NslVqh
Rol€

Wod¡rd
rlth ðói
P¡ole

Na
Supewkaa

NclVch
l¡mæ¡

Ir¡cr
lrVorldo¡d

SEdlcr
Wor*lod

Eæn
IÞnoted

Pütisipqt I
PeßsE¡ Asisret
O¡m¡udimA

I I I I

Prticiprú2
A@uG¡ú
Ormi¡atim B

I

PûticiprÉ 3
Lir Maugor
Orcg¡iqtimA

I

4
CmmercialMmqer

5

IT

Middle lvlruger

LireMmagø

t
Offræ A¡sistant

B
9

Projæt

Prticipqû l0
Assistfft A@urtÀü
OmnisaimB

I I

Lire Manager
B

I

Ptticip{ú 12

Aùnin Assd
OrgwtiqB

A€htmt
A

I I I

Púticipmt 14

Assistef AæmtõÍ
Orsaruotim A

'I I I I

Púticifú 15

Buirss Amlyst
O¡wi¡dimB

Tedrrcal Ofüær

Tof¡l 2 7 6 6 2 t
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Table 2lb: Description of io

Qucdtoo 2: If yor lob w cbog.d. hw 16 lt cbuSGd?

P¡rtlciput No.,
P6¡t¡m & Ortitr¡t
Orgsistbo

Bæn
Pñded

Ns
Gcognph-

lel
læ¡{o

Now
wakdstio

Mæ
uppoÉiw
cnvlm-

menf

IÆ
upportlve
c¡vlm-

mctrl

IÆ
spcM!fft
et¡st

Mm
uponiæry

Cmt¡ct

Púticipst I
Ponqpl Assistant
OremisdiØ A
Pútioip{ú 2
Aæwlanl
O¡BmisdimB
Pdticipqt 3
LireMrngø
OmisarimA

1 I

4
CmercialMmager

Prticipaf 5
IT Ma¡Eger
Om¡risatim B

MiddleMangø

PrticiprÉ ?

Lire Mrnger
O¡cÊnùatim A
Pûticipõú 8
OF¡æ Asi¡tÉtt
OmisdrmB
Púticipd 9
Projæt Amlyrt
CrmismimB
Põtidptt lo
Asistmt A@qDtmt
OImi¡dimB
P¿nicipqû I I
Lire Manger
O¡çpnisatim B
Prticipt't 12

Aúnmistnûiv€ Assrt
Or¡ani¡¡lim B
Púticipût 13
A@uùnt
C)rmnisetim A

t

Prticipø't l4
Assisteú Aæqmtõt
OIpni¡stiqA

I I

Prticipdil 15

BuiusAmlyst
CmnisdiflB
Prticipa¡rt l6
Tsdmical Ofiær
Ormissriø B
Toú¡l o 1 3 I o t 2

Question 3: How stlessful did you find the implementation pmcess?

As can be see,n in Tabte 22, àg!fi of the 15 participants who answered the question foturd

the change moderately stressfirl to stressful with one additional participant reporting it as

extremely stressful. Of the remaining six participants, four rated the change as siightly

stressful with only two indicating thal it was not stressful at all. There was no obvious

relationship between level of stress and participants' positions.
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Table 22: Lcvel of stress during implementation

Oueúion 3: How stre¡ful dld vnr find the :-^l^-^-r^¿3^-

Perticipent No.,
Position & Original
Orsmis¡tion

Nol
strcssful

¡t dl

Not very
stressful

Only a bit
Stressful

Moderateþ
stres¡ful

Stressful Very
Stressful

Elremely
Sl¡essful

Pe¡¡onal Assi¡tant
I

t
Account¡nt

B

I

Participant 3
Line Manager
Orqni¡¡tion A

I

Participant 4
Commercial lvfanager
O¡s¿nisation B

I

Participant 5
IT lvfanaga
Orsanisation B

I

Participant 6
Mddle N&nager
O¡sanistion B

I

Participant 7
Line Managø
Ors¡nisation A

I

Participant 8
Ofrce A¡sist¡nt
Orcanisation B

I

Þrticipant 9
Èojæt An¡lyst
O¡c¿nisation B

I

Participant
Assisl¿nt AccountÂnt

I

ll
Line

I

Partieipant 12
Adminietrative Asent

I

l3
Accountånt

I

Participant 14
Assishnt Accountant

A

I

l5
Business Analyst

I

krticipant 16
Teclmic¿l Officer
Orsanisation B
Tot¡l 4 0 6 o I
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Question 4: What type of coping strategies did you use, if any, to assist you with the

implementation process?

There has been extensive resea¡ch on how people cope with stressors in the workplace

(Billings & Moos, 19S4, Callan, 1993; Callan, Terry & Schweitzer, 1994; Cohen &

Edwards, 1989; O'Hara 1995). The types of coping strategies that have been identified in

the literature include talking with colleagues and management, using extemal social

support, increased activity and increased spirituality via prayer or meditation (Billings &

Moos, 1984; Callan, 1993; Callan, Terry & Schweitzer, 1994; Cohen & Edwa¡ds, 1989;

O'Har4 1995). Whilst many individuals use the above-mentioned coping strategies some

individuals use urùrelpful strategies such as an increase in substances such æ nicotine and

or alcohol (O'Har4 1995). Other coping strategies that were identified by the participants

in Study two and included, looking for another job, to increase confidence that there was

altemative work available, increased tine alone and amual leave. The questions used in

Question four came from the literatu¡e on coping and participant input from Study two.

As can be seen in Tables 23a and 23b, tatking about the implementation was the most

popular coping strategy with nine out of 13 participants who answered the question

reported talking to family and friends, eleven reported talking to their colleagues and

seven reported talking to management. It is interesting to note that those talking to

management were the senior staff Four out of 13 increased their time management as a

way of coping with the stress of the change process. None of the other coping strategies

$/as reporte{ such as taking time off work, social activities, increased use of alcohol, and

social or spiritual activities. It is of course possible that participants were reluctant to

admit to using some of these latter strategies. However, it is interesting that l0 of 13

participants reported using more than one strategy with nearly half using tlree or more of

the strategies.
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Questlon 4: \Vbrt type ofcoping strategies dkl you us€, if any, to assist
Drocess?

you with the ¡mplcmcntat¡on

Work Social

Prrticiprnt No.,
Position & Original
Organisation

Incressd
Time
Mngt.

Talk w¡th
Colleague

Talk with
Mngt.

Inc¡erocd
time ofT

¡ick/rnnual
leeve

Looked
for

another
.I¿h

Tmk up
ele¡n¡l
activities

Incresed
erternal
¡ctivities

I
Petsonal Assistant

I I

2
Accountant

I I

J
Line Nlanager

I I I

Participarn 4
Connnø,cial lvlanager
Orcanisation B

I

Participant 5
IT lvlanager
O¡ganisation B

I I

Participant 6
Mddle Manager
Ore¡ni¡ation B
Palicþant 7
Line lvlanager
O¡canisation A
Participant 8
Ofice A¡sist¡nt
Orsanisation B

I

Particþant 9
Project Anaþt

I I

l0
A¡sistant Accountant

I I I

Participant I I
Line Manager

B

I

Participant
Admin. As¡nt

B

I

Participant 13

Ac¡ount¡nt
O¡ganisst¡on A

I I

Particip¡nt 14
Assistant Accountant
Organisation A

I

Participant 15

Business A¡¡¡lyst
Organisation B
Participant 16
Tecìnic¡l Ofrcer
O¡q-¿nisation B

I

Tot¡l 4 ll 7 0 0 0 0
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Questlon 4:
continued

\Yh¡t type of croplng stratcgles dld you use, lf rny, to aslst you wlth the implemen¡ttlon
process?

Person¡l Spiritual

Participant No.,
Position & Original

Talk to
spouse/family/

friends

Spend more
time alone

Increased
alcohol
intnke

Increased
nicotine
int ¡Ìe

Increased
¡ttend¡nce at

chu¡ch

Meditating/
relaration

Palicipant I
Personal Assisbnt
Clro¡nistion A

I

Participant 2
Accountant

Participant 3

Line Manager
O¡oanistion A

I

Pdrtisip¡nt 4
Commercial Manager
Orcanistion B
Participant 5

IT Mamga
Orsanis¿tion B

I

Participant 6

Mddle Manager
Orsanisation B
Padicipant 7

Line Manager
Orsanisation A
Participant I
Oñc€ Aßsißtant
OrcaniBation B

I

Participant 9
Project Anaþt
OrcmisatimB

I

Participant l0
Assistant Accountant
Orqanistion B

I

Participant I I
Line N{anager
Orsanisation B
Participant 12

Aùnìn. As¡istant
Clrmnistion B

I

Padicipant 13

Account¿nt
Oreanis¡tion A

I

Participant 14

Assistånt Accountant
Oroanistion A

I

Palicipant 15

Busin* Analyst
Orcanisâtion B
Participant 16

Teclmical Officer
OmnistionB
Tot¡l 9 o 0 o o o
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Qtralitafive comments conceming how participants coped included:

Increased time management, talk about it with colleagues, talk about it with spouse,

family, friends. " (Pl, Personal Assistant, Organisation A)
"Talk about it with work colleagues, talk about it with marøgement.', (pz, Accourtant,

Organisæion B)

"Increased time management, talk about it with colleagues, talk about it with

management, talk about it with spouse/family/friends. " (P3, Line Manager, Organisation

A)

"Talk about it with work colleagues, Talk about it with management, Talk about it with

spouse/familytfriends. " (P5, IT Manager, Organisation B)

Increased hours to mønqge work. Employed another Wrson to cory with the workload. "
(P4, Commercial Manager, Organisation B)

Question 5:

techniques?

As can be seen in Table 24, only about one third of participants indicated that they would
have found training in coping skills beneficial. Ten of thel6 participants reported that they

would not have found such training beneficial and these included four of the six Managers

and slightly more males than females. This gender d.ifference, while only slight, is
consistent with resea¡ch that suggests that women are more likely to seek psychological

assistance or ask for help than men (Robertson & Fitzgeral d, lgg2).

would you have found it beneficial to have training in coping
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Table 24: U of trainins in iechnioues

O¡odio 6r \Àtould vq h¡w fo¡d lt bo¡oflclal to brvo taioing i! coltitr! tæhË¡qu6?

Prticlprt Nc, Paltlo
& Ori¡l¡¡l Orua¡i¡¡tlo

Ye No

Pstici@l
Pæqnl Asists¡t
or@isatimA
Prticipq'r 2
A@ufar4
Onanisatiø B

I

Púticipøû3
LirMungø
O¡øi¡dimA

1

PEticiIEIt 4
CmorcialMaqø
CmisdidB

I

Pûticiptû 5

IT Munger
O¡¡anisdiø B
Pqticipqt 6
Middlo Mrnger
O¡rmisdimB

I

Pûticipqú ?

LineMægø
Crøni¡dimA

I

Paticipmr E

Ofüco Assistslt
O¡rausaim B
Púticiptt 9
Prcjoct Amlpt
OrwisdimB
Púticipdû l0
AsistEÊAæqúql
Orpanisaim B

I

Prlicipúû I I
Lim Mrugor
C)¡øni¡dim B

I

Púicjpt¡r 12

A&nini¡hative A¡sistflt
O¡pni¡dimB

I

Pãticipúú 13

Amutst
Ctønisdim A

I

Prticiptú 14

A$istÃrtAæû!ú4t
Ormisatim A
Púticip{û 15

Buiæss Arnlyst
O¡mnisEtim B
Prticip@l 16
Tedmiel Offrer
O¡cmisdi@ B
Tr*¡l 6 lo

Question 6: Ovemll, how well do you think you copd with the implementation

process?

As Table 25 indicates, nine out of the 16 participants reported that they coped \ /ell, three

coped very well and one coped extremeb well with the implementation process. One

participant reported that he coped poorly and another that he coped extrernely poorly.
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Quodin ó: Ownll hc wcll do yo thiukyou opod rltb aùc ¡DplonG¡tstin

P¡n¡c¡pùtNc
fcltbn & Ortglrrl
OphlÉflrh

Erboroþ
Pc

V.,t
Pm

Pq Ncutnl Woll Vory
\l'oll

Erb"ñcly
\{oll

Pq¡øl Asistu¡t
I

2
A@wts¡rt

I

3
Lim Mauger

4
Cmercial Managor

I

Prticipmt 5
IT Managor
Ormis¡tiø B

I

Middle

Ptticipdú 7

LireMwugw
O¡misaiøA

Offiæ Assistmt
I

Pqticipqú 9
hojætA¡Elyst
Onønisatiq B

I

l0
Asriltdú. A@q¡n4t

PtrticipÐr I I
Lire Mrngor
Or¡anisatiø B

Aônin Agsistarú
B

Ptticiprn 13

Aeuds¡ú
O¡gÊnisarim A

I

l4

BwmsAmlyrt
B

1

Peticiprû ló
Teduriæl Offrær
O¡ønisaiø B

1

Toú¡l t 0 I I I 3 I

A selection of qualitative cornments on coping included:

"Considering how stressful and frustrating it was I believed I coped very well.,, (pg,

Office Assistant, Organisation B)

"I hope to be offered further temporary contracts where I wilt be involved in the

implementation of change. " (P10, Assistant Accorrrtant, organisation B)
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Correlations between coping and evaluation variables

As might be expected, rating of stress correlated negatively with how well participants

thought thoy coped (r: -.7O, P <.01). While rating of stress did not correlate with any of

the evaluation va¡iables, rating of coping correlated significantly and positively with two

of the evaluation variables; attitude to future change (= .73, p< .01), and level of success

of the change process (= .66, p< .01).

Summary of the results on coping

The results suggest about half of the participants' jobs changed due to the implementation

of the ncw systEm The changes mainty included working with new people, nEw work

processes and a larger workload. Over half of the participants reported that they formd the

change stressful to some degree. Most participants used more than one coping strategy

including talking to colleagues, talking to family and talking with management. However,

it is interesting to note that those participants that talked to manageme,nt as part of a

coping strafegy were all senior staff This may be due to more junior staff not feeling

comfortable speaking to the management about their concerns or any questions they had.

Despite over half of the participants finding the change stressful, onþ one third of them

reported that they would have found training in coping with stress usefi.rl. Half of the

females but only one third of males reported that they would have fornnd it usefi.¡I. It

would be interesting to see if this result rvas statistically significant with a much larger

sample, as it would be consistent with research that nrcn are less likely than women to

attend psychological services traditionally named coping skills or stress manageme,nt

(Robertson &. F itzger ald, I 992).
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Despite the stress of the changes in worh nnst of the participants felt that they coped well

with the change proccfts. One participant reported coping extremely poorly. Ho'wever,

this individual also had family problerns to cope with at the tinp ofthe implementation.

Ratd coping with stress cor¡elated positively with two of the evaluafion variables;

attitude to future change, and level of success of the change process.

9. Personal Circumstances

Question 1: Werc there any significant events occurring in your personal life at the

time of the implementation?

Table 26 indicates that only three out of 15 participants who answered the question

reported that they had significant events occurring in their personal life at the time of the

change.
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Questions: Ql. \{ere there anY

signifcrnt events

ocorrring in your

personal life at the time of

the im nlementation?

Q2. Did your personal life

ci¡cumst¡nces impact upon

the ray you coped with the

implementation?

If yes, was the impact

positive or negrtive?

Participant No.,
Position & Original
Orcmis¡tion

Yes No Yes No Positive Negative

Participânt I
Personal Assistsnt

I I

Particþant 2
Account¡nt
Orpanisation B

I I I

Line Manager

I I

Participant 4
Commercial lvlanagor
Orqanistion B

I I

IT Manager

I I

Paficipant 6
Midtlle

I I

Participant 7
Line Manager
O¡sanisation A

I I

Participant I
Ofrce Assisf¡nt
Orqanisation B

I I

Participant 9
Project Anaþt
OrmnisationB

I I

Participant l0
Asict¡nt A@unt¡nf
Orcanisation B

I I

Participant I 1

Line Nlanager
Oroenistion B

I 1

Participant 12

A&nin. Assistant
Orsanis¡tion B

I I I

Participant 13

Accounl¿nt
Organisation A

I

Participant 14

Assist¡nt Ac{¡untant
Ore¡niwtim A

I I I

Padicipant 15

Business Analyst
Orsanistim B

I I

Participant 16

Teclnic¿l Offcer
Oreanis¿tion B
Totel 3 12 3 l1 I ,

Significant personal events included health issues in their famity and relationship problems

For example:
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"Having to tell my family that I may not have a job in the near future given the fact tløt
my wfe suffers from blood pressure and I have seen her on the verge of a stoke with
very high blood pressure and admitted to hospital. Such problems do not help the family
unit. " (P2, Accountant, Organisation B)

"Left husband, moved house, took on a new role with significantty mt)re responsibitity

flnn ever beþre and went through major business resrrucntre as well as implementation

(all between Nov 97 and Dec g7)." (p4, cornrrercial Manager, organisation B)

Question 2: Did your personal life cirrcumstances impact upon the ryay you coped

with the implementation? rf yes, was the impact positive or negative?

Table 26 indicates that onty three of the 14 participants who answered the question

reported that their personal life did affect how they coped with the change. Interestingly,

onþ one of these indicated that they had sþificant events occurring in their personal life

at the time. In one of these cases the affect was positive, in the other two cases it was

negative. There were no qualitative comments given for this question.

Question 3: How would you rate the extent to which your penonal life influenced

the way you coped with the implementation prccess?

As can be seen in Table 27, seven participants reported that their personal lives influenced

the way they coped with the implementation to some degree with four reporting that it
occurred to a moderate extent and two that it occurred to a great extent. This result is
perhaps surprising given that only three indicated in answering the previous question that

their personal life did have an affect on their coping. However, two of the three responses

were rated as being "to a great extent" and one wæ .'moderate,,. lt may be that the
remaining four who rated the affects as being moderate or slight did not consider them as

being significant enough to wa¡rant indicating an affect in answer to the previous question.

Given these results a significant correlation might be expected between this variable and

rating of coping with the implementation of the change. In fact, this correlation was

significant in the o<pected direction (= -.92, p < .005).

There \ryere no qualitative comments given for this question.
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Question 3: How ç¡uld you rate the elent to which your personal life influenced the way you

coped with the implemenletion process?

Participant No.,
Position & Original
f)ro¡nisrtion

Slightly Moderately Considerably To a Great
Extent

Completely

Participant I
Pq¡ml As¡ietônt
Orq¡ni¡ation A
Participant 2
Accountant
Oroanisation B

I

Participant 3

Line lvlanagcr
O¡sanisation A

I

Palicipant 4
Commercial lvfanager

Ort¿nisation B
Participant 5

IT Managø

Participant 6

Mddle Manager
Orsanistion B

I

Participant 7

Line Manager
Organisation A
Participant 8
Officc Assist¡nt
Orcani¡ation B

I

Paficipant 9
Projed Analyst
Organigation B
Particþnt l0
Assistant Accountant
Orsanißatim B
Participant I I
LineM¡Mg€r
Orcanisation B
Participant 12

Admin. Assistant
Organisation B

I

Participant 13

Ac4ount¡nt
Oroanisation A

I

Participant 14
Assistant Accountant
Organisation A

I

Participant 15

Buiness Analyst
OrsanistionB
Participant 16

Tecånical Officer
Crroanistion B
Torâl I 4 0 2 0
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Question 4: Did the imptementation process at work impact upon your personal

life?

As can be seen in Table 28, the participants who answered the question were divided with

eight reporting that the implementation did impact upon their personal lives and six

reporting that it did not. No qualitative corrments were given for this question

Table 28: of implementation personal life

Quollon 4: Dld the lmplencntetbn pues at work lmpect upo yær ponod
lilc?

Perticlput
&

Ys No

Posaul Asistsû

Pûticiprû 2
Am¡¡frt
OrgudiøB

I

3

Lire Mrnger
A

I

Prticipút 4
CmerialMrnger
Orprisatim B
Peticiprú5
IT lvlarnger
Orpnisaim B

I

Ptticiprû6
Middle À4ruger
O¡ranisd.im B

I

Púticiprû7
LireMøngq
OrpnùatiøA
Pcticipdü 8
OffiæAsi¡hlt
O¡rnnisdim B
Participøú 9
Projæt Aru¡yst
O¡gÉnisdi@B

l0
A$istdi A@oErÀú

I

Lire Mauger
B

I

Aônin As¡irta¡¡t

Pdicipq't 13

A@u¡tarú
Olgmisarim A

I

Asist&tAmdrtt
I

Peticilmt l5
Buùns Arnl¡æt
O¡¡nni¡sriø B
Pttiçiprú
Tedmical OIfiær

8 6
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Question 5: How would you rate the influence of the implementation on your

personal life?

As can be seen in Table 29, four participants reported that the implementation had some

slight influence on their personal life and three indicæed a moderate affect. Reported

examples of these affects included having less time for thennelves and affects on their selÊ

confidence. The one participant who reported that the implementation influenced their

personal life to a great extent indicated that this was due to his job being made redrndant.

There did not seem to be any relationship between participants' positions and impact on

their personal lives.

Table 29: of influence of on oersonal life

QucCbo 5; Ho wruld you rúc tlc i¡tlue¡æ of lhe implonontadon ø yor pclnal lifc?

P¡¡úicÞutNq'
P6¡tiù & Ort¡D¡l

srEhrv Modontoþ Cmridcmbly To ¡ Grest
Ext [t

Cmphteþ

Púticipqri I
PcF@l Asaistr¡l
OrunisdimA
Púticipøtt 2
Aær¡¡ffi
Onmis¿iøB

1

PdticiFrt3
I-ire Muugor
O¡misa¡i@ A
Pdticiprú 4

CmorcialMangø
C)ønisdim R

I

Pútiûiprt 5
IT Marqor
O¡misdimB

I

Pøticipqû ó
Mìddle Mrugpr
O¡çmisdím B
Prticipmr ?

LireMøogø
ôønisdimA
Pqticipsrt I
OfüæAsistmt
Onmisstim B
Prticipút 9
Projæt AmlFt
O¡rani¡diø B

I

Prticipmt l0
Assistõ¡t AøorÉÃú
Orønisatim B
Putiopq¡l Ì I
LiæMmger
O¡embalimB

I

Pãticipmt 12
Admil Assistsrú
Oreanisdi@ B

I

Prticiprû t3
Amtæt
Omanisdim A
Púticiprt 14
As¡stFú. Aæq¡¡tz¡l
Orpo¡is*iø A

I

Púticip{û 15
Buiress Arnlyst
o¡wi¡¡timB
PrticipsÉ 16
Todmical OF¡ær
o¡ra¡udimB
Tnarl 1 1 n 1 o
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Qualitative comments conceming the influe,nce of the implementation on personal life

included:

"In terms of just having less time for me as more time was spent at work. spent

exceptional amount of energt ensuring that my personal tife didn't impact work,

employees etc - that actually took quite a bit out of me." (p4, Commercial Manager,

Organisation B)

My inability to adapt to lhe clwnge had an impct on my selþonfidence. Fortunately,

my previous experience with clnnge stopped me from taking this too seriously.,, (p9,

Special Project Analyst, Organisation B)

Correlations between personal cirrcumstances and evaluation variables

The only significant correlation between personal circumstances and the evaluation

variables w¿N a negative correlation between the rated affect of the change program on

participants' personal lives and their attitude to future change (r: -.75, p < .05).

Summary of rrcsults on personal circumstances

Relatively few participants reported that events in their personal lives affected they way

they coped with the drarge. However, the fact that about half of the participants indicated

thæ there were affects of the change on their personal and that there were significant

correlations between this variable and both rated coping with the change and ætitude to
future change, suggests that organisations might be well advised to check whether

employees affectd in this way could benefit from some assistance or allowance being

made during a major change, particularly those who may be crucial to its successful

implementation.

10. Impact of other changes in the organisation

Question 1: Did you experience any other organisational changes at your
organisation besides the implementation of the new system?

As can be see,lr in Table 30, I I ot¡t of 12 participants wtro answered the question reported

that they experienced other types of organisational changes as well as the inplementation

of the new system These changes included taking on extra responsibilities, a new
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organisational structure, working with contract stafl dealing with the mass exodus of long

serving staff and the associated closing of some departmørts and subsequent loss of

workmates.

Table 30: Otber organisational changes

Questions: Ql: Did you experience any
other organisational changes at
your organisation besides the
imnlenmtrtion?

Q2: When did the other change/s occur in relation to the
implcmentation?

Participant No.,
Position & Original
Organisation

Yæ No
the

implemen-
tation

Shortly
before lhe

implemen-
tåtion

Ar the
Itme

time as

the
implmen-

tation

Just after
the

implem-
entation

Long
aftq the
implmcn-

tation

Participant I
Personal Assißtant

Orsanisation A

I

Participant 2
Ac¡ountånt
Orsmis¡tion B

I I I

Particþant 3
Line lvfanager
orcanisalion A
Participant 4
Commercial lvlanager
Orqanisation B
Padicipant 5
IT lvfanagu
Orsanisåtion B

I

Participant 6
Mddle Manager
Orsanisätion B

I I I I

Participant 7
Line N{anager
Orsanisatim A

I I

Participant 8
Ofræ Assistant
Orcanisatiûn B

I I

Participant 9
Projecr Analys¡
Orcanisation B

I I

Participant l0
Assistant Accountant
Ors¡nistion B

I I

Palicipant I I
LineMamger
Organisation B

I I

Participant 12

Admir Assistant
Orsanistion B

I I

Participant 13
Account¡nt
Orsanisation A

I I

Participant 14

Assistant Accountant
C)rsmisation A

I I

Participant 15

Buinm Arulyst
OrcmisatimB
Participnt f6
Technic¿l Officer
Orsanisation B
Total 11 I 1 4 5 2 I
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Qualitæive comments conceming other organisational changes included :

"Lots of redurtdancies and thc loss of experienced staff being replaced by novice with no

lmowledge or experience at the new centres in Adelaide." (P2, Accourtant, Organisation

B)

"I reported direct to the Managing Director, I became very involved in the corporate

systems at a senior level. I gained experience with comlnters, and this encouraged me to

commence further sludies in computer science. I am now the IT Manager.,, (p5, IT
Manager, Organisation B)

"I was relieving my manager at the time so I had extra responsibilities and pressures at
the same time." (P8, Office Assistant, Organisation B)

"Because the office will be downsized once all the changes have been made, the

organisation lns not taken on or replaced any Wnrument stafr, Most staf are contract

worlrers - some long term - others much shorter. " (P10, Assistant Acco¡ntant,

Organisæion B)

"The new organisatiornl restruchtre had a big impøct on my role. The organisation was

essentially split into three separate companies. It was a big learning curve to grasp the

lmpact of thls and how lt affects each prolect I work on. " (p9, Special project Analyst,

Organisation B)

"Mass exúus of long service staff. " (pr3, Accountant, organisation A)
"Previous departmenl became obsolete and new share processing centre replaced it. "
(P14, Assistant Accountant, Organisation A)

Question 2: lilhen did the other organisational change/s occur in relation to the
implementation of the new system?

As can be seen in Table 30, nine of the 1l participants reported that the organisational

changes occurred either shortþ before or at the same tinp as the system implenrcntation.

There \ryere no qualitative comnþnts for this question.

Question 3: Did these other changes impact upon your involvement in the
implementation?

Table 3l indicates that six out of nine participants who answered the question reported

that the other changes impacted upon their involvement in the system implenrentatior¡

some of which were due to redundancies and increased stress.
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Table 31: The ct ofother chanses on the

Questions
Q3: Did these other changes
imprct upon your involvement in
the implcmentation?

Q4: If yes, did it impact in a
positive or negative way?

Parlicipant No.,
Position & Original
(t¡renlsatlon

Yes No Positive Negative

Participant I
Personal Assistant
Orsani¡ation A
Prrtioipant 2
Accountant
Orsanisat¡on B

I 1

Particþant 3
Line lvlanager
Organisation A
Participant 4
Commercial Manager
Ors¡nisation B

IT Manager

Participant 6
Middle Manager
Orsanisation B
Particþant 7
Line Manager
Orsmi¡ation A

I

Particþnt 8
Ofice Assistant
C)roanistion B

I

Partisip¡nt 9
Project Analyst
Ors¡nieation B

I

Participant l0
AssistÀnt Ac¡ountant
Oruanistion B

I 1

Participant I I
Line lvlanager
Orcanisation B

I I

P¿rticipant 12

Admin. Assistant
Orsanisation B

I

Participant 13

Aqunt¡nt
Orsanisation A

I I

Participant 14

Assistânt Account¡nt
Orsanisation A

I I

Participant l5
Business Analpt
C)rsanisation B
Participant 16
Technical Officer

B
Total 6 3 I 4

Qualitative comments conceming the impact of other changes included:

"I now have to rtnd a new iob after being made tedundant after many long years of

service." (P2, Accountant, Organisation B)

"Continual changes in staff make Wople more flexible and multi-skilled." (P10,

Assistant Accountant, Organisation B)
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"Increased the sffess involved in the implementation as became part of the major

department that was handling the queries regarding the s¡tstem." (P14, Assistant

Accor¡rtant, Organisation A)

"Too much too quick. " (PI1, Line Manager, Organisation B)

Question 4: If yes, did ¡t impact in a positive or negative way?

Table 3l indicates that, of the six participants who reported that other organisational

changes impacted upon their involvement with the systen¡ four reported that it impacted

upon them in a negative way.

Correlations between effects of other changes and the evaluation variables.

The¡e were no significant correlations between the va¡iables concerned with the effects of
other changes on the implementation and any of the evaluation variables.

Summary of the results on the impact of other change initiatives

Nearly all participants reported thæ they experienced other organisational changes besides

the implementation of the system The rnajority reported that these other changes

occurred at the same time or shortly before the system implementation and 25o/o ndicated

that they impacted upon their involvement of the implementation of the new system in a

negative way.

While there were no significant correlations with the evaluation variables, and while the

numbers in the present study were very smalf 25% would seem to be a relatively large

percentage to be reporting negative effects. While some of the reported changes such as

restructuring often cannot be avoided when organisations are going through a ma¿or

change, this result would suggest that they should whenever possible, try to avoid

implenrcnting more than one change at a time and/or take extra care with employees when

multiple changes occur in the organisation at the same tinrc, particularþ those critical to

the success ofthe change program
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I)iscussion

The results of this study were limited by the fact that they were based on a small number

of participants and a large number of va¡iables. Accordingly, the results for each section of

the questionnaire are discr¡ssed with respect to their use in a larger study that wotild be

needed to confirm their potential implications for managlng employee acceptance of

organisational change. The limitations ofthis study are discussed further below.

Section 1: Demographic variables

The only demographic variables that could be correlated with the other va¡iables were age

and length of employment. Given the number of correlations, the one significant

correlation found with the other va¡iables could easily be due to chance. There were

insufficient numbers of subjects to analyse demographic variables like gender, whether

participants came from organization A or B and position. However, both quantitative and

qualitative data suggested that position in the organisation, particularly those in managerial

positions compared with more junior positions, might be related to a number of variables

like communication in a larger study and would appear to be worth further exploration.

Section 2: Involvement in Prior Change

The majority of participants in this study had experie,nced prior organisational change and

reported thaf this experience, even when negative, assisted them in coping with the present

change. However, a larger study with more equal numbers of participants with and

without prior experience would be needed to confirm whether such experience would

significantly facilitate coping with change.

Section 3: Evaluation of the change

While relatively few participants felt more positive about the new system at the end of the

implementation, most of them nonetheless reported that they felt positive about future

change programs. However, the results also indicated that those who thought they had
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coped better with the present change were more positive about a future change. This

suggests that, in spite of generally positive attitudes towa¡ds future change amongst

participants, a change process that is easier to cope with is likely to lead to more positive

acceptance of future change.

While overall, most participants did not rate the implementation as successfi.rl in terms of
either its effect on morale or in terms of the change process, there were ma¡ked

differences between ¡t¿¡yidt¡ats in their perceived levels of success. The results of this

study suggest that va¡iables like communication, organisational culture, coping and

personal circumstances may account for some of these differences.

The fact that none of the evaluation va¡iables in this study conelated significantly with
each other might suggest that participants evaluated different aspect of the program

differentþ, but this result may also have been due to the ge,neralþ negative responses and

the small number of participants.

Section 4: Communication

The communication variables tended to correlate together suggesting a common factor.

They also correlated with the evaluation variables, suggesting that how communication is

evaluated may be related to employee acceptance ofthe change.

Only about half of the participants reported that the commturication material was

informative and the process successfi.¡I. There were many negative comments such as not
always having the opportunity to ask questions and when they did, not receiving adequate

answers. The data also revealed a discrepancy between what the Project Manager said

employees received and what employees reported receiving. The discrepancy seenred to
be due to middle management not passing information onto their staff and the project

Manager not checking whether the information had been passed on In spite of a number

of different methods of communication being used, none of themreached more than ll of
the l6 participants.
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ìWhen a.sked how they would have communicated the changes, participants reported that

they would have provided more comprehensive information, including the benefits of the

change, job loss and new work roles.

The above results a¡e consistent with the literature in regard to the concems that

errployees have when they are experiencing changes such as organisational mergers.

Schwieger, Ivancevich & Power (1937) studied organisational mergers and found that

employees were most concemed about a lack of accurate information, especially about

their own jobs in the new organisational structure.

While the organisation attenpted to put an informative communication process in place, it

failed to set up an appropriate mectranism to ask for feedback and to answer employees'

questions in an effective and informative way.

Resea¡ch suggests that a feedback mechanism that invites employees to be a part of this

process is extremely important for dealing with resistance during times of organisational

change. Kotter & Schlesinger (1979) suggest that organisations should provide

information about change through one on one discussion. These discussions should

inform staff of the need and rationale behind the change. They also suggest that it is

important to allow those enployees who a¡e affected by the change to have a voice in how

the change will occur by allowing (and encouraglng) participation in the change design

and implementation (Kotter & Schlesinga,1979). The importarce of participation is also

supported by Porras & Hoffer (19S6). They identified 'generating participation' as one of

the common behaviou¡s in successfrrl organisational development programs. This

includes; involving employees who have the necessary expertise, using action plans and

designating employees to each actiorL using workshops to facilitate input from employees

regarding proposed changes, and providing work tasks that provide meaningful work and

responsibility for employees
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Section 5: Leadenhip Style

The participants in this study came from different divisions and offices so they were all

reporting on different mãtagers. Positive aspects of their manager's behaviou¡ included;

explaining the reason for the change. involving staff in the change process, and answering

staffquestions. Negative behaviours included not explaining how the change would affect

enployees and not holding regular nreetings where staff could ask questions and receive

answers. The number of negative behaviours rather than positive correlated with rated

success of the rnanager. The emphasis on communication behaviours in participants,

comments is consistent with the significant correlation between rated success of the

rnanager and rated success of commurication

While most participants felt that they could ask their leaders questions about the change

less than half rated their managers as successfirlþ handling the change process.

There has been much resea¡ch in regard to leadership and change and how a mrnager,s

leadership stvle can influerice an employee's acceptance of change (Bennis & Nanus,

1985; Yukl, 1989). The leadership style often referred to in regard to change is

transforrnational, where the leader is person-oriented, can motivate staff and empower

therq and provide a sense of emotional support druing the organisational change process

(Bennis & Nanus, l9s5). This is accomplished partly by talking to staffand listening to
their concems (Bass, 1990; Bennis & Nanus, l9g5; conger, 19g9; yukl, l9s9). porras &
Hoffer (1986) also suggest that leaders need to continually articulate the orgarisation,s

purpose, goals, r'alues and standards and the means by which they are to be implemented

operationally They also need to set up feedback npchanisns to find out if the vision is

being implemented (Ponas & Hoffer, 1936).

It is interesting to note that in this study some of the positive behaviours participants

described in their managers were transformational including; involving staffin the change

process, listening to their concerns, answering their questions, explaining the inplications

of the change and holding regular meetings.
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Section 6: Organisational Culturc

There wa.s a strong suggestion in the results that the organisational culture variables were

influe¡rced þ whether participants were from orguúzaiion A or B. For exarrple, while

nearly all participants described their organisation's culture, prior to the implementation of

the new systenq as providing training and development, only half described it as having a

strong sense of history and the majority of these participants were from Organisation A.

Similarly. participants were divided as to whether the ctilture was supportive or

unsupportive with four of the five participants that reported it as unsupportive being from

Organisation B wherea^s four of the seven participants that described it as supportive were

from Organisation A. These results might also have been be due to the persistence during

the implementation of sorne aspects of the cultures of the original organisations for their

former employees.

Organisæional culture involves sha¡ed expectations, values and attitudes and provides and

encourages a form of stability for employees as well as sense of organisational idøttity

(Smircich, 1983). The present results suggest that when organisations a¡e taken over þ
other organizations, the organisational culture can be disrupted. Experiencing this type of

change seenpd to contribute to employees feeling a loss of organisæional identity and

security, as suggested by Smircich (1983).

While more than half of participants reported that the attitudes and beließ held by then co-

workers did not affect the way they personally accepted the new syster4 those who were

affected reported that they were affected in a negafive way.

According to at least half or more of the participants, the most importa¡Û ¡sptcts of a

supportive culture for change would be one that corrnrrunicates regularþ to its staË

provides informative communication, provides education about the change, allows

employees to participate in the change process and, most importantly, allows employees to

express their opinions without fear of negative consequences. These results a¡e consistent

with Kotter &. Schlesinger's (1979) resea¡ch thaf educæion and communication,
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participation and involvement, and facilitation and support a¡e all strategies that can help

to reduce errployee resistance to change.

In regard to the overall rating of the organisæional culture, participants were divided with

five rating the culture as unsupportive of the implementation and seven rating it as

supportive. Agaill' these individual difierences rnay reflect the persistence of the previous

cultures for sonrc participants.

Section 7: Training

All but one participant (who did not ¿rnswer the question) received training for the new

system Most ratings of the training were good or very good with onþ one .þooi',

response. The generally good ratings may be partly why qualrty of training did not relate

to any ofthe evaluation variables.

Nevertheless, a number of negative aspects of training were mentioned including the tinre

delay between the training and the tíme they had to actually use the systern, too much

information givem too quickly, and no practical application that relæed back to their daiþ

work. The particþants suggested that if the training was nþre in the context of their

work they would have for¡nd it more beneficial. This is consistent with the findings of the

previous study where the participants of that study also reported that problens a¡ose with
training when it was too system focussed and not in context with the participants' work

routines, This is consiste,lrt with Cunid's (1995) resea¡ch that suggests that when

technology training omits information such as how employees can use information from

the system to make decisions and to do their job better, employees feel lost. Currid also

suggests that people who install corputer systems need to rmderstand the jobs and

responsibilities of the employees who are wing the system in order to be able to tailor

training programs appropriately.

The generalþ negative comments on training were inconsistent with the overall positive

ratings of training and suggest that overall ratings may be misleading with respect to the

quality of particular aspects oftraining.
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Section 8: Coping Skills

Approximately half of the participants reported that their job wa.s changed as a result of

the organisational change process. Changes included: working with new people, reporting

to a new supervisor, a larger workload, new work processes, and new geogfaphical

location.

Nearþ two thirds of those who answered the question reported that they found the

implerrrcntation process at least moderately stressfi.¡I. Coping strategies used included

talking to their colleagues, management and spouse, and increased time management, In

spite of the reported stress, most indicated that they coped well withthe change although

one third indicated that they would have for¡nd coping skills training beneficial. A slighter

larger proportion of men reported that they would not have found coping skills beneficial.

If this result was found to be statistically significant in a larger sample, it would be

consistent with research suggesting that men a¡e less likely to access psychological

sewices unless they are advertised in a way that is congruent with how men are socialised

(Robertson &. Fitzgel.ald, 1992).

Research indicates that social support networks can bolster an individual's selÊesteem and

assist them in coping with a stressful event (Holohan & Moos, 1987). One source of

social support is an individual's family. There is a considerable amount of resea¡ch

suggesting that individuals with a supportive family tend to cope more effectively with

stress @illings & Moos, 1984). The results from the present study are consistent with this

research in so fa¡ as most participants used work colleagues and family to help them cope.

The present findings, if rdicated in a larger sample, would suggest a need for

organisations to consider whether at least some employees need to be given assistance to

cope with the stress associated with organisational change. This could be very important

for individuals whose roles a¡e critical to the success of a change program Organisations

can assist employees to cope with change by enpowering individuals to take control of

their situations, by providing timely and accurate informalion, þ using transformational

leaders, by establishing support teams and providing stress management programs (Callan,

l9e3).
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Section 9: Personal Circumstances

Only two participants indicated that their personal lile negatively affected the way they

coped with the change ard a third psrson indicated a positive effect. The rated errtent of
these affects was npderate in one case and great in the other two (one of which was

negative and one positive). Fou¡ others indicared a slight or moderate affect that they

presurnably did not see as constituting a significant effect. While onþ two indicated a

negative affect one was rated as being '1o a great extent". An affect of this latter kind

could be very important to an organisation if that person's role was critical to the success

ofthe change.

Resea¡ch also suggests that changes at work often contribute to family conflict (Schweiger

& Ivancevich, 1985). Consistent with this research, half of the particþants answering the

question reported that the inplementation had an affect on their personal lives. While most

affects were slight to moderate one reported the affect as being 'to a gfeat extent',. In this

case the participant had to tell his family thæ he was made redundant at the same time as

his wife had an illness to cope with. Resea¡ch suggests that organisational changes can

impact negæiveþ upon the family's capacrty to provide important social support to the

individual who is going through the change at work (Luo & cooper, 1990).

Interestingly, the rated effect of the change on personal life was significantþ relæed to a to
both rated stress of the change and attitude to future change. These results suggest that

attenpts to facilitate employee acceptance of change prograrns need to consider the

impact of such progranß on employees' personal lives.

Section 10: Impact of other changes in the organisation

The majority of the participants reported that they experienced other changes besides the

implenrentation of the new system These tended to occur just before or during the

change progrrim and included a new organisational strusture, working with contract staff
and dealing with the exodus of long serving staff Twenty five percent of participants
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reported that these other changes impacted negatively on their involvement with the new

system Although there were no significant correlations between this eflect and the

evaluation va¡iables, this result suggests the need to minimise other changes, where

possible. Unfortunately, many organisations now are required to experience many changes

at once, for example, an organisation may experience a merger, an organisational

restructure as well as a reduction in the workforce (Iaconvini, 1993).

Differrcnces Between Positions

While there were insufficient numbers of participants in the va¡ious positions to a^ssess the

statistical significance of this variable, the results suggested that there might be differences

between positions with respect to a number of the va¡iables including current experience

of change, communication and coping strategies.

For example, while particþants were mostly divided when asked how successfi¡l or

unsuccessful the change program wa^s in terms of new processes, those who reported the

change progfam as successñtl tended to be in more senior positions'

Similarly, participants were divided in tenrs of how successful the communication was

and how informative it was, with most of the participants rvho rated the communication æ

informative being senior staff Again, this is not surprising as qualitative evidence from

this arrd the previous study suggested that the senior sta.ffreceived the communications to

keep them up to date but failed to pass them on to their employees. In particular, the IT

Manager who was part of the implementation team and administered much of the

communication had a much more positive view of the success of the commtrrication

process than the other participants. The IT numager also reported that the implementation

team actively encouaged discussion and used road shows to provide information and

forums for open debate about the new system This contrasted with the views of other

participants who reported that the communication process could have been more

comprehensive.
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Finally, while the types of coping strategies used included talking to colleagues, talking to
famity and talking with managernent, those participants who talked to manageme,nt as part

of a coping strategy tended to be senior staff This rnay indicate that the more junior staff

did not feel comfortable speaking to the management about their concerns or any

questions they had.

These results taken together, suggæt that position in the organisation would be a variable

worth investigating in a larger study of employee acceptance of change.

rmplications for the implementation of change in organisations

While the present results a¡e limited by the small and unrepresentative sample and by the

number of va¡iables and statistical tests performed, the correlations that were significant

together with the qualitæive comments a¡e consistent with a number of recomnpndations

that have been made to improve employee acceptance of a change program

Consistent with previous research (Ponas & Hoffer, 1986), the present resr¡lts suggest

that to deal efFectively with resistance to change organisations need a cornnurication
process thaf has a feedback mechanism and which invites and e,ncourages employees to be

part of the communication process. They also need to provide the employees with regular

and informøive communication that includes the rationale for the change, the a.ffects the

change will have on them and the be,nefits of the change. This information needs to be

distributed in a timely fashion to ensure employees are kept up to date and prepared for
significant aspects of the change, eg when training is going to start.

ln regard to the inpact of leadership on acceptance of change, the results are consiste,lrt

with resea¡ch that suggests that a transformational style is effective during times of change

(Bass, 1990; Bennis & Nanus, 1985; conger, 1989; yukl, l9g9). The results indicated

that certain cha¡acteristics of the transformational style, such as being positive about the

change process, involving staff in the change process, liste,ning to employee concerns,

answering questions and providing employees with up to date information were

considered by employees to be effective during the change process. It may be useful for
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organisations to provide training in these a¡eas for leaders who are about to inplement

change within their organisations since some managers in the present study did not have

these cha¡acteristics and the success of change programs often depends upon the majority

of leaders having these positive leadership characteristics (Bass, 1990; Bennis & Nanus,

1985; Yukl, 1989),

In regard to organisational culture and organisational change, the results were consistent

with resea¡ch that suggests that culture can be disrupted þ mergers and that this may

cause employees to feel a loss of identity within the organisation and a lack of security

(Miller & Yeager, 1993). It is rmportant for nìanagers to monitor their gfoup's cultule

and activeþ promote aspects of it thæ integrate the group and socialise new employees.

This can be done by elaborating on history and communicating new norms and values,

setting up a reward system that rewards desired behaviows and attitudes and by recruiting

new staff that fit into the new culture. It nray also be beneficial if organisations only

implenrcnt those changes that are necessary thus allowing time for employees to digest

one change before having to prepare and cope for the next change.

In regard to training, the present results suggest that organisations need to conduct

training close to the time that the,y intend to roll out their new system so that new

information is retained in the employees' minds. It is also inportant that the training is in

the context of their daily work routine. For example, new terminolory should be related

back to the old terminology so the employees can leam the langt'age more quickly. The

fact that overall ratings of training were positive but that participants nevertheless rnade a

number of negative comments and suggestions for irnprovements suggests that evaluations

of training should not be restricted to simple overall ratings.

The results on how enployees cope with change suggested that they do so through social

support mechanisms at work and at home. Organisations may find it beneficial to provide

employees with either formal or informal opportunities to talk to their ÍÌanagers and other

staffin regard to the change and how it is personally affecting them Organisations might

consider training their managerial staffin this type of communication, and implementing an

employee assistance program whereþ they can provide training in coping skills. This,
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however, is dependent upon an employee's willingness to accept help and only one third

of participants in the present study thought that training in coping skills would be

beneficial. As mentioned previousþ, if organisations plan on implementing self help

progr¿uns they may need to have a work type focus (eg career assistance, tinæ

management etc.) rather than traditional nanns that a¡e used for psychological services (eg

coping with change).

The results suggested that the personal lives of at least half of the sample were affected þ
the implementafion and that this in tum wæ related to coping and attitude to future
change. Managers rnay find it useful to be awa¡e of the impact that implementations can

have on employæs' personal lives and recognise when an employee may need extra

assistance. Managers may need to be provided with training to develop these skills.

Again' in this case it may be appropriate to refer the employee to an employee assistance

program for extra help.

Limitations of the rcsearch

A limitæion of this research was the poor response rate. 700 employees were emailed the
question but onþ sixteen responded. To avoid this a pilot study could have been used to
test this form of questionnaire distribution. However, this did not seem to be needed æ the

time of the survey, as prior organizational surveys that were distributed by email in this
organization had resulted in a good response rate. An ernail reminder was sent out via the

nunager but this did not result in any additional responses.

Future Research

The results found in this study suggest that it would be useft¡l to look at the factors

identified in terms of a larger sanple th¿t would enable a nþre detailed analysis to be

canied out. The diversþ of views amongst participants also suggests that it would be

useful to further investigate differences between participants in differenl positions within
the organisation.
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CHAPTER 10: Study Four

A OUANTITATIVE AI\ID OUALITATIVE STUDY EXPLORING
ORGAIYI SATIONAL F'ACTORS AF'F'ECTING EMPLOYEE
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Introduction

The results from the previous study (Study three) suggested thæ factors such as

experiencing prior organisational change, communication, training, organisational culture

and leadership have the potential to impact upon an employee's acceptance of
organisational change. The results also suggested that these afiects might differ depending

on the employee's position in the organization.

A rnajor problem with the previors study was its small sanple size (N = 16). possible

reasons for the low retum rate included the fact that employees had previously completed

questionnaires on the change program and may have been reluctant to fill out another one,

the length of the questionnaire and the inclusion of questions concerning personal affects.

Accordingly, in order to obtain a larger sample, the present study used a shorter

questionnaire that was given to employees in a differsrt organization that might be more

willing to complete a questionnaire on a change program

The Organisation

The organisation used in the present study was a national accorurting firm \Mith

approximately 4500 ernployees. The survey was conducted in the Adelaide ofüce where

there were approximately 250 employees. At the time of the survey, the organisation had

been using the new information system for approxinrately three months.

The purpose of the new IT implementation was to replace the organisation's old practice

management system in preparation for the year 2000, The implementation was conducted

over three phases. However, at the time of this survey, the participants had only

experiorced the rollout of Phase 2. The first phase was the resea¡ch and developme,nt

phase in which the IT Implementation Team consulted with management to obtain

information in regard to its IT business needs.
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The second phase was to configure the IT system so thal it would be able to meet the

business, needs. At the end of Phase 2 the Implernentation Team rolled out the system

and provided access to it for a limited number of users, mainly secretarial staff and

practice services staff. The term 'Tolled out" rneans the actual implementation of the

system into the organisation. There was limited access in order to check that the system

was robust and to correct any enors that might occur. The intention was that the system

would be rolled out to the entire organisation at a later date. At this stagg the secretarial

staffhad access to processing bills and producing reports and the practice service staffhad

access to open client codes, open job codes, process accounts receivable and accounts

payable, and process timesheets. As the Managers and other staff did not have access to

the systenr, they had to rely on the secretaries to get access to client andjob reports.

In phase 3, the implementation team ¡olled out the GST product for the biling process, a

product called '"Training and Eve,lrts" which was a database that captured all the training

sessions for the organisation The employees of the organisation were not impacted

greatly from the roll out of Phase 3, as only the five pay roll staffneeded training and new

work processes, Diagram 1. summarises each phase and when the roll-outs took place
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Methodolory

The same combined quantitative and qualitative methodology as in the previous study was
chosen for this study. As in the previous study, the qualitative questions were used to
identfy employee's meanings and descriptions of factors that affected their acceptance of
new technology within their organisation (Minichiello, Aroni, Tinrcwell & Alexander,
1995). The results section provides a selection of qualitative responses associated with
relevant questions with the full range of responses being provided on the accompanying
disc, The questionnaire was based on the results from the previous two studies and the
relevant literature in regard to organisational va¡iables such as commrnication, training.
leadership md culture (Bass, 1990; Bennis & Nanus, l9g5; conger l9g9; Dunphy &
Stace 1990; Kotter & Schlesinger, 1979 and Schein, 1990). However, it became apparent
that the organization was reluctant to allow assessnrcnt of leadership so that,
unfortunately, this va¡iable had to be removed from the study.

Participants

The participants were selected to ensure that had all experienced the change process and
that they represented the m4ior positions within the organisation (eg partner, Senior
Manager, Manager etc.). The questionnaires \ilere sent by mail to four ..champions of
change" (the term'thampions" refers to people within the organisation that act as system
experts and assist enployees and drive the change) within the firm and they were asked to
invite appropriate participants to fill in the questionnaires. The four ..champions,, 

were
part of the implementation team and their role was prirna¡ily to train and provide coaching
to individuals who were new to the system These participants were partners, Senior
Managers' Managers, Accountants, Consultants, Secretaries and practice Service Staff
The "Champions" lryere people who had a high profile and could encourage participation
in the study. A letter was attached from the resea¡cher explaining the purpose of the
researcl¡ and advising them that their consent was assumed if thE/ filled the questionnaire

in and retumed it. The participants were advised that they could withdraw from the study
at uty time and that the results would be conpletely confidential and anonyrnous. They
were also provided with instructions to send the questionnaire back to the resea¡cher via
intemal rnail. Follow up reminders for the participants were issued via email after a two-
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week period. The participants were followed up once after the first round of

questionnaires was sent. These follow ups only produced a minimal addition to the

response rate with only one or two more questionnaires being retumed.

Eighty employees were sent questionnaires, and 52 responded with equal numbers of

males and females. The response rate of 65Vo was a dramatic improvement over the

previous study's 27o response rate. The numbers in each of the positions can be seen rn

Table 1.

Table 1: Individuals per group and gender

Position Male F'emale Total

Partner 5 5

Senio Manager 9 9

Manager 9 J t2

Accormtant 3 8 il
Consultant 5 5

Secretarial./Practice
Service Staff

10 l0

Total 26 26 52

Questionnaire

The questionnaire consisted of questions that required the participants to answer yes or

no, or to use a likert scale to rate their responses. They were also asked to provide

qualitative comnrcnts on their answers to some questions. The participants were required

to provide personal information such as gendet, age, education level, and length of

employrnent and their position within the organisdion. Participants were assured that this

information would only be used in the context of group results. The questionnaire then

went on to ask questions about specific factors that may have influenced their acceptance

of the organisational change.

Based on feedback from some participants in Study three thai the questionnaire was too

long and the lack of responses to questions on personal a^ffects, the original questionnaire

was changed to concentrate on the major organisational va¡iables. This is not to tmpþ that

va¡iables concemed with personal affects a¡e not important since the results of the

previous study suggested that these variables cotild play an inportant role in determining

some employees' acceptance of change. However, personal affects might be better
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examined in a separate study thæ included the tse of interviews to provide the more

personal qualitative data requird to make recomrnendations conceming how such affects

might best be managed during a change program

The leadership questions were omitted on the organisation's request due to the sensitivity

of the project and the fact that sonre managers' were concerned that it would impact on

their careers. The sections on involvement in prior change and organisational culture were

shortened slightly by omitting some questions that seemed to provide redundant

information.

The above omissions allowed additional questions to be added to the commr¡nication,

working relationship, culture ard training sections. A copy of the original questionnaire

can be found in Appendix C and the final questionnaire used in this study can be found in

Appendix F.

Participant positions and roles in the change process

There were eight categories of participants: Partner, Senior Manager, Manager,

Accountant, Consultant, Practice Service stafi Secretaries and Other. As can be seen in

Diagram 2, within the hierarcþ of this firrn, Partners are individuals who jointly own the

firm Senior Managers are directly beneath Partners in the hierarchy, Managers are

beneath Senior Managers, followed by Accountants. The firm has a Managemart

Consulting Division consisting of Partners, Senior Managers and Managers and a level of
staff called "Consultants". Consultants are likely to be professional employees that have

been within the firm for at least two yea¡s. In regard to non-professional stafi the two
groups within the participants are the Secretarial and the Practice Service staff who

provide an administration flmction. The Secretarial group provide secreta¡ial services to a
Division that consists of a Parûrer, Senior Managers, Managers and Accountants or

Consultants. They provide general secretarial duties such as drafting bills, nraking

appointments, typing letters and providing general support and answering queries to their

Division There is rsualþ only one Secretary per Division However, a large Division

may also have access to additional clerical assistance.
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the Business.

The implementation Teæn cøtsisted of employees from the busiræss that were seconded onto the

projectfor up to two years. The emplayees were reprcsentatives of all the diferent divisions within

the business and consisted of employees from all levels.

*

The Practice Service sta.ff enter data from employees' timesheets, raise final bills, process

staffreimbursements etc. The Practice Service staffprovide services to the entire flrm and

have a team of approximately 25 people. The,y are all located on their own floor and work

next to one another. The questionnaire had a section called "other" to capture any other

position that wa.s not in the categories provided. These may have included clerks or mail

room personnel.

Implementation

Team *The Business

Project ManagerPartnership

Project

Steering Corrunittee

This committee r¡¡as

made up of partners

from the bruiness

and the Project

Manager from the
Implementation

Team SAP ConltgwesSenior Managers

User Acceptance

Testing
Managers

Key User TeamConsultants

Training TeamAccountants

Help Desk
Seøetaries

Project Ofüce
(Admin. Support)

Practice Service Staff
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The Secreta¡ies and Practice Service staffhave the most ¿¡ccess to the system and r¡se it
the most. For example, Secretaries have access to printing offreports such as the work in

progress (!UP) report and processing draft bi[s. The professional staff do not have

access to these fr¡nctions but need to request a report from their Secretaries ancl read it in
order to manage their client work. Many of these reports from the new system were

inaccurate, thus making it very ¡lifficult for Managers to rnariage their client work. There

were also many ctranges in regard to new forms that the professional staffhad to fill out in

order to raise a bill and request a report to be printed out. These were new work
processes that were introduced as part ofthe new system

The Implementation Prccess

As already briefly indicated, the purpose of the inpleme,lrtation was to replace the

organisation's old practice management system that captured information about clients,

jobs, work in progress, time sheet information, accounts payable and receivable and

processed bills. The implementation was conducted over three phases.

Mnnncino Pnrúner

Business
Sen¿ices

Divioion

Cøporate
Fin¡nce
Divieim

IT
Division

HR
Division

Part¡ler
Sen. Manager

Manager
Co¡uult¡nt
Account¡nt
Secr€tary

Pa¡t¡a
Sen. Managa

lvlanager
Con¡ult¡nt
Account¡nt
Secrdary

Pa¡tner
Sen. Managc

Manager
Coruuft¡nt
Accounl¡nt
Secretary

Partn€r
Sen, lrdanager

N4anager
Con¡ultant
Account¡nt
Secrdary

hactice Seri¡ic€ Ståff
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The first phase was the research and development phase whereby the Implementation

Team consulted with Business rrìanagernent to obtain information in regard to their

brsiness needs.

The Pha^se 2 the system was to be configured so that it would be able to meet the

Business' needs. At the end of Phase 2 the Implementation Team'lolled out" the system

and provided access to a limited amount of users, mainly Secretarial staff and Practice

Service staff This kind of access was used in order to ensure that the system was robust

and to iron out any errors that may occur. The intention was that the system would be

rolled out to the entire organisation at a later date. At this stage the Secretarial staffhad

access to processing bills and were able to produce reports. The Practice Service staffhad

access to open clie,lrt codes, open job codes, process accotmts receivable and accounts

payable and processing timesheets. As the Managers and other statr did not have access

to the systern, the,y had to rely upon the secretaries to get this infornration for them

In Phase 3, the Implementation Team rolled out the GST product for the biiling process, a

product called "training and events" which was a database that captured all the training

sessions for the organisation and payroll. The employees of the organisation were not

impacted greatly from the "rollout" of Phase 3 as only the pay roll staffneeded training in

new work processes in this Phase. Diagram I (on page 3) provides details of each phase

and when the roll-outs took place.

The Implementation Team

An Implementation Team was employed by the firm to develop and introduce the new

system into the firrn This team rvas made up of three extemal consultants and

approximately 50 employees of the frrm The intemal enployees were seconded onto the

project for up to two years. This team is referred to as the "Implementation Tearn" wittun

the results section. The "Business" is refened to as the firm that received the new system

Within the text below, the term'hew processes" refers to the new work processes that

were put into place to support the new system For orample, there were new forms that

needed to be completed in order to open a client code and a job code, This occurs when a

client comes to the frrm and requests a service. In this instance a client code was opened
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up, together with a job code. There were also new processes associated with processing a

bill. For example: Managers had to fill in a "Billing Request Form" whereas in the otd

system they did not need to do this. The terms "change process" and "change outcome"

are also used. The change process relates to the processes that the Implementation Team

used to implement the new system These consist of the training and the way the change

was communicated. The change outconp refers to the effect of the system itself

Whilst this study was in progress, it was evident Êom personal communications that

conflict between the implementation team and the business occurred which to sorne

degrees affected the implenrntation. To start with, the project rnanager for the

implenentation team was dismissed half way through the change inpleme,ntatior¡ there

were conflicts over budgetary requirements a¡rd resources for the implementation team

such as employees from the business being seconded onto the project. Resistance also

occurred tluoughout the implementation from the business, particularly with the manager

group who were negative towa¡d the new system

Results

The results from the questionnaires are described in terms of answers to the questions

conceming the seven variables investigated: l.Demographic variables, 2. Involvement in

Prior Change, 3. Evaluation of the changg 4. Communicatior¡ S.Working Relationships,

6. Organisational Culture, and T.Training. It should be noted that not all participants

answered all questions. Accordingly, percentagæ refer to the number of participants who

actually answered the question in each case. Relevant qualitative comments are provided

for each question with a full description of all qualitative co¡rrnents provided in the

accompanying disc. Pea¡son r, Phi coefficient and Chi-square were used to analyse

relationships between the va¡iables. Although the number of participants was much greater

in this study than in Study two, the number of variables means that signlficant results, even

though ba^sed on two tailed tests, still need to be treated with caution Agai4 no

correction for multiple tests was used given the exploratory nature of the study. Results

were interpreted in terms of their overall pattern and consistenry with the results of the

previous study.
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1. DemograPhic variables

Studies 2 and 3 suggested that participants in different positions differed in their responses

to the questions. There were insufficient numbers in the various positions in the present

study to compare the results using Chi-square and each of the positions. However,

studies2 and 3 also suggested that more senior positions tended to differ in their responses

to those in more junior positions. Accordingly, for the purposes of anaþsis, positions were

ranked from I to 6 frompartner to secreta¡iaVpractice service staff

Length of employnænt csuld not be used as a demographic variable as it was evident that

some participants gave their length of employme,lrt prior to their present organizatior¡

some gave their length of employment at their present organization and some gave their

total length of employment. Amongst the remaining demographic variables, there were

significant correlations between positior¡ age and gender. In particular, position correlated

with age (=-.57, p<.001) and gender (Phi=.82, p<.001). These results a¡e consistent

with older males being in more senior positions. While these relationships might seem to

make it difñcult to identi$ which factor is most likely to be responsible for any significant

conelation with other organisational variables, quantitative and qualitative results of both

studies 2 and 3 suggested that it was job roles associated with position rather than the

other va¡iables that contributed to differences in the results. Accordingly the present

results were examined in terms of the correlations between position and the other

variables.

position in the organisation correlated with three of the five evaluation va¡iables; attitude

at present (r : .32, p < .05), change in attitude fromthe start to the time of the study 9R:

-.43, p < .005), and rated success of the outcome (t: -.43, p < .01). These results suggest

that more senior positions had less positive attitudes at the time of the study, were more

likely to become more negative and rated the success of the change outcome less.
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Position correlated with prior experience (Phi :. 50, p < .05). It also correlated with one

communication va¡iable; how inforrnative the cornrnunication was (r : 33, p < .05). It
correlated with two working relationship variables; whether changes were seen as

inconvenient (phi = 63, P < .05) and whether participants could see the benefits of the new

work processes (Phi : .62, p < .05). These results suggest that more se,lrior positions were

more likeþ to have had prior experience of change, were less likely to see the

commurications as informative, were more likely to see the changes as inconvenient and

were less likely to see their benefits.

The above results suggest that more senior positions tended to be more negative in their

attitude to, and evaluation of, the change program However, given the number of
variables that position was correlated witt¡ significant correlations need to be treated with
caution. In particular, there were relatively few correlations with the other variables given

the number of variables for each of the organisational factors.

2. Involvement in Prior Change

The results for this section of the questionnaire a¡e included in Table 1
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position

Question 1: Have you experienced an organisational change in the past? (please do

not include the change you have experienced rrccently with the new system).

As can be seen in Table l, the majority (7lo/o) reported thæ they had experienced an

organisational change prior to the implementation of the new system As already reported

in the section on demographic variables, prior experience was more likely amongst the

more senior positions.

Qrl Q:2 Do you feel that experiencing a prior
organisational change helped or impaired
your ecc€Ptanct ofthe new sYstem?

Q: l: As you are aware, Phase 2 ofthe new s¡rctem wa-s

rolled out in Octobe¡. Please tickthe appropriate
bor to describe your ¡ttitude al the beginning of
the Phase 2 rollout and st the present.
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Question 2z Do you feel that experiencing a prior organisational change helped or
impaircd your acceptance of the new system?

Table 1 shows that the majority, (59o/o) of participants reported that experiencing prior

organisational change helped them accept the new system Reasons given for this

included: being prepared for how they would react to change, being better prepared for
the unexpected, leaming to be flexible, and an understanding that things can be "messy at

fi¡st" but gadually fit into place. Although position was not significantly related to this

va¡iable, there is some suggestion that for the Partner and Senior Manager groups,

experiencing prior change helped them more with the other groups being more evenly

divided between it being helpful and being neutral. No participant indicated that it had

impaùed acceptance of the cwrent system

A selection of qualitative cornments included:

"Teaches you to be flexible and adapt to clnnge. you cannot avoid. change in a
changingworld (P2)".

"It prepared me for what to ex,pect, þr example; how I would react, how other people

would react, and hoyy the organisationwould react (SM3)',.

"Better prepared for the unexpected, better understanding of other staff's experiences

with the change taking place (lr!S)".

"Made me accept the change more openly (A7)".

"Had experienced a similar clnnge and was anticipaîing the type of things that occur
throughout implementations (C 4) ".

"From experience, I know everything is so messy at first and slowly it begins to frt into
place. Not to fight change but to accept it (PSSB) ".

correlations between prior experience and evaluation variables

There were no significant differences between having prior experience and any of the

evaluation variables. Thus there \ilas no evidence that prior experience and whether it was

reported as having a positive or neutral affect on the new change program had any

influence on participants' acceptance and evaluation ofthe change program
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3. Evaluation

Question 1: As you ane aware, Phase 2 of the new system was rolled out in October.

Please tick the appropriate box to describe your attitude at the beginning of the

Phase 2 rull out and at the prcsent.

Table I shows thæ about two thirds of participants were neuüral in their attitude at the

beginning of the Phase 2 roll out with nþst of the rest being negative. Their attitudes had

become much more negative at the time of the study such that three quarters were

negative while most of the rest were neutral. Table I also shows that about two thirds

(63%) of participant reported that thefu attitude dranged to negative in regard to the

system while onþ l2o/o changed to positive. The most marked negative changes were for

senior managers and managers.

Question 2: You have told me about your attitude at the beginning and at the end

of Phase 2, I would now like you to describe your attitude during the rullout of

Phase 2. If your attitude changed please describe how it changed and why it

changed.

Participants reported that their ætitudes charged for a number of reasons, which included:

their expectations being too higt¡ the problerrs associated with the systenl the volume of

information and training sessions, too much paper work associæed with the systen¡ the

frustrations involved and the systemnot delivering what was promised.

A selection of qualitative cornrnents included:

"My expectations of the system were greater prior to Phase 2. The emerging problems

with the system have dnmpened my attitude (PI)".

"My attitude towards the system clanged to being neutral mainly due to large volumes of

information, training sessio,?s which were only OK and realisation tlwt I would only use

some forms, some of the time making it easier to forget how to fill them out (SMI) ".

"Plnse 2 was/is a disgrace. It was not explained properly, it involves too much paper, it

is inflexible and it is complex in terms of billing and time recording (luI2)".

"It was frustratingfor a while, because it was very different from the old system, andwe

couldn't understand how to use it right mvay. ll'e had only very basic training (A7)".
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"Probably neuîal, perhaps negatiw. I was a little doubtful of the system delivering on

what was promised and perhaps even cynical given the "Phase 3 will deliver everything

approach" used during information sessions. As I began using the Ð)stem it seemed to

make some processes very complex and increased my frustration with the system (C4) "

"It changed as the system did not live up to my expectations. The acfiial processing of
dnta is very dfficult as the people who provide you with the data find the system hard as

well (PSS6)".

Question 3: Overalt, how successful or unsuccessful was the change pnocess adopted

by the Implementation Team (eg the approach the Team took in older to deliver the

new system)?

As can be seen in Table 2, responses were divided with 4l% of participants reporting that

the change process was successfril, 31% being arnbivalent and 28o/o reportlng that it was

unsuccessful. It can be seen that this variation in responses occurred in all groups.
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Success of Change Process and Outcome

Q4: Over¡ll, how successfi¡l or unsuccessful
wes the gþryg¡@ edoPted bY the
Implementation Tean

Overall, how s¡¡ccessful or
unsuccessful wss the chenqe Drocess

adopted by the ImPlementatiqr
Team"

Overûll ratlng of change outcomeOverall ratlng of change Pnocess

vs ESvU U N sVS ES EUvu U NPosition EU

5 23Partner

4 41I 3 3Senior

Menager

1 21 23 2 4Mrnager

434 4)Accountant

N=
432Consult¡nt

=5
3 4a a 5Secret¡rial/P

rrctice

Service

Staff

N=10
t4 t2 I

2o/o

0

0o/o

2 2

4o/o

l910 l6 l9 2Total
2o/o

4

7o/o

Table 2; Results of Success of Change Process and Outcome

* Key: EU = Extremely Unsuccessñ¡I, VU = Very
S = Successfirl, VS = Very Successfif, ES =

Unsuccessfif, U = Unsuccessfrtl, N = Neutral,

Extremely Successful.

Reasons given for rating the change as successful included: the transition being well

mÍmaged, employees being kept informed and employees adapting well. Of those who

rated the change process as unsuccessful the reasons given included the system itself and

its inflexibility, the continued problems with the system and a lack of information as to

why the new system was being implemented. A selection of positive and negative

qualitative comnìents are below:

Some positive comrnents included:

"The approachwas good. ll'ewere kept inþrmed MIO)".

"At the training sessions everyone seemed to adapt well (Al)"
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"Successful because the new system is up and running. Everyone lonws how to use il
regarding their own role. Hantever, a lot of information about it prior to training,

learning dfficulties etc. some overload (C2),'

"overall, I think it wqs quite successful. Even f things were unclear to staftwith as time

went onwe learnedfrom our mistakes (pSSs)".

Some negative comnrents included:

"The approach may have been OK but the reatity was inflexible, manual and far too
much paper work (P2) ".

"I don't believe there was an identified change progrqm. Initial communication on the

system was god, which I assume was the commencement of the communication plan.
Hov'tever, the early communication heightened expectations and the system has not
delivered on those expectations currently. The change program should have picked up
on this and dealtwith it (SM3)".

"System adopted but continuing problems, timesheet frustrations and lack of reporting
mean adoptionforced and not positive (M4)".

"I don't lçtow enough about it, I didn't think I was given enough inþrmation andwould
høve preferred an explatution as towhy itwas being done (Ag)"

Some ambivalent comments included:

"TIte transition appeared to be weil managed. However, significant problems remain
some 6 months after the implementation (SM4)',.

"change process seemedfine, the end result is the probrem (rv[3)".

Question 4: Overall, how successful or unsuccessful was the change outcome
adopted by the rmplementation Team (eg the new practice management system)?
Table 2 shows that again the results were divided with 460/o of participants this time
reporting that the overall outcome was unsuccessfi¡I, 28% being neutr al and 260/o

reporting that it was successful. It can be seen that Partners, Senior Managers and

Managers tended to rafe the outcome as r¡nsuccessful or neutral where the other groups

tended to rate it mostly as successfi¡I. As already indicated in the demographics section,

there was a significant conelation between position and this variable. Reasons givem for it
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being unsuccessful included: more paper work, the system not meeting people's

expectations and problens with the reporting system Reasons given for it being

successful were that it seemed to work well and the eventual improvement that the system

was going to bring. A selection of "successfr¡I" and "unsuccessful" qualitative comments

are provided below:

Some of the "successfi¡I" commgnts included:

" Seems to be working well (A9) ".

"Moderately successful - I can't see many benefits at present but I can see thnt

eventually it wilt be better than the previous system (C5) "'

Some of the'l¡nsuccessful" comments included:

"VIle don't have any further information tlnn we lnd with the other system and there is

even more Wryrwork involved. I estimate it takes l/2 hour to do one biU (P2)"'

"Administralion workload has increased dramatically which was the opposite of my

expectations. I am still unsure of the reportingfrom the system. I have no idea cuftently

of how my group is perþrming - the system cannot give me this information (SM3)".

"At this stage I would say that the system has not improved on the previous system' Until

such time as tlat occurs I do not believe tlrnt it can be considered to be successful (I41)".

"I do not have a fult understanding of the capabilities of the system thereþre

expectations were probably quite high. Initial implementation was not as successful as

expected, eg system not working on several occasions (A4) ".

"At this stage all that appears to have happened is a shift of processes from one Ð)stem

to another. Forms are still completed manuaþ. They are complex and the purpose of

much of the information is not clear, therefore the approach I tend to take is if ils not

mandøtory leave it blank - this isn't as good, as it means the value of the infornation

going in is questionable and thereþre ultimately the value of information coming out is

questionable (C4)"

"At this stage I think we still lnve a long way to go before this system proves itself as a

better, more eficient praclice marøgement system. Maybe once things are running more

smoothly and we lnve electonic lodgement of timesheets etc and interaction with the

side of the system then it will be more successful (PSS2)"'
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It is clea¡ from the preceding comments that a rnajor problem was the system itself and its
failu¡e to perform as expected

Question 5: Considering your experience with Phase 2 of the system what is your
attitude toward the Phase 3 rollout?

As can be seen in Table 3, large and alrnost equal percentages of participants reported
feeling 'heutral" (40o/o) and positive (39o/o) about Phase 3, with 2lo/o feeßng negative.
These differences were appa¡ent across most of the positions. The negativity towards
Phase 3 was mainly due to the lack of faith that Phase 3 would bring an improvenrcnt,
feelings of nervowness that Phase 3 could bring more problems and sorne participants not
receiving information about it.

Question 5: Considering
attitude toward Phase 3

with Phase 2 of the system what is youryour eryerience
rollout?
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A selection of positive and negative qualitative comnpnts are provided below

Some positive cornments included:

"I expect that the system will deliver anticipated benefits over time but there will be some

initial teething problems (P3)"

"lqe are told that Phase 3 should iron out a lot of the problems/bugs from Plnse 2. I am

willing to accept this for now and be positive about Phase 3 (MB) "

"It will all be more useful in our iob (A7)"

"Lookingforward to it - learn more about the system (PSS9)"

Some negative comnænts included:

"surely it has to makp administration quiclcer and easier. Plnse 3 couldn't be worse

could it? (P2)".

"There will need to be a m{ùor increase in useability of the system and a resultant

reduction in administrative workload for me to change my attitude (SM3) ".

"At this stage I don't think it can deliver the final product (M2) ".

"I Ltave not received any information on it (A9)".

"I feel a little nervous about wlnt Phase 3 will bring. l{ill there be more problems, will

it mean more work etc? (PSS2)".

Question 6: If you have a negative attitude toward Phase 3, what could the

Implementation Team do to make you feel more positive about Phase 3?

This was a qualitative question with most participants commenting on a need for the

Implementation Team to: demonstrate how the current problens will be resolved with the

systenr, be honest and realistic about what the system can actualþ do, and rrse experienced

trainers in the training sessions. A selection of qualitative comnrcnts included:

*Demonstrate that cuffent problems are being orwill be resolved (P1)"

"Be honest about what the system will acnally do in Plnse 3. Offer real training

courses, not information sessions. (Jnderstand that consulting staff are taking on the

system while also working in highly stressful jobs (eg our commitment to the system will

only ctccur if it makes our iob easier not harder) (SM3)".
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"Realistic assessment of where curuent system sits, well communicated. List of
frustrations and how they will be addressed. Information on what next stage will actually

deliver (M4)".

"Be realistic about what I can actually exryct to change and what will be easier about

my iob. Simply transferring a manual process which is complex to start with to an

electronicþrmat isn't that beneficial (C4)".

"Training performed with experienced presenters. A lot of support from the

Implementation Team, not only by phone or email, but in person (pssï)".

Corrulations between the evaluation variables

There were six evaluation variables. Attitude to the change program at the start of phase 2

only conelated with change in attitude from the start to the time of the study (r : .47 p <

.001)' The remaining five variables including attitude at the time of the study, change in

attitude fromthe start to the time of the study, rated success of the change process, rated

success of the change outcome and attitude to future change did correlate significantly

with each other, with the correlations varying from.48 to .71. Thus participants tended to
be generally positive or negative about all the user acceptance and change outcome

evaluations.

4. Communication

Corrrclations between the communi cation variables

There were fourteen corrnnunication variables. The only question to which all participants

answered'!es" was whether they received information abor¡t the change. Ofthe remaining

correlations between the corrnnunication variables, about half of them were significant,

with conelations varying from .32 to .70, thus suggesting, as in study three, a general

commtnication factor. The commuricdion va¡iables that correlated with more than half of
the other communication variables \ryere having the benefits of the change explained, being
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provided with accurate informafion, how inforrnative the communication was, how

successful the communication process was, and the affect of the communication on

acceptance ofthe new system

Question 1: Did you receive any information about the new system?

As oan be seen in Table 4, all the participants received information about the new systern

Ql:
Did you receive
eny information
about the new
¡stem?

Q2:
Ifyes, how wrs the new system communicated to
you?

Q3:
Did you hrve a ch¡nce to ask
quetions end did you
receive adequate ¡nswers?
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Question 2: If yes, how was the new system communicated to you?

Table 4 shows that there was no one method þ which all participants were communicated

with; instead a variety of methods were used. The m{ority of participants reported that

they received communication via newsletteß (58%), melnos (58%), face-to-face (57o/o),

meetings (560/o) with only just over a quarter receiving a contrnunication via the website

(27o/o). It is interesting to note that the only group where all members indicated receiving
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the same form of communication was the Pa¡tner group who all received newsletters in

relation to the implementation of the new system In no other case did all members of a
group report receiving the sanre form of connnunication.

Question 3: When information about the new system war¡ communicated dÍd you

have a chance to ask questions and did you rrcceive adequate answers?

Table 4 shows that all participants in all groups except for the Manager and Accountant

groups reported that they had an opportunity to æk questions. Just over half of the

Accountants and just under half of the Managers indicated that thq'did not have a chance

to ask questions. This may have been due to them not being able to attend meetings. This

is possible because many Accountants and Managers worked offsite and would only come

back to the office after hours. With respect to receiving adequate answers, orúy 25%o oî
participants across the groups reported that they received adequate answers to their
questions. Moreover, 15% of participants overa[ reported that they did not receive any

answers at all.

Question 4: Wer¡ the benefits of the new system explained to you?

As can be seen in Table 5, the majority (600/o) of participants reported that they did have

the benefits explained to them although this va¡ied to sonp erdent ¿rcross groups. In
particular, less thar half of the Accountant group reporting that the benefits had been

explained to them

Again, working off site may help to explain why sonre participants did not receive this

information.
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Table 5: Summary of data on content of communication

Pociti0n Q4:
Were the benelits
ofthe new system
erplained to you?

Q5:
Did you have a chance
to discurs how chenç
would affect you?

Q6:
Did you have the
opportunityto proúde
input into the new
prome?

Q7:
Did the Implementrtion
Teem listen to your
conoerns and act upon
fædback fronr your
dlvision?

Tot¡I
N=

Ye
s

No Neu-
t¡¡l

Yes No Neutral Yes No Neutral Yes No Neutr¡l

Pa¡tner
N=5

4 I 5 4 I 5

Senior
Nlanagrr
N=9

5 2 2 5 a 8 I a 2 5

Manager
N= 12

7 3 2 6 5 I ll I I 2 9

Accountan
t
N= ll

4 4 3 3 5 3 9 I 3 J 6

Con¡ultant
N=5

4 I 0 3 I I 5 I 2 3

Se<re*¡tial
/È¡cliæ
Service
StÂff
N= l0

7 I 2 7 2 I J 6 I 6 4

Total
N=52

31

60

o/"

t2
23o/o

9

lTVo

26

50Vo

18

35o/o

8

l5Vo

1

l3o/o

40

77o/o

5

l0Vo

t4
2Wo

6

l2o/o

32

6lVo

Question 5: Did you have an opportun¡ty to discuss how the change would affect

you?

Table 5 shows that the only group where all participants had an opporh¡nity to discuss

how the change would affect them was the Partner group. The remaining goups varied

with about half of the Senior Managers, Managers and Accountants reporting that they did

not have an opportunity to discuss how the changes would affect them

Question 6: Did you have the opportunity to proy¡de input into the new processes?

Table 5 shows that the majority of participants in most goups reported that they did not

have any input into the new processes. The only group who reported having an

opporturity for input were the Pa¡tner group where the majority had input, and about one

third of the Secretaria,l/Praetiee Serviee Staff group reported having had input into the

new processes.
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Question 7: Did the Implementation Team listen to your concerns and act upon
feedback from your division?

Table 5 shows that the majority (610/o) of participants selected 'heutral" to this question.

This was followed W 27% reporting that the Implementation Team did listen to their
concerns' although this percentage was rnainly due to the Secretarial/Practice Service Staff
group, where the m4ority (600/o) reported thæ their concenN were listened to.

Question 8: Did the rmplementation Team provide accurate information?
As can be seen in Table 6, orúy 52%o of participants overall reported that the
Implementation Team provided them with accurate information and 29o/o were unsure.

The Consultant group was the only group where all participants reported that the
information was accurate.

Position

u

td

I
Y N Not

S¡¡¡¡

Y N Not

Su¡e

Y N Not

Sure

I U Not s US Not

Partner

N=5
3 I I 4 I 4 I 4 I 2 2 I

Senior

Manager

N=9

5 I 3 6 3 5 3 I 4 .,
3 4 2 3

Manager

N: 12

3 5 4 5 4 3 9 I 2 3 5 4 4 3 5

Acccr¡nt-

ant N:
ll

4 2 5 7 2 2 6 2 3 6 I 4 5 I 5

Cmsult-

ant N: 5

5 0 5 0 3 t I 4 I 3 I I

Secretari

allPractic

e

Service

StÂtr

N: l0

7 I 2 8 2 8 I I 8 2 l0

Total

N:52
27

52
o/o

10

t9
o/o

15

29/o

35

6t
o/o

7

l3
o/"

10

l9/o

35

68
o/o

I
t7
o/o

I
t5%

29

56

o/"

9

t7
o/o

t4
27o/o

28

54

Yo

9

17

o/o

15

29o/o
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euestion 9: Did the Implementation Team provide you with rcgular information

about what was happening during Phase 2?

As can be seen in Table 6, only about two thirds of participants (68W reported that the

Implementation Team provided them with regular information during Phase 2. Agatq the

Consr¡ltant group was the onþ group where this was the case for all participants.

euestion 10: Did you how who to call for further infomation about the new

system?

Table 6 shows that again only about two thirds of participants (68%), reported that they

knew who to call for further inforrnation. There \ryas no group where all members

indicated this.

euestion 11: Overall, how informative or uninformative was the information about

the nery system?

Table 6 shows that only 56% of participants reported that the information was informative

although the percentage was much higher for the Consultant and Secretarial/?ractical

Service Staff and slightly less for the Senior Manger and Manager groups As indicated in

the section on demographic variables, the correlation between this va¡iable and position

was significant.

euestion 12: Overalt, how would you rate the success of the communication process

(eg how the information was delivered to you) concerning the new system?

Table 6 shows that onþ 54o/o of participants rated the communication process as

successftil. This result varied considerably between groups from l00o/o of the

Secreta¡ia/Practice Service Staff group to less than half of the Senior Manager, Manager

and Accorrrtant groups rating the commrmication process as successful. Again, as

indic¿ted in the demographic sectiorq the correlation between this va¡iable and position

rvas significant.
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Question 13: Overall, in what way did the communication you rrcceived about the
new system affect your acccptancc ofit?
As can be seen in TableT, only 52o/o of participants reported that the communication they

received affected their acceptance in a positive way, 3lo/o were neutral and, l7%o were
negative. However, the groups va¡ied considerably v¡tth 640/o of the Accountant group
reporting that it affected them positively, while only 33% of the Senior Manager group
reported that it affected them in a negative way. Half of the Marager group were neutral.
This variable was also shown in the demographic section to conelate significantþ with
position.

Table 7: The afrect of on ¡nd about sYstem.

Q:13
Overall, in what way did the communication
you received about the new system aflect
you¡ ¡ccept¡nce ofit?

Ql4:
Considering the information you received
about the new system, did ¡t meet your
e¡pectations?

Posilíve Neøetive Neut¡d Yes No Neutrel
Partnq

N=5
3

600/o

I
2ïo/o

I
20o/o

I
2OVo

4

80o/o

Senio¡

Manager

N=9

5

56Yo

3

33o/o

I
llo/o 22o/o

5

560/o

2

22o/o

Marugu

N: 12

4

33o/o 11o/"

6

50Vo

a

lTo/"

I
660/o l7o/o

Account-

antN= ll
7

64o/o

,
l8o/"

2

l8o/o

6

55o/"

5

45o/"

Coruult-

ant N: 5

2

40o/o

I
2ïo/o

a

40o/o

2

40o/o 4Oo/"

I
20o/o

/Pr¡ctice
Service
Stafr

=10

6

600/o

4

40o/o

6

6Oo/"

3

30o/o

I
l0o/o

Total

N=52
27

52o/o

9

17o/o

t6
3lo,to

19

37o/o

21

52o/o

6

llo/o

The positive corrunents $,sgested that the commudcation gave participants a sense that
the change was important, helped them understand the reasons behind the change and that
the commurication was regular. The negative conrments included that the information

came in the form of gossip and rumour, raised expectations tha gradually diminished

when problems occt¡rred and insufficient detail was provided in regard to the new system

A selection of both positive and negative qualitative conÌments are provided below:
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Positive comnents included.

,'The communication gave me a sense ttut the change was important, that it would

deliver benefits, but that itwould tal@ time all of which I accepted at the time. Now I am

not quite sure (PI)".

"Communication helped with acceptance of the system, understood reasons behind its

implementation (Slul I ) " .

"Positive at rtrst, but lack of arawers to problems lns made it less acceptable M8)"

"Enforced a very positive attitude (A5) "

"The communication was regular and in varied format i.e. some email and some glossy

flyers. Regardless of form of communication, il was still up to the individual to read it

ard dtgest it (Cl)"

"As I received sdficient communication, it certainly helped to accept the change

(PSS6)".

Negative cornnents included:

"In some ways gossip and rumour took over formal communication at key points in the

process. In prticular, after implementation most information seemed to come via

informal networla (P 3) "

"Raised my expectations initially then gradually caused me to become cynical as the

system did not deliver (SM3)"

"Don't klow. AII we were told were the end benefits. Iüe are still waiting to see this

result M2)".
"The level of detail in relation to the system was limited with the exception of the

information sessions. More informationwould hnve helpedwith acceptance (M6)"

"Probably hindered my acceptance as I wasn't aware of the full benefit from the

program roll outs (A9)"

Question 14: Considering the information you rcceived about the new system, did it

meet your exPectations?

Table 7 shows that just over half (52o/o) of participants reported that the system did not

meet their expectations. Although there was no significant correlation with position, it can

be seen that his varied from 80% of the Partner Group to 3Uo/o of the Secreta¡iayPractice
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Service Staff group. The reasons given for the system not meeting expectations included

that the benefits were not obvious, the reporting was not as yet accessible or accuratg the

new system was not an improvement and the system did not meet expectations. The

positive comments were limited but some believed that thei¡ expectations would be met in

the futu¡e. A selection of qualitative comments are provided below:

Positive comrþnts included:

"Notyet, but I believe itwill (AI)"
"Yes, but my exryctations were not very high based on myfirst experiences and the lack

of information (A9)"

"Yes - although I was reasonably open minded in terms of what the system would deliver

and timing of all functionality. Perlnps communication in the very early stages in terms

of what to expect as well as the expected benefits could have been improved (p3),,.

"Yes - sophisticated system, requiring tots of data inptt, but eventually will help to
monsge the business by providing information (SMI)".

"Yes, however therewas notmuch expectationanway (A3),,.

"Given my relative inexperience using the system it met my acryctatiora and after using

it afew times, Iþund it easy to nevigate myway through as the need arose (cl)".
"At this stage, yes it meets my expectations but I do expect to see significant

improvement in time fficiency and userfriendliness in the coming stdges (pss2)".

Negative connnents included:

"Not yet, the benefits will perhaps be more obvious once reporting is accurate and more

readily accessible (P l) " .

"Outcomes did not match Øcryctations (SMS)".

"No. At this stage I do not believe that the system has improved on the prior system

(Ml)".

"No. I am stillwaitingfor improvements to be made (IlI0)',.
"No. Still lots to be dclivered and am yet to see it making my administrationwork simpler

and less time confining (C4).
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Corrrlations between communication variables and evaluation variables

Four of the corr¡nunication variables correlated with all the evaluation variables except

attitude at the start of the program These communication va¡iables were; whether

information wa.s accurate, how informative the communication was, the affect of the

commrmication on participants' acceptance of the program and whether, given the

comml¡nications, the program met participants' expectations. These correlations va¡ied

from .39 to .63. Two communication variables; whether concems were listened to and

acted upon and the rated success of the communication process correlated significantly

with tluee of the evaluation variables; attitude at present, succÊss of the change process

and success of the change outconp. These correlations va¡ied from.36 to .53. The only

communication va¡iables that did not correlate with any of the evaluation variables were;

having an opportunity to ask questions, having an opportunity to provide input into the

new processes, being provided with regular inforrnatior¡ and knowing who to call for

information.

Summary of communication rrcsults

The positive aspects of the communication process and content were:

1) All participants reported that they received information about the new system

2) A wide variety of methods of communication were used and information via each

method reached at least some members of each group (the only exception being the

Consultant group where none reported receiving information via the Web site).

3) A high percentage (78%) of participants overall reported that they did have an

opporturity to ask questions.

These few positive results can be seen ¿N much less satisfactory when the following

negative aspects of the communication process and content a¡e considered:

1) Only a quarter of participants reported that they received adequate answers to their

questions and I5o/o reported that they did not have their questions answered at all.
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2) Less than two thirds (60%) of participants reported that they had the benefits of the

new systetn explained to them and onþ half rcported that they had an opportrnity to

discuss how the change would affect them

3) A high percentage (77%) of participants reported that they did not have input into

their new work process.

a) Only just over a quarter of participants (27%) indicated that the Implementation team

listened to their c,oncerns and acted upon their feedback.

5) Only just over hzll (52o/o) of the participants reported that the Implementation Team

provided them with accurale information.

6) Jtrst r¡rder half of the Senior Manager (Myo), Accountant (45o/o) and Consultant

(40o/o) groups reported that they either did not know or were unsure of whom to

contact for further information.

7) Only fifty-six percent of participants reported that communications were informafive

with less ttmn half of the Senior Manger and Manager groups reporting this to be the

case.

8) Only just over haff 64%) of participants rated the commurication process as

successflrl. This would seemto be a very low percentage for a commurication process.

9) Only just over Inlf (52o/o) of participants reported that the cornnunication they

received affected their acceptance of the new system in a positive way.

lO)There were considerable differences between groups in the adequacy of the

commr¡nication process. Thus, the only group where all members indicated receiving

the same form of communication was the Partner group, with all the members

receiving newsletters. Only members of the Partner and Secreta¡iaUPractice Service

Staff groups said they had input into the new processes. The SecretarialÆractice

Service Staff were the onþ group where a rnajority reported that their concerns were

listened to. The Consultant group was the only group where all participants reported

that they were provided with accurate and regular information.

The significmt correlations between a number of the connnunication variables and the

majority of the evaluation variables suggest that commurication was an irrportant factor in

influencing employee acceptance and evaluation of the change program
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5. Working RelationshiPs

Conelations between working relationships variables

Most of the working relationships variables only correlated with one or two of the other

working relatiorships va¡iables. Howevet, three of the va¡iables each conelated with five

of the other working relationships variables; whether it was easy to work with the new

processes, whether workload was increased and whether participants could see the

benefits of the new work processes. These correlations varied between .30 and .61.

Wor*ing rclationshiPs questions

Table 8 provides a description of the data for the eleven working relationships questions'

In this table, participants a¡e divided into two gfoups, Partner/lvlanager and General Staff.

The General Staff group included the Accountants, Consultants, Secretaries and Practice

Service Stafi. The participants were divided in this way because the results of studies 2

and 3 suggested differences between these two groups in the affect of the change

progranìs on working relationships. Diflerences between the two groups were tested using

a2 x2 Chi-square, combining the 'ho" and 'heutral" categories, with p < 05.
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Table 8: Changes in working processes b€tween groups

Question l. It can be seen in Table 8 that the m4¡ority (65%) of both the partner/lVlanåger

group reported that they did not find the new processes easy to cope with. In contrast,

most of the General Statr (72%) reported that they did find the new work processes easy

to cope wittt This dtffere,nce was statistically signrfic¿nt. This result may be due to the

goreral staffhaving more exposure and intense training on the system

Question 2. The majority of both groups (650/o and 58% respectively) reported that the

implenrcntalion of the new system dranged their work processes.

Question 3, The majority of both groups also reported that the new work policies

associated with the new system increased their workload but this varied from 8g% for the

Partner/Manrger General St¡ff

IÞscriptim Yes No Neutrel Yes No Neutr

sl
Ql Did
were put into place?

you ñnd it easy to cope with the new work processes that 9
35
Vo

t7
65
o/"

t8
729t

7
28
o/o

q2 Did tìe new policies
?

associated with the new 17
65
o/o

9
35
o/o

15
5ïVo

9
35
Vo

2
7o/o

lcles assæiated with the new Eatem 23
88
o/o

3
12
%

14
5 Vo

11
42
o/o

1
4o/o

Q4 Did yor find the changes in your work processes incsrvenient?
85
o/"

4
l5
ot6

10
38o/o

t2
46
v.

4
l5o/o

Q5 Dd yorr staffreadily accept the new work processes? 4
t6
o/"

t7
7l
o/^

3
l3o/"

Q6. Did your partner/manager readily acceot thc new work
processos?

t4
54o/o

E
3l
o/"

4
l5o/o

Q7. Did r
y(x¡r sec

your with t6
64
Vo

I
32
o/o

L
4o/o

Q8. Did the new work processes alter
your pa.rùrer/manager in any wa14

)¡our with 2
7o/o

2t
78
o/o

4
l5o/"

Qp Corld you seo the benefit ofthe new work processes? 7
27
o/o

17
65
o/"

2
8o/o

t7
650/"

5
t9
o/o

4
l60/"

Ql0. Did you readily aocept ycrr new work process€s ll
55
o/o

7
35
oÂ

2
l0o/"

Ql 1. Did 1lou have
your partner/manager?

the new work prwesses to 5
l9/o

t5
58
o/o

6
?30/o
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Partneri}fanager gfoup to only 54o/o for the General Staff group. This difference was

statistically signifi cant.

euestion 4. The majority of the Partner/lVfanager group, (85%) reported that thsy for¡nd

the changes in their work processes inconvenient. In contrast, the General Staff group

were more evenly divided with only 38%o reporting that they found the new work

processes inconvenient. This difference was statistically signifi cant.

Question 5. Of the PartnerÀ4anager group, TlYo reported thæ their staff did not readtly

accept their new work processes. In contrast:

Question 6. Just over half (54o/o) of the General Staff group reported that their partners

and managers readily accepted the new work processes.

Question 7. While the mqority (64%) of the Partner/Manager group reported that the new

work processes altered their working relationship with their secretary,

Question 8. The General Staffgroup (78o/o) reported that their working relationship with

their Pa¡tner did not alter.

Question 9. Approximately two thirds (65%) of the Partner/lVlanager group reported that

they could not see the benefits of the new work processes, while the sarne percentage of

the General Staff group (650/o) reported that they could see the benefits of the new work

processes. This difference was statistically significant. This difference could be due to the

general staff having more exposure to the system than the more senior staff of the

organisation This was mainty because the general stafi especially the Secreta¡ial Staffand

the Practice Senice Staff had more involvernent with the system in their daiþ work

routine. Thus they had more exposure to what the system could actually do.

Question 10. Only abot¡t half of the Partnerlt\4anager gfoup reported that they readiþ

accepted their new work processes with about one third saying thæ they did not readily

accept them
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Question 11. Only 58o/o of the Ge,neral Staffgroup reported that they did not have

rlitrculty explaining the new work processes to their Pa¡tner/lvlanager with a fwthe¡ 23%o

giving aneutral response to this question.

Relationship between worHng rclationships and evaluation variables

Two of the working relationship va¡iables, whether changes were inconvenient and

whether participants could see the benefits of the new work processes, correlated u/ith all

the evaluation va¡iables except attitude at the beginning of the change program These

correlations varied from .29 to .56. The only other working relationships va¡iable that

correlated with the evaluation va¡iables was whether it was easy to cope with the new

work processes. This va¡iable correlated with three of the evaluation variables; attitude at
present, success of the change process and success of the change outcome. These

correlations va¡ied from.30 to .44.

Summary of results on Working Relationships

The results suggest that Partrier/N4anagers and General Staffwere differently affected on a
number of working relæionship va¡iables. The results also suggest that some of these

va¡iables were related to employee acceptance and evaluation of the change program

6. Organisational Culture

correlations between the organisational culture variables

None of the organisational cultu¡e va¡iables correlated significantþ with each other.

Oryanisational culture q uestions

The results for the organisdional culture variables are shown in Tables 9 and 10.
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I 2

Position Did the ¡ttitudes
¡nd beliefs held
byyour fellow
workers ¡ffect
the way you
personally
sccepted the
new sstem?

Ifyes did it generallY
affect you positivelY or
negativeþ?

How rould you rate the elent to wìich
the culture in your division was

ac-cepting ofthe new sYstem?

Yes No Positively Negetiveþ Positive Negative Neut¡al

P¡rtner
N=5

", 3 I 4 I

Senior Manager
N=9

2 1 2 a 5 4

Manager
N= 12

4 8 3 I I

Accountont
N= ll

4 7 I 3 3 5

Consultant
N=5

1 3 I I a 1 I

Secret¡rl¡l/
Pr¡ctice Service
StalÏ N= 10

J 1 I 2 2 4 4

Total N = 52 t7
33o/o

35
61o/o

2
l2o/o

10
59/o

16
3lVo

2l
40o/o

15
29lo

euestion 1: Did the attitudes and beliefs held by your fe[ow worken affect the way

you pcn¡onally accepted the new system?

As can be seen in Table 9, about two thirds (67%) of each group reported that the beließ

held by their fellow workers did not affect their acceptance of the system

If yes, d¡d it generally affect you positively or negatively?

Table 9 shows that of those who ans\¡/ered yes to question l, more than half (59%) of

participants reported that they were affected negatively by their fellow \ilorker's attitudes

and beliefs.

euestion 2: How would you rate the extent to which the culhrre in your Division

was accepting of the new system?

Table 9 shows that participants' responses were divided with 40% overall reporting that

their Division's culture was negative toward the new system and onþ 31% reporting that

it was positive. While there was no significant correlation with positiorL the responses
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seemed to vary according to some groups with most of the Manager group reporting that

their Division's cultu¡e was negative, while most of the Partner group reported that it was

positive.

There were limited positive cornrnents but those that were rn¿de were in relation to having

to accept the systerr¡ being committed to it, and accepting it despite the system's problerns

because they could see the "bigger picture". The negative comnrents were numerous and

included complaints about the timesheets, people becoming rynical due to an increased

workload and less flexibilrty and no perceived benefits.

A selection of positive conunents included:

"Because its in place, you have to accept it's a new clange and clnllenge that our

organisation is approaching and committed to (pSSÌ7),'.

"I thittk most people were accepting beøuse they could see the bigger picture. There

appeared to be considerable concern regarding time sheets initially. However, after one

was completed, everyone seemed able to undertake the next timesheet with littte fuss
(cl)"

A selection ofnegative comments included:

"There were a lot of negative comments particularly in relation to timesheets and bitting
but people generally rolled up their sleeves and got on with the job (p3)',.
"People realised that they lnd no choice but to accept and use the system despite the

relraining confusion and complaints about these btoody timesheets! (sMl),'
"Most people were looHng þrward to the system buÍ became very cynical when the new

system, brought increased workload, less flexibitity in processes and inadequate

reporting (SM3)".

"I think people will accept change that they perceive as benefìcial. llthere a change is

not perceived as beneficial they will resist unless it can be demonstrated tlnt there are

benefits. I see this as the culture within the firm (lull) ".

"We needed a new time recording sysîem. This system was promised as the solution to
our problems (lut2) "

"Generally can see the long term goal but negative in terms of actual implication øfT',
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"A lot of people thought it was creating more work for them (A9) ".

"Most people are frustrated by the complexity and time consuming rlßture of the system

also the lack of local inþrmed source to dcal with our problems (C4)".

"Our division in general was non-accepting of the increase in paperwork and the

dfficulty of obtaining information (PSS2)".

Question 3: If your division had a culture that, in your opinion, yvas not suppoñive

of the new system, how could it be improved?

As can be see,n in Table 10, the two most commonly suggested improveme'nts were more

informative commrmication (42o/o) and more education about the new system (4OYù.

Greater participation in the business process, more regula¡ communication about the

system and greater managenrcnt commitnpnt were mentioned by about 20o/o of

participants.

Table 10: Summary of results on Culture

Q: 3 If your Division had a culture that, in your opinion, lYas not supportive of the new

svstem, how could it have it been improved?
Position Greåter

mngmt.
commit-ment
to the system

Leader more
overtþ
supportJ
Nen¡s

More
regular
commun-
ic¡tion ¡bout
the system

More
informative
commun-
ic¡tion ¡bout
the sl'ltcm

More
education
rbout the
new sJ¡ltem

Greater
partic¡potion
in the
business
p¡oces!¡es
¡smci¡ted
E'ith the
svstem

Ability to
etpfess your
oplnlons
with less fear
of negrtive
cons€quence

Parl¡rer
N=5

I 2 2

Se¡rior
Manager
N=9

I I I 2 3 3

Manager
N=12

2 1 4 4 5 I

Accountant
N= 11

5 4 I

Consultant
N=5

I I I 3 3 3

Secret¿riaV

hactice
Serr¡ice Staff
N= l0

5 3 6 5 I

Total
N= 52

10
l9/o

2
4o/"

10
l9/"

22
42o/o

2l
40o/o

12
23o/o

2
4o/"
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Correlations between organisational culture and the evaluation variables

How accepting the organisational culture was of the change was significantly related to all

of the evaluation variables €t(cept dtitude at the beginning of the change. These

correlations va¡ied from.42 to 50.

Summary of the rtsults on organisational culture

Approximately two thirds of participants reported that the beließ and attitude held by their
fellow workers did not affect their attitude towa¡d the system However, of those who
reported that they were affected, most were affected in a negative way.

Participants were divided in terms of whether their Division's culture was accepting of the

new system with less than a third (31%) believing it to be positive and 4o%obelieving it to
be negative. This variable correlated significantly with nrost of the evaluation variables

suggesting that the culture's perceived support for the change is related to employee

acceptance and evaluation ofthe change program.

When the participants were asked how their Division's cultu¡e could have bee,n improved

with respect to support of the new syster4 they suggested more education and more

informative communication. The latter suggestion is consistent with the resr¡lts for the

commr¡nication va¡iables, sollrc of which showed strong correlations with the evaluation

variables.

7. Computer Training and Information Sessions

Correlations between the training variables

The only training and information variable that correlated significantly with more than two
of the other training and information variables was whether participants received enough
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knowledge afrer the information training sessions. This va¡iable correlated significantly

with four of the other variables; whøher participants had e,nough knowledge after the

computer training session, whether there was enough support for questions or problens,

quality of training and the quality of the inforrnation session. These conelafions varied

from.43 to .75.

Questions on tnaining and information sessions

The quantitative results for questions on training an information session are shown m

Tablcs I I and 12. It should be noted that onþ 19 of the 52 particþants attended computer

training and onþ 36 attended information sessions. This means that percentages with

respect to these va¡iables a¡e based on relatively low numbers of participants.

T¡ble 11: of traininø results

Ql:
Did you ottend a computer
based training program and/or
an informrtìon session?

Q5:
Did you feel that
you hed enough
appropriate
knorlcdge afta
Your comDuter

B!!!!g to use the
system effectively
in vou¡ role?

Q6:
Did you feel that
you had enough
knowledge after
vour information
qjqto usethe
s¡atem effectively?

Q7. Did you have
enough support for
any questions or
problems when you
rmt back to your
division?

Position Comput
er

Trainins

Info.
Session

Didn't
Attend

Trninino

Yes No Not
Su¡e

Yes No Not
Su¡e

Yes No Not
Su¡e

2 4 2 2 3 I I

Senior Manager

N=9
7 I I 5 2 6 2

lvfanasaN= 12 4 7 I I 2 4 4 5

Amuntant N = 1I 4 8 I 5 I 3 5 8 I I

ConsultantN = 5 5 2 2 1 2

Sec¡e{ari¡UPractice

Serr¡ice StaffN = l0

9 5 I 9 I 4 6 a

Total N: 52 19

36Vo

36

69/o

4

8o/o

1

5o/o

t7
90

o/o

I
5o/o

t6
44o/o

19

i3o/o

I
3o/o

30

67Vo

t3
29

o/"

2

4o/o

Question 1: Did you attend a computer based training prugram and/or an

information session?
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As can be seen in Table 11, only 8% of participants did not attend training. Most (69%)

attended inform*ion sessions with less attending computer training (36%) although this

varied between groups with the majority (S9W of the Secretarial group attending

computer based training. This was due to only certain groups being provided with access

to the system during Phase 2.

Question 2: If yes, what was oositive about the computer based training and/or
information sessions you attended?

When æked what was positive about the computer training, participants reported that

training was useful and well presented, the tour of the system was helpfi,r! as it afforded

them an opportunity to ask questions, the dtitude of the presemter was positive and the

training was 'hands on". There \ryere no obvious differences between the groups. A
selection of qualitative connnents included:

"The training provided was useful and well presented. In particular the booklet with
case sfiidies was useful (P3) ".

"Tour of the systems intranet site helped to identify areas where I could visit to obtain
he lpful inforrnati on (SM I ) " .

"Opportunity to ask questions (I41)".

"Positive attitude of presenter. Was a good summary. Went through the steps of how to

do things (A4)".

"The presenters were able to enswer our questions in the information sessions and this

was very informative (Cl)".
"It was hands on training and I find tltat important in training sessions (pss3)',

Question 3: What was nesative about füe computer based training and/or
information sessions you attended?

Participants resporises to the negative aspects of the training and/or information sessions

included: the forms associated with the system being difficult to we; not enough detail in

the training; the presente¡'s limited knowledge of the system; the trainer was not very

confident in answering questions and the training was rushed. There \ryere sonrc

differences between the groups with the Senior Managers and Managers reporting that the
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trainers did not have enough knowledge of the systenr, the Accorrrtants felt that the

information was too gcrrcral and ths Practicc Scrvicc Stdfclt overwhelmcd þ too much

confusing information. The differences between the Accountants and the Practice Service

staff could be due to the two groups attending different training sessions as the Practice

Service Staff attended the computer-based training that was hands on while the

Accor¡ntants only had to aftend information sessions. A selection of qualitative comments

included:

"Not detailed enough. Once back in the workplace the system processes andforms were

very dfficult to use (SM3)".

"The presenters had limited tøowledge of the system. The notice given for training was

inadequate, any thing less than aweek is ridiculous in our environment tufq".

"Could have been more detailed, it was rather rushed (AI) ".

"As the training was not "hands on" it effectively meant that little lotowledge was

retained by the time we used the system. However, I accept that frequent users require

hands on training white infrequent users don't and this was in fact the way training was

implemented (CI)".

"The bitting program was not a success. The trainer wasn't very confident in her

answers which left me feeting unconfident about using the program on my own (PSSS)".

Question 4: How could have the computer training or ûre information sessions been

improved?

Participants suggested that the training could have been improved by providing more real

life examples, ensuring that all staffhave training in the new processes such as filling out

the forms associated with the new systerq the presenters needed to have nnre knowledge,

shorter sessions on specific activities and shorter sessions that were more specificalþ

directed to staff needs. There \ryere no obvious differences between groups but the

comrnent that was most common across three of the groups, the Accountant Group, the

Manager Group and the Practice Service Staff, was that the trainers needed to be more

knowledgeable and have more orperience with the system A selection of qualitative

comments included:
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"More þcus on real lfe emmples þr the billing component (p3) "

"Ensure all staff lnvu proper trainint on new processes, system and forms. Information

sessions are not enaugh (SM3)".

"More notice given. Presenters with more l*towledge of how system would be used for
Adelaide (lvl6)".

"The presenter slnuld lcnow more about tlæ system (A3)".

"More focussed on Prticular processes (eg shorter sessions on specific activities).

Practically based with clear indications of wtnt it would mean for me on a düy to day

basis (C4)".

"They could have been shorter and more spectficatty directed at the needs of the staff
attending (PSS2)".

Question 5: Did you feel that you had enough lmowledge after your computer
trainine to use the system effectively in your rule?

Table 11 shows that of those participants who attended computer training, 90% reported

thar they did not feel that they had enough knowledge afrer their conputer training session

to perform in their role. As can be seen in the qualitæive comments below, this was

mainly due the participants feeling that they needed to use the system before they could

use it competently. There were no obviots differences between the groups. A selection of
qualitative comments included :

"Any new system requires tíme spent by the individwl in familiarising themselves with
the system in addition to taining (Ml2)',.

"Had to do it myself to understand the complexities of the system (A4)".

"Even after ftaining, we still needed to refer to notes and ask for help on a number of
occasions on how to do things (PSS2)".

"To see things being done is very different to hoving to do ft yourself (pss6),,.

Question 6: Did you feel that you had enough knowledge after your information
session to use the system effectively in your role?

Table I I shows that of those participants wtro attended an information sessior¡ just over

53o/o reported that they did not have enough knowledge after their information session to
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use the system effectively. As can be see,n in the qualitative comments, this wa.s due to the

training not being practical, too much broad information and the information sessions

needing to be hands on. There were no obvious differences between groups. A selection

of qualitative cornments included:

Positive comÍEnt:

"yes - ÍI/e received the training and were also provided with hands on onsile support

Ile were able to apply the training soon after receiving it (P3)"

Negative comments:

"No - The training too scripted, not practical (P2)".

"I admit thet I was too pressedfor time to attend training but the information I received

about the training did not inspire me to seek out alternative options. Also support

resources have had dfficulty answering my questions M4) ".

"Again, too much broad information (C4)".

"Hands on experience is l00oÁ better (PSS4)".

Question 7: Did you have enough suppoÉ for any questions or problems when you

went backto your Division?

Table 1l shows that two thirds (67%)of participants reported that they had enough

support for any questions or problems that may a¡ise, but 29o/o rcported that they did not

have enough support.

Positive comments:

"support from administration staff and divisional secretaries was Senerally good

(sMl)".

"I lave usually been able b rtnd somebody to assist with my questions (lull)'.

" Our secretary was very helpful and as si sted with all questions (A I ) ".

"The support available within the office and also within the company was clearly evident

(c 1)".

Negative conrnents
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"No - everyone was battling (P2)"

"There was no one specific to contact to assist us on an ongoing basis. The system

helpdesk may høve been appropriate (I,16) "

"No one could provide answers to questions (Iufq "

"But they did not always know the ançwers (A6)"

"The people I was told could assist were as unclear about things as I and then lnd to

srynd time chqsing informationfrom third parties (C4)".

"People have been as helpful as possible but in many instances they don't know either

(PSS7)".

Question 8: Ovemll, how would you rate the quality of the comnuter based trainins
you rcceived in rrcrpect to the new system?

As can be seen in Table 12, 58o/o of participants who attended computer-based training

rated the training as good, 2lYo ratú, iÎ as neutral and 2lo/o rated it ¿s poor. No
qualitative comrnents were provided. This result would seem to be at odds with the results

from question 5 where 90%o of participants stated that they did not have enough

appropriate knowledge after cornputer training to use the system effectively.

Table 12: The qualitv of the trainins

Queslion I Question 9 ruestion lO
Position Q&

Overall, how would you rate
the qurlity ofthe computeÌ
b¡sed t¡aininp you received
in respect to the new
syScm?

Qe:
Overall, how would you rate
the quality ofthe
ln[ormation sessions you
receivcd ¡n resp€ct to the
new Drocca3€s?

Ql0:
Overall, how did the
information or training you
received (o¡ d¡d not ¡eceiye)
affect your eccept¡nce ofthe
neç swtem?

Poor Good Neutr¡
I

Poor Good Neutr¡
I

Po¡it¡y
e

Negati No
AlTect

Pa¡1¡rer

N=5
a 4

lvlauga
N=9

I 5 I I 3

lvlanager
N= 12

I 3 a 3 2 I 3

Ac¡ount¡nt
N= ll

I 3 2 5 I I 3

Consult¿nt
N=5

I 3 I 2 I

Sec¡dari¡V
Practice
Serr¡ice St¡ff
N: l0

3 5 I I 3 I 4 2

Total N = 52 4
2lo/o

11
58o/o

4
2lo/o

7
l9/"

23
64o/"

6
l7o/"

9
43o/o

9
43o/o

3
l4o/o
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Question 9: Overall, how would you rate the quatity of the information sessions you

rrcceived in rcspect to the new processes?

Table 12 shows tltat 640/o of participants who attended information sessions rated the

information sessions as good, l7%o rated them as neutral and 79%o rated them as poor.

Again this result would seem to be at odds with the results from question 6 where 53%

did not feel they had enough knowledge after the information session to use the system

eflectiveþ. In support of this earlier result, participants reported that while the information

was generally good, it was not helpñrl in using the system It was also difficult to ask

relevant questions when the participants had not actually used the system However

participants reported they found the system user tips and manuals good.

A selection of qualitative comments included:

"Information provided was generally good - iust a lot of it (SMI) ".

"Good informotion sessions, but useful only as informotion. Ilere not very helpful in

acually implementing new proces se s (SM 3) " /
"The firm trìed hard, however it was dfficult to ask reletnnt questions until after we had

tried using different programs/forms (MI0)".

"Initially didn't want anything to do with it as coming away from the 2 day course most

people had no idea. But after further proper training and with manuols and tips it was

oK (PSSI)".

"The trainingwe received internallyfrom our Adelaide staffwas very good (PSS2)"

Question 10: Overalt, how did the information or training you ltceived, or did not

rrcceiye, affect your acceptance of the new system?

Table 12 shows that the results were evenþ divided between participants with 43%

reporting that the training had a positive affect on their acceptance of the new system and

43o/o rcportLng the training had a negative affect. The Secretarial/Pragtice Service Staff

mostþ reported that it affected their acceptance in a positive way while for the Senior

Manager and Manager groups the affect was mostþ negative.
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Those participants who reported thæ the training affected their acceptance in a positive

way reported that the training conveyed the benefits of the ne\¡i system Those who

reported that the training had a negative impact on them felt this was due to the sessions

making the system look easy when the practice was difficult. They also felt that the

training needed to be more detailed and that the sessions gave the impression that the

system was hard and inflexible.

A selection of positive qualitative connrents included:

"Positively, because it conveyed benefits of the system (pl)".
"The inþrmation received initially mode me concerned that the systemwould be complex

to use as there was so much to follow in one session. However upon using the system I
realised it wasn't too dfficult and like any other PC software etc, it is a case of trial and

error (Cl)".

A neutral comment included:

"Regardless of whether we like it or not it is the new system and we will have to accept it
and I am sure ln ttme ft wlll become second nature and we wlll wonder what all the fuss ts

about (PSS7)".

A selection of negative comments included:

"Hasn't changed my acceptance of the system. I accept we have to use it. I accept that we

have to accept clnnge. I am left with the impression ttøt SAP is inflexible and hard to

workwith (P2)"

"Information sessions made the system and processes look easy. In actual fact they are

complex and as yet add little value to my work. Thereþre, the sessions did not help with

my qcceptance of the system (SM3)".

"Higher quality trainingwould have given me a more positive attitude to the system and

therefore acceptance at a faster rate. Follow up training would have also helped in some

areas (M6)".

"Could lnve been much more detailed which would lave resulted in less dfficulties,

which in the end would have resulted in a more positive mindse.t Íowards the change

(A1) "
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Conelations between training and information session variables and the evaluation

variables

The quality of information sessions correlæed significantly with four of the evaluation

variables; attitude at the beginning, attitude at the time of the study, success of the change

process and success of the change outcome. These conelations va¡ied from .33 to .46.

Whether participants felt they had enough support for any questions or problenx also

conelated with three of the evaluation variables; attitude at present, success of the change

process and success of the change outcome. These correlations varied from .32 to .40.

Thus there was some evidence that training was related to employee acceptance and

evaluation ofthe change process.

Summary

Most participants attended training with more attending informalion sessions than

computer-based training. The only exception was the Secretarial/Practic€ Service staff

group where the opposite was the case. Holever, most participants (90o/o) reported that

thE/ did not feel thery had enough knowledge after their computer training session to

perform their role effectively and just over half (53o/o) reported they did not have enough

knowledge after their information sessions. The first result contrasted with about half of

the participants saying that the computer training was good and the second contrasted

with about two thirds of participants saying that the inforrnation session were good. These

results raise questions about the accuracy ofgeneral evaluations oftraining prograÍìs.

Only two thirds of participants reported that they had enough support for any quætions or

problems when they went back to their Division.

Participants reported that the positive aspects of the training included: the booklets and

handouts, the tour of the syster4 the positive attitude of the presenter and the opportunity

to ask questions. In contrast, some of the negdive feedback in regard to the training
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included; not enough detailed informatior¡ the system was difficult to use and the

presenters lacked knowledge about the system

Finally, significant correlations between two of the training and information session

variables and most of the evaluation variables suggested that these va¡iables were related

to employee acceptance and evalu¿tion ofthe change program

Discussion

Although the sample in this study was much larger than in the previous study, the number

of variables considered means that results involving correlations and Chi-square m¿st be

treated with caution. It was also unfortunate that leadership could not be investigated

given the evidence for its importance in the previous study and in the resea¡ch literature.

Involvement in Prior change

About 70%;o of participants had experienced prior organisational change and about 60%

indicated that this had helped them with their acceptance of the new system The rest of
the participants were neutral with none indicating a negative effect. The correlation with
position was significant with most of the ParErers and Senior Managers indicæing a

positive affect of experiencing prior change, while most of the Manager group w¿ts

'heutral". This is consistent with the resea¡ch literature that suggests that Middle
Managers can be a vulnerable group throughout change prograns due to changes in their
roles and responsibilities (Dopson & Neunran4 l99g).

Evaluation

The majority of participants reported that their attitude became more negative during the

implenrentation of the IT change rnainly due to difficulties that a¡ose with the systenr, the

increased workload in regard to administration ta.sls associated with the syster4 and the

lack of reliable reports. Given this feedback it is not surprising that onþ about a quarter

of the participants rated the change outcome as successful. However, less than half also

rated the change process æ successful. Despite these results, only about Z0%o felt negative

towa¡ds Phase 3 \l/ith the largest percentage feeling 'heutral". Suggestions as to whæ the
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Implementation Team could do to make them feel more positive about Phase 3 included

providing them with information about the ct¡rrent problems and what the Inplementation

Team was doing to correct these problems. They also suggested that the training sessions

could be improved by having more knowledgeable trainers to teach them and assist them

These qualitative comments are supported W significant positive correlations between

some of the evaluation va¡iables and those va¡iables concerned with cornnunication and

training suggesting that those who were more positive about communication and training

also tended to be more positive about their acceptance and evaluation of the change

program

Communication

Resea¡ch suggests that organisational change can be dealt with more effectiveþ through

strategic communication processes and greater employee participation (Klein, 1994;

Lawlor, 1986).

Klein (1994) found that in terms of communicating change efforts, face-to-face

communication has a greatet impact than any other single medium According to Klein

(1994) face-to-face communication is effective as it helps to clarify any arnbiguities that

the employee may have and it affords them the opporturity of voicing their opinions there

and then. Klein (1994) also reconnne,nds that organisations distribute information that

ensures employees have a frrll understanding of how the change will personally affect them

(Klein, 1994). Consistent with Ktein (1994), Kotter & Schlesinger (1979) suggest that

much of this information should be given onc.on-one and face-to-face, to enable

employees to ask questions and express any concems (Kotter & Schlesinger,l9T9)'

ln the present study participants received information by a number of methods, the most

common being face to face, newsletter and memo. However, none of these was received

by more than 60 of participants. Overall, the results suggest that the communication

process could have been corsiderabþ improved. Thus, while all participants reported

receiving inforrnation about the new system and most reported having an opportunity to

ask questions, only a quarter of participants reported that they received adequate answers

to their questions. Only 60% of participants reported that they had the benefits of the new
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system explained to then¡ onþ half had an opportunity to discuss how the change would

affect then¡ only 13% indicated that they had an opportunity to provide input into the new

processes and onþ approximateþ a quarter indicated that the implementation team

listened to, and acted or¡ their feedback. Moreover, only about half thought the

information thev received was accurate and informative, and only about two thirds

indicated that they received regular information and that they knew who to call for furthe¡

information

It is not surprising, given the above results, that the commurication process was rated as

successful by only about half the participants. The results 5rrggest that many employees

had insufficient knowledge about, and involvement in, the change process and that this

may have contributed to their relatively poor ratings of the change process and its

outcomes. The significant correlations between the communication and evaluation

variables suggest that those who were rnore positive about the conununication also tended

to be more positive about their acceptance and evaluation ofthe change program

The present results a¡e consistent with resea¡ch on the importance of participation which

shows that empþee participation in decisions regarding a change strategy can

significantþ reduce their resistance to change (Kotter & Schlesinge¡ l9Z9; Lawlor, 1986;

Porras & Hoffer, l9E6). Lawlor (1986) suggests that employee participation in the design

of the change stratery fosters a psychological commitment to its successful

implenrntation. This can be achieved þ having employees participating in developing

change strategies that will correct work-related problems that they believe are important.

This type of participation is an effective strategy for building understanding and support

for organisational change efforts a¡nongst employees (Miller & Delbalzo, l9B9; Delbalzo

& Miller, 1989; Miller,lgg?41992b). Participation in decision strategies also promotes

greater rnderstanding and less opportunity to misperceive the consequences of the change.

Further resea¡ch in this a¡ea has formd that the way managers behave is positively related

to employee participation (Coyle, 1999; Mam, Keating & Donnellon, 1990; Stewart &
JÙ'danZ 1997; Verespej, 1990).
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Research also suggests that the greater employee participation in an organisational change,

the more likely the intervention u¡ill be judged to be beneficial (Coyle, 1999). In the

present study there were significant correlations between whether participants believed

their concerns were listened to an acted upon and three of the evaluafion variables,

suggesting that those who felt more involved tended to be more positive about their

acceptance and evalualion of the change progrrim

Working Relationships

There were a number of differences between the two goups (Partner/lVlanager and

General Statr) in how the implenrentation affected their working relationships. For

example, while about two thirds of Pa¡urer/Managers did not find it easy to cope with the

new work processes, nearly tluee quarters of General Staff did find it easy to cope. This

could be related to the fact that while in both groups the majority found that the new

system changed the associated work processes, a much higher perce,lrtage of the Partner

/Manager group (88%) reported an increase in work load than the General Statr (54%).

These differences may be to due the senior staff not attending as much training as the

Gene¡al staff. The Gemeral staff also included a large component of administration staff

whose main role was to process administræion work. Thus, they would have been more

likely to have leamed the new work processes thoroughly.

Similarþ, the senior sta.ff reported that they coutd not see the benefits of the new work

processes, unlike the general staff. This result might be due to the general staff having

more training on the syster4 and more support from the Implementation Team and

Champions relative to the senior staff.

The nrajority of the Pa¡tner/Manager g¡oup (7lo/o) reported that while they readily

accepted their new work processes their staff did not. In contrast, just over half of the

general staff reported thæ their partners and ûìanagers readily accepted the new work

processes and they did not have difficulty orplaining the new work processes to them

The Partner/lVfanager group also reported that their working relationship with their

secretaries was altered whilst the General Staff reported that their relationship with their
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Partnerll\tlanager did not alter. This contrasting result is interesting and suggests that

differmt groups within an organisation cannot always give accurate feedback on the other.

Or gani sati onal Cul tur e

Resea¡ch in the a¡ea of organisational culture suggests that new inforrnation technology

can often require a cultu¡e change as well as a system change (Miller & yeager, 1993).

Resea¡ch in this a¡ea shows that habitual pattems of behaviou¡ tend to contribute to a
sense of security and wellbeing. Knowing what to do and what is o<pected enables people

to be efficient in getting tasks accomplished. Change of any sort, therefore requires

adaptatior¡ gteater attentior¡ new leaming the risk of failure and often some degree of
uncertainty and insecurity. New technology is often a more disruptive change because it
can often require new work relationships, new ways of getting work finished and the

acquisition ofnew skills (Mller & yeager, 1993).

The results of this study found that most of the participants reported that their division,s

culture was negative toward the new system This was seen ¿!s due to the increased

workload, frustration with functionality and altered working relationships, which
particularþ occurred with the Secretarial group. rWhilst some negativity would be

expected after a new system has been implemented, organisations may find it useful to

monitor this carefi¡lly and to make necessary adjustrnents in order to ensure that

productivity and efficienc-v is rnaintained. Kotter & Heskett (lgg2) suggest that a poor

cr¡lture can affect productivity and efficiency. In the present study, there were significalrt

correlations between how accepting of the culture was seen to be of the new change and

four of the evaluation variables suggesting that those who felt the cultu¡e was more

supportive were more likely to accept and positiveþ evaluate the change program

It may also be worthwhile for organisations to ¡Nsess whether or not there a¡e subcultures

within their organisation that are negative towa¡d the system and influence those other

enployees in a negative way (Martin & Siehl, l9S3). For exanple, in the present study

the majority of the Manager group was negative towa¡d the new system The Manager

group's negativity towa¡d the qystem might have produced a temporary counter cultr¡re

specificalþ with respect to the IT change (Trice, 1993, Trice & Beyer, 1993). It might
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also help to account for why specific information about the IT change was not passed on

by managers to subordinates.

Computer Training and Information Sessions

The training component of any implemortation is extremely inportant. Research has

forpd that an individual's compúer selÊefficacy has an impact upon the way that

enployees perceive the system's ease of use. For example, the more hands on exposure

employees receive in regard to a new systenr, the more likely it is that they will view that

system as being easy to use (Venkatesh & Davis 1994). Moreover, resea¡chers have

found that those who work with computers are more likely to develop a positive attitude

toward them

Given this informatio4 organisations need to ensure that the training they provide to their

errployees is hands on and practical, and provided in a forum whereby the employees can

have as much practice on the system as possible before retuming to their work station. In

the presmt study, 90% of those who attended computer training felt that they did not have

enough knowledge after the training to use the system effectively and one of the reasons

for this was due to the training not being detailed enough in regard to "real life" examples.

This is consistent with the training literatu¡e that suggests that if training omits

explanations of key factors such as how participants should use the information from the

system in their daily work routine, they will leave the training feeling lost (Cunid, 1995).

Thus, consistent with the above reseatch, employees' selÊefficacy was affected.

The resr¡lts in the present study in terms of most participants not feeling that they had

enough inforrnation after the computer training sessions and that about half felt this with

respect to the information session is inconsistent with the fact that 58% of participants

rated the quality of the computer training as good and nearly two thirds rated the

information sessions as good. These results suggest that overall ratings of training may tle

misleading.
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Differences Between Positions

The only statistical anaþses that could generally be c¿rried out with respect to position

were correlations betìvecn the rank order of positions and other variables. The only

exception was the Chi-square analyses that were ca¡ried out by combining Managerial

staff and General staff together for the changes in working processes, based on apparent

differences on this kind of variable in the previous study. Bec¿use of the large number of
va¡iables and tests, the statistical results must be interpreted with car¡tion and as providing

suggestions for future research.

While the results of the previous two studies suggested that those in more se,nior positions

reacted ditrerentþ on a number of variables to those who were more junior, there were

also suggestions of differences betwee,n individual groups. Such differences could not be

statistically analysed because of the relatively low numbers of participants in the six groups

considered. Accordingþ, differences that seem to reflect the experience of one or two
particular gfoups rafher than degree of seniority can only be commented on as suggesting

possible differences that would need to be confirmed in a much larger study.

Results from correlations suggested that more senior positions were generally more

negative with respect to the employee acceptance and change outcome variables. In

particular, they had less positive attitudes at the tirrp of the study, were more likely to

become more negative from the sta¡t of the program to the time of the study and rated the

success of the change outconp less. There were also suggestions ûom the correlation

results that more senior positions were more Ïkeþ to have had prior experience of change,

were less likely to see the communications as informativg were more likely to see the

changes as inconvenient and were less likeþ to see their benefits.

Chi square results 5r'ggested that there were diferences between the manager groups and

the general staffin terms of the effect of the change on working relationships. Thus, while

approximately two thirds of the Partner/IVfanager group reported that they did not find the

new processes easy to cope witt¡ nearly three quarters of the General Staff reported that

they did find the new work processes easy to cope with. Similarly, while most of the
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partner/IVlanager group reported that they found the changes in their work processes

inconvenient this was much less so for the General Staff. While nearly three quarters of

the Partner/Manager group reported that their staff did not readily accept their new work

processes, less than a third of the General Staff group reported this for their partners and

managers. While nearly two thirds of the Partner/Manager group reported that the new

work processes altered their working relationship with their secretary, over three quarters

of the General Staff group reported that their working relationship with their Par¡rer did

not alter. Finally, while approximateþ two thirds of the Partner/\rfanager group reported

thæ they could not see the benefits ofthe new work processes, the sane percentage ofthe

General Staffgroup reported that they could see these benefits'

In terms of differences between particular groups, the Pa¡tner and Secreta¡ial groups

appeared to be more involved in the new processes in terms of input and having their

concems listened to. The Consultant group was the only group where all participants

reported that they received regular and accurate information. In contrast, less than half of

the Manager group reported that they received accurate information. Similarly, while

nearþ two thirds of the Accountant group reported that the communication they received

affected them in a positive way, onþ about one third of the Manager group reported this.

The results suggest that the position of participants within the organisation affected how

the,y related to, and evaluated the change program These results a¡e consistent with

previous research by Robinson (19S9) who also suggested that employees in different

positions within an organisation can have different levels of accçtance and can be affected

by the new technolory in different ways.

Practical Implications

The results of this study, although based on small numbers, suggest several important

practical implications.

l. The results support the importance of effective communication in the change process,

and, in particular, the importance of seeking feedback from all relevant groups to
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ensure that they have all received accurate informafion on a regula¡ basis. This

infornration should include the benefits of the new system and how it ïvill affect the
enployees. There is also a need to check that employees feel they a¡e included in the

change process.

2. The results on training suggest that there is a need to check that all relevant

individuaJs feel that they have had received enough training and/or information to use

the new system effectively. Trainers need to be knowledgeable and training needs to
be hands on with sufficient time provided for practice.

The results suggest that there is a need to monitor the effects of orgarisational
change on all relevant gfoups to e,nsure that negative subcultures do not begin to
develop with respect to the change.

4' The results srrggest that the effects of change on work loads, working relationships

and perceptions of the effects of change on other groups can all differ between

groups. Such differences need to be carefully monitored to ensure that they do not
contribute to negative attitudes towa¡ds change and those involved in it. Ari
important implicæion of different perceptions of the effects of change on other
groups is that feedback needs to be obtained from all relevant groups.

5. Organisæions need to we a variety of commwrication npthods to ensure accurate
information is received since in this study no one method was successful in reaching

all participants.

6. In the present study, employees in differe,nt groups differed in the extent to which
they had experienced prior change. While no participant reported thar prior
experience impaired their acceptance of the change progranl prior experience w¿N

associated with more negative views of the ctrange program and its success. These

results suggest that prior experience can influence employee acÆeptance and

evaluation of a change program and thæ change agents should seek information about

ernployees' prior experiørce of change so that they can deal \Mith any issues that arise
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as a consequence of it. In particular, information about what worked well and what

could have been improved in previous change prograÍìs could be useful in ensuring

that concerns arising from a previous change progfarn are appropriateþ dealt with

and do not negatively affect a new change program
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CHAPTER 11: Study Five

EXPAI\IDED OUAìITITATIVf, AND OUALITATIVE STT]DY TO ASSESS

oncllrsarroxll, rlcrons ru¡,r ¡,rrncr nvrpr,oynn .lccnpuxcE
OF NEW INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
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Introduction

Consistent with the research of Robinson (1980), the results of the last study (Study four)
suggested that organisational factors such as communication, training, change in working
relationships and culture can afÈct an employee's acceptance of new information

technology.

The results also suggested that there were difFerences between different positions in
employees' acceptance and evaluation of the change program and in how they were

affected by the organisational factors. While correlations based on rank order of position

provided some evidence that relative position was important, descriptive data suggested

that there were differences between particular positions on some variables.

Because the number of participants in Study four was too small to provide more than

suggestions with respect to such differences, the present study attempted to obtain a much

larger sample of participants in order to further examine any differences of this kind. This

study was carried out in a different office of the same organisation with a much larger

number of employees that experienced the same change program.

Methodology

The same methodology used for Study four was used for the present study. The
questionnaire approach was chosen because it was found in Study four to be an efficient

and effective way of gaining an insight into employees' experiences in different positions

in the organisation during a major organisational change. Again, in addition to quantitative

questions, qualitative questions were asked to identi$ employee's meanings and

descriptions of factors that affected their acceptance of new technology within their
organisation (Minichiello, Aroni, Timcwell & AJexander, 1995).
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Questionnaire

Based on the results of Study four and, in particular, participants' qualitative cornments,

changes were made to the questionnaire. These included more detailed questions

concerning the topics: Involvement in the change progr¿ùms, Communication, Working

relationships, Culture and Computer Training and Information Sessions. It was hoped that

answers to these additional questions would provide further insights into the role of these

factors and have more specific practical implications. A copy of the questionnaire used in

this study can be found in Appendix G. As in Study four, management were not prepared

to have leadership investigated as a factor in determining employee acceptance of the

change program.

P arti cipant and or gani sation

The participants came from the same national accounting firm as in the previous study.

However, whereas the survey for Study four was conducted in the Adelaide office, which

had only 250 employees, the present study was conducted in the Sydney office that had

approximately 3000 employees. All participants had received the same training in the

Sydney office but with different trainers. At the time of the survey, the organisation had

been using the new system for approximately five months. Details on the organisation and

its structure can be found in the method sections of Study four and Study three.

The questionnaires were sent via the organisation's internal mail to 300 employees who

had recently gone through a major implementation of the same new information

technology system as described in Study four. Seventy nine employees responded to the

questionnaire, making a 26Yo response rate. The participants that were targeted ranged

from partners to general employees. This sample was representative of the users within

the organisation. One possible explanation for the much lower return rate compared with

Study four is that in the Adelaide office, so-called "Champions of the change program"

distributed the questionnaires whereas no such arangement was possible in the Sydney

ofñce. These ..Champions" were well known and may have made employees more willing

to participate. It also seemed that there was a much greater emphasis in the Sydney office
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on employees accounting for all their activities on time sheets. This may have discouraged

some employees from completing the questionnaire. Another possible reason that became

evident when analysing the results, was the generally very negative responses concerning

the project. From subsequently talking to some employees it was found that they felt it
was no use in providing the organisation and Implementation Team with more feedback

given that their feedback in the past had not been acted upon.

While the number of respondents was much larger than the 52 participants obtained for

Study four, it still did not allow reliable comparisons between the results for different

positions and again analysis of this variable was restricted to an examination of relative

position in the hierarchy and observations of differences between different positions.

As can be seen in Table 1. there were24 managers and 55 general staffmembers. The

mean age was 29 years and the mean length of employment was 9 years I month. There

were 35 females and 44 males. The numbers of males and females in each of the position

groups a¡e also shown in Table 1. The group labelled "other" consisted of those

participants who were clerks and administration stafi, who did not fit into the categories of
practice service staffor secretarial staff.

Table 1. Numbers of males and females in each srouo.

Position Male X'emale Total

Pa¡tner I I
Senior Mar¡aser 5 I 6
Manager l3 5 18
Accountant t7 J 20
Consultant 3 4 7
Secreta¡ial l0 10
Practice
Service Staff 4 9 13

Other I J 4
Total 44 35 79

Procedure

The revised questionnaire was sent out via internal mail. A letter was attached from the

researcher explaining the purpose of the research, and advising them that their consent
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was assumed if they filled in and returned the questionnaire' The researcher was also

required by the Project Manager in this study to state that the questionnaire was

independent of the project. The participants were advised that their participation was

voluntary and that their results would be confidential and anonymous' They were also

provided with instructions to send the questionnaire back via internal mail'

Results

The results are described under seven headings. l'Demographic variables' 2' Involvement

in prior change; 3. Evaluation of the change, 4'Communication; 5'Working

Relationships; 6. organisational culture and 7'Training and Information sessions' It

shourd be noted that not ail participants answered all questions. Accordingly, percentages

refer to those participants who did answer the question in each particular case'

Because of the numbers of participants in some of the positions was relatively small and

because the focus of this study was on possibre dif;rerences between different positions in

the organisation, analyses were restricted to descriptive statistics and qualitative

conxnents. The only exception was the use of chi-square to examine differences in

Working Processes between positions groups as Partner /lvlanagers and General Staff'

1. DemograPhic variables

It can be seen in Table I that as in the previous study there were relatively more males in

more senior positions. Lengh of employment could not be commented on as some

participants indicated how long they had been in their present organisation while others

indicated their total number of years in employment'

2. Involvement in Prior Change

Table 2 shows the results for prior expenence'
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by oosition

Question 1: Have you experienced an organisational change in the past? (please do
not include the change you have experienced with the new systenr)

As can be seen in Table 2, in most groups, (6 out of 8), and most participants (56%) had

experienced prior change. While there was no significant correlation with positioq most

in the Accountant group and in the group labelled 'Other' had not experienced prior

change. These, results were consistent with those from the previous study. As suggested

in the previous study, many of the Accountants may have come into the organisation at a
graduate level and may not have had any experience within another organisation let alone

experience of an organisational change. Three out of four participants in the 'other, group

had also not experienced prior organisational change.
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Question 2z Do you feel that experiencing a prior organisational change helped or

impaired your acceptance of the system?

As can be seen in Table 2, participants who reported that they had experienced prior

change were almost evenly divided as to whether it had helped their acceptance of the

recent change or neither helped nor impaired their acceptance. Those participants who

reported that experiencing prior change neither helped nor impaired their acceptance of

the current system, commented that they understood that change may not always provide

exactly what users want, that every change is different and that change properly managed

is not a problem. Those participants who reported that experiencing prior change helped

them said that it had prepared them mentally for the change, it had taught them to accept

change and its difficulties, it gave them an understanding of those implementing the system

and a greater awareness of the teething problems that change can cause. Two participants

reported that experiencing prior change impaired their acceptance of the recent change

due to their prior experience being smoother and leading to improvements rather than a

"backwards step" as they perceived the recent change to be.

A selection of qualitative comments included:

Neither helped nor impaired their acceptance of the new system:

"Change, properly managed, is not an issue for me. As you will see, I believe the Proiect

has not been handledwell (PI)".

"The system was necessary so I accepted it, however the approach confused a lot of

people (52)".

"Every change is dffirent (PSS6)".

"I am fully cÍware that change is necessary qndwill not always provide exactly what you

wouldwant or previously hød (SM2)"-

"The system is an administrative issue rather than a professional one M4) "

Helped their acceptance of the new system:
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"I expected lhal promised deliveries mayfalt below expectations and that the new system

would not be communicated as well as promised. I hove previausþ -found that change

can be very dfficult (SM4)".

"I welcome change as it keeps me interested (53),'.

"It prepares you mentally to accept and cope with the new system (pssl),'.
"I hsve learned to accept chonge even though initialty it is dfficult to arÌapt (pSS3)".

"Adaptabili$t to new syslems comes with experience. I was aware that it would be a
process of trial and error (PSSI)".

"f was able to see how those implementing the change felt and appreciated the support

they needed. Illithout prior laxnledge of a change I mqy not have offered as much

support (CI)".

"More comfortable with managing the implementation and results of changes in an
organisation - I've seen il all before MS)".
"Greater awareness that change has "teething" problems (1116)".

Impaired their acceptance of the new system:

"Becqttse when organisationql change has happened previously it has been much
smoother than the carrent system (55),,.

"It impaired my acceptance as it was hard to accept the system when you can,t see any
gains in eficiency and effectiveness MI7)".
"In past changes I've experienced it was an improvement, but with this system, I feel
we've gone baclcwards (AI3)".

3. Evaluation of the change

The results for the evaluation variables are shown in tables 2,3 and 4

Question 3: As you are aware, Phase 2 of the new system was rolled out in October.
Please tick the appropriate box to describe your attitude at the beginning of the
Phase 2 roll out and at present.
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By subtracting the rating from question 3 from question 4 it was possible to obtain a

measure of change in attitude from the start of phase 2 to the time of the study. As can be

seen in Table 2, the majority (57%) reported that their attitudes changed to negative with

only a quarter changing to positive. The groups who were mostly likely to give negative

responses were the Managers and the Accountants.

Question 4: You have told me about your attitude at the beginning and at the end of

phase 2. I would now like you to describe your attitude during the rollout of Phase

2. If your attitude changed, please describe how it changed and why it changed'

There were a number of reasons given by participants for their negativity, such as the

under-delivering of functionalþ, no involvement in decision making, the system being too

slow, the perception that the system brought little benefit, the apparent arrogance of the

implementers to valid concerns of users. Other reasons reported were: the negative gossip

about the systen¡ the system did not seem to me based on business requirements, the

quality of information had become worse for managing client work, the system's inabilþ

to deliver basic information, and many of the functions that could be performed on the old

system were not available on the new system

participants whose attitude remained positive throughout the implementation commented

that they were confused at first, but liked the system after they understood it' One

participant reported that she was a role model for others and this encouraged her to

remain positive about the system. Participants whose attitude ohanged to positive during

the rollout suggested that they got to know the system over time and that as they were

forced to use it, it became easier.

A selection of negative comments included:

System issues:

"The underaelivering of functionatity and apparent arrog(mce of implementers to valid

concerns of practice staflwas unacceptable (PI)"

"The system doesn't dowhat it is meant to do (AI3)"'
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"Not enough functionalily, too slow, billing problems, timesheet template seems a step

baclcwards (AII)".

"I was confident that it would be a good system, but now I believe it is not an

improvement (SMI)".

"I have become frustrated with the process because although I expected problems with

the rollout there are still some problems that I have not received answers þr and it is
affecting my every døy work and I am having to do the same things several times and still

not receiving answers. I am still not sare if the system is giving us the correct

information MI4)".
"The system's inability to deliver basic information despite all the effort that goes into

providing information (C 3) ".

"My attilude has changed to negative, because my needs for the new system are not

considered to be a priority by others (PSS3)".

Other issues:

"The change has not been very smooth qnd there hqve been mqny 'hiccaps' along the

way (420)".

Communication issues:

"No involvement in decisions affected me in a negative way, together with the poor

communication (AI3)".

"Insfficient information and contradicting informationwas provided during the training

sessions (PSS6)"

"I felt very tense and confused. I felt that I didn't have enough lcnowledge to pass on

information to my colleagues as I was expected to (CI)".

Cultural issues:

"During the rollout my attitude changedfrom very positive to negative because predicted

delays actually occurred. I also heard a lot of negative gossip ahout the system during

this time (SM4)".
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'Ihere have been many problems and centralising of responsibilities. Without cynicism,

it was qpparent immediately that the changes interfered with learned procedures and

there was some resistance to chonge M6)".

A selection of positive comments included:

System Issues:

"My attitude vas one of confusion, but now that I understand the system, I quite like it

(sM3)".

"I am fairly positive about the whole system, however I am frustrated about the length of

time it takesfor things to be implemented (PSS9)"'

"I got to understand the system better myself, over time (53)"'

"My attitude change to positive as I wasforced to use il and it became easier (52)".

Cultural Issues:

"My attltude toward the rollottt'was posttive, however my enthusiqsm was somewhat

decreased by the negative attitudes of those I was working wilh (AI5) ".

Other issues:

"My attitude was positive and still is, in my case I am a role model so at all times I have

been positive @SSI)".

Question 5: Did you benefit directly from the implementation of the new system?

As can be seen in Table 2, the majority of participants (65%) reported that they did not

benefit directly from the new system, with only lgYo reporting that they did benefit from

it. The reasons given by participants for feeling that they did not directly benefit from the

system were in relation to the system itself and included, poor functionalþ, the system

being less user friendly, more work on administration issues, more forms to fill out, the

system being more inefficient and time consu*ing, reporting availability not satisfactory'

there were no skilful helpers around to assist people, and the training was not as expected'
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Those participants who reported that they did directly benefit suggested that the system

allowed the firm to be Y2K compliant, it increased efficiency, they could process their
own bills, it was easier to retrieve information from the systenr, increased efficiency, more
reports available to them and it was user friendly.

These comments in relation to the benefits of the new system are fairly inconsistent and

may reflect a difference in position and,/or computer selÊefficacy. For example as can be

seen in Table 2, about one third of the participants who commented that they benefited

from the new system were the Practice Service Staffwho would have had a lot of hands

on experience and training in regard to the system. This may have contributed to them

feeling more confident about the system and having a better understanding of it than their
colleagues.

A selection of qualitative comments from those who perceived that they did not benefit
directly included:

Partner:

"The functionality and level of error and uncertainty impacts my abitity to serve my
clients (PI)"

Senior Managers:

"The new system is even less userfriendly (SM6)".

"Ihe new system involvedfar more of my time on aùninistration issues M4)".
"The new system qppeqrs to have made life harder. There are more .forms to fill out,

forms that previously existed now hqve more pages to be filled in and raising bills takcs

four limes longer (1417)".

"I cannot identify any advantage in terms of reporting or information access MI4)".

Accountants:

"If anything I was disadvantaged by the system (A6) ".
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"Its more inefficient and time conntming (AI I)".

Consultants:

"It increased my workload and paper work (C6) ".

Secretaries:

"It has not benefited us at all, the opposite has happened, it now takes longer to do

everything (55)".

Practice Service Staff:

"I felt that the training was not what I expected. We were trained in the lest environment

and when we went live we could not do some things that we were trained to do. It did not

work (PSSI?)".

The qualitative comments from those who perceived that they did benefit directly

included

Senior Managers:

"The new system replaced a mtmber of our old systems which were not Y2K compliant

(sM4).

,'I now do my own bills and print ofÍ my own reports rather than reply on someone to do

it (sM3)".

Managers:

"It is easier to retrieve information through the new system MÐ"'

Accountants:

"l had no prior practical experience of the system, so working with the new system has

provided me with hrowledge of the system and issaes in general (AI5)".

Consultants
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"I w(ts a "lcey user" so I went to all the scheduled training, it also made me feel part of a

team and that I was needed (CI).

Practioe Service Staff:

"New technologt. It has many additional føatures and wc are also personally benefititrg

by getting to use a new system (PSSI2)".

"f now have more reports available to me (pSS7)".

Question 6: Do you feel that the system, within Phase 2, is fully functional? (eg

rcliable, accessible, information output)

As can be seen in Table 2, nearly three quarters of participants (73%) reported that, in

their opinion, the system was not fully functional. Reasons for this included too many

elrors, certain reports being unavailable, the quality of data output, too much paper worh
unreliability of reports, basic functions not operating, still questions that have no answers

and the technical problems associated with the system. Despite these issues 11% of
participants reported that in their opinion the system was fully functional. Reasons for
this included good support from the helpdesþ plentiful supply of information and

everything can be found easily.

A selection of qualitative comments from those participants who reported that the system

was not fully functional included:

"There were too many enors and not enough honesty about the problems (pI)',.
"Certain reports are unavailable, and those that are available can not be relied upon

(sM4) ".

"The timing and the quality of the reports have become worse and there are a number of
transactional issues M3) ".

"There are atways technical issues which need to be addressed with any new system

implementation, however the problems are now being overcome (AI5)".

"There are still questions that we hqve no answersþr. The system is not reliable (C4),'.
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"There have been a lot of problems and I thing a lot more system testing should høve

been done beþre theywent into production (Cl)".

"It seems to change daily, one day you can raise a bill the next day ya' can't (54)"'

"The system is not always reliable and the hetpdesk is not always able to help you (53)".

"Insufficient reporting information, limited access to the system (PSS6)".

"I can see other people's problems that affect me. I try and identify problems and report

to the helpdesk (PSS7)".

A selection of qualitative comments that the system was fuþ functional, included:

"Everything I've tried tofind, I have found easily (A2)"'

"Plentiful supply of information, good supportfrom the system helpdesk MI8)"'

"From my job aspect the system is 9\%functional (PSS9)"'

Table 3: Results of Success of Chanqe Process and Outcome

Key: EU (ExternelY Unsuccessfi¡I, VU (Very Unzuccessful), U (Unsuccessful)' N (Neutral), S (Successtul), VS

(Very Successfirl), ES @xhemely Successful)
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Q8:
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was the new syrtem in terms of g!q.

Q7:
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was the @rc¡rocell adoPted bY the
Imolementation Team.
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Question 7: Overall, how successful or unsuccessful was the change process adopted

by the Iulplementation Te¡m (eg the approach the Team took in order to deliver the

new system).

As can be seen in Table 3, just over half (57%) reported that the change process was

unsuccessful with ZlYo of these reporting that it was very or extremely unsuccessful.

Reasons given for the change being unsuccessful included system issues, the inability of
the Implementation Team to listen to people's concems, insufficient training, not enough

user acceptance testing, the system did not deliver what was promised, and the lack of
communication about the process. Those participants who reportcd that the change

process was successful stated that they thought that there was a genuine effort to keep

people informed, that the system was implemented and working, and the training was

good. Managers and Secretaries were most likely to feel that the change process was

unsuccessful.

A selection of qualitative comments of those participants who considered the change

process to be unsuccessful included:

"In my view, the Implementation Team had a vision which did not adequately address

user concerns and needs (PI)".

"Ihe new system doesn't do what the previous system does (MZ)',.

"There was insafficient effort to train staff (A9)"

"Billing is not a simple process rather, it is drawn out and extremely time convming.

The delivery was positive, but the implementotion was poor (C4),'.

"Did not deliver what was promised (C3)".

"Although there were plenty of training sessions it was not communicated until the very

end that all staff could attend (54)"

"There was a lack of communication all the way through the process and once the

system was rolled out the Implementation Team didn't want to htow about our problems

(PSSto)".

"The syslem was læpt a secret through very poor communication to the actual staffwho

would be using it. This causedfrustration andfear (pSS7)".
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A selection of qualitative comments from participants who reported the change process as

"successful" included:

"There was a gemtine eflorl to keep everyone informed (SM6)".

"Good communication strategtwas used M5)".

"I understand that there were very tight deadlines and although the approach taken was

methodical. I think end users should hsve been involved in the initial planning stage

(Al5)".

"I think the change process was successful. Everyone knew what it was when it was

happening, therefore employees had quite some time to accept the new system (A16)".

"rt's successful because it's implemented and it'sworking (PSSI2)".

Question 8: Overall, how successful or unsuccessful was the new system in terms of

the g1!qg (eg the new practice management system).

As can be seen in Table 3, the results for this question were divided between successful

(30%), unsuccessful (45%) and neutral (25o/o). The Accountant gtoup had the most

participants who reported the outcome as successful. Those participants who rated the

change outcome as successful commented that this was due to the system being a lot

quicker, being able to gain access more readily, the user friendliness of the system, the

information on the screens being presented in a consistent format and more procedures

were on line and more people had access to them.

While there was no significant correlation between this variable and position, the Manager

group appeared to have the most participants (66%) reporting that the change outcome

was unsuccessful. This was reported to be due to the inefñciencies of the system, the

increase in paper work and the system not doing what the previous system did.

A selection of "unsuccessful" comments included:

"The level of errors, accuraql of reports, functionaliQt was unsuccessful (PI)"'
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"Ihe new system delivered very basic functionality and did allow billing and some

reporls' However, it fell short on other reports and lactred accuracy in some instances

(sM4)",

"I have yet tofind an overall improvement (SM6)"

"Our organisqtion is about selling time and services to clients, with the new system we

now hqve to spend time processing paper work rather than client work (MI Z)',.

"Ihe new system requires too many ticks and crosses to work efiectively and efficientty.

I don't think this satisfies the goals of new practice management (c4)".
"The training was inadequate, trainers may have htown the system but in our opinion

lacked the expertise to pass their htowledge on to those being trained. One of us

attended training where the trainer had only been introduced to the system that morning,

and had to be prompted throughout the session by someone who was from the

Implementation Team (56, 7&B)".

A selection of qualitative comments from participants who reported the outcome as

successful included:

"Ihe syslem is a lot quicker than the old system, the information is simpler with the

exception of some reports that are still non-existent (M2)".

"Ihe system is operating! (AI0)".

"We are able to gain access to information more readily (AS),'

"The information on screen is presenfed in a consistent format and il is user friendty
(A2I)".

"Procedures qre more online and most people can access them and use them (52).
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euestion 9: Considering your experience with Phase2 of the new system what is

your attitude toward Phase 3 rollout.

As can be seen in Table 4, the results were divided between being negative Qa%) and

neutral (3g%) toward the phase 3 rollout, with only 28Yo of participants feeling positive

toward the phase 3 rollout. While there was no significant correlation between this

variable and position, it can be seen that the most negative ratings came from the

secretarial group with three of the members reporting that they were extremely negative'

Those participants who felt negative toward the Phase 3 rollout reported that they did so

due to feeling apprehensive about the next phase, concern that it might not deliver what

was promised and lack of communication in Phase 2. Some participants reported that they

Qe:
Considering your erperience with Phase 2 of the new system what is your attitude toward Phase 3 rollout.

Extremely
Positive

VeryNeutral PositiveNegativeExtremely veryPosition

IPa¡tner
N=l

23I

8 46Manager
N= 18

35 t0Accountant
N=20

22IConsultant
N=7

I2I3 2Secretary
N= l0

5 5IPractice
Service

Stafi
N= 13

2IIOther
N=4

019 317 295Total = 79 4
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did not even realise that there was a Phase 3. Those who felt positive about phase 3 were

hopeful that the problems would be ironed out, they felt that there was no point other than

to have a positive attitude, that the system should get easier for people and that once the

system was up and running that it would have benefits for the whole firm.

A selection of negative qualitative comments included:

"I think it is a good idea but because of the problems in Phase 2 I'm a little apprehensive

(A6)"

"It can't get anyworse (C6)".

"Due to the problems in Phose 2, we are convinced that Phase 3 will not be an

improvement (56, 7 &8) ".

A selection of positive qualitative comments included:

"Hopefully problems I hove now will be ironed out (SI)".

"I know that Phase 3 will have more benefits for my operations and I think thot once the

whole system is up and running it will have major benefits for the firm, it is unfair to
judge it in bits and pieces (PSSB)".

"It should get better and easierfor people (pSS7)".

4. Communication

Tables 5,6,7, and 8 provide a description of the data on communication.
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Table 5: summary of communication results by position of participant

Question 1: Did you receive any information about the new system?

As can be seen in Table 5, of those participants who answered the question, nearly all

(92%) reported that they received information about the new system.

Question 2: If yes, how was it communicated to you?

As can be seen in Table 5, no form of communication was successful in reaching all the

participants. The highest percentage was 69Yo for receiving information about the system

via memo. This was closely followed by face-to-face communication (61%). More than

half of the Consultant and Manager groups were cornmunicated to via meetings and the

Manager group were the main group who accessed the website for communications

Ql:
Illd you
Recelve any
forformadon
obout the
new
syst4m?

Q2r
If yes, Hoç we¡e You communlcated to?

Q4:
When lnformadon ¡bout the new
system was commrmicated toyot¡
dld you have an
opportrmlty to ask
questions and receive adequate
a¡utwera

@ardctpants could ar¡swer more
th¡n one ootlon)

Poddon Y N Face
To

Face

Runour Ne*t
I-êâ¡.

f

Memo Meetlng lVeb
slte

Could
Âsk
Q's

Rec
Answer

s

Ind
not
rec

ùx¡wel
s

Co¡¡ld
not
¡sk
Q'S

Pa¡tner
N:1

I I I I

Senior
Manager
N:6

6 4 3 4 5 a 5 I I

Manager
N: l8

18 ll 5 l0 t4 l3 5 l0 4 5 I

Accounta¡rt
N:20

I4 3 7 6 7 l0 7 2 t3 3 5
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N:7

5 I 3 I 5 4 i 6
.,
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N= l0

8 I 5 6 3 I a I 6 3 2 4
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Service Staf
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1l I 8 5 5 9 I l0 2 4 4
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Total:79 67
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690/o
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460/o
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regarding the new system. The Practice Service Staff were mainly communicated with
through face-to-face and memo. These results are similar to those obtained in Study four.

Q3:What medium of communication was the most efrective?

Posldon Frce
to Face

Runour Nssletter Memo Meedng Wcbslte

Partner
N=l I

Senior Maruger
N:ó

5 I

Manager
N: lt

7 2 6 I

Aooou¡tånt
N=20

7 I 2 5 I

N:
2 t I

Setreta¡y
N=10

I I I

Practice
Service Staff
N: 13

5 5 I

Other N:4 a I

Tot¿l N:79 30
46o/o

6
9/o

4
60/o

6
9/o

t4
22o/o

5
Eo/o

Question 3: In your opinion, what medium of communication was the most

effective?

As can be seen in Table 6, the largest percentage, which was nearly half ofthe participants

(46%), reported that face-to-face communication was the most effective medium of
co¡nmunlcatlon.

Question 4: \ühen information about the new system was communicated to you did
you have an opportunity to ask questions and did you receive adequate answers?

As can be seen in Table 5, of those participants who answered the question, the vast

majority (79%) reported that they could ask questions about the new system. However,

only 25Yo of these participants reported that they received answers to their questions, with
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40%o reporting that they did not receive answers. Some participants (18%) reported that

they did not have the opportunity to ask questions at all.

Table 7: Summarv of data on content of communication

Question 5: Did you have an opportunity to discuss how the change would affect

you?

As can be seen in Table 7, the results were divided, with 49Yo of participants reporting

that they did not have an opportunity to discuss how the change would affect them and

3l%o reporfing that they did. There \ilas some va¡iation between groups; for example,

none of the eight secretarial staffsaid that they had this opportunity.

Question 6: Did you have the opportunity to provide input into the new processes?

Table 7 shows that two thirds (67%) of participants reported that they did not have an

opportunity to provide input into the new processes with only about one quarter (23%) of

participants reporting that they did.

Posldon Q:5
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Q:6
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yo¡rr concenrs ¡nd act upon feedback
flom vour Divlslon?
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Question 7: Did the Imptementation Team listen to your concerns and act upon

feedback from your Division?

Table 7 shows that only 22o/o reported that the Implementation Team listened to their

concerns, 42Yo reported that they did not, and 36Yo were "neutral". This result is of
particular concern, with respect to the Practice Service staffand Secretaries, as these were

the two groups who had the most to do with the system.

Question 8: Did the Implementation Team provide you with accurate information in
regard to the reasons for the implementation, the new processes, the benefits, the

difliculties that may occur and the expectations you should have about the system?

As can be seen in Table 8, only just over half (56%) reported that the Implementation

Team provided them with accurate information concerning the reasons for the new

system.

Questions I & 9: Did the Implementation Team and the Business provide you with accurate information?
IT = fmplementation Team

B = Business
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In regard to receiving accurate information concerning the reasons for the new processes,

the results were divided with 46Yo reporting that they did receive information from the

Implementation Team and 45Yo reporting that they did not.

The results again were nearly evenly divided in regard to receiving accurate information

about the benefits of the new system, with orúy 41Yo participants reporting that they did

receive this information from the Implementation Team and 42Yo participants reporting

that they did not.

In regard to receiving accurate information about possible difficulties that may occur,

nearly three quarters (72To) of participants reported that they did not receive any

information from the Implementation team.

A similar result was obtained in regard to receiving accurate information from the

Implementation Team concerning appropriate expectations of the system. Seventy seven

percent of participants reported that they did not receive this information.

Question 9: Did the Business provide you with accurate information in regard to the

reasons for the implementation, the new processes' the benefits, the difficulties that

may occur and the expectations you should have about the system?

As can be seen in Table 8, only half @9%) reported that the Business provided them with

accurate information regarding the reasons for the new system.

In regard to receiving accurate information about the reasons for the new processes, again

only half (49%) of participants reported that they did receive this information from the

Business :wrth 42yo reporting that they did not receive information from the Business.
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In regard to receiving accurate information from the Business about the benefits of the

new systern, agan 5OYo of participants reported they did not receive information and only

28Yo reponed that they did.

In regard to accurate information about possible difficulties that may occur, two thirds of
participants (67%) reported that they did not receive this information from the Business.

A similar result was obtained in regard to receiving accurate information as to the

appropriate expectations of the system with 69Yo reporting that they did not receive this

information from the Business.
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euestion l0: Did the Implementation Team provide you with regular information

about what was happening during Phase 2?

As can be seen in Table 9, the majority (60%) reported that the Implementation Team did

not provide them with regular information in regard to what was happening during Phase

)

Question 11: Did the Business (eg your division) provide you with regular

information about what was happening during Phase 2?

Table 9 shows that about two thirds (67%) reported that the Business did not provide

them with regular information in regard to what was happening during Phase 2.

Question 12: Did you know whom to contact if you had any concerns or queries

about the system?

Table 9 shows that only about two thirds (67%) reported that they knew whom to contact

in regard to any concerns they may have had about the system, and this was the case in

nearly all groups.

euestion 13: Overall, how informative or uninformative was the information about

the new system?

Table l0 shows the rating scores for questions 13 and 14 converted from a seven point

scale to a three point scale to more clearly indicate differences between the groups.

Responses to the open question 15 were classified as positive or negative when clearþ

indicated.

The results for question 13 were evenly divided with just over one third (36%) of

participants reporting that the information was informative and the same percentage (36%)

reporting that it was uninformative. The divided results on this question could be due to

the diversþ of communication that people received and the quallty of the diflerent types

of communication.
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Table 10: Overall ratinss for communication

Question 14: Overall, how would you rate the success of the communication process

(eg how the information was delivered to you) concerning the new system?

Table l0 shows that nearly half (46%) rated the overall communication process as

unsuccessful,3lyo were neutral and only 23o/o ratedit as successful.

Question 15: Overall, in what way did the communication you received about the

system affect your attitude toward it?

Table l0 shows that most participants (83%) reported that the communication they

received about the system affected them negatively in terms of how they viewed the

system. The reasons the participants gave for this were that they felt disenchanted due to

Q:13
Overall, how informative w¡s
the communication?

Q:14
Overall, how would you rate the
communication process?
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U = Unsuccessful
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communication afrect
your acceptance of the
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the lack of communication, there was no communication on the benefits of the system, and

that they felt insecure because of the lack of communication. Less than one fifth of the

participant s (17%) reported that the communication had a positive affect on them.

Reasons given for a positive affect included the communication providing a background to

the change and what was happening, and thus preparing for the implementation. A

selection of the qualitative comments are provided below:

A selection of negative comments included:

"A newsletter and a couple of memos explaining the delays etc were the main

communication. No face-to-face communication occuned where I could ask questions

etc. This lessenedmy enthusiasm andrespectfor the system (sM4)".

"A lack of communication led to disenchantment (M9)".

"Lack of information increased frustration especially as information was previously

available and now wasn't MI2)"
"The communications about the system were so long ago that I can't remember. I think

communication mch as at divisional meetings, should be læep up until the process was

futly implemented and people can see the results MI7)".
"Ihe unlçnownfactor caused resentment toward extrawork A8)"

"We were told how great the system would be, but not how many problems would be

experienced in its implementation (AI)"-

"The training was not done well in regard 1o billing and this affected my qttitude toward

the system in a negative way (AI3) ".

"The face toface communicationwas gteat, but memos and newsletters don't always get

read and often they hold the most important informqlion. I felt daunted but excited about

the system (CI)".

"Wen no-one htows the answers to questions it is dfficalt to feel safe with the syslem.

The staffworking with and implementing the system are approachable and helpful, it is

the system that let everyone down (C4)".
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"The communication we received imptied all wøs fine with the new system when in reality
itwas not, thereÍore I became negative toward the system (54),,.

"Ihere was no communication at ail @SS5)',.

Positive comments in regard to the communication included

"Created a reasonably positive initial attitude M6)"
"11 provided a background to the change i.e. what was happening and when it would
happen, therefore I was readyfor its implementation even if I did notfully appreciate the

affect itwould hove on me (AI6)"
"\ftell, the new system is a good system and I feel we will take time to get to htow
everything that it can do"(PSSI2)".

Summary of communication results

While nearly all participants (92%) reported that they received information about the new

system and most (79%) indicated that they could ask questions it, there were much lower
percentages of positive responses to the other communication questions concerning the

actual information provided. Nearly half (46%) rated the communication process as

unsuccessful and most (83%) reported that communication affect on their acceptance of
the new system as negative.

5. WorkingRelationships

The results for the working relationship variables are provided in tables ll, l2and 13
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Table 11: Effects of the imnlementation on morale

Question 1: Did the overall implementation of the system affect your team in terms

of morale in a positive or negative way?

As can be seen in Table 11, the majority (60%) of those who answered the question

reported that the implementation of the system atrected their team's morale in a negative

way, with only 4Yo of participants reporting that it affected their team's morale in a

positive way. The participants reported that the negative morale was due to the increased

administration work, frr¡stration in getting detailed information, the lack of perceived

benefits ofthe new system and the increase in the participants' stress.
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The th¡ee Practice Service Staff who reported that it affected them in a positive way,

commented that this was because it saved them time by being able to produce their own
financial reports more efficiently.

A selection of negative qualitative comments included:

"Far more aùninistration time and frustration in gefiing accurate and xfficiently
detailed information (P I ) ".

"The lack of confidence in the system and the inflexibitity of the system caused our team

tofeel negative MI0)".
"Ihe system increased employee sfress Mg)".
"Some people believedit made a lot of extrawork (MIg),'.
"The system is only accessible to about 1026 of our group (A116) "
"It wasfrustrating not having answers to all the questions. My team is in a support role

to the rest of the division, and without an*vers my team felt helpless and initiaily often
negative toward the system (CI)".

"ll'e lostfaith in the system (pSSl3)".

"our supervisor resigned due to unresolved problems (pssl2),'.

A selection of positive qualitative comments included:

"For my team it was a case of being able to produce reports that made information we
passed on more efJicient. We now have more information at our hands which enables us
to 'tackle' thingsfrom a dffirënt angle, which in turn has increased morale (pSSg),'.
"vïe are positive toward the system because it saves us time (pssg)".

Question 2: Did the overall implementation of the system affect the way your team
worked together and/or interacted?

As can be seen in Table I l, just over half of participant s (56%) reported that the overall
implementation did not affect the way their team worked together or interacted. Only
about one third (32%) reported that it did affect the way their team interacted. one
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reason given by those who reported that the implementation did affect the way their team

worked together was that members had to help each other with the system.

A selection of qualitative comments included:

"All members of our group had to help each other understand the system (53) "-

"Only one secretary in our group hasfull training on the system andthereþre she has to

handle the majority of the requests/questions (56,7&8)"-

"It affected how our team worked together because more work is required from the

m(mgers in order to raise a bilt and we also have to get a partner to sign off on the bill

before we can send it aut (59)".

"Our secretaries now have to do work thot was previously done by the practice service

staff (SM6)".

Question 3: Did the overall implementation of the system affect the way your team

worked with other tesms within your organisation?

As can be seen in Table ll, the majority (61%) of participants reported that the overall

implementation of the system did not affect the way their team worked with other teams in

the organisation. This was the case for all groups.

Question 4: If your working relationships were altered in any \ilay' pleâse rate how

this affected your attitude toward the system?

As can be seen in Table 12, the majority (57o/o) answered "neutral", 38% reported that it

affected them negatively and only 5Yo reported that it affected them in a positive way. The

Secretarial group had a particularly large proportion of participants who reported that

their altered working relationships affected them in a negative way. Qualitative comments

indicated that this was due to the minimal consultation in regard to the new work

processes and the frustration that the other member's of their Division directed against,

them due to work not getting processed.
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Table 12: Summarv of results on workinq relationshios

Q:4
rfyour working relationships were altered in any way please rate how this
affected your attitude toward the system?

Position Neqative Neutral Positive
Pa¡trrer
N=1

I

Senior
lvlanager
N=6

J 3

Manager
N= 18

5 7

Accountant
N=20

4 7

Consultant
N=7

I 4

Secretary
N= 10

6 2

Practice
Service Staff
N= 13

I 6 3

Other
N=4

I 3

Total = 79 22
38o/o

32
57o/o

3
5o/o

other participants commented that it affected them negatively due to little consultation,

other members of their group being frustrated with the system, and efficiency problems.

A selection of some of the secretarial comments included:

"Ihere was little, tf any, consultation with us in regard to the decision making in regard
to changes to our work processes (53),,.

"Other members of the Sroup'were Írustrated with us because their work wasn,t getting
processed (s2)".

A selection of negative comments included:

"overall, those aroundme are very unimpressedwith the new system (SM6)"
" Little, iÍ any, consultqtiot, (M I g) "

"As before, fficiency problems (AI I)"
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A selection of positive comments included:

"It will be great once everyone has "hands on" access and understands the system

(cI)".

"I always tend to think positively and try my best to understand the general problem

(PSSI2)"

Questions on changes in working processes

Table 13 describes the data for the 12 questions related to how participants' perceptions

of how their work processes changed. The participants were divided into two groups;

Partner/lVfanager and General Staff. The General Staffgroup included all staffthat were

not Partners, Senior Managers or Managers. The participants were divided this way so

the comments and opinions of the senior staff could be compared with the general staff.

(For example, Accountants, Consultants, Secretaries and Practice Service Statr) The

participants were divided because the results from the previous studies (studies 2,3 &' 4)

suggested that there were differences between senior staff and general staff within

organisations as to how they perceived and were affected by the change process. As in

Study four, differences between the two groups were investigated using Chi-square with p

<.05.
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Table 13: Changes in working processes between groups

Partner/
Manager

General Staff

Description Yes No Yes No

Q5. Did you find it easy to cope with the new wor.k
Drocesses tlnt were put into place?

6
26Vo

t7
74o/o

18
38Yo

29
620/o

46. Did the new policies associated with the new system 19
83%

4
l7o/o

38
86Vo

6
l4%

Q7. Did rhe ne\il work policies associated with the new 20
8'7o/"

3
13%

30
68Vo

t4
32Yo

Q8. Did you ñnd the changes in your work processcs
inconvenient?

2t
91o/o

2
9Vo

2l
55o/o

t7
45o/o

Qe Did you readily acceot your new work processes? t2
60v,

I
4oo/o

a10. Did your ståffreadily accept the new work I
47o/o

9
53o/o

Q11. Did your partner/manager re¿dil]¡ accept the new
work processes?

t9
54%

16
46Vo

Ql2. Did the new wofk pfocesses alter vour workins
relationship with your secrctary or other staff members ln

t1
5s%

9
45%

a l3 Did the new work processes alter vour workins
ln

10
2',70/"

27
73o/o

Ql4. Could you see the benefit of the new work
prooesses?

5
23Yo

t7
77o/o

2t
48%

23
52%

a15 Did the new work processes alter your working
relationship with youf colleasues ln way?

5
24o/o

l6
760/o

13
27o/o

35
73o/o

Q16. Didyou have diffrcultv explaininq the new work
to

24
560/o

t9
44o/o

As can be seen in Table 13, the majority of both groups did not find the new work
processes easy to cope with. The majority of both groups also reported their work
processes were altered due to the new system, and that there was an increase in workload
due to the new work policies.

Both groups reported that they found changes in the work processes inconvenient, but this
was less so for the General Staff Group who were more evenly divided in this respect.

This difference was statistically significant.
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Only 60% of the PartnerÀ4anager group reported readily accepting the new work changes

and the General Staff were in close agreement in response to this question about

Partner/lVfanagers.

The Partner/lvfanagers were relatively evenly divided as to whether their staff readily

accepted the new work changes

Just over half of the Partner/lvlanager group reported that the new work processes altered

their working relationship with their staff. This could have been because after the new

system was implemented, some Partners had to rely more heavily on their Secretaries and

Practice Service staff for assistance in accessing information. In contrast, most of the

General Staff Group (73%) reported that their working relationships with thei¡

Partner/Managers were not altered.

When asked if they could see the benefit of the new work processes, most of the

Partner/IVIanager Group (77%) said they could not and the General Staff Group was

evenly divided on this issue with 48% saying they could see the benefits and 52o/o saying

they could not. This difference was statistically significant.

Nearþ three quarters of both groups reported that the new work processes did not alter

their working relationship with their colleagues in any way.

The General StaffGroup were divided as to whether they had difficulty explaining the new

work processes to their Partner/lvlanager with slightly more ansr¡/ering yes than no.
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Summary of working relationships

The majority (60%) of participants reported that their team's morale was affected in a
negative way during the time of the implementation. The groups that were affected the

most in terms of the way their team worked and interacted together were the Senior

Managers, Consultants and the Secretarial group. This could have been due to the

Secretarial goup having more access to the system and being relied upon by others such

as the Consultants and Senior Managers to print out reports and process bills. The

Secreta¡ial group also reported that the changes in their working relationships affected

them in a negative way.

In regard to how the teams worked with other teams within the organisation, the majority
(61%) of participants reported that it did not alter thei¡ teams' working relationship.

Finally, there were some differences between the Partner/IVfanagers and the General Staff
in their response to questions about the effects of the change on working processes.

6. Organisational Culture

Tables 14 and 15 provide the results for the Organisational Culture variables.
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Question 1: Did the attitude and betiefs held by your fellow workers affect your

attitude toward the new sYstem?

As can be seen in Table 14, just over half of participants (53%) reported that the attitudes

and beliefs held by their fellow workers did not affect their attitude toward the new

system. However, 4lYo reported that it did affect their attitude.

Position Q:1
Did the ¡ttitudes
and beliefs held by
your fellow workers
affect your attitude
toward the svstem?

Ifyes, did it generally
afiect you positively or
negatively?

Q:2
How would you rate your l)ivision's
attitude in regard to the new system?

Yes No Not
Sure

Positively Negatively Positive Negative Neutral

Pafner
N= I

I

Senior Manager
N=6

1 5 I I 4 1

5 9 J 5 1 ll 5

Accountant
N=20

l0 7 l0 2 10 7

Consultant
N=7

2 4 3 1 4 1

Secretary
N= 10

4 4 I J 5 4

Practice Sewice
Statr
N= 13

1 6 J 4 6 4 J

Other
N=4

I J 1 I 2

Total = 79 30
4lo/o

39
53o/o

4
60/o

3
l0o/o

27
90vo

11
l5o/o

39
53o/o

23
32o/o
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If yes, did ¡t generally affect you positively or negatively?

As can be seen in Table 14, of those participants who did report that it affected thenr, the

overwhelming majority (90%) reported that it affected them negatively. Only three

Practice service staffreported that it affected them in a positive way.

Question 2:

system?

As can be seen in Table 14, just over half of participants (53%) rated their group's attitude

as negative in regard to the new system. This was reported to be due to a lack of
understanding concerning the reports that were produced, the perception that the system

was dysfunctional, confi¡sion with reports, the system's poor firnctionality and the system

being cumbersome. Only 15% of participants rated their Division's attitude toward the

system as positive. Qualitative comments indicated that this was due to having insight into

what to expect, and the view that people seemed to take on the system eagerly.

A selection of negative comments included:

"Change is alwøys viewedwith caution but because of poor communication, bitching and
delays the culture had a negative aflitude (SM4)"

"How could oar organisation do this to us!!! Outrage!! I|/e wouldn't do this to our
clients (SM6)"

"If we can't get it right how canwe help out clientswith new systems Mg)"
"ll/e have replaced afunctiornl systemwith a dysfunctional one (lull I),'
"Everyone hates it as it does not work properly (MI9)"
"7í[e can't understand our reports!! Some people on the reports tefi two years ago

(s3) ".

"we have replaced afunctional system with a dysfunctional one (MI I)".
"llle saw the new system as helping us with timesheets and client inþrmation and these

all appear to hatte created more workfor us (M6)".

"Generally all comments aboul the new system are negative, there is not one single

positive comment (AI I) ".

How would you rate your Division's attitude in regard to the new
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"We felt negative because the system seemed cumbersome and the support was minimal

(A2l)".

"Positive initially, however after a few weelcs we as a group started to see many flaws in

the system. Our attitudes went from positive to negative because of the systemsfailure to

deliver a seamless transition (C4)".

"People were expecting, and told to expect one thing and received another (PSS7)".

"The problem is that alt information and trainingwas done on a broad base, nothingwas

done in fine detail. Divisions were left to find out by trial and error on what the system

could or could not do on a day to day basis (PSSî)"

A selection of positive comments included:

"Itwas an exciting challenge to be a part of (CI)".

"Through experience with cultural change in previous jobs, I had an insight intowhat to

expect. I also løew thst itwould only mean improvement to the old system (PSS9)".

"People seemed to take on the new system with an eagerness in hope that it would make

their work easier (A 19) ".

Question 3: If your division had a culture that, in your opinion' was not supportive

of the new system how could it have been improved?

As can be seen in Table 15, about half of the participants reported that more education

about the new system (58yo), more informative communication (50%) and gleater

participation from the business (50%) would have contributed to a more supportive

division culture. These recommendations \rr/ere closely followed by more regular

communication and the ability to express concern, with less fear of consequences.
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Table 15: Imnrovement in Divisionat Culture

These results are consistent with those of the last study where the participants selected the

same three factors: more informative communicatior¡ more education and greater

participation, as possible improvements for their Division's culture.

Summary

Just over half (53%) of the participants reported that rhe attitudes and beliefs of their
fellow workers did not affect their attitude toward the system. However, those who were

affected were affected in a negative way. Agaiq just over half (53%) of participants

was not supportive ofthe new system, how could it haveQ:3 If your division had a culture thaÇ in your opinion,
it been improved?

Poslüon G¡e¡ter
mnnagement
commlûnent
to the o¡ntem

Leader
mo¡e
over{Iy
EuppoÉs
the s¡ntcm

Mor,e ægular
communicedon
about the
systern

More
lnfonnsa¡ve
commu¡lcaúio
n abouf fhe
eyrten

More
cducaüon
about Ore

neç
s¡ntem

G¡eate¡
pallfclpaüon
ln the wor:k
p¡ocestes
ss¡oci¡ted
wtth the

Ablütyto
expness your
opinions wlth
lcss fear of
negetive
oons€quence{t

Partrer
N= I

I I

Senior
Manager
N=6

I I I I I 2

Manager
N= l8

5 I 7 10 9 ll 2

Accountan
t
N=20

2 ) 8 1l 13 7 2

Consultant
N=7

2 I 2 4 I

Secretary
N= 10

3 6 6 7 6 8

Practice
Servicæ

Statr
N= 13

7 6 7 7 9 7 7

Other
N:4

I 2 2

Total= 79 18 11 32 38 44
58o/o

38
50o/o

2t
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reported that their Division's culture was negative in regard to the new system. Similar

percentages of participants reported that what would have improved the attitude of their

division's culture was a preparedness to provide more education about the new systeÍL

more informative communication and greater participation in the development of the new

processes.

These results were consistent with the last study where more informative communication,

more education and greater participation were all rated highly as areas for improving

culture.

7. Training and Information Sessions

Tables 16, 17,18 and 19 provide a summary of the results on computer training and

information sessions

Table 16: Summarv of trainine results

Posltlon Q¡1
IXd you attend
computer trrlnlng
mùorlnform¡flon
segslons?

Q:5
Ilid you feel that you hail
enough appropdatc
brorledge afrer your
comouter tr¡inlng to rne the
system effecdveþ in your
¡ole?

Q:6
Dld you feel that you hrd
enough hrowledge after
yourfulfIl¡@
to use the pnocesses

efrectiveþ in your ¡ole?

Q:7
I)ld you have enough
support for any que¡t-
ions or problens when
you went bockto your
Dlvlsion?

Comput
er

Treinins

Info.
Scsslons

No Yes No Not
Sure

Yes No Not
sure

Yes No Not
Sure

Partrcr
N:I

I

Smior Managet
N:6

I 4 2 I I 2 I 2 I I

Manager
N= 18

4 1l 6 4 6 5 5 I

Accountant
N:20

2 7 13 I I 2 5 2 5 I

Corisultant
N:7

I 6 I I 2 2 2 J 1 2

Secretary
N=10

7 6 I 6 6 3 6

Practics Service
St¿tr
N= 13

t2 7 I J 7 2 1 6 4 6 I

Other
N:4

4 -t I J I ) I I 2

Total
N:79

31
40o/o

44
58o/o

24
3l
o/o

8
25o/o

2t
680/o

2
7o/o

7
l8o/o

29
74o/o

3
8o/o

20
38o/o

25
4'lo/o

I
l5o/o
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Question 1: Did you attend a computer based training program and/or information
sessions?

As can be seen in Table 16, the majority (58%) attended information sessions with the

remaining (40%) attending computer training. However, the participants who attended

computer training would have also attended the information sessions. The difference

between the percentage of participants who attended information sessions and computer
training is due to only a selected goup of participants being invited to computer training
due to the limited access to the system. The participants who attended computer training
were the Secretarial staff and the Practice Service staff. However, while the practice

Service staff were mostly positive about the new system the Secretarial staff were mostly
negative about it, indicating that while the training assisted the attitudes of the practice

Service staff toward the system it did not promote a positive attitude with the Secretarial

staff.

Question 2: If yes, what was Bositive about the computer based training and/or
information sessions you attended?

Participants reported that the training provided relevant information, it afforded them the

opportunity to hear other people's questions and provided an opportunity for participants

to view the entire system. A selection of qualitative comments included:

Content:
"It provided relevant information in the use of the new system (AI5) ".

"It was good to hear other people's questions and responses (A20) ".

"14'ell presented and thorough (SM2),'

"It raised awareness of the new system M4)"

Trainers:
"rhe trainers were motivated and excited about the new system (sM3) ".

" Information session presented professionally M7) -

Documentation:
"Good information sessions, well run, good material (M5)
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Question 3: what tyâs nesative about the computer based training and/or

information sessions you attended?

Participants reported that the negative aspects of the training were that there was too

much information for one session, that they needed documentation to take away with

them, they needed more hands on experience, the training was not informative enough and

that the trainer could not ans\iler basic questions regarding the new system. A selection of

qualitative comments are included below. They fell under three broad headings, content

of the training, the documentation provided at training and the timing of the training.

Content

"Each sesslon repeated too much (SM6)".

"lle needed more hands on experience (MI6)"

"Information session too high level, no detail provided (M7)"

"Presenters lcnew what was happening, but not necessarily why process decisions were

made M5) "

"The trainingwcts not informative enough M9)".
"The trainingwas too quick and unclear (53)".

"A lot of it didn't make sense (PSSI3).

"We needed to be shoym the whole system not just our little part, so we could understand

the full process (PSSI l)".

Documentation

"We needed more documentation thatwe could take away andread (AI)".J

Timing of Training

"Timing of training was inappropriate (or shrntld have been followed up at a later time

qs new developmentswere made) M4)".
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Question 4: How could have the computer training or the information sessions been

improved?

Participants felt that information sessions could be improved by being more practical,

having more informative trainers and more one-on-one training. A selection of qualitative

comments include:

"More integration of sessions to avoid repetition (SM6)',.

"The training needed to be more practical MI2)".
"I needed more information about how I would be impacted Qvlg) ".

"More trainingfor the trainers (56,7&8)".

Question 5: Did you feel that you had enough appropriate knowledge after your
computer trainins to use the system effectively in your role?

As can be seen in Table 15, about two thirds (680/0) reported that they did not feel that
they had enough appropriate knowledge after the computer training to use the system.

This was reported to be due to participants feeling confused after the training sessions,

and the sessions being too quick and too brief.

A selection of qualitative comments included

"Feh totally confused after training (56,7&g),'.

"I had to use it severql times before I gainedfamitiarity with the system (52) ".

"A lot of the training was testing certain things and not the problems we would encounter

in real life (PSSI3)".

"Training was very brief' What we learned about the system was through trial and error
(Al)".

Question 6: Did you feel that you had enough knowledge after your information
session to use the processes effectively in your role?

As can be seen in Table 16, about three quarters of participants (74o/o) reported that they

felt they did not have enough knowledge about the system after their information sessions.

Participants commented that the training was confusing, the participants had to use the
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system several times to gain familiarity, the training was presented too quickly and it did

not cover problems that could occur in real life.

A selection of qualitative comments included:

"Ihe sessions were an overviø,r, there needed to be more tailored sessions with more real

life examples (SM6)".

"No detail onwhat management inþrmation could be extracted M7)".

"The session is hard tofollow where no practical experience has incarred (C4)"

"I would actually like someone telling me hrw I should be using the system on a daily

basis and summarising everything that it offers (C5)".

"Even though I can use the system (in a limited capacity) I don't fully understand its

implication (Al6)"

"I still had to call help desk and they didn't lcttow either (53)"

"Too short, too little itþrmation. The system was new to the trainers aswell (PSSI2)".

Question 7: Did you have enough support for any questions or problems when you

went back to your Division?

As can be seen in Table 16, nearþ half (7%) reported that they did not have enough

support when they went back to their Division. Qualitative comments indicated that this

was because it took days to receive answers to their questions, and often the help desk

employees had to get the answers from somewhere else. The Secretarial and Practice

Service staff made most of the comments of this kind, and this is probably due to these

groups needing a lot of support in order to do their roles effectively. This could be due to

these groups having to use the system the most in their daily work routine and also

provide support in regard to the system to the Accountants and Managers. The 38% of

participants who reported that they did have enough support and these participants also

indicated that they had a number of people in their group that they could get assistance

from.

A selection of qualitative comments from those participants who felt that they did not have

enough support included:
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"It was not until d manager from our group was seconded to the project that we had
support Ml2)"
"Helpdesk took too long to get back to us (MI9)"
"It took a very long time to get an an*uerfrom the help desk (SI)',.

"Itwas like the blind leading the blind (52)

"It took daysfor any questions to be answered (pSSIZ)"

A selection of qualitative comments from those participants who reported that they did

have enough support included:

"There were people on hand who had a good browledge oJ'the system to guide me if I
experienced problents (AI6) "
"Yes, all the system "champions" were able to provide assistance (A20)"

"fn my grup a number of people were users so we were able to discuss our problems

and come upwith solutions (CI)".

Question 8: Overall, how would you rate the quality of the computer-based training
you received in respect to the new system

As can be seen in Table 17, less than half (45%) of participants reported that the

computer-based training was good with more than one tfnrd, (36%) reporting the training

as poor.
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Table 17: The oualitv of the traininq

Position Q:8
Overall" how would you

rate the ggg![$ of the
computer based training
you received in respect to
the new systcm?

Q:9
Overall, how would you rate
theq¡!!!!ryof the
computer b¡sed training?

Q:10
Overall, how would you
rate the gg!!$ of the

ig@vou
received in respect to the
new processes?

Poor Good Neutrd Poor Good Neutnl Poor m Neutral

Partner
N=l
Senior
Managers
N=6

I I 3 I

Manager
N= lE

I 2 1 2 I 1 I 4 6

Accountant
N=20

2 2 I 1 4

Conzultant
N=7

I I 2 2 I

Secretary
N= l0

5 2 I J 3 4 2

Practice
Sen¡ice Staff
N= 13

2 5 5 4
.t J 2

Other
N=4

3 I 2 1 I a I

Total
N=79

11
360/o

t4
45o/o

6
l9o/o

5
l60/o

t7
55o/o

9
29o/o

12
28o/o

t4
33o/o

t7
39o/o

Question 9: Overall, how would you rate the conditions of the computer based

training?

As can be seen in Table 17, only just over half (55%) of participants reported that the

conditions of the computer-based training were good. While t6Yo of participants reported

that the conditions were poor, their criticisms were more about the organisation of training

rather than the conditions e.g. the duration of training was too short, diffculty getting into

sessions and the training was too rushed.

A selection of qualitative comments illustrating these effects included:

"The mtmbers oÍ participants were limited to marngeable numbers and the physical

comfortwas god, however the timewas too short" (PSSI2)

"The training was good - but needed both computer based training and the information

sessions together in order to put it all together (CI)".
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"Difficult to get into the training sessions. size and comfort good (sI)"
"I feel the training program was a little rushed. More one on one time should have been

allocated (PSS9)".

Question 10: Overall, how would you rate the quality of the information sessions

you received in respect to the new processes?

As can be seen in Table 17, the results were divided across most groups with 33yo of
participants overall reporting that the information sessions were good,2ïyo reporting that

they were poor and 39Yo of participants answered "neutral" to this question. The disparity

in the results could be due to different trainers running the information sessions, so that

some participants may have attended information sessions that were presented in a clear

manner and had their questions answered, and some participants may have attended

sessions where the trainer was not as experienced and made them feel confused.

A selection of qualitative comments included:

"Very general inþrmation (CI)".

"It was not the staff, I feel they were helpful. Unfortunately the system had too many

flort (C4)".

"Ihere were numerous hiccaps and dffirent answers (52)"
"Some trainers were better than others. Too many sessions in too short a time frame
making it hard lo remember qll the information (54)',

"Extremely Poor - treated users as forced users, they had to use the system even if it
wasn't meeting business requiremenls (M7) ".

Qaestion 1L: Cveral!, how ç,'ould you rate the competence (eg knowledge, training
skills) of the trainers who conducted the information sessions?

As can be seen in Table 18, over half (60%) of participants reported that the competence

of the trainers was good. However, l4%o reported that the trainers were poor and this

was reported to be due to the trainers not having the required skills in the information

sessions. including inadequate communication skills and inconsistent information.
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Table 18: Ratinss on traininq s€ssions

Position Q:11
Overall, how would you
rate the competence (eg

knowledge, training
skills) of the trainers
who conducted the
information sessions.

Q:12
Overall, how would you
rate the competence (eg

knowledge, training
skills) ofthe trainers
who conducted the
comDuter trainins.

Q:13
Overall, how would you
rate the quality of the
training material (eg

handouts, manuals) that
you received during the
trainins sessions.

Poor tu Neutra
I

Poor Good Neutr'¡
I

Poor Good Neutral

Partner
N=1
Senior
Manager
N=6

3 I I J J

Manager
N= 18

7 4 4 4 3 4

Accountant
N=20

I 6 2 5 2 3

Consultant
N=7

2 2 I 1 I 2

Secretary
N= l0

I ,' J 3 J 1 3 3 5

Practice
Servic€ Staff
N= 13

3 4 2 6 3 1 6 5

Other N = 4 I I I 1 I 1 1 I 2

Total N = 79 6
l4o/o

25
60Yo

11
26Yo

7
23/o

1E
60Yo

f,
l7o/o

14
26Vo

1E

33Yo

1¿l

47%

These differing results may be due to the fact that there were different trainers who

presented difFerent information sessions and some \¡vere reported to be good and some

were reported to be poor. Despite the majority saying that the trainers' competence and

knowledge were good, there was only one positive qualitative comment. The negative

conrments included the trainers' communication skills being inadequate, lack of knowledge

and the varied ability of the trainers.

The one positive comment was:

"The trainers were good - however because the system was slill in the development stage

it made it hard for them to give concrete answers to questions as some of the processes

were still changing (CI)".
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A selection of negative comments included:

"Ihe trainers' htowledge was good but their communication skills were inadequate (56,
7&g)".

"Had the impression that even the presenters didn't know what the system could do
(M7)"

"I attended different areas of training artd the abitity of the trainers varied in all sessions

(PSS2)

"The trainers did not have any skills in the pørticalar information sessions and looked
like they didn't know anything. rhey couldn't answer my questions (psst3),'.

QuestÍon 12: Overall, how would you rate the competence (eg knowledge, training
skilts) of the trainerc who conducted the computer traininq?
As can be seen in Table 18, over half (60%) of the participants reported that the
competence of the trainers was good, but 23Yo reported that it was poor. Again, the
comments made were all negative and to do with the lack of consistency among the
trainers and their lack of knowledge.

A selection of qualitative comments included

"One was very good, the other one had only been with our organisation for a couple of
weel<s, so she knew the system well but not the implications to our organisation (SI),,
"rhe three døy trainingwas very good, the I I/2 døy training very poor (pss2)
"The trainers did not have any skills in the particalar information session and it looked
like they didn't know anything. They couldn't answer my questions (pssl3)',

Question 13: Overall, how would you rate the training material (eg handouts,
manuals) that you received during the training sessions?

As can be seen in Table 18, the responses were divided with 4l%o of participants

answering "neutral", 33Yo reporting the training materials were good and 26yo reporting

they were poor. No qualitative comments were provided for this question.
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Question 14: Overall, how did the information or training you received (or did not

receive) affect your attitude toward the new system?

As can be seen in Table 19, the responses were divided with 38% of participants reporting

that it had a negative affect on their attitude, 4OYo answering "neutral", and otíy 22%

reporting that it had a positive affect on their attitude. The Secretarial group particularþ

tended to report a negative affect. This result is of particular concern since they were the

main source of information in regard to the system for their Divisions and also because

they were one of the main users of the system. There was only one cornment in response

to this question:

"Negative! The information made it sound complex and dfficalt to use resulting in my

apprehension (A20)".

Position Q:14
Overall, how did the
information or training You
received (or did not receive)
affect your attitude toward
the new system?

Q:15
Overall, how would you
rate your attitude toward
tbe system ¡t present?

Q:16
Overall, how do you rate
your attitude toward future
phases ofthe change
program?

Negadve Positive Neutr¡l Negatlve Po¡ltlve Neutr¡l Negatlve Positlve Neutral

Parher
N=l

I I

Senior lvtng
N=6

3 J -1 I 2 2 2
.,

Manager
N=18

8 2 9 t2 3 J 5 5 8

Accountant
N=20

5 3 7 6 4 6 3 J 9

Consultant
N=7

2 I 2 J 1 J I

Secretary
N=10

6 2 I 5 3 I 6 4

Practice
Service
Staff
N= 13

I 6 5 2 8 2 J 7 2

Other
N=4

I I I 3 I 1
.,

1

Total
N=79

26
38o/o

15
22o/o

28
40o/o

35
5Oo/o

2t
3Ùo/o

t4
20o/o

24
34o/o

20
29o/o

26
37o/o
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Question 15: Overall, how would you rate your attitude toward the new system at
present?

As can be seen in Table 19, the responses were divided with 50Yo of participants reporting
that they felt negative toward the new system, only 30Yo reporting feeling positive and

20Yo feeling neutral. Contrary to the overall results, two thirds of the practice Service

Staff were positive. This might have been partly due to their being situated on their own
floor and working together within their own Division so that they could offer each other
instant support.

Question 16: Overall, how do you rate your attitude toward future phases of the
change program?

As can be seen in Table 19, the responses were again divided wfth37yo of participants

answering "neutral", 34%o repofüng their attitude was negative toward future phases of
the program and only 29%o repofting positive. The reasons for participants' negativity was

that they could not see the benefit of the new systen¡ the problems the system caused and

the perceived lack of value that the system provided. The participants who felt positive did
so out of hope that the system would improve.

A selection of negative comments included:

"I'm negative, but willing to be convinced that it will start to deliver value (pl)"
"The staff chosen to be part of the initial roll out where not the most appropriate (ÄI2) "

"As |m relatively new to the firm, any change doesn,t make a big impact on my work
practices' As I'm still learning the system, it is just another new concept that I have to
embrace MI\)"
"The new system, in my opinion, causes problems such as not being able to write off time

with unseen benefits (AB)"

"My attitude remains negative until I can be shown the benefits of the new system

(MI7)".
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A positive comment included:

"I remaln open lo the new System processes once lhey are fully up and runnlng.

However, I hope to see a decline in my required administration time (egfor bills) (M4)"

Summary of Training and Information Sessions results

While the majority of participants reported attending either or both computer training and

information sessions, most did not feel as though they had enough knowledge after the

computer training or the information sessions and nearly half reported that they did not

have enough support after training.

The ratings of the qualrty of training \ilere poor with less than half of the participants

rating the computer training as good and only a third rated the information sessions as

good. This is an extremely poor result overall given that everyone in the organisation had

to use the system to some extent, either through changes in work process (for example:

filling out the correct forms to get a bill processed) or by actually having to use the system

directly (for example: processing the bill).

While sixty percent of participants rated the competence of the trainers in the computer

and information training as good, orúy 33Yo rated the materials they received in the

training as good. Again, this is an extremely poor result overall when everyone within the

organisation was affected and had to use the new system in some way or another.

Given the above results it is not surprising that half of the participants reported that they

felt negative towards the new system with less than one third reporting that they felt

positive. Similarly less than one third overall were positive in attitude toward future

phases of the change program and close to one third were negative.
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I)iscussion

Limitations of the study

A limitation of this study was its relatively low return rate compared with the previous

study. This means that the results may be less representative of the Sydney office than the

results of Study four were of the Adelaide office. While a larger number of responses were

obtained in this study than in Study four, there were still insufficient numbers in many of
the position considered to draw any confident conclusions about diferences between the

positions.

Involvement in prior change

Just over half of the participants had experienced some kind of organisational change prior
to the current change but responses concerning whether it helped or impaired acceptance

of the current change were divided with nearly half indicating it helped and nearly half that

it neither helped nor hindered. Only a small number indicated that it impaired their

acceptance.

Evaluation ofthe change program

Most of the participants' attitudes changed to negative throughout the change program

due to the poor functionality of the system and the lack of perceived benefits. Not
surprisingly, most participants rated the change process and outcome as unsuccessful.

These results are in broad agreement with Robinson's (1989) research which suggests that

a successful introduction of new technolory may depend upon the assessment by users of
the functional utility of the system.
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Communication

While the majority of employees received relevant communications, only half rated the

communication process as successful and only half reported that it was informative. The

majority of participants reported that they did not receive adequate information from the

Implementation Team or the Business about the change in regard to possible difficulties

with the system and only half of the participants received information as to the reason for

the new system and the new work processes that accompanied the system. Whilst most

participants had the opportunity to ask questions they did not receive adequate answers.

These rezults are similar to those found in Study four and again support the research of

Kotter and Schlesinger (7979) and Porras & Hoffer (l9Só) who stress the importance of

getting employees to participate in the communication by setting up a feedback mechanism

in order to recti$ any problems, and to provide employees with regular communication

that describes the benefits of the change and the rationale behind the change. Kotter &

Schlesinger (lg7g) suggest that much of this information should be imparted one-on-one

to enable the employee to ask questions and express any concerns. Klein (1994) also

supports this position, and suggests that when communicating change efforts, face-to-face

communication has a greater impact than any other single medium. He found that it was

the interactive component of this process that is really effective as it helps to clari$ any

ambiguities that the employee may have and affords them the opportunity to voice their

opinions and get an immediate response (Klein, 1994). Klein (1994) also suggests that

employees need to receive information that enables them to have a reasonably full

understanding of the personal implications of the change.

Working Relationships

Sixty percent of participants reported that their team's morale was affected in a negative

way during the time of the implementation. The results also suggest that diferent groups
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can be affected differently especially when their working relationships are altered with
their peers and superiors. For example, the Secretarial group found themselves in a

position of authority regarding the new system and thus had responsibility to frequently

assist others especially their superiors. This is a finding that has not been prominently

reported in the research literature and it would therefore warrant further research on a
larger sample. In particular, it would be interesting to know to what extent this is more

significant for information technology change compared with other kinds of change.

Organisational Culture

Just over half of the participants reported that their Division's culture was negative in

regard to the new system. Improvements suggested included a culture that believed in the

benefit of more education about new systems, more informative communication and

greater participation.

A large percentage (41%) of the participants stated that they were affected by their

Division's negative response to the change, and 90Yo of them were affected in a negative

way.

Schein (198a) and Schneider (1990) make a distinction between an organisation's

dominant culture and possible subcultures. The dominant culture is a set of core values

shared by the majority of the organisation's members whereas subcultures, which are often

overlooked within organisations, consist of values shared by a minority of employees that

are often different to the dominant culture. Brown (1995) suggests that subcultures can

weaken and undermine an organisation if they are in conflict with the dominant culture

and/or the overall organisational objectives. Relating these theories back to the findings in

the present stud¡ it can be seen that aspects of a culture can have a negative impact upon

the attempts by members of its groups to cope with change. Thus it is important for
managers who are implementing ne\il systems to be a\ilare of this and to ensure that

negative subculfures do not develop and, if they do, endeavour to manage them effectively

to avoid disruption to other employees. This is consistent with research in the area of
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subcultures in so fa¡ as subcultures can develop that either intensify or deviate from the

core culture. At the most extreme, these subcultures can turn into counter-cultures that

are opposed to the dominant culture of the organisation (Martin & Siehl, 1983; Trice,

1993; Trice & Beyer, 1993).

Computer Training and Information Sessions

Most participants felt that they did not have enough knowledge after training to do their

jobs effectively and much of the training was not in context to their daily work routine,

leaving employees feeling worried and concerned. They also did not receive adequate

answers to their questions. This is consistent with the training literature that suggests that

if training omits explanations of key factors such as how participants should use the

information from the system in their daily work routine they will leave the training feeling

lost (Cunid, 1995). In the present study this seemed to be due to the training not being

informative enough, the trainers' inability to answer basic questions regarding the new

system and the training being too quick and unclear. The training left many of the

participants feeling insecure, anxious and negative toward the system.

The most striking finding was the varied responses in regard to the effectiveness of the

training. This finding could have been due to the variety of trainers and their different

levels of knowledge, experience and training skills. Another possible explanation is that

questions I to 4 were concerned with both the computer training and the information

sessions, making it difficult for the researcher to know which participants were referring

to. It would be advisable for future studies to separate questions invoMng different types

of training.
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I)ifferences Between Positions

Prior Organisatiornl Change

The data suggest that the majority of participants had experienced some kind of
organisational change prior to the current change. The Accountant group was the only

group where the majority reported that they did not experience any kind of change prior to

the present one. Again, this was consistent with the last study and may be due to the fact

that many accountants come into the firm as graduates and therefore would not have had

any other organisational experience, including prior organisational change.

Evaluation of the change

The majority of participants reported that their attitude toward the phase 2 rollout

changed to negative, and the reasons for this were mainly due to the poor functionality of
the system and the lack of perceived benefits of the system. The two groups who were

most affected in this \¡/ay were the Managers and the Accountants. The only group whose

attitude tended to change to positive was the practice service staff.

The only group, a majority of whom (55%) reported the change outcome as successful

was the Accountant group. One possible reason for this is that the majority of
Accountants had not experienced prior organisational change, so they may not have had

anything to compare the recent change with.

The secretarial group was the most negative with 60%o of the participants in this group

reporting that they were negative about future phases of the implementation.

Communication

Of those participants who answered the questior¡ nearly all (92%) reported that they

received information about the new system. More than half ofthe Consultant and Manager

groups were coÍlmunicated to via meetings and the Manager group were the main group

who accessed the website for communications regarding the new system. The practice

Service Staff were mainly communicated with through face-to-face communications and
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memos. The two groups who mostly reported that they did get answers to their

questions were the Managers and the Secretaries.

While less than one third the sample overall stated that they had an opportunity to discuss

how the change would affect them, none of the eight secretaries was given this

opportunity. While less than one quarter of the sample overall reported that they had an

opportunity to provide input into the new processes, again none of the eight secretaries

was given this opportunity.

AgairL while less than one quarter of the sample reported that the Implementation Team

listened to their concerns, none of the Secretarial group reported this. This is of particular

concern for Secretaries since they were one of the groups that had most to do with the

system.

The two groups with a large majority of who reported receiving information from the

Business as to the reasons for the new system were the Managers and the Practice Service

Staff.

Less than one third of the sample overall reported that the Implementation Team provided

them with regular information in regard to what was happening during Phase 2. This was

particularly the case for the Secretarial and Accountants groups.

While one third of participants rated the information as uninformative this was the case for

the majority of the Consultant group. This could be due to the Consultants being

communicated to mainly via memo and the fact that they were out of the office working

with clients for a large part of the week.

While nearly half of the participants overall rated the overall communication process as

unsuccessful none of the l0 secretaries rated it as successful
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lYor ki ng Re I ati onship s

The only group indicating a positive affect of the implementation team on morale was the

Practice Service Staff although only three out of 12 group gave this response. The

particularly negative responses for the Secretarial group may have been due to their having

more access to the system and being relied upon by others to print out reports and process

bills.

O r gani sational Cu lture

About 40Yo of participants reported that the attitudes and beliefs of their fellow workers

affected their attitude toward the system and in 90Yo of cases these affects were negative.

The two groups most affected in this way were the Accountants and the Practice Service

Statr

AgairL just over half (53%) of participants reported that their Division's culture was

negative in regard to the new system. This was particularly evident in the manager and

Accountant groups. The only positive responses came from about half of the Practice

Service Staff and this is consistent where this group being the only group indicating any

positive affects of the implementation on team morale.

Training ønd Information Sessions

The Secretarial and the Practice Service Staff were the only groups who attended

computer training. Most of the participants in both of these groups felt that they did not

have enough knowledge after the computer training or the information sessions and also

felt that they did not get enough post training support.
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Practical Implications for Organisations

The results suggest that employees' experience of prior organisational change, may affect

their acceptance of any new organisational change, It may therefore be useful for

organisations to check on employees' prior experiences of change, and if the affects have

been negative, identi$ the relevant issues and adopt appropriate strategies to deal with

them.

It is also important for organisations to be aware of the importance of ensuring that the

new system is reliable and is beneficial to the users. If this does not occur, as the results

suggest, it will be difficult to prevent employees from feeling negative toward that new

system no matter how good the implementation is.

When organisations communicate information about a change to staffthey need to ensure

that it is provided in a concrete fashion so that employees have a good understanding of

how the change will affect them. Organisations also need to set up a feedback mechanism

and invite employees to participate in the process so that they can provide feedback,

comment and suggestions in regard to the change process. This also provides a

mechanism to detect problems and misunderstandings so that they can be quickly rectified.

A feedback system of this kind also shows that the organisation is committed to the

employees' participation in the implementation. The communication also needs to be

face-to-face and one-on-one if possible so that employees can ask questions there and

then. The communication should also tell employees about the benefits of the change and

the rationale behind the change.

It is important for organisations to be aware that a change in working relationships,

especially for the end users, may have a negative affect and that this could have an impact

on team morale. The changes in working relationships for this group can include an

increased workload, being responsible for assisting others within their team, especially

their superiors. It may be useful for managers to monitor their team's working
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relationships to ensure that they are running smoothly and if there is a change in reporting

lines, that team members have a clear understanding of their role and responsibilities, their

performance objectives and who they are reporting to.

The type of feedback, particularly of training, needs to be carefully considered if they are

to proved accurate and informative assessments. It was found in this study and in Study

four that while general assessments of training tended to be positive, assessments of
specific aspects of training were much less positive. These results are consistent with

research by Smithers (199a) that suggests that general assessments are not particularly

effective in capturing the participants' true experiences. Many organisations do not

evaluate their training properly. For example, Kirþatrick (1973) found that 75 percent of
organisation used the general reaction of the participants as a basis for evaluation, less

than 20 percent measured behavioural changes and approximately 15% looked at on the

job results as measured by supervisor ratings.

Organisations need to be aware that the negative attitudes of other co-workers may

impact employees in a negative way. Managers also need to be aware of subcultures

emerging in relation to negativity toward a system or the work processes surrounding the

system. Managers may find it useful to assess their organisational culture and monitor

their group's social climate. This could be done either through one on one discussion with

members of the group or more formally via a survey for confidentiality.

Organisations need to ensure that employees have enough support when they go back to

their Divisions, that the trainers are well equipped to answer employee questions in

relation to the system, and for the materials to be clear and concise. Organisations may

find it useful to evaluate each training session and its trainer(s) by asking for feedback

from the participants so that they can make changes for future sessions. The present

results suggest that it is important to survey all groups involved in training as some groups
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may respond more positively or negatively than others, depending on their roles in the

change prog¡am. The present results also suggest that this kind of survey is an important

aspect of any change program as negative training experiences can leave participants

feeling negative toward the new system.
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CHAPTER 12: GENERAL DISCUSSION
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Major issues concerning organisational change

Much of the research on organisational change identifies employee resistance as one of the

major obstacles to successful implementations (Brockner, Greenberg, Brockner, Bortz,

Davy &' Catter, 1986) Resistance occurs because human beings often form patterns of
habitual behaviour that contribute to their sense of well-being, security and comfort.

When this routine is disrupted, through organisational change, employees can often feel

anxious, stressed and they may have concerns about their survival within the organisaticn

(Miller & Y eager, I 993).

One of the most recent and common organisational changes is the introduction of new

information technology (IT) into an organisation and this can be particularly problematic

as it involves new technology and equipment with associated changes in work procedures

that could involve cultural changes as well. Cultural changes occur because often

employees are required to form new working relationships and new ways of completing

their tasks (Miller & Yeager, 1993).

The research in regard to organisational change has focussed on ways in which

organisations can assist employees in order to encourage the acceptance of organisational

change. This includes; participation in the change process, effective communication

strategies, and a supportive organisational culture, leadership and training. Much of this
research, however, has been associated with changes such as mergers, takeovers and

downsizing and has failed to look at how these factors affect employee acceptance of new

information technology.

While there has been important research in regard to the system factors that affect

acceptance of IT change, such as perceived usefulness of the new system and its perceived

ease of use (Davis, 1989), it has failed to look at the broader organisational factors that

can affect an employee long before they have any contact with the new system. There has

been some focus on what has been termed "exogenous variables" that can affect

computing acceptance but these have only included internal support, internal training and
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management support (Thong, Yap, & Raman, 1996) and they have failed to explore

broader organisational issues that can affect computing acceptance. For example, many

projects are up and running for many months before the new system is implemented,

during which time employees can form opinions about the new system that are either

positive or negative before they have actually encountered the new system. During this

time the organisation needs to drive the change and promote the acceptance of the idea of

the new technology, so that the employees are positive about the new system and in a

positive frame of mind to receive training and information as to what the system can offer

them and their role at work (Thong, Yap, & Ramaq 1996).

The purpose of this thesis was to look at the following factors associated with the

acceptance of new change in information technology (IT); the role of prior experience of

change, effective communication strategies including participation in the change process,

the organisational culture within which the employee works, their position and working

relationships within the organisation, leadership and training @ass, 1990; Bennis &

Nanus, 1985; Conger 1989; Dopson & Neumanr¡ 1998; Dunphy & Stace 1990; Fulmer &

Gilkey, 1988; Klein, 1994; Kotter & Schelesigner, 1979; Peters 1988; Schein, 1990;

Schwieger, Ivancevich & Power, 1987; Tichy & Devanna, 1984; Tichy &.Ulnch, 1994;

Yukl, 1939). The practical issues to be investigated concerned what organisations can do

to prepare employees for new technology and to promote acceptance of a new system.

Methodological Issues

Study One

The first study used a qualitative method called a document analysis whereby case studies

were read and evaluated in terms of the user issues. The documents were evaluations that

a consulting firm conducted after different IT systems were implemented into a number of

different organisations. Ten case studies were selected; five "unsuccessful" and five

"successful" change processes as rated by the consultants in their reports. These were

deliberately chosen in order to make a comparative evaluation. The purpose of the first
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study was to identify the factors that contributed to a successful and unsuccessful system

implementation.

A possible limitation of this methodology was that the data were secondary, in that the

information and conclusions presented were based on someone else's interpretation of
original interviews and questionnaires. However, despite this limitation, the case studies

were very clear as to what questions were asked about the system and they covered most

(though not all in every case) of the appropriate facets of a new implementation according

to the research literature @ikson, Stasz, Mankin, 1985; De & Farrat, l99B; Doll, l9g5;

Ein-Dor & Segev, 1978; Laudon & Laudon, 2000; McFarlar¡ l98l). Moreover, the case

studies provided a reasonable amount of qualitative statements that came directly from the

users, allowing the researcher to gain an understanding of the users' thoughts and feelings

about the new systems.

Study Two

A qualitative methodology by way of interview was used for the second study. A large

organisation was used in this study that was originally a family business (Organisation A)

and then merged with another large corporation (Organisation B) creating a new company

(Organisation C). As reported by the employees, the two organisations had very different

cultures and this proved problematic during the merger. Shortly after the two

organisations merged a new Information Technology system was put into place. The

interviews took place approximately 12 months after the system had been implemented.

The interviews were of approximately I hour duration each and the participants were

given an information sheet two days prior to the interview so they were familiar with the

research being conducted. Directly after the interview, the notes were transcribed

verbatim from a tape recorder and the data were analysed by extracting relevant

information that answered the study's research questions.

The study used a stratified purposeful sample @atton, 1990) of ten individuals who were

from Organisation C. There were three females and seven males. The participants were
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selected after discussions between the researcher and the organisation's Project Manager.

They were selected on the basis of their involvement with the new system and their varied

perspectives of the change. The participants ranged from managers to general staff. Most

participants had hands on involvement with the new system although one participant

refused to use the new system but was nevertheless interviewed to obtain his views on the

change and how it impacted him and his department.

One limitation of this study was its small sample size. However, the participants came

from a range of positions within the organisation and so provided different perspectives of

the change. For example, the systems implementers were interviewed as well as the

employees who had to use the system. Another possible limitation was that the

participants were volunteers who might have had some positive or negative bias that made

them agree to participate in the study.

Study Three

A combination of qualitative and quantitative methodologies was chosen for Study three

The same organisation \ilas used in Study three as Study two.

A structured questionnaire was used to gain an insight into employees' experiences during

a major Information Technology change. The questionnaire had a combination of

qualitative and quantitative questions. Qualitative methods such as open-ended questions

were used to allow the researcher to gain an insight into the reactions of the participants

and allow the participants to describe their experiences in their own words. The

quantiteti.,'e quc*tions allc',ved them to rate each factor using a seven point likert scale and

the qualitative questions allowed participants to provide verbal responses in relation to

their experiences. The questionnaire consisted of eight sections: l. Demographic variables,

2. Involvement in prior change. 3. Evaluation of the change, 4. Communicatiorq 5.

Leadership style, 6. Organisational Culture, 7. Training, 8. Coping Skills. 9. Personal

Circumstances and 10. Impact of other changes in the organisation. These factors were

based on Study two and the relevant research literature (Bass, 1990; Bennis & Nanus,
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1985; conger 1989; Dunphy & stace 1990; Klein, !994; Koner & Schlesinger, 1979;

Schein" 1990; Schwieger, Ivancevich & power, 1987; Tichy & Devanna, l9g4; Tichy &
Ulrich, 1994; Yukl, 1989).

The questionnaires were electronically sent to 700 employees who had recently gone

through a major organisational change. However, only 1ó participants responded. It is
not known exactly why this response rate was so low although the subsequent information

suggested that employees were quite negative about the system implementation so they

might have been reluctant to fill out a questionnaire. Moreover, discussion with the

mârrô$€rs suggested that employees might not have wanted to complete the questionnaires

because they were required to complete many similar questionnaires during the time of the

implementation.

However, despite the limited numbers, the study provided some useful insights into the

issues associated with information systems implementations that acted as a pilot study for
the further studies that were carried out.

Study Four

In Study four a different organisation was used. The organisation was an international

accounting and consulting firm who implemented a practice management system Australia

wide. The same questionnaire was used (as in Study three) to gain an insight into

employees' experiences during a major Information Technology change. However, the

questionnaire was shortened as some of the feedback from participants suggested that the

questionnaire took too long to fill out. Accordingly, some of the questions that were not

always answered were omitted, particularly those that were more personal; for example,

those questions concerning coping with stress. The leadership questions were omitted on

the organisation's request due to the sensitivity of the project and many of the managers'

concerns about their involvement in it. The main purpose of this study was to gain more

participants, given that the response rate for Study three was so poor.
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Another reason for using a different organisation was to see if the previous findings could

be generalised to other organisations that were going through a similar Information

Technology change. The organisation used had at the time of the study approximately

3000 employees throughout Australia. The participants used in this study came from the

Adelaide office in South Australia.

The questionnaires were sent out via the internal mail system rather than via email as in the

previous study. The questionnaires were sent to 80 employees and 52 responded to the

questionnaire.

Study Five

The same quantitative and qualitative methodology was chosen for this study. The same

organisation was used in Study five as Study four; that is, an international chartered

accounting and consulting firm. The main purpose of this study was to gain a larger

sample in order to examine differences between different positions in the organization in

how they responded to the information technology change.

The questionnaires were sent via internal mail to 300 employees who had recently gone

through a major implementation of a new information technology system. Eighty

employees responded to the questionnaire. While the participants ranged from Partners

to general employees and was representative of the types of end-users within the

organisation as with the previous study, there was a relatively poor response rate.

Possible reasons for the poor response rate include a greater emphasis than in the Adelaide

office on employees being accountable for the chargeability of their time th¡oughout the

day, generally negative responses to the change program and the fact that in Study four

there were designated "Champions of the change program" chosen to assist in distributing

and collecting the questionnaires from the specified participants, whereas no such

structure was in place for Study five. These "Champions" were well known within the

Adelaide office and their influence might have made employees more willing to participate

in the research.
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While the number of responses was greater in Study five than Study four, there were still

insufñcient numbers in many of the positions to provide statistical comparisons between

the positions. Comparisons were based largely on descriptive and qualitative data.

However, the patterns of results across all five studies using different organisations were

generally consistent suggesting that the various organisational factors investigated,

including positions, did influence employee acceptance and evaluation of the information

technology programs.

Theoretical Findings

o Contingency Theory (Joan Woodward, I9S0)

While Woodward (1980) conducted a study on technology at work, she used one

hundred production firms which make it difficult to relate her findings directly to

professional service organizations. Moreover, her model does not include issues

associated with politics within the organtzation but is focused heavily on technology as a

determinant of an organisation's structure excluding social and contextual factors of the

organisation (eg working relationships, changes in jobs, the culture in which the

technology is implemented etc.)

The results of the present rese¿rch suggest that while IT technology is important in terms

of its functionality on employee acceptance, other factors such as organisational culture,

the style of communication and training also play a major role in IT technology being

successfully implemented. The organisations studied in this thesis had structures that

were quite separate from the similar IT technologies that were implemented, again

differing from Woodward's (1980) findings that manufacturing technology is a

determinant of structure.
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c Labour Process Model (Harry Braverman 1974)

Consistent with Woodward's (1980) approach, Braverman (1974) focused on a

manufacturing environment in his explanation of organisational change and technology.

He examined technology in relation to the labour process and the worker and focused on

class conflict, namely capital and labour, where capital seeks to continuously increase the

productivity of labour. Braverman neglects other factors associated with employee

resistance and he also assumes that rnanagement is a homogenous group whereas the

present research suggests that individuals within different management positions often

difter in their views on information technolory change, including their acceptance and

evaluation of the change process.

c Kurt Lewin's Three Stage Process Model

Kurt Lewin's (1951) three stage process model of change consists of the Unfreezing,

Changing and the Refreezing stages.

The "Unfreezing" stage consists of the change agent or management generating a

motivation to change in an attempt to overcome resistance. Lewin (1951) suggests that

one v/ay of achieving this is to demonstrate within an organisation that the current

business processes a¡e unsatisfactory. Relating this step to the current research, this did

not seem to happen, as there was no perceived attempt to create dissatisfaction with the

old system before bringing in the new. In fact this was one of the criticisms that

employees had as they did not see the benefits of the new system over the old system.

In the "Changing" stage the change is actually implemented whereby the employees learn

new skills and or acquire new values, attitudes and behaviours. One of the main

criticisms of Lewin's Field Theory is that there has been no empirical evidence for it

(Allan 1995; Mcloughlin & Clark 1994). For example, researchers have argued that

organisations are changing entities and are rarely "fiozerÌ', much less "refrozen" (Kanter,

Stein & Jick,1992). Another criticism is that linear models such as Lewin's often do not

correlate with the actual unfolding of organisational change within organisations
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@uchanan & Boddy, 1992). All of these issues were factors that were found in the

present studies to affect employee acceptance of change. For example, the organisations

used in these studies had all been undergoing many changes for some time suggesting that

they were not "frozen" and could not be "refrozen". These organisations were also

involved in the types of industries that were competitive and required them to adopt a

continuous improvement model to stay competitive so that they were continually

changing at some level. These organisations also demonstrated that change does not

occur in a linear fashion and that many change processes experience difficulties that

require implementation teams to review and change the processes involved.

In the "Refreezing" stage the new skills, behaviour and attitudes become set into the

culture of the organisation. Lewin (1951) suggests that organisations must reinforce the

new behaviours with incentives or rewards, anticipate difficulties with the new system

and set up feedback mechanisms. This was one of the criticisms of the change process in

the current research in that the organisations did not set up any kind of feedback

mechanism. In fact, in many cases they discouraged feedback. Nor was there any type of
reward or incentive for people to use the system and solve problems associated with it.

The argument that organisations are now never "frozen" much less "refrozen" (Kanter,

Stein & Jicþ 1992) is particularly so in relation to new information technology.

Organisations today, are continuously upgrading their technology to stay competitive in

the market place @unphy & stace, 1990; Terry & Callan, l99z; Glmore, Shea & useem,

reeT).

o Organisational Development

The discipline of organisational development (OD) describes a model for implementing

and managing change. Organisational development can target all levels of an

organisation such as interpersonal, social processes, values, beließ of work groups, the

organisational structure and process. Firstly, organisational development is planned and

follows a logical sequence. OD is a data based approach to change and involves goal
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setting, action planning, implementatioq monitoring and taking corrective action when

necessary. Secondly, OD is problem-oriented; for example, it is based on theory and

research from a number of disciplines including behavioural science, in order to find

solutions to an organisation's problems. Thirdly, OD reflects a systems approach to

change. OD is both systemic and systematic and more closely links the human resources

and potential of an organisation to its technology, structure and management processes.

One of the criticisms of the organisational development model is that it is evolutionary

rather than revolutionary and assumes sufficient time for effective and careful planning

with widespread participation (Dunphy & Stace, 1990). However, many organisations

are now faced with having to change very quickly due to takeovers, mergers and

downsizing. These changes are often driven from the top down in a coercive manner

(Dunphy & Stace, 1990). However, it could be argued that an organisation that is used

to change, under the organisational development model is more "change ready'', thus

when fast change does occur the employees and management are better equipped to

handle it effectively (Ivancevich, Olekalns & Matteson, 1997)

The organisation used in Study three loosely applied the principles of organisational

development in terms of an ongoing process of improvement. However, this was not

done in a systematic fashion throughout the organisation, but occurred in individual

divisions and the success of this initiative was dependent upon the leader of each group.

Some leaders felt that organisational development was important and others not.

o Contingency Mdel of Chonge (Dunphy & Stace, 1990)

Dunphy & Stace's (1990) model aims to classiS the different approaches to organisational

change. Their model combines two dimensions; the scale of change and the leadership

style to form a matrix to indicate the various change approaches that could be adapted to

an organisational change program.
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Dunphy & Stace (1990) identify the following factors as important in the analysis of a

situation. 1. the extent to which the current organisational practices are "in fit" with

environmental conditions; 2. the extent to which there is resistance to the organisational

change and; 3. the urgency with which the change must be implemented.

The four approaches to change according to Dunphy &, Stace (1990) are the

Developmental transitions approach; Task-focussed transition approach; Charismatic

transformations approach and the Turna¡ounds approach.

Stace & Dunphy (1996) suggest that when implementing these approaches it is important

to have appropriate leaders in order to translate new strategic visions into action and to

ensure that the change is communicated effectively and is eventually translated into the

concrete actions of employees.

In the present research both organisations (the energy firm and accounting firm) that were

used in the research experienced task-focussed transitions whereby the change was

strongly driven from the top and it represented constant and rapid change. Weak or

inadequate leadership in these types of changes can prove to be a significant problem when

using this type of approach @unphy & Stace, 1990). For example, one of the negative

aspects of leadership found in Study three was that leaders did not explain to the

employees how the change would affect them.

In Study three of the present research, while only three of the 12 managers might be

classified as lacking in positive characteristics and overly negative in terms of handling

the implementation, most managers had relatively few of the positive cha¡acteristics listed

as appropriate for handling the implementation. The two negative behaviours that the

majority of participants highlighted were that their leader did not explain how the change

would affect them and their colleagues, and that thei¡ leader did not hold regular

meetings whereby the staff could ask questions and get satisfactory answers. Only six of
the participants rated the way their leader handled the implementation as successful.
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o Processual Approach to Change (Pettigrew, 1985; Dawson, 1994)

Unlike other approaches, the processual approach to change views change as a complex

dynamic process that does not necessarily fit into a predefined series of linear events.

Dawson (1994) suggests that past change progr¿rms and future expectations are

important to understanding the current contextual conditions under which change is being

implemented. In Dawson's (1994) model there are three main groups of determinants

that a¡e used to explain the process of organisational transitions. These are the politics,

context and substance ofchange

The "politics" of change includes several elements such as conflict and resistance,

decision and non-decision making, processes of negotiation and consultation and how

individuals and groups can have an influence on the substance, the transition and the

outcome of organisational change. It is also concerned with ongoing power plays and

political activity. In the organisations used in all of the present studies the politics of

change were quite active with resistance at all levels starting with the senior management

through to the end users. For example, senior management often refused to attend

information sessions that resulted in them failing to act as role models by showing their

support for the system and failing to get the information they needed to use the system.

The end-users showed their lack of support by not using the system properly, by taking

convenient short cuts. There was also a lack of participation and consultation and often

when decisions were made they were not communicated to the business formally, leaving

room for rumour and gossip. Power playing also occurred within the Implementation

Team with information in regard to the project being kept from certain members of the

team.

The "context" of change is the changing internal and external contextual conditions that

can influence the current operations and future organisational expectations. A major

external element for the organisation used in Studies two and three was the need to

become more competitive. For the organisation used in Studies four and five an
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important external element was the need to comply with the year 2000 requirements. To

conform to the compliance a neu/ system needed to be developed and implemented.

The internal elements for the organisation used in Studies two and three were the human

resources in terms of employee resistance and lack of skilled team leaders in driving

change and the changes in the new technology and subsequent work processes. The

intern¿l elements for the organisation used in Studies four and five were the different

divisions within the organisation and their different system requirements, conflicts

between the resources promised to the project and the actual resources given. This was

mainly in terms of human resources such as key users that acted as an interface between

the project and the business.

The "substance" of change consists of the core elements of particular workplace change

initiatives. For example, in Studies four and five, the substance of change was the new IT

system, the time frame in which it was implemented and the importance of the system in

terms of Y2K compliance.

Dawson's (1994) view of organisational change as a complex dynamic process that is

difücult to fit into predefined linear events fits well with the findings within the current

rssearch. While both organisations used in this research had a set timetable in which to

implement the new information technology, the determinants of change as suggested by

Dawson (1994) (politics, context and substance) all impacted upon the implementations

throughout the entire project. Each of these is discussed in turn:

o Politics of Change

Dawson describes the politics of change as including several elements such as conflict and

resistance, decision-making, processes of negotiation and consultation and how

individuals and groups can have influence on the change outcome. In the organisations

used in these studies the two main areas that were evident in regard to politics of change

were different levels of resistance and conflict.
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In the organisation used in Studies two and three there was considerable conflict about

the system but also about the merger that was ongoing at the same time. The conflict and

resistance was overt in this organisation and the focus of the employees' anger about the

merger seemed to be placed upon the new information system. Their anger took many

forms but one that was particularly confronting were posters that were put on the walls

of the offices protesting about the system and requesting that the old system be re-

implemented.

In the organisation used in Studies four and five, conflict between the implementation

team and the business occurred. For example, the project manager for the

implementation team was dismissed half way through the change implementation, there

were conflicts over budgetary requirements and resources for the implementation team

such as employees from the business being seconded onto the project. The conflict

emerged because the Business promised to provide a certain amount of employees and

then refused to do this when the time came. Resistance also occurred throughout the

implementation from the business particularly with the manager group who were negative

toward the new system. This was evident by their lack of attendance at information

sessions about the new system. As a result, they had difficulty in understanding the new

work processes associated with the change and provided a poor example to their

employees who looked to them for leadership and approval of the new system.

o The Context of Change

The Context of change includes the inter-relationship between internal and external

elements of the organisation. For example, external elements might include; changes in

market conditions. the emergence of new technologies or management systems and

changes in competitor environments. Internal elements include human resources,

administrative structures, technolory, products or services and history and culture.
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The organisation used in Studies two and th¡ee resulted from a merger with another

organisation in order to become more competitive in their industry. As part of the

merger an organisational restructure took place together with the implementation of a

new financial system. The internal elements that affected the change process were the

human resources, (eg new skills were required and new ways of doing things and often

new people); the administrative structures were altered by way of new work processes to

support the system. This dramatically affected the current operating practices of the

organisation as new work processes were implemented. The technology also had a

dramatic impact upon the current operating practice as a new financial system was

implemented together with accompanyrng work processes. Finally, the organisation

taken over had a strong history and employees from that organisation found it very

difficult to accept the new organisation's management system and culture. This impacted

the change process and outcome in terms of a significant amount of resistance towards

the new financial system as well as difficulties in merging the two cultures, Although the

merger had taken place at least a year before the study was conducted the employees still

identified more strongly with their old organisation than the new one.

The organisation used in Studies four and five also had external and internal elements that

affected the organisation's current operating practice. One of the major influences that

diove the organisation to implement its new practice management system was the need to

become aligned to the year 2000 requirements.

The internal elements that influenced the current practice were the implementation of the

new technology that provided the improved reporting systems, the new work processes

that accompanied the new reporting system and the employees within the organisation

who resisted the change.
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o The Substance of Change

The substance of change consists of four main dimensions; the scale and scope of the

change; the defining characteristics of the change program; the importance of the change

to the survival of the organisation and the timeframe of the change.

In the organisation used in Studies two and three the change was a radical large-scale

transformation as it consisted of a merger, downsizing, an organisational restructure

together with the implementation of a new information technology system. The content of

the change program involved merging the two organisations' cultures and the new

technology system was implemented to facilitate this process. The employees reported that

they saw it as an attempt to merge the two organisational cultures. Many employees

protested at this as they felt their history had been lost. The change in Organisation C was

implemented over a period of two and a half years with the changes being continuous

during this time.

The Organisation used in Studies four and five implemented a large-scale information

technology change but it did not involve a merger and restructure as experienced by

Organisation C. The defining characteristic of the change prog¡am was that it was a new

management system that would improve the financial reporting of the firm. The change

'*as not important to the survival of the firm. The timeframe of the change evolved over

an 18-month period.

c Nø,v Wave MamtfacturingModels

The new wave manufacturing models emerged out of businesses themselves. The new

wave manufacturing initiatives include several different methods such as Total Quality

Management; Business Process Re-engineering and Best Practice Management (Storey,

1ee4).

While there are many of these methodologies in existence, the common themes that tend

to run through them are flexibility, qualrty, teamwork and continual improvement. They
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also promote employee participation and it is often the human factor that is critical to the

success or failure of the implementation of the new principles (Agarwal & Karahanna,

2000; Storey, 1994). However, as the results of the present studies suggest, consultants

who use these methodologies ofren do not have a deep understanding of the importance of
managing the human resource processes that are associated with the worþlace change

being implemented. One of the main criticisms of the implementations in the current

resea¡ch was the lack of consideration of the human side of the change. Examples of this

included the results from Studies three, four and five that found a lack of employee

participation, lack of formal feedback mechanisms within the communication process

whereby employees could voice their concerns and the inappropriate management of
employee expectations. There also seemed to be a lack of understanding of how much the

system would impact upon employees, especially in regard to the new work processes

associated with the new systern" such as filling in the appropriate forms in order to get a

bill processed.

These results suggest that to be useful, these methodologies need to adequately consider

the human side of the change process, and, in particular, the resistance that may occur

and the organisational culture within which the change is implemented.

Practical Findings

Experi encitry prior orgøùsational change

Most participants in Studies four and five had experienced prior change and reported that

it helped because they knew that it was good for the business and that change can be

managed well. The Accountant group was the only group where the majority reported

that they did not experience any kind of change prior to the present one. This could be

due to iheir level of employment. Many of the Accountant group may have come into the

firm as graduates and it could be their fust job and thus they did not had the opportunity

to experience organisational change.
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Despite most people in Studies three and four reporting that experiencing prior change

helped thenq in Study five the results were almost evenly divided between those reporting

that it helped their acceptance of the present change and those reporting that it neither

helped nor impaired their acceptance.

Employee acceptance and evaluation of change

. Change of Attitude

Participants' responses toward the change process also varied with some remaining neutral

or becoming less positive throughout the change process to some becoming very negative.

This was due (in Studies four and five) largely to poor functionality of the IT system, poor

communication with no involvement in the decision making, the system being too slow,

having greater expectations than what the system delivered, too much paper worþ lack of

confidence in using the system back at the workplace and frustrations with the system

because it was difficult to use and did not provide accurate financial results. The only

group whose attitude changed to positive \¡/as the Practice Service Staff. This may be due

to this group having more extensive training and having to use the system on a daily basis,

thus they became familiar with the system more quickly and gained more confidence in

using it.

o Attitude towardfuture change

The participants in Study three felt confident about future change prog¡ams despite the

difficulties experienced in previous change but the majority of respondents in Studies four

and five felt neutral about future phases of the project. This would be of concern to

organisations that are implementing change, as they need employees to be positive and use

the system effectively in order to move forward to future phases successfully.

In Studies three and five most of the participants rated the implementation process as

unsuccessful. However in Study four the participants were divided in regard to the

success of the change process with slightly more saying it was successful than
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unsuccessful. This evaluation appeared to depend to some extent on position as in both

the Accountant group and Secretarial groups, the majority rated the change process as

successful. In all the studies the participants were divided as to whether or not the change

was suciessful or unsuccessful with results leaning slightly more toward unsuccessful.

These results are in broad agreement with Robinson's (1989) research which suggests that

the perceived functional utilþ of a system is related to the usage of that system and which

further suggests that a successful introduction of new technology may depend upon the

potential users' assessment of the functional utility of the system. Relating Robinson,s

(1989) finding to the findings in Studies three, four and five, it was apparent from the

qualitative comments that many participants perceived that the system's functionality in
the studies was poor and the system did not produce the required results. This in turn left
users feeling negative toward the system, with some users even avoiding the system.

The present results also suggest that organisational factors apart from the functionality of
the systern, influence employee acceptance and evaluation of the change process and

outcome. While the statistical analyses were limited by the relatively low numbers of
subjects and the large numbers of variables, taken together across the studies, they suggest

that organisational factors like communication, leadership, organisational culture, working
ielationships and position in the organization can influence employee acceptance and

evaluation of change. Thus, to facilitate employee acceptance of information technology

change, organizations need not only to ensure that the new system is functional and meets

its objectives, but that other organisational factors associated with the change process also

need to be carefully considered.

Communication

The results of the present Studies suggest that there are specific elements of the

communication process that can have a particularly important impact upon an employee's

acceptance of new information technology and these are consistent with research in this

area (Klein, 1994; Kotter & Schlesinger, 1979; Porras & Hoffer, 1986). The elements of
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the communication process that are important for organisations to consider, fall under four

headings: the content of the communication message; the timing of the communication;

the medium in which it is presented and the extent to which employees are involved in the

communication process (Klein, 1994; Kotter & Schlesinger, 1979). These a¡e discussed

in more detail below:

o Content of the message

The contents of the communications that were investigated in this thesis were; appropriate

expectation of the system, the difficulties that may occur? benefits of the new system and

work processes, the affect of the change on employees and reasons for the new system.

The majority of participants in Study five reported that they did not receive information as

to the appropriate expectations that they should have about the system from the Business

nor the Implementation Team nor were they given any information in regard to the

possible difficulties that could occur with the system.

In regard to the benefits of the new system and work processes, nearþ two-thirds of

participants in Study four reported that they received information regarding the benefits of

the new system. In Study five less than half of participants reported they received this

information either from the Implementation Team or the Business

In regard to how the change would affect the employees, in both Studies four and five,

only half or less of the employees were told how the change would affect them and their

work roles.

In regard to the reasons for the new system and work processes, again the results were

quite poor with only about half of the participants in both studies saying that they received

this information. The results were also very poor in regard to appropriate expectations

with well over half of the participants in both studies reporting that they did not receive

this information from either the Business or the Implementation Team.
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The failure of the communication process to reach all or most of the employees in regard

to the appropriate expectations, benefits of the work process and the systenL possible

difficulties and reasons for the system resulted in the participants being approximately

evenly divided as to whether or not the communication process was informative or

uninformative. This is a poor result given the importance of the communication during

any systems implementation (Kotter & Schlesinger, 1979).

c The Timing of the communication

In regard to the regularity of the informatiorq participants reported the results to be quite

different in Studies three, four and five. In Study three many of the employees said that

they did not receive any communication about the systems implementation until two years

into the project. The impact of this was considerable, with many employees feeling

anxious and insecure about their jobs. This result promoted further investigation into the

importance of regular communication in Studies four and five.

iii Study four the majority (7o%) of participants reported that they received regular

communication in regard to the implementation but in Study five only 56Yo of participants

said that they received this information from the Implementation Team and only 66g'o su,J

that they received regular communication about the change f¡om the Business.

o The Medium

iir Stud,v tluee, ¡nosi participants were comniurúc¿terJ io via newslcitei', traiüiüg scssioüs,

staff meetings and memos. However, not one participant indicated that they received the

Saäic tû¡ìimunication via every medium. The other interesting result in Study th¡ee was

the contrast between the IT Manager's view of the communication and that of the

participants. The IT Manager reported that the communication was very comprehensive

much of which was tarseted to management with the understanding that thev would pass

this information on to staff. However, this often did not happen, and the result highlights
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the importance of checking the distribution of communication to ensure that all employees

receive it.

In Study four, the majority of participants reported that they received communication

about the change via memo, newsletter and face-to-face communication. Other than the

Consultant group, who did not receive any information via the website, all the g¡oups

received communication via all methods.

Irr Study five, the rnajority of participants reported that they received communication

about the change via memo, face-to-face and through meetings. The majority of

participants reported that in their opinion, face-to-face communication was by far the most

effective method, consistent with existing research (Klein, 1994). However, many

organisations rely on email as an efficient source of communication throughout their

organisation. It would seem that face-to-face communication may be needed to back

email notifications; for example, by way of staff meeting or by inviting the employee to

contact someone personaþ who could an$Ã/er any questions that they may have. Kotter

& Schlesinger (1979) also suggest that it is important for organisations to provide

information about the change through one-on-one discussion. These discussions should

inform staff of the rationale behind the change. The Managers, Accountants, Secretaries

and Practice Service staff were the only groups who were communicated to via every

medium.

These results support the research in this area that organisational change can be dealt with

more eflectively through strategic cornmunication processes (KleirL 1994). Klein (1994)

also found that in terms of communicating change that face-to-face communication has a

greater impact than any other single medium. In the present study face-to-face

communication was also shown to be very effective. Face-to-face communication seems to

be effective as it helps to clarify any ambiguities that the employee may have and it afFords

them the opportunity of voicing their opinions there and then. Employees can also ask

questions and get responses to their questions immediately (Klein, 1994).
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o Involvement in the communication processes

In Study three tnost participants felt that they could ask questions or discuss the change

with their managers. In Studies four and five most participants could ask questions about

the change but the results suggest that only a small portion of those participants received

adequate answers to their questions. When asked if the implementation team listened to

their concerns and acted upon their feedback, only a small proportion in both studies

reported that they did.

c FeedbackMechsnisms

The combined results of all studies in this thesis suggest that the communication process

could have been improved through more effective feedback mechanisms and more detailed

information as to the content of the communication. The results suggest that while face-

to-face communication may not be the most efficient method, it is the most effective. The

results also highlight how ineffective communication may result not only in a lack of
informatioq but also in negative employees' attitudes toward the new system.

These results also support research that suggest that feedback mechanisms help employees

to be part of the change process and act to reduce resistance during times of
organisational change (Kotter & Schlesinger,lgTg; porras & Hoffer 19g6).

Agaiq the present results support the research of Kotter & Schlesinger (1979)who stress

the importance of involving employees in the communication by setting up a feedback

mechanism to recti$ any problems, and by providing employees with regular

communication that describes the benefits of the change and the rationale behind the

change.

Organisations also need to establish feedback mechanisms in their communication process

to ensure that ernployees ¿re participating in the process and can provide feedback to the

implementation team along the way. The feedback mechanism will also alert the

organisation to potential problems that can be avoided before they eventuate.
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o Face to Face Communication

Kotter & Schlesinger (1979) suggest that much of this information should be imparted

one-on-one to enable the employee to ask questions and express any concerns. Klein

(,lgg4) also supports this position, and suggests that when communicating change efforts,

face-to-face communication has a greater impact than any other single medium. He found

that it was the interactive component of this process that is really effective as it helps to

clarify any ambiguities that the employee may have and it affords them the opportunity to

voice their opinions and get an immediate response.

. Concrete Information

Klein (1994) also suggest that the information that organisations distribute need to be

concrete so that their employees can be comfortable in the fact that they have a reasonably

full understanding of the personal implications of the change irrespective of their attitudes

toward the change itself.

o Accaracy of Information

The results in regard to the communication process have supported the importance for

organisations communicating change in an accurate and informative way and on a regular

basis. This should include information about the benefits of the new system, how it will

affect the employees, the reasons for the new system and work processes, the possible

difficulties that could occur and the appropriate expectations that the employees should

have.

o Distributlon of Information

Organisations also need to ensure that all employees receive all the information in regard

to the change, as in Studies four and five only participants in certain positions received

information as to the benefits of the new system.
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Or gan i sati ona I Cu ltur e

In resporrses to questiotn al¡out orgarúsatiornl culture, there was some confusion between

this concept and the related concept of organisational climate. Participants in commenting

on the effects of organisational culture not only referred to general topics like leadership

and training which tended to reflect the organisation's culture, but also to the effects of
the change process on organisational climate topics such as current employee attitudes and

behaviours.

Tlie nrajor finding irr regu'd to organisational culture was that it can negatively affect a

system's implementation and/or associated changes such as mergers. Organisational

cultures characterised by a lack of relevant training, and a lack of leadership support

created a negative organisational climate in terms of negative attitudes and behaviours in

relation to the new system. This work implies that employees may be less likely to be

affected in a negative way if the organisational culture is improved by establishing more

informative communication, more training and greater employee participation, that allow

enrployees to express their opinions without fear of negative consequence.

The results suggest that organisational climate can be altered in a negative way during a

system implementation. This can lead to the development of negative subcultures within
the organisation. For example, in Study four the Manager group were particularþ

nesative toward the new system and in Study five the Accountant group in particular

reported being negatively affected in their attitude to the new system by the attitudes and

beliefs of their fellow w-orkers. These results are consistent with resea¡ch in the area of
subcultures (Trice, 1993). The results suggest that subcultures can develop and be

relatively quickly made negative by a lack of information about the nature of the system

change, the associated work processes, the benefits of the new system, and by the system

not producing the expected results.

The results also suggest that when organisations experience other changes such as mergers

concurrent with a systems irrçlementatioq the negative experiences of the other changes
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can be projected on to the system. The results of Study three found that those employees

that carne frt¡m the original organisation that had been taken over found it very dif8cult to

accept the new organisation's culture. The original organisation was very much a family

business and had a lot of history associated with it and it was felt that this was taken away

from them after the merger. Many of these broad cultural issues contributed to

employees' negative views of the new system. This suggests that subcultures can have an

influence on change processes in terms of employees actively resisting the change and

therefore interfering with the change process.

The results also suggest that employees' attitudes can be altered in a positive or negative

way due to the attiildes and beliefs held by their fellow workers, particularly the

employees' managers or leaders. Managers can have a significant afFect on the

employees' attitudes as employees look to their managers for guidance, security and

support. Thus, if the manager does not support the system the employees are less likely to

support it (Yukl, 1989). Moreover, the present results suggest that certain groups can be

affected more than others.

When asked about ways in which their organisational culture could have been more

positive with respect to the change, participants from Studies four and five suggested that

the culture could have been more supportive of regular and informative communication,

education about the change, employee participation, and most importantly, employees

expressing their opinions without fear of negative consequences.

An issue raised by the majority of participants in Study th¡ee was the difEcuþ of coping

with the merging of two different organisational cultures. The culture within the

organisation that took over the smaller organisation impinged upon employee acceptance

of the change from two different perspectives: Firstly, the employees were affected by

their own office culture and secondly, by the culture that existed within the broader

organisation. For example, even if employees worked in a division that had a positive

attitude about the change, they were still likely to be affected by the attitudes and beliefs
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of employees in different divisions. The results suggest that an unsupportive culture can

affect participants' attitudes toward the system. This finding is consistent with the work

of Miller & Yeager (1993) who suggest that new information technology can often require

a cultural change as well as a system change. This finding may suggest that when an

organisation goes through a major system change, it may be beneficial to address the

organisational culture in terms of attitudes toward the system by having the relevant

leaders or managers talk to their divisions and by facilitating conversations about

employees' attitudes.

Leadership

Most managers in Study three did not have the leadership qualities that are usually

associated with successful implementations of change. The positive characteristics that

the managers displayed concerning change included, explaining the reason for the change,

involving their staff in the change process, answering questions in a way that was

informative, and explaining the benefits of the system to them. The two negative

behaviours reported by the majority of participants were that their managers did not

explain how the change would affect them and their colleagues and they did not hold

regular meetings where the staffcould ask questions and get informative answers to them.

In general it was reported by participants in Study three that there was a lack of reliable

leadership throughout the change and this caused the employees to feel ill at ease,

especially those that were used to strong leadership they could count on, such as being

kept informed of new changes and being spoken to by the owner of the company on a
regular basis. After the change process occurred, there was lack of face-to-face contact

about the change from management. This caused some of the employees to feel insecure

about the changes going on around them. And, as mentioned in Studies four and five

Section l, many of the managers themselves were negative about the system and this had

an affect on their employees. The results of the studies also suggested that there was a

lack of key managerial behaviours, as suggested by Porras & Hoffer (1936) that are

usually associated with successful change programs.
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There has been much research in regard to leadership style and change and how this can

idluence an ernployee's acceptance of change (Bennis & Nanus, 1985; Conger, 1989;

Yukl, 1989). For example, research suggests that through effective communication in

regard to the organisation's visior¡ a leader can inspire employees to take control of their

situation (Yukl, 1989). A type of leadership style that has been advocated in regard to

change is the transformational leader. This type of leader is person-oriented, can motivate

staff and empower them and often provides a great sense of emotional support during the

organisational change process. They do this by talking positively to their staff about the

change and listening to their concerns (Bass, 1990; Bennis, 1989; Conger 1989; Yukl,

1989). Whilst successful change programs do not need a transformational leader, a change

program is more likely to be successful if the person running the change program has

transformational characteristics.

Relating this research back to the rezults of Study three, it can be seen that some of the

positive behaviours that the participants described in their managers, were the same as

some of the characteristics held by transformational leaders; namely, involving staffin the

change process, listening to their concerns and answering their questions.

Research has also focussed on managerial behaviours that are ef[ective in change

programs. For example, Porras & Hoffer (1986) conducted research into managerial

behaviours that were successful during organisational change programs, and found that the

following managerial behaviours were linked to successful change progranìs: leadirrg by

vision (eg: leaders need to shape their employees' behaviours to ensure that they reach the

organisation's goals), functioning strategically (eg: talking about underlying causes and the

consequences for acting upon thenr, resisting giving-in to short term pressures for quick

results, fitting the organisational structure to the organisation's key objectives, planning

for the skills and knowledge that will be required for the future, and creating a strategic

design to guide operating plans), promoting information flow (eg: clearly communicating

tasks that need to be completed, clearly expressing feelings, needs, expectations and
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commitment, establishing multiple channels for communication and promoting direct

cross-unit connnunication) and developing others (eg: teaching skills that employees need

to do their jobs, helping subordinates identify their needs and aspirations, rewarding

desired behaviours, delegating tasks based on employee competencies and according to

their development plan, relating employees to a larger context, providing employees with

accurate information regarding their perforrnance, providing employees with personal

grow experiences).

Given the research evidence on the role of leadership in the change process, it was

unfortunate that this topic could not be investigated in Studies four and five. However, the

fact that the researcher was not permitted to ask direct questions about this topic because

management considered it to be a sensitive issue with respect to the change process, itself

provides some evidence for the importance of leadership.

Training

The results for Studies four & five in relation to the evaluation of training were quite

disappointing given its importance for an effective implementation. The main concern was

that the participants left the training feeling that they did not have enough knowledge to

perform their role effectively. This was due to a lack of adequate information in the

training sessions that related the system back to the participants' daily work routine. The

importance of this was particularly demonstrated in Study three where the trainers

changed the training so it was in context with the employees work routine and found that

the training was far more effective and relwant for the participants. The trainers made the

changes to the training because of participant feedback that the training was not in the

context of what the participants did at work. The results of Studies four and five also

suggested that the training staffwere inconsistent with some trainers being very good and

other not being able to answer questions adequately, leaving the participants feeling

anxious and lacking in confidence.
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The training component of any IT implementation is extremely important because research

has found that an individual's computer self-efficacy has an impact upon the way that

employees perceive the system's ease of use. For example, the more hands on exposure

an employee receives in regard to a new IT system, the more likely it is that they will view

that system as being easy to use (Venkatesh & Davis, 1994). The results from Studies

four and five support this research and suggest that organisations need to ensure that the

training they provide to their employees is not only hands on and practical but is provided

in a forum whereby the employees can have as much practical experience as possible

before returning to their work station.

IVorking Re I ati ons hi p s

The majority of participants in Study five reported that their team's morale was affected in

a negative way during the time of the implementation. The groups that were affected the

most in terms of the way their team worked and interacted were the Senior Managers,

Consultants and the Secretarial group. This could have been due to the Secretarial group

having more access to the system and being relied upon by others such as the Consultants

and Senior Managers to print out reports and process bills. The secretaries were also

looked upon as "experts" and were expected to assist all staff within their Divisions in

regarding to the new system and the processes supporting the system. Many of the

Managers also did not comply with the new work processes causing the Secretarial staff

considerable inconvenience.

Most staff did not find the new work processes easy to cope with. In particular, the

partners found that the new work processes altered their working relationship with their

staff.

The more senior staff generally seemed to find it more difficult than the general staff to

adapt to the new processes. Both groups also reported that the new work processes

associated with the system increased their workload and they found them inconvenient

because the system was difficult to use.
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Coping Skills

The results in Study three suggest that the participants found the change moderately

stressful and nearly all of the participants had their jobs altered in some way because ofthe
changes within their organisation.

The types of coping strategies people used were talking with colleagues, with management

and with family. Many also increased their time management to cope with their new

responsibilities. These findings support the literature in this area in that employees who

have to cope with change often use their social support networks (including family, friends

and colleagues) as a way of bolstering their selÊesteem (Billings & Moos, l98l; Callan,

1993; Holahan & Moos,1987).

One third of the participants in Study three said that they would have found it beneficialto

receive training in coping skills. Organisations who wish to provide this type of training

may find employees, particularly male employees, more willing to attend if it is called 'time

management training' @obertson & Fitzgerald, l9g2)

Personal Circumstances

The majority of participants in Study three reported that their personal life did not impact

on the way they coped with the implementation. Only three of the 15 who answered the

question reported that it did have an impact with one reporting that it had a positive

impact and two reporting that it had a negative impact. Nevertheless, as noted in the

discussion of Study three, if either of the two where it had a negative affect were in key

positions with respect to the change, it could have had negative consequences for the

change. This possibility also supports the need for open communication and feedback

where any such problems can be quickly identified and resolved.

Half of the 14 participants in Study three indicated that the implementation had an impact

on their personal life and most of these indicated that it had a slight to moderate negative
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impact. Again, the findings support the need for a communication process that can

quickly identifu and resolve any such problems where appropriate.

Other Change Initiatives

The majority of participants in Studies two and three reported that they experienced other

changes besides the implementation of the system. Some of these additional changes

included a new organisational structure, working with contract stafi dealing with the

exodus of long serving staff and the closing of some departments and subsequent loss of

workmates. Most of the participants reported that the other changes occurred at the same

time or shortly before the system implementation. However there were many variations

on this that may indicate that the changes occurred in the different departments of this

organisation at different times.

The majority of the participants felt that the other changes that were occurring within their

organisation impacted upon their involvement of the implementation of the new system in

a negative way. This finding supports Callan's (1993) view that radical style of

organisational change can be highly stressful to employees. This is due to the fast pace

and level of the change, the degree of uncertainty behind what the change will mean for

the employees and the cultural changes associated with it (Callan, 1993). It also suggests

that wherever possible, combining changes should be avoided (Robertson & Fitzgerald,

tee2)

Change Program Design TooURisk Assessment

The results of the present research were used to develop a possible tool to assist managers

and implementation teams in either evaluating their current change program or as a guide

to the development of a future change progr¿Ìm. While it would need further development

in terms of establishing its reliability and validity, it is offered as an example of what such a

tool might be like if it is to offer managers guidelines and assistance when developing

and/or assessing their own change programs.
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The assessment is designed to be user friendly in so far as it simply requires the manager

to read the questions under each of the headings and circle Yes or No. lt contains five

different sections; communication, system factors, employee participation, training and

leadership. A tentative weighting of factors has been attempted based on their importance

in the present research. The factor scores are designed to provide an indication of
whether a change program is at low, medium or high risk of problems in the human side of
its implementation.

Example questions for the Communication factor include:

"Does your communication strategt include a lantnch where all employees are provided

with all the relevant information about the change program?"

"Does your communication strategt provide all employees with regular updates about

the progress of the change program (eg every 2 weelcs, once a month)?"

"Have you obtained feedback from alt relevqnt individuals and groups to indicate that

the information provided has been accurately received?"

A full copy ofthe assessment can be found in Appendix H.

I)ifferences Between Positions

The results comparing positions, while largely based on descriptive and qualitative data,

nevertheless suggest that positions within the organization can affect how participants are

personally affected by the change, how they are communicated to, how their working

relationships are impacted and what type of training they receive. The results also seem to

suggest that those employees who are more involved in the change (eg Partner and

Secretarial Statr) seem to be in a better position within the organization in terms of being

informed of the changes and being kept up to date. Differences between positions on the

various factors are considered in the following sections.
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Experience of Prior Change

In Study three, when asked how successful or unsuccessful the change program was in

terms of new processes, participants were mostly divided between it being unsuccessful or

neutral with only a few positive responses. The participants who reported the change

program as successful were all in senior positions. These were the two line managers, the

assistant accountant and the IT Manager.

In Study four, the senior employees were more likely than junior employees to experience

prior orgarúzational change. Out of the senior group it was the Senior Managers who

reported that they felt that experiencing prior change helped them cope better with the

current change they were experiencing. The Accountant group was the only group whose

majority reported that they had not experienced prior change.

In Study five, the data suggest that the majority of participants had experienced some kind

of organisational change prior to the current change. The Accountant group was the only

group where the majority reported that they did not experience any kind of change prior to

the present one. Again, this was consistent with the last study and may be due to their

level of employment. That is, many accountants come into the firm as graduates and

therefore would not have had any other organisational experience, including prior

organisational change.

The majority of participants reported that their attitude toward the Phase 2 rollout

changed to negative, and the reasons for this were mainly due to the poor functionality of

the system and the lack of perceived benefits of the system. The two groups who were

most affected in this way were the Managers and the Accountants. The only group whose

attitude tended to change to positive was the Practice Service Staff.

The only group, a majority of whom (55%) reported the change outcome as successful

was the Accountant group. One possible reason for this is that the majority of
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Accountants had not experienced prior organisational change, so they may not have had

anything to compare the recent change to.

The secretarial group was the most negative with 6O%o of the participants in this group

reporl.irrg that they were negative about future phases of the implementation.

Communication

In Study three, participants were divided in terms of how successful the communication

v/as and how informative it was, with most of the participants who rated the

communication as informative being senior staff. Again, this is not surprising as the senior

staff received the communication to keep them up to date but failed to pass it on to their

employees. In particular, the IT Manager who was part of the implementation team had a

different view of the success of the communication process than the other participants.

This may be due to the fact that he administered much of the communication. The IT
manager also reported that the implementation team actively encouraged discussion and

used road shows to provide information and forums for open debate about the new

system. This seems to be in contrast to other participants who reported that the

communication could have been more comprehensive.

In Study four, the differences between the positions in relation to communication were

quite dramatic and varied with the Partner and Secretarial groups being more involved in

the new processes in terms of input and having their concerns listened to. The Consultant

group was the only group where all participants reported that the information was

accurate. The Consultant group also reported that they were provided with regular

information but less than half of the Manager group reported this. The majority of the

Accountant group reported that the communication they received affected them in a
positive way but one third of the Senior Manager group reported that it affected them in a
negative way.
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In Study five, of those participants who answered the questior¡ nearly all (92%) reported

that they received information about the new system. More than half of the Consultant and

Manager groups were coûtmunicated to via meetings and the Manager group were the

main group who accessed the website for communications regarding the new system. The

Practice Service Staffwere mainly communicated to through face-to-face communications

and memos The two groups who mostly reported that they did get ans\¡/ers to their

questions were the Managers and the Secretaries. Additional communication results for

study 5 are summarised under the following headings:

. Opportunity to Discuss how the Change would Affect them

Out of all the groups, half of the Consultants and Accountants reported they had the

opportunity to discuss how the change would affect them

. Opportunity to Provide Input into the Processes

Out of those particþants who reported that they did not have an opportunity to provide

input into the new processes, most of these came from the Manager and Secretary groups.

o Feedback systems

The two groups of whom the majority reported that the Implementation Team did not

listen to their concerns were the Practice Service Staffand the Secreta¡ial group. This is of

concern, especially for the Practice Service staff and Secretaries, as these were the two

groups who had the most to do with the system.

o Reasonsfor the New System

The two groups with a large majority of who reported receiving information from the

Business as to the reasons for the new system were the Managers and the Practice Service

Staff.
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o RegularCommunication

Sixty-percent reported that the Implementation Team did not provide them with regular

information in regard to what was happening during Phase 2. This was particularly the

case for the Secretarial group with the largest numbers including the Manager group, the

Accountants, the Secretarial group and the Practice Service staff About two thirds (67%)

reported that the Business did not provide them with regular information in regard to what

was happening during Phase 2. This was particularly the case for the Secreta¡ial and

Accountants gfoups.

o Concerns or Queries

About two thirds (67%) reported that they knew whom to contact in regard to any

concerns they may have had about the system, and this was the case in nearly all groups.

* InÍormativeCommunication

The results were evenly divided with just over one thrd, (36%) of participants reporting

that the information was informative and the same percentage (36%) reporting that it was

uninformative. The majority of the Consultant group rated the communication as

uninformative and this could be due to the Consultants being communicated to mainly via

memo and the fact that they were out ofthe office working at clients for a large part of the

week. Thus they may have read the memos too late to gain any benefit from them. The

Accountant group were the main group that rated the communication as informative, and

while they received memos as did the Consultants, they work in the office on a daily basis,

and this may have assisted them in terms of being kept up to date with the

communications about the system.

o Overall Communication Process

Nearly half @6%) rated the overall communication process as unsuccessful, 3lyo were

neutral and only 23%o rated it as successful. Out of all the groups the Secretarial and

Managerial groups' were most likely to report the communication process as unsuccessful
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* Affects of communication on Attitude

The vast majority (83%) reported that the communication they received about the system

affected them negatively in terms of how they viewed the system. Out of all the gfoups,

the Secretarial and Accountant groups felt this way the most.

Culture

In Study three, In regard to the overall rating of the organisational culture, participants

were divided with five rating the culture as unsupportive and seven rating it as supportive.

The group who reported the culture as supportive or most supportive were those in line

manager roles with 75Yo of them reporting the culture to be supportive compared to 600/o

of management reporting that the culture was unsupportive. The IT Manager also rated

the culture as unsupportive.

In Study four, the Partner group reported that their division's culture was positive, while

the Manager group reported it to be negative,

In Study five, just over half (53%) of the participants reported that the attitudes and

beließ of their fellow workers did not affect their attitude toward the system. However,

those who were affected were affected in a negative way. The two groups that were the

most affected by their colleague's attitudes were the Accountants and the Practice Service

Staff.

Again, just over half (53%) of participants reported that their Division's culture was

negative in regard to the new system. The Consultant group, in particular, felt that greater

participation would have been beneficial to their culture, with the Secretarial group

focusing on the need for more education about the new system and the ability to express

their opinions with less fear of negative consequences. The Accountant group suggested

that more informative communication and more education would have helped their

Division's culture.
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Coping Strategies

In Study three, the types of coping strategies that most of the participants used were

talking to colleagues, talking to family and talking with management. However those

participants that talked to management as part of a coping strategy were all senior staff.

This may indicate that the more junior staff did not feel comfortable speaking to the

management about their concerns or any questions they had. This may also reflect part of
the culture within Organisation C.

Training

There were no differences in position in Study three however, in Study four, the main

differences between groups in training were that the SecretanaDractice service Staff

groups was the group that received most of the hands on training, whilst the more senior

staffonly attended the Information Sessions.

In Study five, the majority of participants reported that they attended training, vrrth 40%

attending computer training and 58% attending the information sessions. These

differences were due to the Secretarial and the Practice Service Staff being the only

groups who attended computer training. The majority of the Secretarial and practice

Service Staff groups felt that they did not have enough knowledge after the computer

training or the information sessions and also felt that thy did not get enough post training

support.

Working Relationships

In Study four, the participants were divided into senior groups and general staff as the

results from Studies two and three suggested that there were differences between these

two groups in terms of how they perceived the changes and how they affected them. Out

of all the questions asked in the questionnaire, the section on working relationships and

the differences befween positions was the most dramatic. For example:
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l. The majority (65%) of the Partner/IVfanager group reported that they did not find

the new processes easy to cope with. In contrast, most of the General Statr (72

%) reported that they did find the new work processes easy to cope with.

2. The majority of the Partner/IVfanager group (85%) reported that they found the

changes in their work processes inconvenient. In contrast, the General Staffgroup

were more evenly divided with only 38olo reporting that they found the new work

processes inconvenient.

3. Of the Partner/IVlanager group, TlYo reported that their staffdid not readily accept

their new work processes. In contrast, just over half (5a%) of the General Staf

group reported that their partners and managers readily accepted the new work

processes.

4. While the majority @a%) of the Partner/IV1anager group reported that the new

work processes altered their working relationship with their secretary, the General

Staff group (78%) reported that their working relationship with their Partner did

not alter.

5. Approximately two thirds (65%) of the Partner/lvfanager group reported that they

could not see the benefits of the new work processes, whilst the same percentage

of the General Staffgroup (65%) reported that they could see the benefits of the

new work processes.

6. Only about half of the Partner/Manager group reported that they readily accepted

their new work processes with about one third saying that they did not readily

accept it. While a majority of the General Staff group reported that they did not

have difficulty explaining the new work processes to their Partner/lvlanager, it was

only 58%o, and23Yo were neutral in response to this question.

In Study five, the majority (60%) of participants reported that their team's morale was

affected in a negative way during the time of the implementation. The groups that were

affected the most in terms of the way their team worked and interacted together were the

Senior Managers, Consultants and the Secretarial group. This could have been due to the

Secretarial group having more access to the system and being relied upon by others such
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as the Consultants and Senior Managers to print out reports and process bills. The

Secretarial group also reported that the changes in their working relationships affected

them in a negative way.

Factors Affecting IT Change and other Organisational Changes

The findings in this thesis support Mller & Yeager's (1993) findings that technological

change can have different affects to other organisational changes. This is due to

technological change often requiring new work processes, new skills and new working

relationships. These in turn can challenge basic beliefs and assumptions underlying the

culture of the organization. Examples of these affects from the present research include:

New Wrork Processes

In Studies three, four and five in this thesis, many of the participants referred to new work

processes that resulted from the implementation of the new system. A major reason for the

relatively low rated success of the IT change programs was the failure of the new work

processes to meet the goals of the new system or indeed to match those of the previous

system.

The Acquisition of New Skills

In Studies tlree, four and five, all staffhad to attend some kind of training either hands on

computer training or information sessions in order to use the new system efFectively.

However, many felt that they did not leave these sessions with the knowledge they needed

to use the system effeøively.

New lYorking Re lationships

Findings from Studies four and five suggested that the Partners, Senior Managers,

Consultants and the Secretarial groups were affected most in terms of the way their team

worked and interacted. In particular, the working relationships of senior staff with their

secretaries altered due to their having to rely heavily on the secretaries concerning what
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senior staff needed to do with respect the new processes. It was also found that many

senior staff did not comply with the new work processes causing the Secretarial staff

considerable inconvenience.

Limitations of the Research

While an advantage of this thesis was that it was conducted using employees in

organisations that were actually experiencing a change in Information Technology, the

data set was not large enough to provide reliable statistical analyses. Thus, while the data

were representative of the employee population, the findings are heavily reliant on

descriptive statistics and qualitative data. Nevertheless, the fact that many of the same

factors recurred throughout the Studies in this thesis supports the validity of the findings.

A second major limitation in Studies three, four and five was that the organisations were

very cautious about what information was allowed to be collected and the questionnaires

were vetted to eliminate any sensitive questions. For example, all three organisations

would not give permission for the researcher to comprehensively explore the leadership

competency in driving organisational change and how leadership affects employee

acceptance. Whilst some information was collected about this topic it was only obtained

through its association with other factors.

Future research

a) Brrndeningfindings

These results in this thesis need to be replicated in larger samples of employees in different

positions who are going through implementations of new systems in order to be able to

generalise these results to other organisations. Holvever, as already indicated despite the

small numbers, there were very consistent results across all five Studies that suggest that

these results would be replicated in other Studies
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b) Leadership style

The main area that needs further investigation is that of leadership style and its aflects on

acceptance of new information technology. While this study considered this area,

limitations were put on the researcher in Studies four and five and leadership was not a

variable that the organisation was willing to provide data for. However, the findings in

Study three suggest that leadership does have a very significant role to play in the

implementation of new information technology and this would be an area that would be

useful to investigate further, particularly in terms of the characteristics that are most likely

to promote user acceptance. This would enable organisations to identify those leaders or

managers that may need coaching to develop the leadership skills required to facilitate IT

change.

c) F-amily interface

The other area that this thesis considered to some extent was the impact of new systems

on an employee's personal life. In Studythree, hatf of the participants reported that the

implementation had an irnpact on their personal life. Further research into this area would

be useful in terms of identiSing employees who are at risk and developing strategies that

the organisation could use to assist such individuals. This could be in the form of an

employee assistance program, workshops on stress and time management and coping with
change workshops.

d) Impact of other change initiatives

The results of this research suggest that if an organisation is undergoing many changes

simultaneously it is likely to affect the employee's involvement in the implementation of
the new system in a negative way. Further research into this area would be useful and

could provide organisations with strategies to put into place to assist employees who have

to cope with many changes. Further research may also determine whether or not it is

beneficial to only manage one change at a time or stagger the changes to minimise the

impact.
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e) Following change Over Time

Future studies could look at the change process over time with particular attention being

given to the factors discussed in this thesis. This type of study would help to reveal what

factors that were most important at different stages of the change process and the key

points of vulnerability during the change process.

f) Further development of Chonge Tool

As discussed above, a change tool has been developed that could potentially be used by

managers to design their own change program, monitor the progress of a change program

and/or evaluate the success of a change program. However, before using this tool, there is

a need to assess its use in different organizations in order to test its validity and reliability.

As part of this process, feedback could be obtained from managers and consultants on the

potential use of the usefulness of the assessment instrument.
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APPENDIX A



T]NIVERSITY OF ADELAIDE

DEPARTMENT OF PSYCHOLOGY

CONSENT FORM
(To be used to obtain informed consent of persons participating in research

projects under the aegis of the Department of Psychology)

Particioant' s Name (capitals) :

Project title: ... ...

Name of responsible investigator or supervisor:.

Name of nerson who issues the form:.

l. I consent to participate in the above project. The nature of the project, including
questionnaires or procedures, has been explained to me, and is summarised on an

information sheet I have been glven.

2. I authorize the responsible investigator or the person named above to use these

questionnaires or procedures with me.

3. I understand that:

a. I am free to withd¡aw from the project at any time.

b. The project is for the purpose of research or teaching, and not for treatnent.

c. The confidentiality ofthe information I provide will be safeguarded.

d. There are no known adverse effects ofthese questionnaires or procedures.

Date:

(Participant)

Where the participant is not a student of the University and is under l8 years of age, the following
section should be completed.

Signed

I consent to the participation of ...

Signed:

Qtarent/guardian/in loco parenti s)

in the above project.

Date: ...

Note: This form may be copied, or altered to fit the project. It is designed for use only when
there are no known adverse effects of the questionnai¡es or procedures.
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INFORMATION SHEET

* ******¡k* * *** rsrc

I am currently conducting research into the factors that affect employee acceptance of
new information technology. By determining these factors, strategies can be developed
in an attempt to overcome resistance. By implementing these strategies, organisations

can improve the effectiveness of implementation programs both in terms of how the

change is implemented and the final outcome.

As you are aware your organisation has recently implemented a new financial system and

accompanying work processes. You have been selected to participate in an interview
because of your involvement in this change. The interview will be approximately one

hour in duration and will focus on your experiences both positive and negative of the
change and how it was managed. I am interested in your personal experiences so there
are no wrong or right answers.

The content of the interview will be confidential and while the results will be written up
they will be done so as themes and trends so individuals will not be identified. As
mentioned above, the interview will take approximately one hour, however if you do not
want to continue the interview you can withdraw at any time without prejudice.

If you have any questions or concerns about the research or your involvement please do
not hesitate to contact me on .. .....(work) or . .. . .. .. ..(home).

Thank you for your participation and cooperation!
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ORGAIüSATIONAL CHANGE OTIESTIONNAIRE

Aim of the Research

The aim of the research is to elaborate on factors that effect employees' acceptance of new
information technology in order to determine strategies to improve user acceptance and to
identifu crucial times within the change process. I am also interested in how employees
cope with organisational change and how employees' personal lives affect the way they
cope with organisational change.

Attached is a list of questions and I would appreciate it if you could answer them as

honestly and as openly as you can. The questionnaire should take about 35 minutes to
complete. There are no right or wrong answers. Please answer all questions and provide
as many comments as you can. as this will assist me with my analysis. As you go through
the questionnaire you may find questions that you feel are too personal to answer. If that is
the case feel free to move on to the next question. To ensure confidentiality and anonymity
please do not put your name on the questionnaire. Please email the completed
questionnaire back to me by Fridav. 12tr March 1999. My email address is
jpeckham@.....com.au

Personal Particulars

Age: .

Sex:..

Position within Organisation... ... .

(please cross the appropriate box)

MD
General Manager
Group Manager

Length of employment:. . .

Level of completed education:.. . . .

.. .....If you are a supervisor, what level are you?

Middle Manager
Line Manager
Supervisor

l
l
l

tl
tltl

Who were you originally employed by: (please cross the appropriate box)

Organisation A t 1

Organisation B t l
Other [ ] pleasespecify.

I would like to receive feedback as to the results of this study

Yes tl
No

ITQuest Study 3

tl



No

PRIOR INVOLVEMENT IN CHANGE PROGRAMS

In this sectiott I am interested in whether you have been involved in organisational change
prior to the cutent systems implementationwithin yaur organisation- I om also inlerested
in how your prior experience or inexperience has affected the way youfeel qbout the
carr ent sy s tem s imp le m entati on.

Question l: Have you experienced a major organisational change in the past?
(please do not include the change you have experienced recently with the
new system)

Yes tl
[ ] If no, go to question 4

If yes, how many major changes have you experience?

Can you briefly describe the change/changes you have experienced in the space below:

Question 2: Do you feel that experiencing a prior organisational change, helped or
impaired your acceptance of the new system?

(please cross the appropríøte box and/or provide qualìtative comments)

Yes it helped the way I coped t I yes it impaired the way I coped t l
No it did not help the way I coped t I No it did not impair the way I coped t I

2
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Question 3: In what way did it affect your attitude toward the implementation of
the new system? þlease comment below)

EVALUATION OF THT' CHANGE

Question 1: The implementation of the new system has been occurring over 2 years.
Describe the way your attitude toward the implementation has altered
over time? (please ctoss lhe apprupriate boxes both at the begínníng of
the ìmplementøÍíon and at the end of the implementation).

My attitude at the beginning of
the implementation was:

Very Positive
Positive
Neutral
Very Negative
Negative

tl
t1tl
t1tl

tl
tItltltl

My attitude toward the end of
the implementation was:

Very Positive
Positive
Neutral
VeryNegative
Negative

JITQuest Study 3



Question 2: You have told me how you felt at the beginning and at the end of the
implementation; I would now like you to describe XgE your attitude
may have altered during the implementation and gly it altered?
(please comment ìn the space below)

Question 3: If you felt negative at any time during the implementation process,
please indicate why? (pleøse comment ín the spøce below)

Question 4: Considering your experience from the IT implementation in your
organisation, how would you feel about being involved in any future
organisational change? (please cross the appropríate box)

I would feel very positive about any new change program t I
I would feel positive about any new change program t ]

I would feel neutral about any new change program t ]
I would feel negative about any new change program t I
I would feel very negative about any new change program t ]
I don't know how I would feel about a new change program t ]
Please make any other comments below:

4
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Question 5: Overall, how successful or unsuccessful was the implementation process
adopted by your organisation in terms of emolovee morale? (please
cross the appropríale box)

Unsuccessful Neutal SuccessfulExtemely
Unsuccessful

very
Unsuccessful

Very
Successful

tl

Very
Successful

Exfemely
Successfrrl

tl

Exhemely
Successfif

tl tt

Please comment below:

Question 6:

Extemely Very
Unzuccessful Unsuccessful

tì tl
Please comment below:

tl I] t1

Unsuccessful Neutal Successfirl

Overall, how successful or unsuccessful was the change program in
terms of process adopted by your otganisation in terms of the new
system and the new work orocesses? (please cross the appropriøe box)

tt tt t1 tl II
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COMMT]NICATION

In this section, I am interested to know how youfelt about the process and the quality of the
information you received about the implementation.

Question 1: Did you receive information about the imprementation?
(please cross the approprìate box)

Yes tl
No [ ] (If no, go to question 4)

Uncertain t l

Question 2: rf yes, how was it communicated to you? (please cross as many relevant
boxes)

Face-to-face communication
Newsletter
Memos
Staffmeeting
A package of information

Newspaper
Personal Letter
A staffreport
Gossip or rumour
Training session

Uninformative Neuhal Informative

tl
t1tltltl

tltltl
tItl

If there are any other ways that you were communicated to about the implementation,
please specify below.

Question 3: Overall, how informative or uninformative was the information about
the implementation? (please cross the appropríate box)

Exbemely
Uninformative

II

Very
Uninformative

Very
Informative

tt

Extremely
Informative

tt

6
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No

Question 4: As far as you know, was the change in regard to the implementation
communicated to all levels of staff that would be affected? (please cross
the appropríate box)

Yes tl
No tl
Don't know t1

Please comment below:

Question 5: When the implementation was communicated did you have a chance to
discuss or ask questions about it with management? (please cross the
appropríate box)

Yes t1

tl
Please comment below:

Question 6: If you had the opportunity how would you have communicated to the
staffabout the new implementation?

Please comment below:

7ITQuest Study 3



Question 7: Overall, how would you rate the success of the communication gqgess
(eg: how the information Ìvas delivered to you) concerning the
implementation? (please cross the øppropriate box)

Exhemely
Unsuccessfi¡l

tl

Extemely
Uninformative

Very
Unsuccessfìrl

tì

Very
Uninformative

Very
Successful

Extremely
Successful

tl

Externely
Informative

Unsuccessfrrl Neutal Successfi¡l

t1 t1 I]

Uninformative Neutal Informative

tt

Question E: Overall, how information or uninformative was the communication you
rece¡ved about the implementation? (please cross the appropríate box)

Very
Informative

t1 tl I] II tl I] tl

LEADERSHIP STYLE

In this section I am interested to know how your leader or supervisor handled the changes
associated with the implementation of the new system. I would like you to provide me with
information in regard to both the positive and negative aspects.

Questioü i: ìihaÍ -'aas ¡¡gffig ¡rbout ihe way yùur supervisor/manager handled the
implementation with you and your team members? (please cross øs
many boxes as qplicable)

Your leader explained the reason for the change
Your leader explained the benefits of the change to you
Regular meetings were put into place to address any questions

that you may have had
Your leader involved you in the change process
You had a chance to discuss how the change would affect you
Your leader was positive about the change and shared this with his/her staff
when you asked your leader questions your leader answered them in a way

that you found helpful and informative tl
If you have any other comments, please make them below:

tl
n
tl
t1
t1tl

8
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Question 2: What was nesative about the way your supervisor/manager handled the
implementation with you and your team members? (please cross as
,nany boxcs as applícable)

Your leader didn't encourage you to ask questions
Your leader didn't talk to you about the change
Your leader didn't explain how the change would effect you and

your colleagues
Your leader discouraged you from asking questions
Didn't support the change and shared his/her negative attitude with the staff
Your leader did not hold regular meetings whereby you could ask questions

If you have any other comments, please make them below:

Question 3: Throughout the implementation process did you feel you could talk to
your manager about your concerns if you had any? (pleøse cross the
appropriate box)

Yes, I felt that I could talk about my concerns
No, I did not feel like I could talk about my concerns
This question doesn't apply to me

Question 4: Please rate your manager's overall success in handling the
implementation. (please cross the appropriate box)

tltl
tl
tltl
tl

tltltl

Extemely
Unsuccessful

tl

Very
Unsuccessfi¡l

II

Very
Successñ¡l

Externely
Successful

II

Unsuccessñ¡l Neutral Successfi¡l

tl I1 tt tl
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ORGANISATIONAL CULTURE

An organisation's calture is made up, in part, of the attitudes, values and beliefs that are
held by the group or the organisation. In Section 5, I am interested in htowing d the
organisational culture you worked in was npportive of the new system or detrimental to ii
and how this may have affectedyou.

Question 1: There ¿re nråny ways to describe an organisation's culture, some are
presented below. From the list below cross those that you feel
accurately describe your organisation's culture nrior to the
implementation of the new system? (please cross the øppropríate box)

Training and development and provided to employees
Your career was well managed
There was a reward system in place for employees
New staffmembers were socialised into the organisation
The organisation's norrns and values were communicated regularly
Your organisation had a strong sense of history
Your organisation had strong leadership and modelling
You had the opportunity to participate in decision making

If you have any other comments, please make them below:

Question 2: There are many ways to describe an organisation's culture and some
are presented below. From the list below cross those that you feel
accurately describe your organisation's culture after the
implementation of the new system. (pleøse cross the appropríate box)

Training and development was provided to employees
Your career \ryas well managed
There was a reward system in place for employees
New staffmembers were socialised into the organisation
The organisation's norÌns and values were communicated regularly
The organisation had a strong sense of history
Your organisation had strong leadership and modelling
You had the opportunity to participate in decision making

If you have any other comments, please make them below.

tltl
t1tl
t1tl
I]tl

tl
tl
t1
tltl
tl
t1tl
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Question 3: Did the attitudes and beliefs held by your fellow workers affect the way
you penonally accepted the implementation of the new system? (please

cross the øppropríate box

Yes tl
[ ] (If no, go to question 4)No

If yes, did it generally affect you positively or negatively? (please cross the appropriate
box)

Positive tl
Negative tl

Question 4: If your present culture, in your opinion, was not supportive of the
implementation, how could it be improved? (please cross the appropríaÍe
box)

Management commitment to the change
Leader overtly supports change
Regular communication
Informative communication
Education about the change
Participation in the change
Ability to express your opinions without fear of negative consequences

If you have any other comments, please make them below:

tltltltltl
t1tl
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Question 5: Overall, how would you rate the extent to which the culture tyas
supportive or unsupportive of the implementation? (please cross the
appropriate box)

Extemely Very Unsupportive Neutal Supportive
Unsupportive Unzupportive

tt lt tl tì t1
ffyou have any other comments, please write them below:

Very
Supportive

Exhemely
Supportive

II tt

TRAINING

In this section I am interested in hrowing f you received training and if you did, how you
felt about the training in terms of quality and ffictiveness.

Question l: Did you go through a training program? (please cross the appropriate
box)

Yes tl
No [ ] (If no, go to Section 7)

Question 2: rf yes, what was uositive about the training you received?

Please comment below:

Question 3: \ilhat was nesative about the training you received?

Please comment below:

ITQuest Study 3
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Question 4: If you had the opportunity, how would you have changed the training
program to be more effective?

Please comment below:

Question 5: Overall, how would you rate the quality of the training you received in
respect to the new system? (please cross the øppropriøte box)

Extemely Poor Neuhal SupportiveVery
PoorPoor

Very
Supportive

tt

Externely
Suppotive

It tl tl tt t]
If you have any other comments, please make them below:

tl

COPING SIilLLS

In this section I am interested in løtowing whether or not you used coping strategies to
assist you in coping with the change process.

Question 1: Was your job changed as a result of the implementation of the new
system? (please cross the appropriate box)

Yes tl
No [ ] (If no, go to question 3)

ITQuest Study 3 l3



Question 2: If your job was changed, how was it changed? þlease cross as many
relevønt boxes as you can)

New work role
Worked with new people
New Supervi sor/lvlanager
New work processes
Larger workload
Smaller workload
Been demoted
Been promoted
New geographical location
New workstation
More supportive environment
Less supportive environment
Less supervisory contact
More supervisory contact

Please specify any other changes below that do not occur within the above list.

Question 3: How stressful did you find the implementation process? (please cross
the appropriøte box)

tltltltltl
t1
I]tl
tltl
I]tltltl

Not st¡essfi¡l
at all

tl

Not Very
Stessful

tl

Only a bit
Stessfi¡l

t1

Very
St¡essfif

tl

Exbemely
Sbessfrrl

Moderately Stressfirl
Stessfirl

tì t1 t1
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Question 4: \ilhat types of coping strategies did you use, if any, to assist you with the
implementation process? (please cross the appropríøe boxes)

I(ork
Increased time management
Talk about it with work colleagues
Talk about it with management
Increased absenteeism from work
Looked for anotherjob

Personal
Talk about it with spouse/family/friends
Spend more time alone
Increased alcohol intake
Increased nicotine intake

tl
tl
tltl
tl

tl
tltl
tl

Social
Took up external activities (eg. sports, hobbies)
Inoreased external activities

tl
tl

t1tl

please specify
please specify

very
Well
tl

Extemely
Well

tl

Spiritual
Increased attendance at church
Meditating/relaxation

Please list any other coping strategies below that you used which are not covered in
the above list.

Question 5: \ilould you have found it beneficial to have training in coping
techniques? (e.g. time management) (please cross the øppropriate box)

Yes

No

tl
tl

Question 6: Overall, how well do you think you coped with the implementation
process? (please ctoss the appropríate box)

Exhernely Very Poor Neutal Well
Poor Poor

tt tr tl tt tl
If you have any other comments, please make them below:
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PERSONAL CIRCUMSTAIICES

In this section I am interested in finding out how your personal life and your work life
interacted with one another during the implementation process and if either one ffected
the other. If any of the questions are too personal please leave them blank, you are in no
way obliged to answer them if you do notwish to.

Question l: Were there any signifrcant events occurring in your personal life at the
time of the implementation? (please cross the appropriate box)

Yes tl
No tl
Pleese comment below if you wish to:

Question 2: Did your personal life circumstences impact upon the way you coped
with the implementation? (please cross the appropriate box)

Yes tl
No [ ] (If no, go to question 4)

rf yes, was the impact positive or negative? (ptetse cross the øpproprìate box)

Positive t l
Negative t I
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Question 3: How would you rate the extent to which your pensonal life influenced
the way you coped with the implementation process? þlease cross the
appropríate box)

t1

Question 4: Did the implementation process at work impact upon your personal
lile? (please ctoss the øppropríøe box)

Yes t1

[ ] If no, you finish here

Question 5: How would you rate the influence of the implementation on your
personal fife? @lease cross the appropriøe box)

No

Slightly

tl

Slightly

tl

Moderately

tt

Moderately

II

Considerably

tl

Considerably

tl

To a C¡reat Extent

To a Great Extent

Completely

tl

Completely

t1tl

If you have any additional comments to make, please do so below.
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No

IMPACT OF OTHER CHANGE INTTIATIVES

As was mentioned in the letter of introduction, your organisation has experienced
numerous changes through the past two years. One of these changes has been the
implementation of the new financial application and the new processes associated with it.
In this section, I am interest to know whether the other change initiatives such as the
organisational restructure had affected the way you coped with the implementation of the
new system.

Question l: Did you experience any other organisational changes at your
organisation besides the implementation of the new system? þlease
cross the appropriate bax)

Yes tl
[ ] If no, please finish here.

rf yes, please describe the other changes in the space provided berow

Question 2: When did the other organisational change/s occur in relation to the
implementation of the new system?

Long before the new system implementation
Shortly before the new system implementation
At the same time as the new system implementation
Just after the new system implementation
Long after the new system implementation

t1
t1tltl
t1

ITQuest Study 3
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Question 3: Did these other changes impact upon your involvement in the
implementation? (please cross the appropriate box)

Yes tl
No [ ] If no, please finish here.

Question 4: If Yes, did it impact in a positive or negative way?

Positive t l

Negative t l

Please comment in the space below:

If you have any additional comments to make, please do so below.

ITQuest Study 3

Thank you for your participation, it is greatly appreciated!
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Re

Dear Participant

Invitation to participate in research into factors that effect employee
acceptance of new information technologr.

I am currently conducting research into the factors that affect employee acceptance of
new information technology. By determining these factors, strategies can be developed
in an attempt to overcome resistance. By implementing these strategies, companies can
improve the effectiveness of implementation programs both in terms of how the change is
implemented and the fïnal outcome. This is of benefit to both the employer and the
employees in terms of produøivity, cost effectiveness, employee morale and staff
satisfaction. Another benefit of conducting successful implementation programs is that
it equips staffwith the required skills, both in terms of behaviours and attitudes, should
they be involved in any future implementations.

Your organisation has gone through numerous changes during the last two years,
however, this research is specifically interested in the implementation of the new
financial system and the new processes. You have been chosen to participate in this
study because of your recent involvement in this change, thus your responses are very
important to this research and will be representative of the general working population.
Your answers will be completely confidential and anonymous and will only be used for
the pu¡pose of this research. Your participation is purely voluntary and your completion
of the questionnaire will be an indication of your consent to participate in this study.

Ifyou have any questions about the research orthe questionnaire please do not hesitate to
contactmeon ....... (work)or . ....... (home). Ifyouareinterestedin
receiving feedback about the results of this study please state this on the questionnaire
where provided.

Thank you for your participation and cooperation

Yours sincerely

Janine Peckham
PhD Student
Adelaide University
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Dear

Please find attached a questionnaire from Janine Peckham who is a PhD student from
Adelaide University. Janine is conducting research on organisational change in the area
of new information technology and what organisations can do to facilitate employee
acceptance.

The Senior Management here at ... . have endorsed Janine's research and we
encourage you to participate by completing the attached questionnaire.

Yours sincerely

(signed)
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Age.

ORGANISATIONAL CHANGE OUESTIONNAIRE

Below is a list of questions and I would appreciate it if you could answer them as honestly
and as openly as you can. The questionnaire should take about 15 minutes to complete.
There are no right or wrong answers. Please answer all questions and provide as many
comments as )¡ou can- as this will assist me with my analysis. To ensure confidentiality
and anonymity please do not put your name on the questionnaire. Please send the
completed questionnaire back to me by Tuesday 25to JanuarAr 2000 via internal mail.

Personal Particulars

Length of Employment.
(please include employment prior to ycrur
current employment)

Sex: Level of completed education:

Position within your organisation (please cross the appropriate box)

Partner tl Manager tl AssistantManager t1

Director tl SeniorConsultant tl SeniorAccountant tl
AssociateDirector tl Consultant tl Accountant []
SeniorManager tl AdministrationManager t1 Other:

Secretary I I Practice Service Staff t l

Iq.st4



SECTION 1: IIII-VOLVEMENT IN CHANGE PROGRAMS

In this section I am interested in whether you have been involved in prior organisational
change before the implementation of the new system. I am also interested in how your prior
experience or inexperience has afrected the way you accepted the new system.

Question 1: Have you experienced an organisational change in the past? (plerce ùo
not include the change you have experíenced wíth the new system).

Yes t I No [ ] If no, go to question 3.

ffyes, how many major changes have you experienced?

Can you briefly describe the change/changes you have experienced.

Question 2: Do you feel that experiencing a prior organisational change helped or
impaired your acceptance of the new system? (please cross the appropriate
box)

It helped my acceptance
It impaired my acceptance
It neither helped nor impaired my acceptance

Please describe why:

Question 3: As you are atvare, Phase 2 of the new system was rolled out in October.
Please tick the appropriate box to describe your attitude at the beginning
of the Phase 2 roll out and at the present.

tltltl

tl
t1tltl
t1

t1tl
t1tltl

My attitude toward the new system at
the beginning of Phase 2 roll out w¡s:

Very Positive
Positive
Neutral
Negative
VeryNegative

My attitude toward the new system at
present is:

Very Positive
Positive
Neutral
Negative
Very Negative

2
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Question 4:

Question 5:

Extremely Very Unsuccessf,rl Neutral Successñrl
Unsuccessñrl Unsuccessftrl

tl tl
Please describe why:

Question 6:

You have told me about your attitude at the beginning and at the end of
Phase 2, I would now like you to describe your attitude during the rollout
of Phase 2. ffyour attitude changed pleases describe how it changed
and g,þy it changed? (please comment ín the space below)

Overall, how successful or unsuccessful was the change process adopted
by the Implementation Team? (eg: the approach the Team took in order
to deliver the new system) (please cross the appropríate box)

ExEemely
Unsuccessfirl

Very
Unsuccessful

very
Successfirl

Very
Successfrrl

Extremely
Successfi¡l

Extremely
Successful

II tl I1 tl tl

Overall, how successful or unsuccessful was the change outcome adopted
by the fmplementation Team? (eg: the new practice management system)
(please cross the appropríate box)

Unzuccessful Neut¡al Successfi¡l

tl I] tI tl tlt1 tl

Please describe why:

Jq.st4



Question 7: Considering your experience with Phase2 of the system what is your
attitude toward the Phase 3 rollout? (please cross the appropriøte box)

EÍremely
Negative

very
Negative

very
Positive

Extremely
Positive

Negative Neutral Positive

t1 t1 n tl tì t1 tl

Please make any other comments below:

Question 8: rf you h¡ve a negative attitude toward Phase 3, what could the
Implementation Team do to make you feel more positive about Phase 3?
(please comment below)

SECTION 2: COMMUNICATION

In this section, I am interested to htow how you felt about the process and the quatity of the
information you received about the new system.

Question l: Did you receive any information about the new system? (please cross the
appropriate box)

Yes t1

[ ] (If no, go to Section 3)

tl
No

Uncertain

4
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Question 2: If yes, how was the new system communicated to you? (please cross as

møny relevønt boxes)

Face-to-face communication
Newsletter
Memos
Staffmeeting

Gossip or rumour
Website
Helpline
Other.

tl
tltl
I]

l
l
l
l

t1
tl
tltl

Question 3: When information about the new system was communicated did you have
a chance to ask questions and did you receive adequate answers? (please
cross the approprìate boxes)

Yes I had an opportunity to ask questions
Yes I received adequate answers to my questions
No, I did not have an opportunity to ask questions
No, I did not receive adequate answers

Question 4: Were the benefits of the new system explained to you?

Yes tl No tl NotSure tl

Question 5: Did you have an opportunity to discuss how the change would affect you?

Yes tl No tl NotSure t1

Question 6: Did you have the opportunity to provide input into the new processes?

Yes Il No tl NotSure tl

Question 7: Ðid the In'.plcmentation Team listen to your concerns and act upon
feedback from your division?

Yes tl No tl Not Sure tl

Question 8: Did the Implementation Team provide accurate information?

Yes tl No tl NotSure

5
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Question 9: Did the Implementation Team provide you with regular information
about what was happening during Phase 2?

Yes t1 No tl Not Sure tl

Question l0: Did you know who to call for further information about the new system?

Yes tl No tl NotSure tl

Question 11: Overall, how informative or uninformative was the information about the
new system? (please cross the øppropríate box)

Extremely
Uninformative

Very
Uninformative

very
Informative

very
Successflil

E{remely
Informative

ExEemely
Successful

Uninformative Neut¡al Inforrnative

I1 t1 tl tl tl t1 tI

Question 12: Overall, how would you rate the success of the communication process
(eg: how the information was delivered to you) concerning the new system? (please
cross the appropríate box)

Extremely Very
Unsuccessful Unsucc¿ssful

Unsuccessfi¡l Neutral Successflil

t1 U tl tl t1 I] tl

Question 13: Overall, in what way did the communication you received about the new
system affect your acceptance of it? (please descrìbe below)

Question 14: Considering the information you received about the new system did the
new system meet your expectations? (please descríbe below)

6
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SECTION 3: WORIilNG RELATIONSHIPS

The implementølion of the new system broughtwith ít several polícy changes that effected
work processesfor partneß, managers andtheir stdf, Thefollowing are some questìons
in relatíon to these changes. There ís a separate sectionfor partners/managers ønd støff,
pleaseJìll ín the appropríate sectìott-

If you are a @!!!g!!ggq please fill in the following questions:

Yes No Not
Sure

Did you find it easy to cope with the new work processes that
were put into place?

Did the new policies associated with the new system change your
work processes?

Did the new work policies associated with the new system
increase your workload?

Did you find the changes in your work processes inconvenient?
Did the new work processes alter your working relationship with

your secretary or other staffmembers in any way?
Did your staffreadily accept the new work processes?
Did you readily accept your new work processes?

Could you see the benefit of the new work processes?

tl t1

tl tl

If you are a seneral staff member, please fill in the following questions:

Yes No Not
Sure

Did you find it easy to cope with the new work processes that
were put into place?

Did the new policies associated with the new system change your
work processes?

Did the new work policies associated with the new system
increase your workload?

Did you fìnd the changes in your work processes inconvenient?
Did your partner/manager readily accept the new work processes?
Did you have difliculty explaining the new work processes to

your partner/manager?
Could you see the benefit of the new work processes?
Did the new work processes alter your working relationship

with your partner/manager in any way?

tl
tl

tltl

Please provide comments below:

tl
tl

tl
tl

tltltl
tl

tl
tltl
tl

tltltl

tl
tltl
tl

tltltl
tltl

tltltl
tl

t1tltl
tItl

tl
rl

il t1 tl

tl
tl
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SECTION 4: ORGAMSATIONAL CTILTTIRE

An organisation's calture is made upon, in part, of the attitudes, values and beliefs that are
held by a group or organisation. In Section 4, I am interested in hrowing if the
organisatiornl calture you worked inwas supportive of the new system or detrimental to it
and how this may have affectedyour acceptance of the new gtstem.

Question 1: Did the ¡ttitudes atd beliefs held by your fellow workers affect the way
you personally accepted the new system? (pleøse cross the appropriate
box)

Yes t1 No t1 Not Sure tl
If yes, did it generally effect your positively or negatively? (ptease cross the appropriate

box)

Yes tl No tl Not Sure tl

Question 2: How would you rate the extent to which the culture in your division was
accepting of the new system? (please cross the approprìøte box)

Yes tl No I NotSure tl

Please provide comments below: (eg, inwhøtwøy was it accepting or not øcceptíng)

Question 3: ffyour division had a culture that, in your opinion, was not supportive of
the new system, how could it be improved? (pletse cross the appropriate
boxes)

Greater management commitment to the new system
Leader more overtly supports the new system
More regular communication about the new system
More informative communication about the new system
More education about the new system
Greater participation in the business processes associated with the new system
Ability to express your opinions with less fear of negative consequences

If you have any other comments, please make them below:

tl
t1tltltltl
I1
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SECTION 5: COMPUTER TRAINING AND INFORMATION SESSIONS

In this section I am interested in lenowing tÍyou received computer based training or
attended any information sessions in regard to the new system, qnd tÍyou did, how youfelt
aboul the training in terms of quality and effectiveness.

Question 1: Did you ¡itend a courputer based training program and/or information
sessions? (please cross the approprìate boxes)

Yes, I attended a computer based training program
Yes, I attended an information session
No, I didn't attend any training (If no, go to question l0)

Question 2: If yes, what was p!¡!¡yg about the computer based training and/or
information sessions you attended?

Please comment below:

Question 3: What was !!gg1!!yg about the computer based training and/or the
information sessions you attended? (please comment below)

Question 4: How could have the computer training or the information sessions been
improved? (please comment below)

tltl
tl
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Question 5: Did you feel that you had enough knowledge after your comnuter
training to use the system effectively in your rcle? (íf you did not attend
computer traínìng go to question 6)

Yes tl No I1 Not Sure tl
Please explain why:

Question 6: Did you feel that you had enough knowledge after your information
session to use the processes effectively in your role?

Yes tl No tl NotSure tl
Please explain why:

Question 7: Did you have enough suppoft for any questions or problems when you
went back to your division?

Yes tl No tl NotSure tl
Please comment below:

Question 8: overall, how would you rate the quality of the comouter based trainine
you received in respect to the new system? (please cÌoss the approprtate
box) If you dídn't receíve computer base trainíng please go to qiestion 9)

Exfemely
Poor

Very
Poor

Very
C¡ood

Extremely
Crood

Poor Neuhal Good

q.st4

tl tì t1 t1 tl t1 I1
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Question9:Overall,howwouldyouratethequalityofthe@you
received in respect to the new processes? (p/eøse cross the appropríate box)

ExFemely Very Poor Neutral Good
Poor Poor

il n il tl tl
If you have any other comments, please make them below:

very
Good

Extremely
Good

tl tl

Question l0: Overall, how did the information or training you received or did not
receive affect your acceptance of the new system? (pleøse describe below)

q.st4

Thank youfor your participaÍíon, ít is greatly appreciafedl

il
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Age.

ORGANISATIONAL CHANGE OTIESTIONNAIRE

Below is a list of questions and I would appreciate it if you could answer them as honestly
and as openly as you can. The questionnaire should take about 15 minutes to complete.
There are no right or wrong answers. Please answer all questions and provide as many
comments as ]¡ou can. as this will assist me with my analysis. To ensure confrdentiality
and anonymity please do not put your name on the questionnaire. Please send the
completed questionnaire back to me by Monday 6ù March, 2000 via internal mail.

Personal Particulars

Length ofEmployment.
(please include employment prior to your
carrent employment)

Sex: Level of completed education:

Secondary
Tertiary
Post Graduate

Position within your organisation (please cross the appropriate box)

Partner tl Manager t1 AssistantManager tl
Director t] SeniorConsultant t] SeniorAccountant tl
AssociateDirector tl Consultant tl Accountant t]
SeniorManager tl AdministrationManager tl Other:

Secretary t 1 Practice Service Staff t l

tltltl

1Quest.study5



SECTION 1: INVOLVEMENT IN CHANGE PROGRAMS

In this seclion I am interested in whether you have been involved in prior organisational
change before the implementation of the new system. I qm also interested in how your prior
experience or inexperience has afected the way you accepted the new system.

Question 1: Have you experieuced an organisational change in the past? (please do
not ínclude the change you have experíenced wíth the new system).

Yes t I No [ ] If no, go to question 3.

If yes, how many major changes have you experienced?

Can you briefly describe the change/changes you have experienced.

Question 2: Do you feel that experiencing a prior organisation change helped or
impaired your acceptance of the new system? þlease cross the øppropriate
boÐ

It helped my acceptance
It impaired my acceptance
It neither helped nor impaired my acceptance

Please describe why:

Question 3: As you are arvare, Phase 2 of the new system was rolled out in October.
Please tick the appropriate box to describe your attitude at the beginning
ofthe Phase 2 roll out and at the present.

t1
t1tl

tl
t1
t1tl
t1

tl
t1tltl
t1

My attitude toward the new system at
the beginning of Phase 2 roll out was:

Very Positive
Positive
Neutral
Negative
VeryNegative

My attitude toward the new system at
present is:

Very Positive
Positive
Neutral
Negative
Very Negative

2Quest.study5



Question 4: You have told me about your attitude at the beginning and at the end of
Phase 2, I would now like you to describe your attitude during the rollout
of Phase 2. If your attitude changed pleases describe how it changed
and g,þy it changed. (please comment in the space below)

Question 5: Did you benefit directly from the implementation of the new system?

Yes Il No tl NotSure tl
Please explain why:

Question 6: Do you feel that the system, ryithin Phase 2, is fully functional? (eg:
reliable, accessible information output)

Yes tl No tl Not Sure tl
Please explain why:

Question 7: Overall, how successful or unsuccessful was the change process adopted
by the Implementation Team. (eg: the approach the Team took in order
to deliver the new system) (please cross the øppropríate box)

Extremely Very Unsuccessfrrl
Unsuccessful Unsuccessfirl

Utl
Please describe why:

tl

Neutral Successfirl Very
Successñ¡l

U r1

Extremely
Successfi¡l

tl tl

JQuest.study5



Question 8: Overall, how successful or unsuccessful was the new system in terms of
outcome (eg: the new practice management system) (please cross the
appropríate box)

Extremely
Unsuccessful

Extremely
Negative

Uncertain

Very Unsuccessful
Unsuccessfi¡l

Neutral Successful ExEemely
Successful

Very
Successfü

tl I] t1 t1 U t1 n

Please describe why:

Question 9: Considering your experience with Phase 2 of the system what is your
attitude toward the Phase 3 rollout? þlease cross the approprùøte box)

Very Negative Neut¡al Positive Very Extremely
Negative Positive Positive

t1 t1 t1 n t1 tl t1

Please make any other comments below:

SECTION 2: COMMUNICATION

In this section, I am interesled to hrow how you felt about the process and the quality of the
information you received about the new system.

Question 1: Did you receive any information about the new system? (please cross the
øppropríate box)

Yes tl
[ ] (If no, go to Section 3)

tl
No

4Quest.study5



Question 2: If yes, how was the new system communicated to you? (please cross øs

many relevant boxes)

Face-to-face communication
Newsletter
Memos
Staff meeting

Question 5:

Yes

Question 3: In your opinion what medium of communication was the most effective of
those above?

Question 4: \ilhen information about the new system tvas communicated to you did
you have a opportunity to ask questions and did you receive adequate
answers? (plerce cross the øppropríate boxes)

Yes I had an opportunity to ask questions
Yes I received adequate answers to my questions
No, I did not have an opportunity to ask questions
No, I did not receive adequate answers

Gossip or rumour
Website
Nexline
Other.

Did you have an opportunity to discuss how the change would affect you?

tl No tl NotSure tl

tltl
tltl

tltl
tltl

tltl
tltl

Question 6: Did you have the opportunity to provide input into the new processes?

Yes tl No Il NotSure tl

Question 7: Did the Implementation Team listen to your concerns and act upon
feedback from your Division?

Yes

Quest.study5

I] No t1 Not Sure tl
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Question 8: Did the Imnlementation Team provide accurate information in regard to
the following?

Yes No Not
Sure

The reasons for the implementation of the new system

The new processes that were to be implemented

The benefits ofthe new system

The difficulties that may occur during implementation

The appropriate expectation you should have in regard to the
System (eg: what it could or could not do etc.)

The reasons for the implementation of the new system

The new processes that were to be implemented

The benefits ofthe new system

The difüculties that may occur during implementation

The appropriate expectation you should have in regard to the
System (eg: what it could or could not do etc.)

Question 9: Did the Business (eg. your division) provide you with accurate
information in regard

tl
tl
tl
tl

tl
tl
tl
tl

tl t] tl

tl
tl
tl
tl

t1
tl
t1
tl

tl
tI
tl
I]

tl
tl
tl
tl

tl u tl

Question 10: Did the fmolementation Team provide you with regular information
about what was happening during Phase 2?

Yes tl No t1 Not Sure

Question 1l: Did the Business (eg. your division) provide you with regular
information about what was happening during Phase 2?

Yes tl No tl Not Sure t1

tl
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Question 12: Did you know who to contact if you had any concerns or queries about
the new system?

Yes tl No tl Not Sure t1

Question 13: Overall, how informative or uninformative was the information about the
new system? (please cross the appropriate box)

Exhemely
Uninformative

Extremely Very
Ursuccessñ¡l Unsuccessful

Very Uninformative Neutral Informative
Uninformative

t1 t1 t1 t1 t1 tl t1

Question 14: Overall, how would you rate the success of the communication process
(eg: how the information was delivered to you) concerning the new system? (please
cross the øppropriøte box)

very
Infonnative

very
Successful

Exüemely
Informative

Extremely
Successful

Unsuccessñrl Neutral Successfirl

t1 tl I1 t1 t1 tl tl

Question 15: Overall, in what way did the communication you receÍved about the new
system affect your attitude toward it? (pleøse descrìbe below)

7Quest.study5



SECTION 3: \ilORIilNG RELATIONSHIPS

The ímplemcntafion of the new system brought wíth ¡t several policy changes that e!þcted
work processesfor partners, managers and their stalf. Thefollowing are some queitions
in relation to these changes. There is a separaÍe sectìonfor partners/managersãnd staffi
pleasetlll in the appropríate sectìon

rf you are a uartner/manaser please frll in the following questions:

Yes No Not
Sure

Did you find it easy to cope with the new work processes that
were put into place?

Did the new policies associated with the new system change your
work processes?

Did the new work policies associated with the new system
increase your workload?

Did you find the changes in your work processes inconvenient?
Did the new work processes alter your working relationship with

your secretary or other staffmembers in any way?
Did your staffreadily accept the new work processes?
Did you readily accept your new work processes?
Could you see the benefit of the new work processes?
Did the new work processes alter your working relationship

with your colleagues in any way?

rf you are a general staff member, please fill in the following questions:

Yes No Not
Sure

Did you find it easy to cope with the new work processes that
were put into place?

Did the new policies associated with the new system change your
work processes?

Did the new work policies associated with the new system
increase your workload?

Did you find the changes in your work processes inconvenient?
Did your pntner/manager readily accept the new work processes?
Did you have diffrculty explaining the new work processes to

your partner/manager?
Could you see the benefit of the new work processes?
Did the new work processes alter your working relationship

with your partner/manager in any way?
Did the new work processes alter your working relationship

with your colleagues in any way?

t1 tl
tl

t1tlt1
tI

tl
tl

t1 il tl
n n tl

n tl tl

t1
tltl
tl

tl
t1
tI
tltl

tl
tl
[1tl

tl
t1
t1

tltl

tltltl
tl

tl
t1tl
tltl

il tl
n tl

t1

tl

t1

tl
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Question 1: Did the overall implementation of the new system effect your team in
terms of morale in a positive or a negative way?

Negatively t l Not Sure tl

Question 2: Did the overall implementation of the new system affect the way your
team worked together and/or interacted?

Yes tl No tl Not Sure tl
If yes, please explain how:

Question 3: Did the overall implementation of the new system affect the way your
team worked with other teams within your organisation?

Yes tl
If yes, please explain how:

No tl Not Sure tl

Question 4: If your working relationships were altered in any way please rate how
this affected your attitude towards the new system?

Negatively Neutral Positively

Positively t l

Please explain how:

Exüemely
Negatively

very
Negatively

tI

very
Positively

Exúemely
Positively

tl t1 II tl tl t1
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SECTION 4: CT]LTURE

An organisation's calture is made upon, in part, of the attitudes, values and beliefs that are
held by a group or organisation. In Section 4, I øn interested in htowing if the
organisational calnre youworked in was supportive of the new system or detrimental to it
qnd how this may høve affectedyour acceptance of the new system.

Question 1: Did the attitudes and beliefs held by your fellow workers affect your
attitude toward the new system? (please cross the appropríate box)

Yes tl No il NotSure tl

If yes, did it generally effect your positively or negatively? (please cross the appropríøte
brrx)

Exhemely
Negatively

tl

Question 2:

Exhemely
Negatively

Very
Negatively

very
Negatively

I] t1 tl t1 t1 t1

How would you rate your nivision's attitude in regard to the new system?
(please cross the øpproprìøfe box)

Negatively Neutral Positively Very
Positively

Negatively Neutral Positively Very
Positively

t] t1 U 11

Exfremely
Positively

Eñremely
Positively

tlt1 tl

Please provide comments below: (eg. in what way was it positive or negative).

Quest.studyS l0



Question 3: If your Division had a culture that, in your opinion, was not supportive of
the new system, how could it be improved? þlease cross the appropríate
boxes)

Greater management commitment to the new system
Leader more overtly supports the new system
More regular communication about the new system
More informative communication about the new system
More education about the new system
Greater participation in the business processes associated with the new system
Ability to express your opinions with less fear of negative consequences

If you have any other comments, please make them below:

SECTION 5: COMPUTER TRAINING AND INFORMATION SESSIONS

In this section I am interested in lcnowing f you received computer based training or
attended any inþrmation sessions in regard to the new system, and tÍyou did, how you felt
about the training in terms of quality and effectiveness.

Question 1: Did you attend a computer based training program and/or information
sessions? (please cross the approprtatu boxes)

Yes, I attended a computer based training program
Yes, I attended an information session
No, I didn't attend any training (If no, go to question 13)

Question 2: If yes, what wâs pgsitivg about the computer based training and/or
information sessions you attended?

Please comment below:

tltl
tltl
tltltl

tltl
I]
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Question 3: What was nesative about the computer based training and/or the
information sessions you attended? (please comment below)

Question 4: How could have the computer training or the information sessions been
improved? (please comment below)

Question 5: Did you feel that you had enough appropriate knowledge after your
comnuter training to use the system effectively in your role? (íf you dìd
not attend computer traíníng go to question 6)

Yes t1 No tl Not Sure t1

Please explain why:

Question 6: Did you feel that you had enough knowledge after your information
session to use the processes effectively in your role?

Yes t]
Please explain why:

No t1 Not Sure t1

Quest.study5 t2



Question 7: Did you have enough support for any questions or problems when you
went back to your Division?

Yes tl No tl Not Sure I]
Please comment below:

Question 8: Overall, how would you rate the quality of the comouter based trainins
you received in respect to the new system? (pluse cross the appropriaÍe
box) If you didn't receive computer base trainíng please go to question 9)

Excellent

I tl t1 tl tl tl t1

Question 9: Overall, how would you rate the conditions of the comouter based
trainins (eg. time available, number of participants, physical comfort)

Extremely Very Poor Neutral Crood Very Excellent
Poor Poor Good

tl t] U tl tl il il
If you have any other comments, please make them below:

Extremely
Poor

very
Poor

Poor Neutral Good very
Good

Quest.study5 l3



Question 10: Overall, how would you rate the quality of the information sessions you
received in respect to the new processes? (please cross the appropriøte
box)

Excellent

tl I1 tl t1 U t1 II

If you have any other comments, please make them below:

Question 1l: Overall, how would you rate the competence (eg. knowtedge, training
skilts) of the trainers who conducted the information sessions?

Poor Neutral Good

Extremely Very poor Neuftal Good
Poor Poor

tl t] U t] tl
If you have any other comments, please make them below:

Extremely Very poor Neutral Good
Poor Poor

tl t] tl il 11

If you have any other comments, please make them below:

Extremely
Poor

Very
Poor

very
Good

Very
Good

very
Good

tl

Excellent

Excellent

tl

t1 t1

Question 12: Overall, how would you rate the competence (eg. knowledge, training
skills) of the trainers who conducted the comnuter trainins?

Quest.study5 It



Question 13: Overall, how would you rate the quality of the training material (eg:

handouts, manuals) that you received during the training sessions.

Poor Neutral GoodExEemely
Poor

tl

ExEemely
Negative

Exlremely
Negative

Extremely
Neg¿tive

tl

Very
Negative

very
Negative

very
Negative

very
Good

tl

Very
Positive

very
Positive

Very
Positive

t1

Exc¡llent

I]

Extremely
Positive

ExEemely
Positive

Exhemely
Positive

tl

very
Poor

t1 r1 tl

Question 14: Overall, how did the information or training you received (or did not
receive) affect your attitude toward the new system Qtlease descrìbe
below)

Negative Neutral Positive

tl tl tì t1 tl t1 tl

Question 15: Overall, how would you rate your attitude toward the new system 4!
Dresent?

Negative NeuEal Positive

tì t1 tl tl tl tl t1

Question 16: Overall, how do you rate your attitude toward future phases of the
change program?

Negative Neutral Positive

I] U tl tl tl

If you have any other comments, please make them below:

Quest.study5
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TECHNOLOGY CHANGE PROGRAM ASSESSMENT

This assessment tool has been developed to assist in designing, monitoring and evaluating a

technology change program in terms of employee acceptance. In particular, it can also be used

to identify critical areas of a change program that may have received insuffrcient attention. It

can be used for large-scale change involving an entire organisation or for a small change

involving only one department within an organisation.

The assessment focuses on the change process and the factors that need to be considered to

optimise its success in terms of employee acceptance. Consideration of the factors can

contribute to greater employee acceptance of organisational change through identification of

strengths and weaknesses within a change management program.

This assessment could also be used by change managers who are part of a broader

Implementation Team. Such a team could consist of a project manager, system design

personnel, user testing groups etc. In this case the tool could be used for a specific department

within the broader Implementation Team.

To use the assessment simply read the questions under each of the headings and circle Yes or

No. Some of the factors have been weighted according to thei¡ importance as suggested by

research. For example a "5" rating was given to the questions that were important according to

the thesis and fell within the 90 to IOU/o range. The percentages are the descriptive statistics

that represent how participants responded to each particular question throughout the thesis.

For example 77Yo of participants responded that they did not have described to them the

appropriate expectations of the new system or procedure. Certain questions were given a "4"

rating because they fell within the 60 to 79yo range, and a "3" rating was weighted to some

questions because they fell within the 20 to 59Yo range. The "1" rating was given to those

questions that did not seem to be as crucial to the success of the implementation, being in the I

to l9o/o range, but might enhance the process if used.

When you have completed the questionnaire, add up the scores for the different factors to fïnd

out whether the change program is at low, medium or high risk of problems in terms of user

acceptance.

I



COMMIINICATION

0 IDoes your communication strategy ensure that all employees are kept informed of any

unforeseen changes to the change program?
0 Istmtegy include provision for an increase inrelevant information

immediately prior to the implementation of the new system?
Does your

0 1Does your communication provide all the relevant_facts (including time lines, responsibilities
etc ) about the chanee?

0 1Does your communication provide employees with an understanding of how they will be
personally affected (eg: in regard to the specific role or job within the organisation).

0 IHave you obtained feedback from all relevant individuals and groups to indicate that the
information provided has been accurately received?

0 IDoes your communication plan include sending newsletters out to all your employees?
0 IDoes you¡ communication plan include sending out memos via email to all your employees?

Does your communication plan include a website whereby employees can access up to date
information about the change?

0 I

Does your communication strategy identi$ any individuals or groups that may need more
detailed information about he change? (eg. end users).

0 1

0 IHave these special individuals or groups received the more detailed information they need

and lus feedback betn obtained to ensu¡e that they have received it?

2



Communication cont.

Congratulations! Your score indicates that you have a

communication plan in place ttnt will be effective in providing
informaton to your employees.
Ifyou had any scores within a shaded category you are advised to
reassess the possibility of including that strategy in your communication
plan.

goodLow Risk 0-8

9-20 that you have quite a few strategies that need to be

included to ensure that you have an effective communication plan to
deliver to your employees. You a¡e advised to review your selection
and where you have arswered "no", re-evaluate how you could include
that strategy in your communication plan. Pay particular attention to the

shaded a¡eas.

Your score indicatesMedium Risk

2t49 You¡ score indicates that your communication plan is at high risk of
being unsuccessfirl. In order to prevent this, you need to re+valuate
your selections, paylng particular attention to the shaded areas as these

are the most important strategies to include inyour communication plan.

High Risk

3



CHANGE PROGRAM DESIGN TOOL/RISK ASSESSMENT

Yes NoSYSTEM FACTORS

0 Iresentative of the employees be involved in user testing?
0 IIs there a mechanism set up where by change personnel can seek feedback ftom employees

about problems or compliaints about the system?
0 1Is there a help desk set up for ongoing support the new svstem orroco¡¡lin o

0-2 Congntulations! Your score indicates tlnt your employees are involved
in the desigrr of your new system.

Low Risk

Your score indicates that you have some strategies that need to be

included to ensure that your employees are involved in the systems side

of the implementation. Review your answers and focus on where you
have answered "No' to the shaded strategies.

Medium Risk 3-7

Your score indlcates that you need to involve your employees in
design of your new system. In order to do this, reævaluate your
selections, paylng particular attenton to the shaded areas as these are the

most important sEategies to include.

theHigh Risk 8-14
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CHANGE PROGRAM DESIGN TOOL/RISK ASSESSMENT

NoYesEMPLOYEE PARTICIPATION

0 IAre cmployccs given the orlÞortunrty to ask thcir managers questions about the change?

Wrat rncchanism is in place to cnsure tlut thc clulge teå[r can teceive and action feedback
from the emolovees?

0 I

IIs there a feedback mechanism to log complaints or suggclions about thc ne\ì¡ syslem or
proccdu¡e?

0

Low Risk 0-4 Congratulations! Your score indicates thal you havc invitcd your
employees to participate in thc change proc€ss. By doing this you
will find that your employees will have ownership about fhc changc
and a¡e more likely to accept the changes you are introducing.

Medium Risk 5-15 Your score indicates that you have some strategies that need to be
included to ensure that your employees are more involved inthe
change proc€ss. Go back to your results and review your scores,
paylng particular attention to the shaded a¡eas.

High Risk 16-26 Your score indicates that your change progmm is at lúgh risk of user
resistance by not involving your employees in the change process.

Review your results and t¡y to include more of the stnded shategies
into your change progam.
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CHANGE PROGRAM DESIGN TOOL/RISK ASSESSMENT

Yes NoTRAINING

0 IDoes the content of your training programs
work routine?

ensrr€ that it is in contcxt of the employees' daily

0 IAre the training sessions practical and hands on so that employees can practce what they
need to do back intheir work environment?

0 ICan one-on-one attention be provided in the t¡aining session if needed by
0 IHave you set up information sessions for managers/team leaders to educate them on how to

assist employees to coDe with chanee?
0 IFlave you arr¿nged to run 'copins with change' workshops for empþees?
0 IDo vou have provisions for emDloyees who are not coping with the change?

10Have you set up education sessions for managers to assist them to identi$ those employees

who are not coping with change and how to assist those employees?
0 IHave you developed documentation that supports the training sessions that employees can

take away?
0 IAre the trainers knowledgable and experienced on fhe system they are trairing in?
0 IAre the naining sessiors scheduled at convenient times so that employees can attend them

readilv?
0 1Has enough tirne been allocated to the training sessions to ensure that employees do not feel

rushed and have time to practice their new skills?
0 1Is the fraining room physically comfortable?
0 IHave you planned on evaluating the training progñìm in terms of the employees' skill levcl

before and after training?

Is training appropriately scheduled with respect to the change? That is, not too long or too
short a time before the change takes place)

0 I

0-3Low Risk Congratulations! Your score indicates that you have a good training
program in place that is likely to be effective in providing nerv skills
for your employees.
Ifyou had any scores within a shaded category you are advised to
reassess the possibility of including that strategy in your üaining
progfam.

4-14Medium Risk Your score indicates that you have some strategies that need to be
included to ensure that your training is more successful. Re-evaluate
your answers and û:y and select more of the shâded sfrategies.

High Risk I5-24 You scores indicate that your training program is at high risk of
failing to provide your employees with the environment and skills
needed to effectively use your new system. Re-evaluate your ans\ryers

and select more of the shaded strategies for inclusion inyour haining
progmm.
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CHANGE PROGRAM DESIGN TOOL/RISK ASSESSMENT

LEADERSHIP CHARACTERISTICS

IExplain the benefits of the new system 0

0 IExplain how the change rviil afFect employees

Regularþ talk about the change before, during and after the implementation. 0 I

0 IRemain personally positive about the change and express this to employees.

0 IUse specific strategies to motivate and inspire employees about the change

Use specific strategies to empower staffto take conEol of thei¡ situation 0 I

0 IProvide a sense of emotional support to employees

Listen to employees concerns about the change. 0 1

Have you made provision for providing training and/or coaching on leading change to those
members of your change team that are inexperienced or lack some of the ide¿l characteristics
mentioned above.

0 I

Low Risk 0-3 Congratulations! Your score indicates that you have selected an
lmplemmøtion Change Te¿m that have leadership characteristics and
behaviours that are associated with successfirl systems
imDlementations.

Medium Risk 4-t2 Your score indicates that you have less than ideal members on your
change team with the cha¡acteristics and behaviours to facilitate a
successful systems implementation. You need to review your team
and either provide naining and coaching in the a¡eas that a¡e needed
or replace that team member with a person who has more of the
cha¡acteristics listed above.

High Risk t3-22 Your score indicates that you do not have very many members with
those characteristics and behavioun that a¡e usually associated with
successful systems implementations. Review your choicæ of team
members and evaluate whether they need training or coaching or need
to be replaced onyour team.

7



CIIANGE PROGRAM DESIGN TOOL/RISK ASSESSMENT

Overview otResults: Example of ptesenlation of,results

High
Risk

Medium
Risk

Low Risk

lÈeqå : Actual
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